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Abstract
Multi-agent reinforcement learning (MARL) has seen much success in the past decade.
However, these methods are yet to find wide application in large-scale real world problems
due to two important reasons. First, MARL algorithms have poor sample eﬃciency, where
many data samples need to be obtained through interactions with the environment to learn
meaningful policies, even in small environments. Second, MARL algorithms are not scalable
to environments with many agents since, typically, these algorithms are exponential in
the number of agents in the environment. This dissertation aims to address both of these
challenges with the goal of making MARL applicable to a variety of real world environments.
Towards improving sample eﬃciency, an important observation is that many real world
environments already, in practice, deploy sub-optimal or heuristic approaches for generating
policies. A useful possibility that arises is how to best use such approaches as advisors to
help improve reinforcement learning in multi-agent domains. In this dissertation, we provide
a principled framework for incorporating action recommendations from online sub-optimal
advisors in multi-agent settings. To this end, we propose a general model for learning
from external advisors in MARL and show that desirable theoretical properties such as
convergence to a unique solution concept, and reasonable finite sample complexity bounds
exist, under a set of common assumptions. Furthermore, extensive experiments illustrate
that these algorithms: can be used in a variety of environments, have performances that
compare favourably to other related baselines, can scale to large state-action spaces, and
are robust to poor advice from advisors.
Towards scaling MARL, we explore the use of mean field theory. Mean field theory
provides an eﬀective way of scaling multi-agent reinforcement learning algorithms to
environments with many agents, where other agents can be abstracted by a virtual mean
agent. Prior work has used mean field theory in MARL, however, they suﬀer from several
stringent assumptions such as requiring fully homogeneous agents, full observability of
the environment, and centralized learning settings, that prevent their wide application in
practical environments. In this dissertation, we extend mean field methods to environments
having heterogeneous agents, and partially observable settings. Further, we extend mean
field methods to include decentralized approaches. We provide novel mean field based
MARL algorithms that outperform previous methods on a set of large games with many
agents. Theoretically, we provide bounds on the information loss experienced as a result
of using the mean field and further provide fixed point guarantees for Q-learning-based
algorithms in each of these environments.
Subsequently, we combine our work in mean field learning and learning from advisors
to show that we can achieve powerful MARL algorithms that are more suitable for real
v

world environments as compared to prior approaches. This method uses the recently
introduced attention mechanism to perform per-agent modelling of others in the locality, in
addition to using the mean field for global responses. Notably, in this dissertation, we show
applications in several real world multi-agent environments such as the Ising model, the
ride-pool matching problem, and the massively multi-player online (MMO) game setting
(which is currently a multi-billion dollar market).
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Reinforcement learning (RL) and deep learning have been combined eﬀectively in the past
decade to give super human performances in a large suite of single-agent games [167]. RL
can be regarded as a sub-field of machine learning, where an agent learns to act optimally
in a dynamic environment using weak return signals (called rewards). Deep reinforcement
learning (DRL) algorithms combine RL and deep learning, where deep neural networks
are trained to approximate either the policy or the value function, eﬀectively learning
good mappings from states to actions. DRL has been used in some single-agent real world
environments for resource management and allocation [157], robot management [129], and
personalized recommendation systems [315]. Still, DRL has not been generally applicable
in many real world problems, due to problems of sample eﬃciency [311] and the nature of
multiple agent interaction in these real world domains [314].
RL is also being used in the field of multi-agent systems, where more than one agent is
learning simultaneously in the same environment [178]. Single-agent RL algorithms are not
directly applicable in multi-agent environments due to problems like non-stationarity [97],
credit-assignment [36], and the curse of dimensionality [303]. An excellent survey of multiagent RL (MARL) from Hernandez et al. [98] describes these problems in detail. Regarding
non-stationarity, in MARL, the transition function and the reward function for each agent
depends on the joint action of all agents. Hence, from a single-agent’s perspective, these
functions can change over time based on dynamically changing strategies of other agents
in the environment. However, single-agent RL approaches typically assume stationary
reward and transition functions for learning [256] and are not directly suited for multi-agent
environments. The multi-agent credit assignment problem [277] deals with the issue of each
agent requiring to infer its contributions to the obtained reward. For example, in cooperative
environments, all coordinating agents may only obtain global rewards which depends on
1

policies of all agents together and not each individual agent. The curse of dimensionality in
MARL arises due to the nature of the multi-agent state-action spaces growing exponentially
with the number of agents in the environment [39]. Further, problems from single-agent RL
such as sample complexity [33] are potentially magnified in the multi-agent case. Many real
world environments such as combating wildfires, fighting pandemics, resource allocation
operations, and disaster responses are inherently large multi-agent systems, where each
agent interacts simultaneously with many other agents. These domains can be classified as
cooperative (fighting wildfires), competitive (demand and supply logistics), or mixed (multi
party elections with coalitions). Thus, applying RL algorithms in real world domains will
need to explicitly handle the multi-agent nature of these domains in addition to addressing
the other challenges in multi-agent systems mentioned above.
MARL has been traditionally focused on simple toy problems involving two (or few)
player games with a very restrictive set of applications [278]. However, there is a large set
of real world domains, that span diﬀerent areas such as wildfire fighting [115], financial
applications like stock trading and portfolio optimization [114], and industrial applications
like the ride-pool matching problem (RMP) [6], where multi-agent learning algorithms
would be highly beneficial. An eﬀort towards enabling such applications will greatly benefit
the dual fields of RL and multi-agent systems.
In this dissertation, we will theoretically and empirically address some of the most
compelling problems in the field of MARL that prevents its wide application to large and
complex problems. This dissertation aims to be a significant step towards making MARL
algorithms applicable to many real world domains.

1.1

Research Problem And Contributions

We focus our research on two fundamental problems in MARL.
The first problem is the issue of sample eﬃciency. Sample eﬃciency is the problem
of learning eﬀectively from every data sample. Each data sample in RL constitutes an
“experience” for the agent interacting with the environment. To put this problem in
context, the best RL algorithms need millions of data samples to learn at the level of human
performance, while humans can learn such policies using only a few samples (a good example
is performances in Atari games [167]). This problem extends to the field of MARL as
well. To provide an example, the AlphaStar algorithm that is used to solve the multi-agent
StarCraft challenge [206], requires 200 years of game play data for training to learn good
policies. Another example is the OpenAI Five algorithm that provides state-of-the-art
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performances in the multi-agent game of Dota [20], which requires to be trained on 180
years of game play data involving computational infrastructure consisting of 256 GPUs and
128,000 CPU cores [184]. In many real world domains, this is a critical issue as there is a
relative paucity of data with which learning agents can learn eﬀectively. However, many
of these real-world domains have existing scientific models and other heuristics that while
potentially sub-optimal, are still used in practice to generate policies. Our proposed approach
integrates this existing information (which we will encapsulate as advisors) to bootstrap
MARL agents in many real world problems, since learning from scratch is highly challenging
due to its poor sample eﬃciency. This approach falls within the paradigm of learning
from demonstrations (LfD) [213]. As the agents begin learning, the classic RL/MARL
algorithms train their policies purely by random exploration [291] in the environment. This
involves trying out diﬀerent actions in every situation (state) to figure out the best possible
action. In a large environment, this is not optimal as the number of diﬀerent possibilities
are exponentially large. In this context, an advisor can help in targeted exploration by
suggesting an action for each situation, which the agents can then try out and evaluate.
The learning agents must be able to rely on advisor feedback and use that to inform their
policies, especially when the agents are uncertain about their own policies (typically at the
beginning of learning). Eventually, learning agents must be able to surpass the sub-optimal
advisors in performance given suﬃcient training. Though prior works have considered
LfD in MARL [225], they contain several limiting assumptions such as using restrictive
multi-agent environments (for example two-agent zero-sum games), requiring access to
near-optimal experts, presence of oﬄine demonstrations, and requiring all demonstrations
to come from a single demonstrator. In our approach to solve this problem, we will first
provide a principled framework, called ADvising Multiple Intelligent Reinforcement Agents
(ADMIRAL) that integrates action recommendations from an online sub-optimal advisor
in non-restrictive general-sum stochastic game settings. In this approach, we restrict each
agent to have access to at-most one advisor. Subsequently, we will relax this condition and
propose a new framework that allows each agent to have access to multiple advisors. Here,
the agents will learn to pick the best advisor at a given state with the objective of learning
good MARL policies faster. In this way, this dissertation contributes principled MARL
solutions for learning from advisor(s) that do not require limiting assumptions seen in prior
works.
The second challenge is the issue of scaling MARL to environments with large numbers
of agents (many agents). While many MARL approaches in recent years have addressed
problems with large state and action spaces, the number of agents has still been restricted
to a few (tens or less) agents [70, 95]. Since, traditionally, MARL algorithms have been
exponential in the number of agents [104], these algorithms are intractable in environments
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with many agents. In the last decade, mean field theory [236] has been eﬀectively combined
with MARL to give tractable solutions [88, 136, 303]. Mean field theory replaces all agent
interactions with an eﬀective interaction on a single “virtual” agent called the mean field.
Hence, the many agent problem has been reduced to a two agent problem, where the second
agent is a mean field aggregate of all other agents in the environment. With this model, all
current MARL algorithms become tractable as each agent needs to formulate best responses
only to one other agent (i.e., the mean field). In spite of having this scalability advantage,
mean field approaches do not come for free. Certain conditions must be met which limit its
use in practice. The conditions imposed by prior work and suitable relaxations to these
conditions provided by this dissertations are given as follows.
• The first condition involves an assumption that all agents in the environment are fully
homogeneous (i.e., have the same state space, action space, and reward functions).
However, in large real world systems, many agents will have diﬀerent abilities, objectives and interests. We provide a new approach that groups diﬀerent agents with
such diﬀerences into diﬀerent sets (called types), such that, within a type the mean
field homogeneity assumption still holds, but the assumption is not required to hold
across types. This analysis will extend previous research [303] on combining mean
field theory and RL to environments with the presence of heterogeneous agents.
• The second limiting condition is a requirement that all agents can access global
information (that includes information about each of the other agents) in mean field
environments. While this assumption is strong in general, especially in large scale
systems with many agents, it is impractical to assume that every agent will have
access to global information of the other agents in the environment. Such information
can only be obtained if the strategies of all other agents are known in advance. We
relax this assumption and maintain a distribution over strategies that are updated at
each time step based on the varying number of agents that each agent observes in an
environment.
• The third limiting requirement is that of using centralized learning approaches.
Building centralized infrastructure over environments with many agents is prohibitively
hard, especially in terms of computation. In addition, such a system is susceptible to
several failure modes (such as network failures). We provide a new mean field setting
that will relax this requirement and extend mean field methods to include possibly
decentralized solution methods.
• Finally, mean field approaches assume that no per-agent modelling of others is required
and that every agent has the same impact on the learning of other agents. Under
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the assumption of a very large (possibly infinite in the limit) number of agents in
the environment, each individual agents’ impact on the environment is specified
to be infinitesimal [136], which leads to all agents only calculating best responses
to the mean field (no per-agent modelling of other agents). However, in practice,
real-world environments have only finite agents and each agent is impacted more
by some agents than others. In this dissertation, we provide a mean field algorithm
that uses the recently introduced attention mechanism [282] to learn the diﬀerent
levels of importance needing to be attributed to a finite set of nearby agents that can
have a high impact on the performance of the central agent (a representative learning
agent). Here the attention mechanism is used to model other agents nearby (local
impact) and the mean field is used to model agents further away (global impact).
This leads to a scalable algorithm that is still capable of providing best responses to
the behaviour of other (potentially impactful) agents nearby.
In general, mean field methods in RL are also sample ineﬃcient since they learn from
scratch (same as in any RL/MARL algorithm). We will extend our work for learning from
advisors in MARL to the mean field setting to address this challenge.
Along with empirical research advances that are needed to use MARL algorithms in large
scale environments, theoretical underpinnings of these algorithms must also be investigated
to get a clear understanding of their performance. Hence, a theoretical analysis of proposed
MARL algorithms is an important component of our research. RL algorithms are in their
essence, fixed point iteration problems, where the algorithms iterate until more learning is
not desirable or possible [262]. Previous research has given fixed point guarantees for many
well known RL algorithms [259, 291]. In the multi-agent case the theoretical guarantees
involve a form of convergence to an equilibrium, such as the Nash equilibrium [122, 230].
In this equilibrium, no agent has an incentive to unilaterally deviate from its policy. In this
sense, an understanding of the field of game-theory and the theory of learning in games
[75] contribute to research advancements in MARL [36, 180]. Particularly, this dissertation
will focus on providing a convergence guarantee in self-play and proving that each agent
provides best responses to other agent strategies, to show that the diﬀerent contributed
algorithms are principled (or that the agents playing these algorithms are rational). This is
in line with the conditions provided by Bowling and Veloso [30, 31].

1.2

Research Area

The area of focus for this research is concisely captured by the Venn diagram in Figure 1.1.
Our area of research lies in the intersection of four areas. Here we will provide a short
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summary of each of these areas focussing on their relation to each other and our research
focus. More details are provided in the upcoming chapters.

Figure 1.1: The research focus of this dissertation in relation to other fields.
The first field of interest is that of RL [256], which we have introduced previously.
RL has been traditionally focussed on single-agent learning environments [186], while it
can also extend to multi-agent environments [97]. Since RL suﬀers from the problem of
sample eﬃciency, learning from demonstrations (LfD) [214] techniques are used to make
RL training faster [191]. LfD is an independent field of research that has been investigated
for over 40 years [57]. LfD approaches try to replace traditional learning that learns from
scratch and other time consuming hand-crafted programming processes for agents/robots
with demonstrations of an expert’s approach to the task [214]. Multi-agent systems (MAS)
[240] is another area of research that is relevant to our work. This field investigates the
behaviour of systems containing more than one (intelligent) agent learning to take decisions
simultaneously. Learning in MAS generally involves the use of RL. Consequently, RL
approaches have been extensively studied in multi-agent systems forming its own sub-field
i.e., MARL [97]. Finally, mean field methods is an area of research under game theory
[221], that studies strategic decision-making of independent agents which are part of large
populations [136]. Our work aims to improve MARL training using LfD, and scale MARL
6

algorithms using mean field approaches. Hence, it lies at the intersection of all of these four
fields of research.

1.3

Thesis Overview

Thesis Statement: The following thesis statement captures the core contributions of this
dissertation:
MARL is not currently applicable to a vast majority of large-scale real-world environments
due to two fundamental limitations:
1. Poor sample eﬃciency in MARL. This dissertation considers learning from demonstration based solutions and provides principled approaches that relax limiting assumptions
in prior works.
2. Inability to scale to environments with many agents in them. This dissertation
considers solutions based on mean field learning and provides principled approaches
that relax limiting assumptions in prior works.
Subsequently, combining these two solution approaches (that relaxes the fundamental
limitations) can lead to powerful MARL solutions that are potentially suitable for a large
class of real-world problems, and have clear advantages over state-of-the-art algorithms
(baselines) from the MARL literature.
Now that we have motivated our research problem and outlined our solution approach,
we will go into more details in the next chapters. The organization of the rest of this
dissertation is described here.
In Chapter 2, we will provide some background information and summarize prior research
work in the field of RL, MARL, and game theory. To be concise, we will focus on prior works
and concepts that are most directly related to our research. We will begin by providing
some fundamentals of RL and then move on to extending this to the multi-agent setting
and finally to the mean field setting.
In Chapter 3, we consider the problem of using advisors in MARL (specifically the nonrestrictive general-sum stochastic game [219] setting). We provide a principled framework
for incorporating action recommendations from online sub-optimal advisors in multi-agent
settings. In this chapter we restrict each agent to have access to at-most one advisor during
training. We provide practical algorithms and analyze them theoretically and empirically.
7

The core contents of this chapter are published in the Journal of Artificial Intelligence
Research (JAIR) [255] and is available on arXiv [254].
In Chapter 4, we will relax the restriction of one advisor from the previous chapter.
This chapter considers the problem of simultaneously learning from multiple independent
advisors in MARL (specifically the general-sum stochastic games). We will provide a
principled framework for multiple agent learning in the presence of multiple advisors. Using
this framework, we will propose suitable MARL algorithms and analyze them empirically
as well as theoretically.
In Chapter 5, we will switch focus to scaling MARL algorithms to many agent environments using mean field theory. We give the theoretical foundations and experimental
results of our approach on extending mean field theory and MARL to multiple types in
the environment. The core contents of this chapter have been published as a full paper in
AAMAS-2020 [248] and is available on arXiv [249].
In Chapter 6, we study the issue of partial observation in many agent RL, and analyze
two diﬀerent classes of problems in this scenario. We provide two practical algorithms that
work on each of these scenarios and establish convergence properties theoretically. The core
contents of this chapter have been published as a full paper in AAMAS-2021 [252] and is
available on arXiv [250].
In Chapter 7 we extend mean field learning methods to approaches involving decentralized
training protocols. We will propose a new mean field system, called decentralized mean
field games (DMFGs) and provide a suitable decentralized solution concept for this system.
We provide practical algorithms for learning in DMFGs and analyze their performances in
large scale games. The core contents of this chapter have been published as a full paper in
AAAI-2022 [253] and is available on arXiv [251].
In Chapter 8 we provide an algorithm that improves the training of MARL algorithms
in many agent environments using action advising and mean field learning. This algorithm
will combine the advantages of the algorithms provided in previous chapters. Further, this
chapter will explore the use of a transformer architecture [282] in mean field algorithms
and demonstrate the advantages of this method.
In Chapter 9, we conclude the dissertation by providing a summary of its major
contributions and a discussion of important avenues for future work.
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Chapter 2
Background And Prior Work
In this chapter, we will go through the important background material for this dissertation.
We start with the introduction of single-agent reinforcement learning (RL) methods including
Deep RL (DRL). Subsequently, we will expand the discussions to include stochastic games
and MARL. The focus will be on providing detailed discussions about common topics
that will appear in all the remaining chapters. Other topics that are specific to each of
the upcoming chapters are briefly mentioned here, while the details are deferred until the
respective chapters.

2.1

Reinforcement Learning

We will first introduce the single-agent RL framework and then also describe some research
advances using a combination of deep learning and reinforcement learning. This field is
highly dynamic, with many new publications being released every year. We will try to keep
things as brief as possible by highlighting the seminal papers in this field along with the
papers that are most relevant to our research.
Single agent reinforcement learning [256] is the most common form of reinforcement
learning in the literature [9]. In RL, decision problems are modelled as Markov Decision
Processes (MDPs) [256]. We formally define an MDP as follows.
Definition 1. A Markov decision process (MDP) is defined as hS, A, R, T, i where S is the
set of states, A is a set of actions, R : S⇥A 7! R is the reward function, T : S⇥A⇥S 7! [0, 1]
is the transition function and 0  < 1 is the discount factor.
9

Given an MDP, an agent starts in some state s, takes some action a 2 A, and then
transitions to a state s0 with probability T (s, a, s0 ) where it collects some reward R(s, a).
A stochastic stationary policy can be represented as, ⇡ : S ! (A), where (A) denotes
the space of probabilistic distributions over the agent’s action space. The stationary
policy can also be deterministic (represented as ⇡ : S ! A), in which case, it specifies
a deterministic action for each state s. The policy is a behaviour policy if it depends
on the entire history of game play. This is expressed as ⇡t = Ht ! (A), where ht 2
Ht , ht = (s0 , a0 , . . . , st1 , at 1 , st ). Alternatively, the policy is a stationary policy if the policy
is independent of time, expressed as ⇡t = ⇡ for all t.
The objective of an agent in the MDP is to determine an optimal policy ⇡ ⇤ , that
maximizes the sum of expected discounted future rewards. In an MDP, it can be proved
that restricting policies to only stationary policies does not result in any loss of optimality
[196], and hence, it is suﬃcient to only consider stationary policies for determining the
optimal policy [256]. The value, or expected discounted sum of future rewards, of following
some policy ⇡ when starting in state s is defined as,
v(s, ⇡) =

1
X

t

t=0

E[rt |s0 = s, ⇡]

(2.1)

where rt is the reward collected at time t.

To determine the optimal policy, it is typical to consider an iterative search technique [196] that tries to obtain the fixed point of the Bellman equation expressed as,
v(s, ⇡ ⇤ ) = max{R(s, a) +
a

X

T (s, a, s0 )v(s0 , ⇡ ⇤ )}.

(2.2)

s0

It is guaranteed that a solution (fixed point) to the iterative update provided in Eq. 2.2
exists [256]. The policy ⇡ ⇤ that satisfies Eq. 2.2 is guaranteed to be the optimal policy
[256, 291]. The value of the optimal policy is defined as the optimal value (i.e., the optimal
value provides the maximum expected discounted sum of future rewards obtainable starting
from each possible state in the MDP).
The algorithms that learn and maintain explicit estimates of the dynamics T are called
model based. In contrast, algorithms that use interactions with the environment to directly
learn a value function or policy are model free. In this dissertation, we will only focus
on model free approaches. The current state-of-the-art in RL for learning in general
environments without an explicitly known (or easily obtainable) model is to use model free
approaches [10]. The model based approaches tend to be computationally more demanding
10

and even comparatively small inaccuracies in these models lead to instability in learning
[169]. Model free methods can be mostly divided into value-based and direct policy search
approaches, as described next.

2.1.1

Q-learning

Q-learning [291] is a widely used value-based RL algorithm that learns an optimal Q-value,
based on which the optimal policy is derived. Q-learning works naturally in single-agent
settings with a discrete action space. Many variants of this algorithm have also been
proposed [87, 309]. The classic Q-learning algorithm, does a tabular update for the Q-value
of each state, action pair in the environment. This algorithm is model-free, with the tabular
values being updated each time an action is taken using the Bellman update equation,
Qt+1 (s, a) = Qt (s, a) + ↵[(rt + max Qt (s0 , a))
a

Qt (s, a)]

(2.3)

where ↵ 2 [0, 1] is the learning rate.

The Eq. 2.3 is guaranteed to have a fixed point, denoted as Q⇤ (s, a), which provides the
maximum possible expected discounted sum of rewards obtainable after taking action a in
state s [291]. The optimal policy is then, to return the action that maximizes the optimal
Q-value at each state. The relation between the value function and the Q-function can be
expressed as v(s, ⇡ ⇤ ) = maxa Q⇤ (s, a).
In Q-learning it is common to use a diﬀerent policy for deciding actions as compared
to the policy being updated (also known as the target policy). This makes Q-learning
an oﬀ-policy algorithm. Alternatively, algorithms that use the target policy for deciding
actions are known as on-policy algorithms.

The on-policy variant of Q-learning is called Sarsa [256]. The Sarsa update replaces the
max operator in Equation 2.3 with the next action a0 at state s0 from the current policy.
This can be expressed as (where the action a0 at the next state s0 is determined before the
performing the Q-update),
Qt+1 (s, a) = Qt (s, a) + ↵[(rt + Qt (s0 , a0 ))

2.1.2

Qt (s, a)].

(2.4)

Policy Gradients And Actor Critics

Value based methods like Q-learning optimize a value function from which an optimal
policy is obtained. Policy gradient methods, on the other hand, optimize the policy directly
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and can work with high dimensional state and action spaces as they do not need a look-up
tabular representation like the value based methods [131]. Some measure of performance is
used to update the parameters of the policy using stochastic gradient descent. The policy
gradient methods are derived from the classic stochastic policy gradient theorem [257]. This
can be expressed as1 ,
h
i
r✓ J(⇡✓ ) = Es⇠⇢⇡ ,a⇠⇡✓ r✓ log ⇡✓ (a|s)Q⇡ (s, a)

(2.5)

where ⇢⇡ is the (discounted) state distribution under the stochastic policy ⇡✓ (where ✓
represents a vector of parameters), J(⇡✓ ) represents the expected discounted sum of rewards
or the performance objective under the policy ⇡✓ , and Q⇡ represents the action-value
function of the policy ⇡✓ .
An important practical value of the stochastic policy gradient theorem is the reduction
of computation of the gradient of the performance objective to an expectation. Given
this theorem, a wide variety of practical algorithms have been derived by estimating the
expectation using one or more samples. The key diﬀerence between these algorithms is the
particular method used to estimate the action-value function Q⇡ .
The well known REINFORCE [296] algorithm uses the returns of full episode trajectories
(i.e., the monte-carlo returns) to update the parameters of the policy. The gradient update
for REINFORCE uses the following modified form of Eq. 2.5 [257, 256],
r✓ J(⇡✓ ) =
where Gt =

PT

t0 =t+1

t0 t 1

rt0 and

T 1h
X
t=0

r✓ log ⇡✓ (at |st ) t Gt

i

(2.6)

is the discount factor2 .

The REINFORCE algorithm is known to have a high variance in practice [131]. To
mitigate this problem, an equivalent expression to Eq. 2.5 is used, that includes a baseline
function denoted as b(s) (function that only depends on the state and independent of the
action). Generally the state-value function is used as the baseline. Let the state-value
function be Vw (s), where w represents a vector of parameters. This baseline can be used
with REINFORCE to provide the REINFORCE with baseline update, expressed as,
1

We superscript functions by ⇡ instead of ⇡✓ to simplify notation.
Strictly speaking, Eq. 2.6 should use an approximation instead of an exact equality since an expectation
is approximated using samples. However, we still use the equality (assuming the availability of infinite
samples in the limit) as done by previous works [228]. We will continue to use the equality for Eq. 2.7 –
Eq. 2.9 as well.
2
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r✓ J(⇡✓ ) =

T 1h
X
t=0

t

r✓ log ⇡✓ (at |st ) [Gt

i

(2.7)

Vw (st )] .

Actor-critic algorithms are a generalized version of policy gradients which also use the
state-value function as the baseline, where this function acts as a “critic” to the actions of
the policy denoted as the “actor”. Actor-critic algorithms consider the temporal diﬀerence
update to bootstrap learning instead of the monte-carlo update used by the REINFORCE
methods. This can be seen as a single sample estimate (as opposed to a single trajectory
estimate in REINFORCE methods). The actor-critic update leads to algorithms that have
reduced variance [256]. The modified stochastic policy gradient update is provided by the
expression 3 ,
r✓ J(⇡✓ ) =

T 1h
X
t=0

t

r✓ log ⇡✓ (at |st ) (rt + Vw (st+1 )

i

(2.8)

Vw (st )) .

An alternate means is to use the advantage function which represents the diﬀerence
between the action value function and the state value function [131]. The advantage function
only focuses on which actions are better than the others, rather than obtaining an exact
estimate of each action for comparison. This function is then used to critique the actions of
the policy (actor). The updated form of Eq. 2.5 using the advantage function is provided
by,
r✓ J(⇡✓ ) =

T 1h
X
t=0

r✓ log ⇡✓ (at |st )

t

⇣

rt + max Qw (st+1 , a)
a

X

⇡✓ (a|st )Qw (st , a)

a

⌘i

. (2.9)

Further, under continuous action spaces, Silver et al. [228] provides a deterministic
policy version of Eq. 2.5 which is known as the deterministic policy gradient theorem. This
is expressed as,
h
i
r✓ J(µ✓ ) = Es⇠⇢µ r✓ µ✓ (s)ra Qµ (s, a)|a=µ✓ (s) ,

(2.10)

where µ✓ : S ! A is a deterministic policy and ⇢µ represents the (discounted) state
distribution under the deterministic policy µ✓ (where ✓ represents a vector of parameters).
3

As shown by Sutton et al. [257] a compatible function approximator with parameter w can be used to
approximate the true action value function Q⇡ without any bias.
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Also, Qµ denotes the action-value function under the policy µ✓ , and J(µ✓ ) represents the
expected discounted sum of rewards or the performance objective under the policy µ✓ .
Note that in Eq. 2.10, functions use µ as superscript instead of µ✓ to simplify notation.
The deterministic policy gradient theorem has been extended to large state-action space
environments by using neural networks as the function approximator [147]. This gives
rise to the deep deterministic policy gradient (DDPG) algorithm [147], which is a strong
baseline in environments having continuous action spaces (more details are in Section 2.2).

2.2

Deep Reinforcement Learning

The major limitations of tabular based RL methods are that they are generally not
applicable to high dimensional state and action space environments. The tabular methods
have typically, linear space requirements in the number of states and polynomial space
requirements in the number of actions. In recent years, deep neural networks have proved
to be good function approximators [32], that can readily approximate the Q-values or
the policies using networks weights. In deep reinforcement learning (DRL), the functions
approximated using the neural network are typically parameterized by weights. For example,
the standard Q-function is parameterized as Q(s, a; ✓), where ✓ is the weights of the neural
network. Since the space complexity of a neural network is constant in the number of states
and actions, this function approximation makes RL applicable to large environments with
high dimensional state and action spaces. Additionally, other functions approximations
proposed for RL, suﬀer from the need for hand crafted features to represent the state [141].
Deep neural networks tend to avoid such problems.
A good example of a value-based method using deep neural networks is the deep
Q-learning (DQN) [167]. The DQN algorithm extends the vanilla Q-learning algorithm
discussed in Section 2.1.1 to large state-action spaces, by using neural networks to approximate the Q-function. The DQN algorithm introduced three major techniques for obtaining
good results while using neural networks along with value based methods.
• In the first technique, DQN uses an experience replay buﬀer that stores experience
tuples of the form < s, a, r, s0 > and uses these experience tuples for training the
network weights.
• The second technique, involves the use of a secondary target network in addition to
the primary evaluation (eval) network, that stabilizes the training. Each of these
networks take in the state as the input and provides the Q-values of all the actions as
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the output. The weights of the target network are replaced using the weights of the
eval network once every fixed number of learning iterations.
• The third technique is the use of convolutional layers that can process a game’s input
screen and provide an encoding to serve as the state value that is provided as an
input to the eval network.
DQN minimizes the loss (mean square error) between the target Q estimate and the
eval Q estimate to train the primary eval network. Let the eval network parameters be
represented by ⇡ and the target network parameters
uses
P be represented0 by . The loss
1
2
the temporal diﬀerence Bellman error: L( ) = K (r + maxa Q⇡ (s , a) Q (s, a)) from
Eq. 2.3, to update the parameters of the eval network. Here K represents the number of
sample experiences (from the replay buﬀer) considered for the update.
The deep deterministic policy gradient [147] (DDPG) method extends the deterministic
policy gradient algorithm by using deep neural networks. This algorithm is oﬀ-policy and
model free much like DQN. However, since the algorithm optimizes the policy space directly,
this algorithm applies to continuous state and action spaces, in which the DQN algorithm
is not applicable. The other techniques introduced in DQN, like using experience replay
and target networks, are retained in the DDPG algorithm too. DDPG uses the polyvak
averaging technique, to slowly update the target network instead of just copying over the
parameters from the eval net, every fixed number of steps, as done in DQN. The target
network parameters updated under polyvak averaging is provided by ⇡ = ⌧ + (1 ⌧ )⇡,
where ⌧ 2 (0, 1]. This kind of update can also be integrated into DQN [123].

The actor critic method has a popular synchronous algorithm called Advantage ActorCritic (A2C) method (refer to Eq. 2.9) as well as an asynchronous version called as the
Asynchronous Advantage Actor-Critic (A3C) [166]. The A3C method parallelizes training
using multiple threads of a CPU, where each thread is a “worker” that can interact with
the environment, collect experience tuples, and locally compute gradients for the policy.
All these local gradients are finally passed to the global network which is updated. Since
this uses an on-policy update, this algorithm does not maintain an experience replay buﬀer.
A more recent method known as Actor Critic with Experience Replay (ACER) uses an
oﬀ-policy learning scheme to make use of the experience replay technique [290]. Another
algorithm known as Importance Weighted Actor-Learner Architecture (IMPALA) [63], uses
entire trajectories of experiences to synchronize with a centralized learner.
A completely diﬀerent class of methods choose a trust region or a policy search space
(by restricting the length of the step-size) and then determine a point of improvement
within this trusted region. There are two well-known algorithms in this line of work. The
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first is trust region policy optimization (TRPO) algorithm that considers a constrained
optimization objective, where the trust region constraint is eﬀectively a constraint on
the KL divergence distance between the old policy and the new policy at each time step
[215]. The second is the proximal policy optimization (PPO) algorithm that uses a simpler
unconstrained optimization objective which directly constraints the ratio between the old
and the new policies without imposing any hard constraints or using the KL divergence
distance [216]. PPO is a first-order method that uses a clipped surrogate objective instead
of the hard KL divergence constraint in TRPO (second-order method). Empirically, PPO
has been found to be easier to implement, faster to train, and having a performance that is
at least as good as TRPO in most environments [216]. Subsequently, PPO has emerged as
a strong baseline for continuous control environments.

2.3

Stochastic Games And Multi-agent Reinforcement
Learning

Our research will focus on general sum stochastic games. We will present the foundational
concepts of these games along with a brief review of papers that introduced these ideas.
We will also present some definitions and notations from these works that we use in our
research.
Multi-agent Reinforcement Learning (MARL) involves environments with more than
one agent, all learning simultaneously. This adds additional layers of complication since
the optimal policy of an agent depends on the policies followed by the other agent(s) as
well. A standard framework for MARL is stochastic games, a generalization of both MDPs
from single-agent learning and repeated games from game theory which model agents’
interactions. We formally define a stochastic game as follows,
Definition 2. A stochastic game is defined as hS, N, A, P, R, i where S is a finite set of
states, N is the finite set of agents, |N | = n, and A = A1 ⇥ . . . ⇥ An is the set of joint
actions, where Ai is the finite action set of an agent i, and a = (a1 , . . . , an ) 2 A is the joint
action where an agent i takes action ai 2 Ai . Furthermore, P : S ⇥ A ⇥ S 7! [0, 1] is the
transition function, R = {R1 , . . . , Rn } is the set of reward functions, where Ri : S ⇥A 7! Rn
is the reward function of the agent i, and is the discount factor (0  < 1) 4 .
In a stochastic game, the common assumption is that all agents share the same set
of states S (where S is the state space), which contains information about all agents
4

In some chapters we will use
appropriate, everywhere.

to denote the discount factor. We will clarify the notations, as
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Game

Left

Right

Up
Down

10,8
2,0

0,4
-1,3

Table 2.1: Example of a stage game having two players. Each player can choose to perform
one of the two available actions.
participating in the stochastic game [219]. The environment provides the (global) state to
each agent participating in the stochastic game. At each time step t, each agent i observes the
current state s 2 S and takes a local action ai 2 Ai (where Ai is called as the action space of
the agent i). Subsequently, the agent obtains a reward ri according to its reward function Ri ,
and the joint action a of all agents in the environment at state s. The transition function, P ,
determines the transition of the environment to the next state, s0 . This transition depends
on the current state (s) and the joint action (a) of all agents
P in the 0 environment. Further,
the transition function is fixed and satisfies the constraint, s0 2S P (s |s, a) = 1 for all s 2 S
and a 2 A. Given a stochastic game, a joint policy is represented by ⇡ = (⇡ 1 , . . . , ⇡ n ),
where ⇡ i is the stochastic policy followed by an agent i. As in the single-agent setting, each
individual agent tries to maximize their valueP
function. However, this optimization depends
t
on the policies of others: v i (s, ⇡ 1 , . . . , ⇡ n ) = 1
E(rti |⇡ 1 , . . . , ⇡ n , s0 = s).
t=0
There are several formulations of the stochastic game model. The general-sum model is
the most general formulation, where the rewards that an agent receives at any time step
can be related to the rewards obtained by other agents in an arbitrary fashion. Special
cases of general-sum games are zero-sum games that restrict the sum of rewards obtained
by all the agents at any time step to be zero, and identical interest coordination games
that require all agents in the environment to obtain the same numerical reward at every
time step. We will use the general-sum formulation in this dissertation. Additionally, as
introduced in Littman [150], we consider stochastic games that are incomplete games with
perfect information. Here, every agent can observe the previous action and resulting rewards
obtained by all agents and respond to it, however, they do not have access to the transition
dynamics of the environment or the reward functions of other agents.

It is useful to think of a stochastic game as a multi-period stage game. In a stage game,
agents select an individual action and then receive some (possibly diﬀerent) payoﬀ, which
depends on the joint action taken. An example of a two-player stage game is provided in
Table 2.1. Here there are two agents (row-player and column-player), and each of these
players can choose one of the two available actions. The row player can choose to move ‘Up’
or ‘Down’, and the column player can choose to move ‘Left’ or ‘Right’. Given the actions of
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the two agents, the Table 2.1 provides the payoﬀ for each agent. The row player’s payoﬀ are
given in the first numbers of each cell in Table 2.1, and the column player’s payoﬀ are given
in the second numbers of each cell in Table 2.1. For example, if the two agents choose to
perform the actions ‘Up’ and ‘Left’, then the row player will receive a payoﬀ of 10 and the
column player will receive a payoﬀ of 8. The stage game can be formally defined as follows.
Definition 3. An n-player stage game is defined as (A, M 1 , . . . , M n ), where M k : A 7! R
is agent k’s payoﬀ function, specifying a payoﬀ for agent k for each possible joint action
(a1 , . . . , an ) 2 A.
The main solution concept we are interested in is the Nash equilibrium [172], namely
a stable point in the joint policy-space. We first formally define a Nash equilibrium in a
stage game, before moving on to the generalization of this concept in stochastic games.
We switch terminology slightly and will refer to agents’ strategies to be consistent with
the game-theoretic literature, although we can use strategy and policy interchangeably. In
particular, an agent’s strategy in a stage game is simply a probability distribution over
actions, given the underlying state s. Let k be the strategy of agent k in the stage game and
k
be the product of strategies of all agents other than k, k , 1 · · · k 1 · k+1 · · · n .

Definition 4. A joint strategy ( 1 , . . . , n ) can be considered as a Nash equilibrium for the
stage game (A, M 1 , . . . , M n ), for k = 1, . . . , n, if
k

k

Mk

ˆk

k

M k,

for all ˆk 2 (Ak )

(2.11)

where (Ak ) is the set of all probability distributions over Ak .

The term k k M k is a scalar value. The product of strategies denotes the product of
probabilities of taking specific actions by an agent. This is multiplied with the value of
that action as denoted by M k . The dimensionality of M k is equal to the action space of
the agent k (i.e., |Ak |). Going back to the example in Table 2.1, (10, 8) represents a Nash
equilibrium point at this stage game. This is obtained when the row player is playing
strategy [1, 0] (i.e., action ‘Up’ with probability 1 and action ‘Down’ with probability 0),
and the column player is playing strategy [1, 0] (i.e., action ‘Left’ with probability 1 and
action ‘Right’ with probability 0).
For a stochastic game, the strategies for an agent apply to the entire time horizon of
the game.
Definition 5. In a stochastic game , a Nash equilibrium is a tuple of n strategies
(⇡⇤1 , . . . , ⇡⇤n ), such that for all states s 2 S and agents i = 1, . . . , n,
v i (s, ⇡⇤1 , . . . , ⇡⇤i 1 , ⇡ i , ⇡⇤i+1 , . . . , ⇡⇤n )  v i (s, ⇡⇤1 , . . . , ⇡⇤n )
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(2.12)

for all ⇡ i 2 ⇧i where ⇧i is the set of strategies available to the agent i.
That is, no agent has incentive to unilaterally change their strategy in a Nash equilibrium.
Now, we define the Nash Q-function [104] as follows,
Definition 6. Agent i’s Nash Q-function is defined as the sum of the agent i’s immediate
reward and its discounted future rewards when all agents follow a joint Nash equilibrium
strategy (⇡⇤1 , . . . , ⇡⇤n )
P
0
i 0
1
n
Qi⇤ (s, a) = ri (s, a) +
(2.13)
s0 2S P (s |s, a)v (s , ⇡⇤ , . . . , ⇡⇤ )

where ri (s, a) is the immediate one-stage reward of the agent i at state s and the corresponding joint action a, and v i (s0 , ⇡⇤1 , . . . , ⇡⇤n ) is the agent i’s total discounted reward over
infinite periods starting from s0 , given that all agents follow the joint equilibrium strategy.
The Q-values of the Nash Q-function are denoted as the Nash Q-value in Hu and Wellman [104]. Finally, we define an approximate Nash equilibrium concept, an ✏-equilibrium,
which bounds the benefits of agents’ deviations from the joint Nash equilibrium strategy.
Definition 7. In a stochastic game , a joint strategy (⇡⇤10 , . . . , ⇡⇤n0 ) is an (✏)-equilibrium if
0
it satisfies (for all ⇡ i 2 ⇧i and 8s)
0

n
v i (s, ⇡⇤10 , . . . , ⇡⇤i 0 1 , ⇡ i , ⇡⇤i+1
0 , . . . , ⇡ ⇤0 )

v i (s, ⇡⇤10 , . . . , ⇡⇤n0 )  ✏

(2.14)

As seen by the definition of the Nash equilibrium (Definition 5), given the strategies of
the other agents, the Nash Equilibrium guarantees that any given agent is obtaining the
best possible payoﬀ. This is the best guarantee we can provide in a general-sum stochastic
game setting with fully independent agents [104], without any restrictions on the nature of
the environment or the agent. Hence, we choose to use the Nash equilibrium as our solution
concept.

2.3.1

Theoretical MARL Literature

There are several fundamental challenges in theoretical MARL beyond those of the singleagent RL setting. The most important is the problem of having non-unique learning
goals in MARL. Though the most common learning goal has been convergence to a Nash
equilibrium as in Definition 5 [222], other learning goals such as the convergence to a
cyclic equilibrium (agents can cycle through stationary policies) [324], and no-regret based
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learning (as compared to the best possible stationary policy) have also been investigated
[29, 30]. Under general-sum settings with two or more fully independent agents, the Nash
equilibrium remains to be the best possible global guarantee and hence, the most useful
solution concept [104]. However, it is common to have multi-agent environments that have
more than one Nash equilibrium point. In this case, restrictive assumptions on the nature
of the stochastic game [104] and/or nature of the reward function (such as linear-quadratic
games) [5] are required to ensure the existence of a unique solution concept, which provides
a suitable point for the independent agents to converge.
In cooperative settings that have global rewards (all agents obtain the same reward),
convergence to a global optimum for cooperation has been established for Q-learning based
methods [262]. This global optimum constitutes a Nash equilibrium of the cooperative game
[313]. In zero-sum competitive settings, minimax updates (each agent chooses an action
that maximizes the smallest value it can receive) [284] can be used to provide Bellman
equations with unique solutions that constitute the Nash equilibrium of the game [219]. This
equilibrium point can be found using linear programming techniques [281]. In general-sum
settings, Hu and Wellman [104] provide a convergence guarantee for Q-learning methods
(with Nash equilibrium as the solution concept), under a set of restrictive assumptions.
Specifically, Hu and Wellman [104] proved that the Q-updates of an agent j, using the Nash
payoﬀ at each stage eventually converges to its Nash Q value (Qj⇤ ), which is the action-value
obtained by the agent j when all agents follow the joint Nash equilibrium policy for infinite
periods (refer Definition 6). Utility maximizers of rational agents were shown to converge
to a Nash equilibrium in infinitely repeated games by Kalai et al. [122]. Singh et al. [230]
showed that gradient ascent on the expected payoﬀ in a simple two player, two action,
general sum repeated game, converges to the Nash payoﬀ. Bowling [29] introduced a method
that combines the principles of convergence and no regret learning in multi-agent systems.
In general, proving theoretical guarantees in MARL requires information structures that
capture global information about the policies/strategies of all other agents [313]. Hence,
almost all works mentioned in this sub-section use centralized training. Some recent works
have also provided finite-time analyses, determining lower/upper bounds on the sample
eﬃciency of MARL algorithms in stochastic games [154, 234].

2.3.2

Empirical MARL Literature

In Table 2.2 we summarize some important empirical MARL algorithms and provide the
salient features of each algorithm. All the algorithms can be classified to be either value
based or policy gradient based methods, and they work in either fully cooperative, fully
competitive or cooperative-competitive settings. The structure of this table is based on the
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work by Hernandez et al. [98]. Though there have been many recent developments in the
field of empirical MARL (especially deep MARL), we will restrict our discussion to works
that are (broadly) relevant to this dissertation. We refer the reader to Hernandez et al. [98]
for a more comprehensive survey of the field.
The most common approach in empirical MARL is to directly reuse strong algorithms
from the single-agent RL literature. This approach has been explored extensively in multiagent settings, though this violates the Markovian stationarity assumptions in the RL
algorithms [98] (as discussed in Chapter 1). Particularly, the algorithms use decentralized
learning and are called independent learners. Independent Q-learning (IL) [264] is a popular
algorithm in this space. Here each agent learns its own policy and assumes that other
agents are simply a part of the environment. No explicit modelling of opponents is done in
any way. These algorithms are easily scalable to large environments with many agents and
have other performance advantages in simple environments [160]. One caveat is that these
algorithms can completely fail when the opponents are learning adaptive strategies [223],
since this breaks the assumptions of stationarity.
Deep learning has also been eﬀectively combined with MARL to give good performances.
In the cooperative settings, communication has been an important area of research. Reinforced Inter-Agent Learning (RIAL) and Diﬀerentiable Inter-agent Learning (DIAL) are
two strong methods that use deep neural networks to communicate messages in a MARL
setting [71]. Memory derived communication has also been tried in conjunction with policy
gradient methods [156]. Partially observable cooperative domains were considered by Gupta
et al. [89], who used parameter sharing between agents to enhance learning. Only one
global network is trained between all the cooperating agents. Lowe et al. [156] extended the
well-known RL algorithm, Deep Deterministic Policy Gradients (DDPG) to the space of
MARL by introducing the Multi-Agent Deep Deterministic Policy Gradients (MADDPG),
which trains a centralized critic with local actors. MADDPG was shown to work better
than many baseline RL algorithms in both cooperative and competitive settings [156].
The Deep Reinforcement Opponent Network (DRON) was introduced by He et al. [95].
This network is very similar to the DQN, but has an extra state variable to denote the
approximate policy of the opponent. This approximate policy of the opponent is the policy
that the agent “thinks” the opponent is playing. The Q values of the actions of an agent are
jointly modelled along with the opponent policy. The DRON contains a Q-network that
learns actions for a given state and a opponent network that learns a representation of the
opponent policy from observations. He et al. [95] also introduced the DRON-concat model.
In this algorithm the extracted features from the Q network are embedded in separate
hidden spaces using convolutional networks. The concatenation of a Q-network and the
opponent policy is jointly used to predict Q-values. Foerester et al. [72] introduced the
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Algorithm

Summary

RIAL [71]

Message
passing Cooperative
using recurrent networks and parameter
sharing

Centralized

Value based

DIAL [71]

Message passing by
sharing gradients

Decentralized

Value based

MADDPG [156]

Centralized
critic Mixed
uses
information
about others, decentralized actors use
local information

Centralized

Policy gradient based

DRON [95]

Train separate net- Mixed
work for modelling opponent(s)

Decentralized

Value based

LOLA [72]

Incorporate a one
step
look-ahead
of policy of other
agent(s)

Decentralized

Policy gradient based

PSRO [134]

Approximate best re- Cooperative
Decentralized
sponses to mixtures of and Competiopponent strategies
tive

Policy gradient based

PS-DQN /
TRPO [89]

PS- Parameter sharing for
emergent cooperative
behaviour

Setting

Cooperative

Mixed

Cooperative

Training Pro- Method
tocol

Centralized

Value/Policy
gradient
based

MFQ [303]

Best responses only Mixed
towards the mean
field action using Qnetworks

Centralized

Value based

MFAC [303]

Best responses only
towards the mean
field action using
actor-critics

Centralized

Policy gradient based

Decentralized

Value based

Independent
learning [264]

Mixed

Q- All other agent(s) as- Mixed
sumed to be part of
the environment

Table 2.2: Table to capture key features of some important deep MARL algorithms in the
literature.
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Learning with Opponent Learning Awareness (LOLA) algorithm. LOLA is a method in
which each agent shapes the anticipated learning of the other agents in the environment.
The learning rule includes an additional term that accounts for the impact of one agents’
policy on the anticipated parameter update of the other agents. LOLA with policy gradient and opponent modelling is used in this study. LOLA uses one-step look ahead of
opponent learning. This is done by using the expected reward after the opponent updates
its policy with one naive learning step and incorporating this update into the expectation.
The learning rule updating is done using approximation of derivatives which uses policy
gradients. The algorithm assumes self-interested agents and the agents are allowed to
learn cooperation or competition strategies with opponents based on the game situation.
This algorithm does not assume the nature of opponents (competitive or cooperative) at
compile time, but learns emergent cooperation or competitive strategies during game play.
Another strong algorithm in MARL literature is the Policy Space Response Oracle (PSRO)
introduced by Lanctot et al. [134]. This algorithm computes meta strategies for policy
selection based on approximate best responses to mixtures of policies of opponents. A new
meta strategy is calculated at intermittent times during training. These are developed
as tit-for-tat responses to the strategies the opponent chooses to play at diﬀerent times
during game play. Thus, this algorithm develops best response policies for every policy the
opponent chooses to play. The game starts with a meta agent with a single random policy.
The policy is refined further and more policies are added during the game play.
There are also many other recent publications in the field of DRL and multi-agent
systems [14, 142, 263] that have applied the empirical advances from RL to the multi-agent
space. Unfortunately, almost all of them, do not provide any convergence guarantees or
performance guarantees beyond a small class of problems or environments. Since such
“black-box” solutions are generally unacceptable for many safety critical application domains
like fighting wildfires, we will focus on giving theoretical bounds and guarantees while
integrating the empirical advances in our approaches.
As a general rule, almost all the MARL algorithms discussed so far have an exponential
dependency in the number of agents in both space and time [98, 104]. This makes these
algorithms intractable in environments with many agents as is typically seen in large real
world settings like wild fire fighting [115] and smart grid utility management [231]. One
exception is a class of methods that use the mean field theory [15] for scaling algorithms to
large environments. Under the assumptions of homogeneity and presence of a very large
number of agents, mean field methods aggregate all the other agents in the environment into
a single virtual agent [136]. Every agent calculates best-responses only to the mean field
and this makes MARL algorithms tractable, since eﬀectively the environment is reduced
into a two-agent environment which makes these algorithms have a constant dependence on
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the number of agents (in both time and space) [303]. Two strong algorithms in this space
are the mean field Q-learning (MFQ) and the mean field actor-critic (MFAC) algorithms
introduced by Yang et al. [303]. In spite of having this scalability advantage, these mean
field methods contain several restrictive assumptions such as requiring: full homogeneity,
full observability, and centralized training protocols [304], that severely restrict their ability
to be applied in practical environments.
Additionally, MARL algorithms, in general, suﬀer from the issue of sample eﬃciency [98],
with very few papers in the past decade addressing this problem directly [132]. However,
some notable research has been done in the space of single-agent RL to address the issue of
sample eﬃciency. One popular approach has been to use human expert demonstrations to
speed up the learning process [268, 289]. Another approach that was suggested is the use
of hierarchical reinforcement learning. This method uses action abstractions and divides
the tasks into sub-tasks for eﬀective learning [56]. Action reuse from sub-optimal policies
proved to be a useful solution [65]. More recently, Hester et al. [100] have released a
DQN variant known as deep Q learning from demonstrations (DQfD) that has shown good
performances in many standard benchmarks. This algorithm pre-trains the Q-network using
demonstration data before actual interaction with the environment. Li et al. [145] introduce
an idea of using two levels of Q learning updates to learn eﬀectively from multiple conflicting
experts with varying expertise [145]. Despite this progress, lots of work need to be done
to make RL truly sample eﬃcient, as even after using these methods, DRL is reported
to need large samples for learning eﬀectively in large environments [311]. For example,
around 200 millions frames are needed by A3C and DQN algorithms to provide human level
performances in Atari games [166, 167]. Now, multi-agent deep RL (MDRL) requires even
more samples than DRL to learn eﬀectively since the non-stationary opponent/opponents
have to be encoded in the state space. Despite this situation, Hernandez et al. [98] report
that most MDRL papers do not report computational resources like CPU/GPU usage and
wall-clock computation time, making it diﬃcult to predict the potential applicability of all
of these algorithms in real world scenarios.

2.4

Conclusion

In this chapter, we have given some important background and prior work that are most
related to our work. The challenges in MARL discussed in this chapter ties well with our
fundamental research aims discussed in Chapter 1.
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Chapter 3
Multi-Agent Advisor Q-Learning
In the last decade, there have been significant advances in multi-agent reinforcement learning
(MARL) but there are still numerous challenges, such as high sample complexity and slow
convergence to stable policies, that need to be overcome before wide-spread deployment is
possible (as discussed in Chapter 1). However, many real-world environments already, in
practice, deploy sub-optimal or heuristic approaches for generating policies. An interesting
question that arises is how to best use such approaches as advisors to help improve reinforcement learning in multi-agent domains. In this chapter, we provide a principled framework
for incorporating action recommendations from online sub-optimal advisors in multi-agent
settings. We describe the problem of ADvising Multiple Intelligent Reinforcement Agents
(ADMIRAL) in nonrestrictive general-sum stochastic game environments and present two
novel Q-learning based algorithms: ADMIRAL - Decision Making (ADMIRAL-DM)
and ADMIRAL - Advisor Evaluation (ADMIRAL-AE), which allow us to improve
learning by appropriately incorporating advice from an advisor (ADMIRAL-DM), and evaluate the eﬀectiveness of an advisor (ADMIRAL-AE). These two algorithms are extensively
analyzed both theoretically and empirically.
The contributions of this chapter are summarized as follows:
• A principled framework for incorporating action recommendations from online suboptimal advisors in multi-agent settings (specifically the non-restrictive general-sum
stochastic games).
• Two practical Q-learning algorithms:
– ADMIRAL-DM: Learns a best response policy in the multi-agent environment,
with the aid of action recommendations from an external advisor.
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– ADMIRAL-AE: Evaluates an advisor in the given multi-agent setting.
• Theoretical fixed point guarantees, for both ADMIRAL-DM and ADMIRAL-AE,
while learning in general-sum stochastic game environments with an arbitrary number
of agents. Notably, these guarantees are provided under less restrictive assumptions
as compared to prior works.
• Extensive experiments, illustrating that these algorithms:
– Can be used in a variety of multi-agent environments.
– Have performances that compare favourably to other related baselines.
– Can scale to environments with large state-action spaces.
– Robust to poor advice from advisors.
In this chapter we restrict each agent to have access to at-most one advisor during
training (we will relax this in the next chapter). The core contents of this chapter are
published in the Journal of Artificial Intelligence Research (JAIR) [255] and is available on
arXiv [254].

3.1

Introduction

As discussed previously, RL research is growing and expanding rapidly, however, this
method still finds only limited applications in practical real-world settings [58]. One
major reason for this is that RL algorithms typically have high sample complexity and
can learn eﬀective policies only after experiencing millions of data samples in simulation
[120]. Multi-agent reinforcement learning (MARL) extends RL to domains where more
than one agent learn simultaneously in the environment [220]. Moving from single-agent to
multi-agent settings introduces new challenges including non-stationary environments and
the curse-of-dimensionality [98], while concerns from single-agent RL such as explorationexploitation trade-oﬀs and sample eﬃciency remain [307]. In MARL environments, it has
been reported that learning complex tasks from scratch is even impractical due to its
poor sample complexity [225]. In this regard, it becomes necessary for agents to obtain
guidance from an external source to have any possibility of scaling up to real-world domains.
Furthermore, during the early stages of learning, agents’ policies may be quite random
and dangerous, which makes it almost impossible to use them in real-world environments.
Thus, it is hard to improve upon these policies by only using direct interactions with the
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environment. In this chapter, we aim to tackle the problem of improving sample eﬃciency
in MARL through the use of other available sources of knowledge, particularly during the
early stages of training.
In single-agent RL use of external knowledge sources such as advisors to drive exploration
has been successful in a variety of domains. The advisors provide actions to the agent at
diﬀerent states to bootstrap learning by targeted exploration [170]. However, the biases
of sub-optimal advisors pose a challenge to successful learning [79]. Further, many of
these approaches do not directly extend to multi-agent environments due to the additional
complications present in the multi-agent environments. Though learning from external
sources of knowledge has been explored in multi-agent settings, many previous works
assume the presence of fully optimal experts [90, 173, 310]. Generally, they entail additional
assumptions such as having simplified environments with only two agents [148] and consider
restrictive environments such as competitive zero-sum settings [286] or fully cooperative
settings where all agents share a common goal [139, 173, 187]. Additionally, some approaches
such as [148] restrict themselves to small multi-agent environments with discrete state and
action spaces. The use of sub-optimal advisors in multi-agent general-sum settings with
an arbitrary number of agents has been less explored, and to the best of our knowledge,
there has been no comprehensive analysis of this approach, especially from a theoretical
perspective.

3.1.1

Motivational Examples

We describe two motivational examples relevant to the goals of our chapter. These examples
provide an intuition about the kind of practical problems where our approach can be used
and clarify the potential impact of this line of research. The first example uses a cooperative
wildfire response setting and the second example uses the competitive product marketing
domain.
Motivational Example 1: Wildfire response is a complicated process that requires
systematic planning of important resources and a good understanding of wildfire behaviour
for proper estimation and combat [271]. The firefighters and fire managers need to make
many critical decisions related to wildfire control, and on many occasions, these decisions
could be the diﬀerence between life and death [272]. Additionally, these decisions have a
high ecological impact. This is a multi-agent problem (multiple fire-fighters aim to fight
fire) where artificial learning agents can learn suitable policies to aid in fire-fighting eﬀorts
[179]. Machine learning, particularly reinforcement learning, has a huge potential in this
area but has been underutilized so far [116]. Notably, in these sustainability-based domains,
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there is a general paucity of data [279], since obtaining good quality high-resolution sensor
data is expensive and hard. Hence, current state-of-the-art MARL algorithms are incapable
of being used in such problems due to poor sample eﬃciency. Notably, current practical
fire-fighting eﬀorts use physics-based models [210] that help in predicting the spread of fires
given current location and intensity. Despite being the current state-of-the-art, these models
are sub-optimal, have low accuracies [113], and possess other problems like under-prediction
bias and lack of generalizability to regions outside North America [51]. Thus, we have
particular knowledge sources that are not optimal but are still used in practice (particularly
due to lack of alternatives). Our work in this chapter will enable MARL training to use
these physics-based models to speed up learning. The policies that the MARL algorithms
will finally arrive at will have the potential to be better than these physics-based models
since the MARL algorithms will also simultaneously learn from data.
Motivational Example 2: Multi-agent algorithms have the potential to learn from
available data and formulate eﬀective marketing and price management strategies to improve
financial profit for companies [76]. However, the problem of poor sample eﬃciency prevents
the usage of MARL for this problem, since many companies would find it diﬃcult to procure
suﬃcient data for MARL training. There are many mathematical marketing models in the
literature that typically help companies formulate marketing strategies [62], however, these
models are sub-optimal, with scope for improvement, especially in adapting to changing
trends [241]. These models can serve as external knowledge sources that MARL training
can leverage to learn good policies.
Hence, learning from possibly sub-optimal external content sources, which we broadly
refer to as “advisors”, is useful for MARL training. We formally introduce this problem and
study it further in this chapter.

3.1.2

Related Work

Imitation learning includes various methods for learning the behaviour of advisors, the
simplest being behaviour cloning, where supervised learning is used to mimic the advisor
policy. This method dates back to the early 90s, where agents were shown to be successful
in copying the behaviour of the demonstrator in autonomous driving tasks such as road
following and perception [192, 193]. This method comes with certain theoretical guarantees,
where prior works have conducted formal analysis and established that near-optimal advisors
are the easiest to imitate, requiring far fewer demonstrations than sub-optimal advisors to
achieve the same performance as the advisors being imitated [261]. Behaviour cloning is
hard to generalize to diﬀerent unseen environments since the agent is learning in a supervised
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fashion [126]. Prior works in the area of behaviour cloning have also introduced methods
to detect and safeguard against a few noisy/bad demonstrations [109, 316], however, in
general, the demonstrations are assumed to be near-optimal to enable learning reasonable
policies. Further, it has been noticed that behaviour cloning methods are prone to a
problem of distribution drift, where the trajectory distribution at the test time drifts away
from the distribution learned from the advisor during training [198, 209]. In autonomous
driving environments, on-policy data collection has been shown to mitigate this problem
to some extent [212]. Some recent approaches propose oﬀ-policy solutions, along with
techniques of expanding the input (image)-action space using data-augmentation methods
[48, 135]. However, several other limitations like dataset bias and high variance in neural
network-based solutions have been reported to limit the application of behaviour cloning to
real-world environments [49].
Another popular imitation learning framework is inverse reinforcement learning (IRL)
[176], where the objective is to learn the reward function from demonstrations. This
framework typically assumes that the environment does not have a reward function and/or
it is diﬃcult to formulate good reward functions, but expert demonstrations of good
behaviour are easier to obtain. A good example is autonomous driving, where formulating
a complete reward function that covers all scenarios is hard while obtaining demonstrations
of good driver behaviour is much simpler. Initial approaches to IRL used maximum margin
methods where an initial estimate of the reward function for the demonstrator keeps being
iteratively improved, such that the performance of the demonstrator is at least more than a
“margin” of the previous reward estimate for the demonstrator [1, 200]. This iteration is
repeated until no such improvement is possible. The problem with the maximum margin
methods are their sensitivity to noise and imperfection in the demonstrator behaviour.
To alleviate this problem, probabilistic approaches using principles of maximum entropy
have been proposed for the IRL framework [27, 322]. These approaches reason over a set
of possible behaviours, rather than monotonically improving upon estimates of reward or
policies. Neural networks have also been considered to learn a suitable reward function,
where convolutional networks aim to map the relationship between input images to final
rewards [297]. Several techniques from supervised learning such as Gaussian processes [199]
and ensemble methods [55] have also been used in the IRL paradigm [144, 201]. A recent
approach, Generative Adversarial Imitation Learning (GAIL), aims to recover the policy
of the expert directly instead of extracting an explicit reward function using Generative
Adversarial Networks (GANs) [102]. Since GAIL is not learning a reward function, it may
not be considered an IRL technique and since it is not learning in a supervised fashion it
may not be considered a behaviour cloning technique as well. This approach opened up a
new class of methods in the intersection of imitation learning and generative adversarial
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networks [133, 165]. Some of these approaches aim to extract an explicit reward function
from the demonstrations using GANs [68, 73] and these can be considered to fall within
the IRL framework.
The DAGGER algorithm introduced by [209] is yet another imitation learning method.
This algorithm has strong guarantees of performance while learning stationary deterministic
policies in environments with an online advisor that can be queried interactively for
additional feedback. However, the major aim of this algorithm is to obtain a policy that
guarantees “no-regret” under its induced distribution of states and does not aim to improve
upon the provided demonstrator. This method belongs to a wider set of online algorithms
that aim to provide the no-regret guarantee while learning based on demonstrations from a
perfect advisor [44, 94, 218].
In general, imitation learning methods assume fully optimal or near-optimal advisors
(or experts), with the major goal being to copy the policy or behaviour of the experts.
Since MARL problems are non-stationary, there is little expectation of obtaining perfect
experts. Rather, we expect guidance on action choices that aid agents in learning and
improving over time. Further, several multi-agent imitation-based methods in the literature
are restricted to cooperative games [17, 26] or games with strict restrictions on the nature of
the reward function (such as having linear relations to some underlying feature) [202, 292],
in addition to assuming the availability of (near) optimal experts. On the other hand, other
approaches based on IRL in multi-agent settings are restricted to zero-sum games [149, 286].
Some recent approaches aim to apply IRL in general-sum games [233, 310], however the
assumption of availability of perfect experts are present in these works as well. A diﬀerent
approach from [194] studies imitating more experienced peers in a multi-agent setting.
However, this work considers a very restrictive environment, where each agent’s dynamics
is independent of other agents. Further, strict assumptions on the reward function exist,
such as obtaining the same numerical reward over a part of the state space and having
an independent reward function that does not depend on other agents’ actions. Such
assumptions are hard to verify in real-world multi-agent environments. Pure imitation
methods generally lack the ability to exceed the performance of the available expert/advisor.
Another approach, Learning from Demonstrations (LfD), combines the imitation-based
behaviour cloning approach of learning from expert demonstrations and the reinforcement
learning-based approach of directly learning from the environment to reach a suitable
goal. Here, the objective is not to simply perform imitation learning, but to use imitation
learning as a bootstrap mechanism that can speed up the training of RL agents. The
RL algorithm enables further fine-tuning of the policy learned from imitation, which
provides an opportunity for improving upon the performance of the advisor and learning
goal-oriented policies. The algorithms in this approach use the environmental rewards
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along with expert/advisor demonstrations collected oﬄine. Unlike the IRL paradigm, the
environmental rewards are assumed to be available, and the rewards need not be extracted
from suitable expert demonstrations. Our work in this chapter is most related to the
LfD framework. Early works in this area studied the LfD approach using model-based
reinforcement learning, which found applications in classical RL environments like cart-pole
[213] and robot arm learning to balance a pendulum [11]. More recently, the model-free
RL approaches gained prominence, especially after the exceptional performance shown
by Deep Q-learning (DQN) on Atari games [167]. Model-free RL using replay buﬀers for
training have been successful in the LfD framework as well [46, 191]. One state-of-theart algorithm, Deep Q-learning from Demonstrations (DQfD) [100] pre-trains the agent
using demonstration data, keeps this data permanently for training, and combines an
imitation-based hinge loss with a temporal diﬀerence (TD) error. This additional loss helps
DQfD learn faster from demonstrations, but also makes DQfD prone to the problem of
overfitting to the demonstration data. Normalized Actor-Critic (NAC) [119] drops the
imitation loss and hence is more robust to imperfect demonstrations (from bad, almost
adversarial advisors) than DQfD. However, we find that the performance of DQfD is at
least as good as NAC for reasonable advisors (due to the imitation loss). Goecks et al. [83]
introduce the Cycle-of-Learning (CoL) algorithm that provides a novel LfD mechanism
in which additional human inputs can be obtained during training in environments where
humans are present in the loop to help agents train faster. The agents can make use of the
human feedback in addition to the demonstration from other sources for training. Notably,
LfD algorithms have found numerous applications in robotics. Some early applications
have focussed on teaching primitive movements of motors to policy gradient based RL
algorithms that can learn to perform a suite of relatively simple robotic tasks, such as
manoeuvring gaps [189, 270]. Recently, [198] introduce an eﬀective algorithm that can learn
highly complex dexterous manipulation such as object relocation and in-hand manipulation
in response to sensor inputs. They introduce an algorithm, Demonstration Augmented
Policy Gradient (DAPG) that uses an on-policy policy gradient [257] update as opposed to
the oﬀ-policy nature of prior approaches such as Hester et al. [100]. Zhu et al. [321] provides
yet another approach that uses the LfD technique for robot manipulation tasks such as
block lifting, block stacking and pouring liquids, where the agents need to learn eﬀective
visuomotor policies that can take actions in response to image inputs from a camera or
sensor. The well-known RL algorithm, Deep Deterministic Policy Gradients (DDPG) [147]
has been adapted to the LfD framework to incorporate human demonstrations and learn
continuous control object manipulation robotic tasks such as peg-insertion and clip-insertion
in both real and simulated environments [283].
While powerful, the requirement for oﬄine demonstrations commonly seen in prior works
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on LfD is not a good fit for MARL. In MARL, since the environments are non-stationary
with dynamic opponents, real-time action advising would be more useful as the advisors can
teach agents to adapt to changing opponents. Recently, some multi-agent approaches have
used the LfD method, where the algorithms can, in-theory, do without fully optimal advisors
[105, 227, 286]. These works, however, are applicable only to a restrictive set of MARL
environments. The Alpha-Go approach from [227] and the approach from [286] are restricted
to zero-sum competitive games and cannot naturally extend to general-sum games. The
work by [105] is designed for a very particular application (StarCraft Micromanagement),
where the authors require the availability of specialized human-made opponents that contain
specific pre-defined tactics about game-playing. In MARL, prior works have also studied
peer-to-peer teaching, where each agent can learn when and what advice needs to be
extended to peers in addition to learning how to use the available advice and improve its
own learning [183, 226, 305]. The agents can switch between the roles of student or teacher
at diﬀerent points of time based on the situation. However, as evident from the setting,
this method is only applicable to fully cooperative environments.
Expert demonstrations have also been used for reward shaping in single-agent RL [138],
but this undermines the convergence guarantees of Q-learning based algorithms. Using prior
knowledge to define a potential function over the state space provides an approach known
as potential-based reward shaping, which preserves the total order over policies and does
not aﬀect the convergence guarantees [175, 295]. The approach of reward shaping has been
popular in single-agent RL [158], and very recently adopted to the MARL setting as well
[54, 77, 298]. The work by [77] uniformly redistributes the rewards accumulated at the end
of a trajectory, to each state-action pair along the length of the trajectory. This approach
is based on independent learning, which hurts convergence guarantees in the MARL setting
[265]. Although it shows good empirical performance in single-agent tasks, this approach
performs poorly in many MARL tasks, since the credit-assignment is not always accurate
[298]. On the other hand, the approach by [298] adapts potential-based reward shaping
to the MARL setting. There are two important limitations of this potential-based reward
shaping approach, formulated by [298] in MARL. The first is that the shaping advice is a
heuristic that needs to come from an expert who has complete prior knowledge about the
entire problem domain and is capable of designing these heuristics. Obtaining such experts
for complex MARL tasks is not always possible. Second, the shaping advice is provided
at the beginning and then fixed for the duration of training. However, MARL requires
adaptive advising at diﬀerent parts of the state based on opponent behaviour.
Another group of methods such as human agent transfer (HAT) [268] aim to summarize
limited oﬄine demonstrations (from sources like humans) into decision tree-based expert
rules that boost learning online. Confidence-based human-agent transfer (CHAT) [289]
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improves HAT by adding confidence measurements to safeguard against bad demonstrations.
Both these methods demonstrate good performance in a multi-agent “Keep Away” game,
although the algorithms themselves are single-agent only. These algorithms are independent
methods that consider the other agent(s) as part of the state and do not track opponent
actions or perform any kind of opponent modelling. In MARL environments, changes in
opponent behaviour play a crucial role in determining the agent rewards [220]. Particularly
in competitive environments, these agents are expected to adapt between risk-seeking
and risk-averse strategies based on the nature of their opponents [50]. Without tracking
opponent behaviour, this adaptability is not possible, since the diﬀerences in opponent
behaviour in the same state would not stimulate diﬀerent responses by the learning agent.
A related approach known as the Teacher-Student Framework [274] aims at accelerating
the learning process under limited communication with an advisor. Almost all works
in this framework assume either fully optimal or a moderate level of expertise for the
advisors [7, 312].
At their core, RL (and MARL) algorithms are fixed point iterative methods that iterate
recursively until no further iterations are desirable or required [153]. An RL algorithm’s
ability to converge to a fixed point provides a clear picture of the goal towards which
the algorithm is progressing. The fixed point defines the completion of the task of an
RL agent in the given environment and is like a terminal point in the sequence of RL
iterations. For example, single-agent RL methods use the optimal Q-value that provides
the maximum expected discounted sum of rewards in the given environment as the fixed
point [256]. In MARL the fixed point is defined by the solution concept of the game. We
note that many of the prior works referenced here do not contain a theoretical analysis
of the learning algorithms that provide conditions for fixed point guarantees regarding
learning in MARL environments. Since all these methods involve the presence of external
sources in the learning process, it is unknown if previous guarantees in RL convergence
extend to these approaches. Without such guarantees, it is unclear whether the algorithms
will learn reasonable policies in any generic environment (beyond those considered in the
chapter) and whether the algorithms will progress towards obtaining a suitable solution for
the current problem. Since there are many solutions concepts in multi-agent environments
[220], the kind of solutions that are likely to be obtained by these algorithms are unclear.
Some approaches establish the existence of unique solution concepts in the particular model
of multi-agent environment considered, yet still lack fixed point guarantees for any RL
method and theoretical guarantees of arriving at the established solution concept by any
learning algorithm [233, 310].
From the above discussion, we see that there are five fundamental limitations of existing
algorithms that learn from external sources of knowledge, which hinders their applicability
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to real-world multi-agent environments. All prior works can be seen to contain one or
more of these limitations. 1) Strict assumptions on the quality of advisors, 2) algorithms
designed as single-agent based independent methods that consider other agents as simply
part of the state in the environment, though the actions of these agents strongly influence
the rewards for the learning agent, 3) oﬄine advising, where demonstrations are collected
and used for training agents oﬄine, which is not well-suited for MARL due to the adaptive
nature of opponents, where real-time feedback is critical, 4) algorithms designed towards a
restricted class of MARL environments that are not generally applicable to many other
environments, and 5) lack of thorough analysis for the conditions under which theoretical
fixed point guarantees can be provided.

3.1.3

Our Approach

In this chapter, we study advising in MARL under the stochastic game model [219] and aim
to resolve the five major limitations of prior methods discussed in Section 3.1.2. We will
explore the use of advisors in multi-agent reinforcement learning (MARL) under general-sum
settings, where advisors suggest (possibly sub-optimal) actions to diﬀerent agents in the
environment. The advisors can belong to a broad class of categories, such as pre-trained
policies, rule-based systems or other systems that continue to learn and/or adapt during
gameplay. We do not make any assumptions or place constraints on the quality or type of
the advisors themselves. The advisors are assumed to be available online so that agents
can get real-time feedback while training in dynamic MARL environments. We will also
assume that each agent has access to at most one advisor. Communication between the
agent and the advisor is assumed to be free. The advisor receives the state of an agent and
provides an action recommendation for the current state. These action recommendations
can be deterministic or stochastic.
We introduce a principled framework for studying the problem of ADvising Multiple
Intelligent Reinforcement Agents (ADMIRAL). We propose two Q-learning based
algorithms [291]. The first algorithm, ADvising Multiple Intelligent Reinforcement
Agents - Decision Making (ADMIRAL-DM), learns to act in the environment using
advisor-guidance, while the second, ADvising Multiple Intelligent Reinforcement
Agents - Advisor Evaluation (ADMIRAL-AE), provides a principled method to evaluate
the usefulness of the advisor in the current MARL context. To the best of our knowledge, we
are the first to propose a method to evaluate a knowledge source before using it for learning
in MARL1 . We empirically study the performance of our algorithms in suitable test-beds,
1

In their comprehensive survey of literature that aims at reusing knowledge to accelerate MARL, Silva
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along with a comparison to related baselines. Theoretically, we establish conditions under
which we can provide fixed point guarantees regarding the learning of our ADMIRAL
algorithms in general-sum stochastic games.
Specifically, our contributions in this chapter are:
• Introducing a general paradigm for learning from external advisors in MARL.
• Analyzing two important challenges in learning from advisors in MARL.
• Presenting a suitable algorithm for each of these challenges.
• Establishing conditions for appropriate fixed point guarantees in these algorithms.
• Proving that it is possible to provide convergence results under less restrictive assumptions compared to prior work.
• Empirically showing that our algorithm can adapt and perform well in many challenges
in MARL.

3.2

Advisor Q-Learning

In this section, we introduce the problem of ADvising Multiple Intelligent Reinforcement
Agents (ADMIRAL). We have a set of agents that can either take an action using their
own policy or consult an advisor that provides action recommendations (deterministic or
stochastic), given the current state, at each time step. Each agent has access to at most one
advisor. An advisor can be any external source of knowledge, such as a rule-based agent, a
pre-trained policy, or any other system that continues to learn during gameplay. The advisor
is assumed to be available online with the possibility of providing instantaneous action
recommendations to an agent. Further, we consider a centralized training setting, where
agents can observe the state, the local actions, and rewards of all other agents. Another
specification is that in our setting, the advisor and agent communication is free, while
the agents cannot communicate amongst themselves. There is no communication amongst
the agents themselves since establishing reliable communication protocols amongst every
and Costa [225] state that several prior works [7, 312] assume (at least) a moderate level of expertise for the
advisors for action advising and are only applicable to single-agent environments, in line with our discussions
in Section 3.1.2. While [226] relax the assumption of optimal advisors by allowing agents to advise each
other (in cooperative games), they do not provide a method to evaluate the available agents/advisors before
using them.
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Figure 3.1: Architecture of the ADMIRAL-DM algorithm. Each agent has access to at
most one advisor. The advisor provides action recommendations to the agent, and the
agent can decide how much to rely on the advisor.
single agent may be prohibitively expensive in large multi-agent environments. For example,
in the case of wildfire fighting, it has been noted that communication, even if available,
could be very limited since the individual agents (fire-fighters) may be very far apart [190].
However, all agents can receive global inputs from satellite/airborne sensors [140]. The
centralized setting we consider is similar to that in prior works [104]. Subsequently, in
Section 3.2.4 we will show that our method can be adapted to the popular centralized
training and decentralized execution [156] paradigm, which provides a suitable relaxation
of the centralization assumption.
We study two challenges that arise when learning from advisors in MARL and provide
algorithms for each problem. The first challenge is learning a policy with the help of an
advisor. We introduce an algorithm for this challenge, which we call ADvising Multiple
Intelligent Reinforcement Agents - Decision Making (ADMIRAL-DM). In this setting, each
agent aims to learn a suitable policy that provides the best responses to the opponent(s)
and performs eﬀectively in the given multi-agent environment. An agent has access to a
(possibly sub-optimal) advisor that could be leveraged to improve the speed of learning.
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Figure 3.2: Architecture of the ADMIRAL-AE algorithm. All agents aim to evaluate a
single advisor. The advisor can be queried by each agent to obtain action recommendations,
which the agent can choose to execute.
Hence, at each time step, the agent could choose to follow its own policy or that of the
advisor. In early stages of learning, the dependence on the advisor is greater, and this
dependence gradually declines as the agent’s policy improves. If an agent does not receive
an action recommendation at some time step, they can simply use their own current policy.
Hence, we do not require the advisor to be capable of providing action advice at every state
in the state space. A schematic of this setting is provided in Figure 3.1.
The second challenge is the evaluation of the advisor itself. We provide an algorithm
called ADvising Multiple Intelligent Reinforcement Agents - Advisor Evaluation (ADMIRALAE) that tackles this challenge. Before using an advisor, it is beneficial to evaluate it to
determine whether the advisor will provide eﬀective advice. Hence, we propose a ‘prelearning’ phase (i.e., a distinct phase before the beginning of training of ADMIRAL-DM)
where the ADMIRAL-AE is used with the goal of getting a good understanding of the
capabilities of the advisor in the current environment. We assume that a single advisor
exists in the system and this advisor could be evaluated by one or more agents. A schematic
of this setting is provided in Figure 3.2.
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Many real-world multi-agent application domains may have a state-of-the-art solution
method being currently used in practice. This method could be normally useful, but may not
be suitable for every context and against every possible opponent in MARL environments.
Hence, it is possible to face situations in which the available advisor provides advice that is
optimal or close to optimal for some states, but whose advice is poor in others. Intuitively,
to learn well, agents must listen more to the advisor when the available advisor is good
and well-suited to the current context and listen less (or not at all) to the available advisor
when it is bad. To make this issue more concrete, recall the wildfire example discussed in
Section 3.1.1. A well-known fire simulator model is the Farsite [69] simulator that is actively
used in practice to model the spread of fire. This fire simulator model predicts the spread
of fire in the future and forms the basis of fire-control strategies of firefighters. Notably,
through extensive experimentation, it has been reported that this model does not give
satisfactory performances under certain environmental conditions such as extreme downslope
winds [323]. However, since real fires are aﬀected by many dynamic environmental factors at
the same time, coming up with suitable heuristics for deciding the fit of the given model is
almost impossible. Thus, it is important to understand when an advisor is providing useful
advice and when its advice has limitations. Always relying on a poor advisor may lead to
poor policies being learned or hurt the overall sample complexity of the algorithms. Thus,
we recommend evaluating the advisor before using it for learning, if possible. We argue
that it is important to decouple the problem of “advisor-evaluation” where the objective is
to study the suitability of the advisor in the given MARL environment from the problem of
“decision-making” which aims to improve the training of MARL algorithms by making use
of advisor knowledge.
We propose to conduct a ‘pre-learning’ phase before training the decision-making
algorithm. In this phase we perform an “advisor-evaluation” study, either in simulation or
in real-world environments (particularly in environments that are not safety-critical like
recommendation systems and board games such as chess) that helps to answer two important
questions before beginning to learn from the advisor. 1) Does the advisor have some good
knowledge of the domain that could be helpful for the MARL algorithms during training?
and 2) How much should one listen to the given advisor? Performing advisor evaluation
before beginning the process of learning helps the agent gain a good understanding of the
advisor before learning from it, which would help in leveraging it eﬀectively in learning a
suitable decision-making policy. Most importantly, in MARL, advisors (especially good
ones) could continue to learn and/or adapt online, during gameplay, based on the nature of
opponents. Such advisors cannot be evaluated eﬀectively unless their learning and evolution
is captured using a principled method designed to evaluate them. If advisors are being
evaluated by agents along with agents simultaneously using them for learning decision38

making policies, the evaluation becomes limited and advisors are prone to be discarded
quickly based on the metrics of performance and consistency at the early stages of training.
During this time, the advisor could be still evolving its strategies based on the nature of
the opponent(s), and hence, the evaluation is not accurate. For example, in the algorithm
CHAT from [289], the confidence of an agent on a demonstrator is determined based on the
demonstrator’s consistency in action recommendations for the same state. This approach
works well in the single-agent context. However, in MARL, due to the adaptive nature of
opponents, good advisors could adapt based on the opponent and possibly evolve mixed
(stochastic) strategies that will provide diﬀerent actions at the same state. An approach
such as CHAT would reduce the confidence of such an advisor, but this is not accurate
since the advisor is good and should be leveraged more for better performance.

3.2.1

Decision-Making Using Advisor

Our first algorithm learns to act in the environment by leveraging the available advisor.
ADMIRAL-DM is described in Algorithm 1. First, for simplicity, we assume that all
the agents in the environment use the same algorithmic steps for learning, as done in prior
work [104]. Subsequently, the same algorithm can be used in other scenarios where diﬀerent
agents use diﬀerent algorithms for learning as well. Further, as in [104], we assume that all
agents maintain a copy of the Q-updates of the other agents. This is possible since, during
training, agents are in a centralized setting and can observe the local actions and rewards
of all other agents at each time step. This helps in predicting the actions of opponents
needed for providing the best responses.
A learning agent (represented by j) starts with an arbitrary initialization of its Q-value
One such assignment could be to set Qj0 (s, a) = 0, for all agents j, all states s 2 S
and actions a1 2 A1 , . . . , an 2 An . Recall, in this setting, each agent has access to an online
advisor that it could query during learning. Whenever the agent needs to choose an action,
it does so based on its current Q-value, the advisor’s recommendation, or simply a random
action, as the case may be (lines 8–15). The dependence on the advisor’s recommendation
and the random exploration is captured by two hyperparameters, ✏0t and ✏t , respectively.
This action is subsequently executed and the actions and rewards of the other agents are
observed, including the next state s0 (line 6). During training, at each time step, the agent
picks the possible next actions of other agents in line 7 using its copy of other agents
Q-values. Then, in lines 8–15, the agent j picks its next action based on ADMIRAL-DM
algorithm’s policy which chooses a random action and an advisor action with diminishing
probabilities, and a greedy action with increasing probabilities, such that it becomes greedy
Qj0 (s, a).
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Algorithm 1 ADvising Multiple Intelligent Reinforcement Agents - Decision Making
(ADMIRAL-DM)
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:

8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:

Set t = 0, get the initial state s0 . Let the learning agent be indexed by j
For all j, s 2 S, and aj 2 Aj , let Qj0 (s, a) = 0, where a = (a1 , . . . , an ). Initialize a
value for hyperparameters ✏ and ✏0 (i.e. value for ✏0 and ✏00 )
Define policy derived from Q to return a random action with probability ✏t , advisor
suggested action with probability ✏0t and greedy action with probability 1 ✏t ✏0t
Choose aj0 at state s0 for each j using policy derived from Q
while Qj is not constant for each j 2 {1, . . . , n} do
For each agent j, execute the action ajt and observe rt1 , . . . , rtn ; a1t , . . . , ant ; and
st+1 = s0
For each j, choose the next greedy action for all other agents from the copy of
their respective policies using s0 . The next greedy actions are chosen using the current
observed actions of other agents
For each j, let u be a uniform random number between 0 and 1
if u < ✏0t then
0
Obtain next action ajt+1 = aj from the advisor (using state s0 )
else if u > ✏0t and u < ✏t then
0
Set the next action ajt+1 = aj as a random action from the action space Aj
else
0
Choose a greedy action ajt+1 = aj from the Q-function using s0 and the next
greedy actions of other agents
end if
Update Qjt for each j 2 {1, . . . , n} using Eq. 3.1
Let t := t + 1
0
For each agent j, set the current action aj = aj and current state s = s0
At the end of each episode, linearly decay ✏t and ✏0t
end while

in the limit with infinite exploration (GLIE). Thus, the agent is guaranteed to train without
any further advisor influence after some finite time t in the training process. Accordingly,
the dependence on the advisor’s recommendation is decayed linearly (line 19). In this
process, the dependence of an agent is more on the advisor during the earlier stages of
learning, when its own policy is quite bad. This dependence gradually reduces as its own
policy improves. The Q-values are updated (line 16) following an update scheme given by,
Qjt+1 (s, a) = (1

↵t )Qjt (s, a) + ↵t [rtj + Qjt (s0 , a0 )]
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(3.1)

0

0

where a = (a1 , . . . , an ) denotes the actions for all agents at state s and a0 = (a1 , . . . , an )
denotes the actions for all the agents at state s0 .
denotes the discount factor, and
↵t 2 (0, 1) is the learning rate. The other variables have the usual meaning described
in Chapter 2. The algorithm’s steps are repeated continuously until either the Q-values
fully converge or come within a small threshold of convergence, as is commonly done in
practice [256].
The ADMIRAL-DM algorithm’s time and space complexity can be compared to the
NashQ algorithm from Hu and Wellman [104]. At each time step, a learning agent j needs to
update (Q1 , . . . , Qn ), for all states s 2 S, and all actions a1 2 A1 , . . . , an 2 An . Let the total
number of states in the environment be represented by |S|, and |Aj | be the total number of
actions in the action space of the agent j. Further, assuming that |A1 | = · · · = |An | = |A|,
we get the total number of entries in Qj to be |S||A|n . If the learning agent needs to update
a total of n Q-tables, then the space complexity can be given by n|S||A|n . Thus, regarding
the space complexity, a tabular version of ADMIRAL-DM is linear in the number of states,
polynomial in the number of actions, and exponential in the number of agents, which is
the same as the guarantees for the NashQ algorithm in Hu and Wellman [104]. However,
in the case of time complexity, ADMIRAL-DM has the same guarantees as given for the
space complexity, since in the worst case, each entry in the table needs to be queried before
updating a Q-value. Note that this is better than the algorithm by Hu and Wellman [104],
which had exponential time complexity in the states and actions, even in the case of a
two-player game. This is because the NashQ algorithm has a requirement of determining
the Nash equilibrium at each stage game, which has exponential time complexity even for
two-player games [174]. We do not have this requirement.

3.2.2

Evaluation Of Advisors

The second challenge is that of evaluating the advisor to determine its nature and its
suitability for the given context. As described in the previous sub-section, the ADMIRALDM uses an advisor if one exists. In this sub-section, we provide an algorithm (ADMIRALAE) that evaluates a potential advisor and helps in guiding the configuration of Algorithm 1
by setting the initial value of ✏0 . The objective is to make an agent following ADMIRAL-DM
listen more to good advisors and listen less (or not at all) to bad advisors. The ADMIRALAE is used in the ‘pre-learning’ phase discussed earlier, where agent(s) are evaluating the
advisor in the context of the given environment and opponents.
We start with a definition of an advisor strategy.
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Definition 8. In a stage game, (A, M 1 , . . . , M n ) an advisor strategy (or advisor solution)
is a tuple of n strategies ( 1 , . . . , n ), an advisor specifies for all n agents.
Since the advisor is defined to be a general model that receives a state and provides
action recommendations to an agent in the multi-agent environment, the advisor, in general,
is capable of predicting the actions of other agents as well. All the advisor’s predictions
and/or recommendations towards every agent in the environment constitute the advisor
solution as in Definition 8. Here, we do not restrict our setting to environments where
the advisor can predict the actions of all agents. In practice, it is possible to encounter
situations where the advisor cannot predict or recommend actions to some agents. In
this case, these agents can get random or placeholder strategies in the advisor solution
formulated in Definition 8.
Similar to our decision-making setting, we first provide an algorithm that will have
all the agents in the environment using the same algorithmic steps. In each state s, and
time t during training, we form a stage game (Q1t (s), . . . , Qnt (s)) using the Q-values of all
agents. Here, the notation Qjt (s) = (Qjt (s, a1 ), . . . , Qjt (s, an )). The advisor receives the state
and provides its predictions/recommendation for each agent, which will form the advisor
solution ( t1 (s), . . . , tn (s)) for the stage game (Q1t (s), . . . , Qnt (s)). In the stochastic game,
having access to the state and the advisor allows an agent to have access to the full advisor
solution at every state s 2 S for all time t.
Algorithm 2 describes our ADMIRAL-AE algorithm. A learning agent j starts with an
arbitrary value of Qj0 (s, a), which represents the value at the initial time step t = 0. We
define an action selection scheme (lines 5–12) that chooses to directly use the advisor’s
recommendation with probability ⌘ 0 , a random action with probability ⌘ and an action that
maximizes the Q-values at the current state with probability 1 ⌘ ⌘ 0 . The idea is to mix
between directly following the advisor at the current time step and choosing an action that
maximizes the value of following the advisor at later stages for the action selection. We
also perform a small percentage of random actions to ensure suﬃcient exploration of the
environment. At each time t, the agent j observes the current state s, and takes a local
action aj (line 13) and observes the action of all agents (including itself), the reward it
obtains and the new state s0 . Note that, unlike the decision-making setting, here we do not
require all agents to maintain copies of the updates of other agents and hence the rewards
of other agents are not required to be observed by the agent j. The agent then obtains the
advisor solution (Definition 8) from the advisor for the next state s0 (line 14). Subsequently,
each agent j updates its Q-value as follows (using 2 [0, 1), as the discount factor) :
Qjt+1 (s, a) = (1

↵t )Qjt (s, a) + ↵t [rtj + AdvisorQjt (s0 )]
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(3.2)

Algorithm 2 ADvising Multiple Intelligent Reinforcement Agents - Advisor Evaluation
(ADMIRAL-AE)
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:

Set t = 0 and get the initial state s0 . Let the learning agent be indexed by j
For all j, s 2 S, and aj 2 Aj , let Qj0 (s, a) = 0 where a = (a1 , . . . , an )
Set the value of hyperparameters ⌘ and ⌘ 0
while Qj is not constant for each j 2 {1, . . . , n} do
For each j, let u be a uniform random number between 0 and 1
if u < ⌘ 0 then
Obtain action ajt for the current state st from the advisor
else if u > ⌘ 0 and u < ⌘ then
Set the action ajt as a random action from the action space Aj
else
Choose a greedy action ajt from the Q-function using st and the observed previous
actions of other agents
end if
Execute ajt and then observe a1t , . . . , ant ; rtj ; and st+1 = s0 for each j 2 {1, . . . , n}
Obtain the advisor solution from the advisor for state s0
Update Qjt for each j 2 {1, . . . , n} using Eq. 3.2
Let t := t + 1 and current state st = st+1
end while

where ↵t 2 (0, 1) is the learning rate. The term AdvisorQjt (s0 ), is the total value (payoﬀ)
that the agent j will obtain at the state s0 when all agents (including itself) play the
advisor solution. This is calculated as AdvisorQjt (s0 ) = t1 (s0 ) · · · tn (s0 ) · Qjt (s0 ), where
( t1 (s0 ), . . . , tn (s0 )) denotes the advisor solution at state s0 and time t. This can be seen
as a solution to the stage game (Q1t (s0 ), . . . , Qnt (s0 )), since the value of each agent’s payoﬀ
at state s0 is reflected in their corresponding Q-values at state s0 . Since the advisor
recommendation to each agent can be a stochastic sample, the tj (s0 ) is interpreted as a
vector that contains the probability of taking each action in the action space of j. Similarly,
from the Q-function of the agent j, we can obtain Qjt (s0 ), which consists of the Q-value of
taking each action in the action space of j. Hence, AdvisorQjt (s0 ) is a scalar value obtained
using a component-wise multiplication of the advisor solution and the Q-values.
The Q-values of all agents are updated using the advisor strategies at each iteration, as
given in line 15 of Algorithm 2. The above-described steps continue until convergence, or
until the Q-values come within a small threshold of convergence, as in ADMIRAL-DM.
Recall that the primary purpose of this algorithm is advisor evaluation. After implement43

ing ADMIRAL-AE using the given advisor in the ‘pre-learning’ phase, the performance of
the algorithm can be used to determine ✏00 (hyperparameter of ADMIRAL-DM) in diﬀerent
ways. We provide one heuristic in this dissertation. We propose that the performance of
ADMIRAL-AE (in terms of cumulative rewards) be compared against the maximum possible performance of any algorithm (maximum cumulative rewards). The ADMIRAL-AE’s
performance using the given advisor should lie between the maximum possible performance
in that environment and the performance of ADMIRAL-AE using a random advisor. This
can then be normalized in the range of [0, 1] to determine a value for ✏00 . This normalization
is given in Eq. 3.3.
✏00 =

CR RCR
M CR RCR

(3.3)

where CR denotes the cumulative reward obtained by ADMIRAL-AE using the advisor (averaged across multiple trials), RCR denotes the cumulative reward obtained by
ADMIRAL-AE using a random advisor (averaged across multiple trials), M CR denotes the
maximum possible cumulative reward in the given environment 2 . To be more accurate, a
correction can be applied to M CR to compensate for the loss in performance from random
exploration in ADMIRAL-AE (hyperparameter ⌘).
After obtaining the value of ✏00 from ADMIRAL-AE, this hyperparameter is used in
the training of ADMIRAL-DM where its value is linearly decayed in line with the steps
in Algorithm 1. We experimentally illustrate these steps later in Section 3.4.1. A more
elaborate study demonstrating the eﬀectiveness of this technique is given in Section 3.4.4.
Another way of using ADMIRAL-AE is to study the eﬀectiveness of the available
advisor against simulated or baseline opponents (Section 3.4.2). An important advantage of
ADMIRAL-AE is in situations of adapting advisors, as discussed earlier. An experimental
illustration of this advantage is given in Appendix A.3. The ADMIRAL-AE algorithm is
oﬀ-policy, as the update policy (line 15) and policy followed (lines 5–12) are diﬀerent. Due
to this oﬀ-policy nature of ADMIRAL-AE, we do not require an agent to follow the advisor
at every state in this setting. The evaluation is happening through the Q-values, while the
action selection policy can be independent of the policy being updated as in any oﬀ-policy
algorithm. The convergence guarantees in oﬀ-policy methods do not require using specific
action selection policies as long as suﬃcient exploration is guaranteed [111, 256].
2

We clarify that in this method if the RCR and MCR are not very “tight,” the diﬀerence between almost
similar performing advisors could become small. However, this will not be a problem for our method, since
the ADMIRAL-DM can also learn directly through environmental interactions.
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We would like to clarify that our main algorithm, ADMIRAL-DM, uses the advisor in a
fully-online fashion and does not require any ‘pre-learning’ for implementation. ADMIRALAE is a principled method that helps in determining how much to listen to an advisor
(through the hyperparameter ✏00 ) in an optional ‘pre-learning’ phase. If the ‘pre-learning’
phase is not conducted, an approximate value for ✏00 can still be obtained using experimental
heuristics. Using such an approximate value is not a problem since ADMIRAL-DM is also
capable of learning from environmental rewards (through direct environmental interactions),
in addition to the advisor. Here the advisor only aims to accelerate the process of training.
Hence, the use of ADMIRAL-AE does not violate our contribution of relaxing the oﬄine
limitation in prior methods.
In a tabular implementation of the ADMIRAL-AE algorithm, both space and time
complexities will be linear in the number of states, polynomial in the number of actions, and
exponential in the number of agents, same as that described for ADMIRAL-DM. However,
the space and time complexity of ADMIRAL-AE can be represented by |S||A|n . Here,
notice that the complexity does not have the product term of the number of agents n,
unlike the requirement for ADMIRAL-DM. This is due to the fact that ADMIRAL-AE
does not have the requirement of each agent maintaining copies of the Q-values of other
agents as in ADMIRAL-DM. As described in the previous sub-section, this time complexity
of ADMIRAL-AE is much better than that of NashQ [104].

3.2.3

Illustrative Example For Algorithm 2

In this sub-section, we show the calculations of some steps in the Q-updates of Algorithm 2
for a single state system, to serve as a demonstration of this algorithm. Our objective is
to provide a practical illustration of the various steps involved since, to the best of our
knowledge, pre-evaluation of advisors have not been considered before. Since Algorithm 1
has similarities to the well-known Q-learning algorithm [291], we omit a demonstrative
example for Algorithm 1.
Let us consider a two agent game with all the initial Q-values set to 0. The first agent
(column agent) can perform two actions “Up” and “Down” and the second agent (row agent)
can also perform two actions “Left” and “Right”. The system has only one state, s1 . Let
the learning rate ↵ be 0.9 and discount factor be 0.9. Let us assign the hyper-parameters
⌘ = 0.05 and ⌘ 0 = 0.45. At the initial state, at time t = 0, the stage game constructed from
the Q-values of both the agents is given in Table 3.1a.
At state s1 , in time t = 0, let us assume that both agents decide to use the advisor
recommended actions “Up” and “Left” respectively. They execute these actions and obtain
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(Q10 , Q20 )

Left

Right

(Q11 , Q21 )

Left

Right

Up
Down

(0,0)
(0,0)

(0,0)
(0,0)

Up
Down

(1.8, 1.8)
(0,0)

(0,0)
(0,0)

(a) Initial stage game at time t = 0

(b) Stage game at time t = 1

(Q12 , Q22 )

Left

Right

Up
Down

(2.34, 2.34)
(0,0)

(0,0)
(0,0)

(c) Stage game at time t = 2

Table 3.1: Stage games constructed in the example.
a reward of 2 each. Now the agents receive the next state, which is s1 (single state system).
Let the advisor solution at this state for the column agent be 01 (s1 ) = (1, 0) and that
for the row agent be 02 (s1 ) = (1, 0). The first value of the tuple in this notation is the
probability of taking the first action, and the second value of the tuple is the probability of
the second action for the respective agents. This means that the advisor recommends both
the agents to perform the “Up” and “Left” actions respectively, with probability 1, and the
other action with probability 0. The Q update will be as follows:
⇣
⌘
Q11 (s1 , Up, Left) = Q10 (s1 , Up, Left) + ↵ r01 + AdvisorQ10 (s1 ) Q10 (s1 , Up, Left)
⇣
Q11 (s1 , Up, Left) = Q10 (s1 , Up, Left) + ↵ r01 +
⇣
Q11 (s1 , Up, Left) = 0 + 0.9 2 + 0.9 ⇥ 0
Q11 (s1 , Up, Left) = 1.8

0

⌘

1
0 (s1 )

·

2
0 (s1 )

· Q10 (s1 )

Q10 (s1 , Up, Left)

⌘

(3.4)

The superscript for Q represents the agent index (1 represents the column player). The
above equation also holds for the row agent and the new stage game with Q-values at state
s1, in time t = 1 is given in Table 3.1b.
Now, at state s1 and time t = 1, let us assume that the agents decide to perform the
best actions from their respective Q-values, i.e., “Up” and “Left” again. The actions are
executed, and the agents obtain a reward of 2 each. The next state is observed, and let the
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advisor solution here be 11 (s1 ) = (0.5, 0.5) and 12 (s1 ) = (0.5, 0.5). This means that the
advisor assigns a probability of 0.5 for each of the actions for both the agents. Again, we
calculate the Q-update for the column agent,
⇣
⌘
1
1
1
1
1
Q2 (s1 , Up, Left) = Q1 (s1 , Up, Left) + ↵ r1 + AdvisorQ1 (s1 ) Q1 (s1 , Up, Left)
Q12 (s1 , Up, Left)
Q12 (s1 , Up, Left)
⇣

=

Q11 (s1 , Up, Lef t)

+↵

⇣

r11

+

1
1 (s1 )

·

2
1 (s1 )

·

Q11 (s1 )

= 1.8 + 0.9 2 + 0.9 (0.5)2 ⇥ 1.8 + (0.5)2 ⇥ 0 + (0.5)2 ⇥ 0 + (0.5)2 ⇥ 0
Q12 (s1 , Up, Left) = 2.34

Q11 (s1 , Up, Left)

1.8

⌘

⌘
(3.5)

The above equation also holds for the row agent and the new stage game at t = 2 is
given in Table 3.1c. Similarly, the Q-values continue to be updated until convergence or
until the values come to a small threshold of convergence.
In the above steps, we have demonstrated the Q-values of diﬀerent actions at the given
state based on the advisor solutions. Such a process, at convergence, will lead to the agent(s)
evaluating the advisor obtain a value for the advisor at each state in the state space of the
environment.

3.2.4

Neural Network And Actor-Critic Implementations

It is well known that tabular algorithms are not applicable for environments with large
state and action spaces in RL [166]. All our algorithms can be extended to large stateaction environments using function approximations as is common in RL [166, 167], where
neural networks serve as the function approximators. In this section, we give a neural
network-based implementation of ADMIRAL-DM and ADMIRAL-AE.
We incorporate techniques introduced in the well-known Deep Q-learning (DQN) algorithm [167] with the update rule in ADMIRAL-DM to obtain its neural network implementation in Algorithm 3. To highlight diﬀerences from the tabular implementation, we make
note of some parts of Algorithm 3. All agents maintain two networks (evaluation and target)
throughout the training process. Both the evaluation and target networks start with the
same configuration. The evaluation network is updated periodically at every training step
and used for action selection at each step. The target network provides the target value for
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calculating the Bellman errors during training and is updated less frequently compared to
the evaluation network. In line 18 of Algorithm 3, all agents store the experience tuples in
their respective replay buﬀers. After every episode in lines 21 – 25, the evaluation networks
are trained using the temporal diﬀerence (TD) errors as the loss function. The TD target is
obtained from the Bellman equation given in Eq. 3.1. After every finite number of training
steps, the target network parameters are updated by copying over values from the evaluation
network in line 26 as previously performed in [167].
Similar to our approach with ADMIRAL-DM, we incorporate the techniques of DQN [167]
with the update rule in ADMIRAL-AE to obtain Algorithm 4. The important changes
are similar to our discussion with the ADMIRAL-DM case, where the algorithm uses two
networks and a replay buﬀer for training. The target for the loss function is obtained from
Eq. 3.2 (line 21 in Algorithm 4). If more exploration is desired, ✏ need not be decayed in
these implementations.
We also extend Algorithm 3 to an actor-critic method — ADvising Multiple Intelligent Reinforcement Agents - Decision Making (Actor-Critic) abbreviated
as ADMIRAL-DM(AC). This algorithm uses the Q-function as the critic and the policy
derived from Q as the actor. The algorithm follows a Centralized Training and Decentralized
Execution (CTDE) scheme [156], where the critic uses the information associated with
other agents during the training time and the actors can act independently without access
to other agent information during execution. This allows our methods to be applicable
in environments where global information (i.e., information associated with other agents)
is available during training but not available during execution such as, for example, autonomous driving [319]. The CTDE scheme extends our algorithm to partially observable
environments, where the actor can just use the local observations of the agent for action
selection (during both training and execution), while the critic can use the joint observation
of all agents during training. As discussed in [156] in the simplest case, the Q-function
(used as the critic) would consist of the observations of all agents, but it could also include
additional state information when available. The critic is not required during execution in
this setting. Furthermore, ADMIRAL-DM(AC) makes our method applicable to continuous
action spaces as well.
We provide the complete pseudocode for the actor-critic implementation of ADMIRALDM in Algorithm 5. All agents maintain two networks during training. The first network is
the value network that serves as a critic, and the second network is a policy network that
serves as the actor (line 1). After each experience, the value (critic) network is updated in
line 16 using the TD errors (from Eq. 3.1) as the loss function. The actor is updated in
line 17 using policy gradients. Since the algorithm is maintaining a stochastic policy which
explores naturally, we do not need to perform a random action selection for exploration
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Algorithm 3 ADMIRAL-DM Neural Network Implementation
1:

2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:

10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:
25:
26:
27:

Initialize Q j , Q⇡j , where represent the evaluation (eval) net and ⇡ represents the
target net, for all j 2 {1, . . . , n}. Initialize a value for hyperparameters ✏ and ✏0 (i.e.
value for ✏0 and ✏00 )
At t = 0, get the initial state s0 from the environment
Let the learning agent be indexed by j
For all s 2 S, aj 2 Aj , and j 2 {1, . . . , n}, let Qjt (s, a1 , . . . , an ) = 0
Define policy derived from Q to return the random action a with probability ✏t , advisor
suggested action with probability ✏0t and greedy action with probability 1 ✏t ✏0t
Choose action aj0 for s0 using policy derived from Q for each j 2 {1, . . . , n}
while training is not finished do
For each agent j, execute the action ajt and observe rt1 , . . . , rtn ; a1t , . . . , ant ; and
st+1 = s0
For each j, choose the next greedy action for all other agents from the copy of
their respective policies using s0 . The next greedy actions are chosen using the current
observed actions of other agents
For each j, let u be a uniform random number between 0 and 1
if u < ✏0t then
0
Obtain next action ajt+1 = aj from the advisor (using state s0 )
else if u > ✏0t and u < ✏t then
0
Set the next action ajt+1 = aj as a random action from the action space Aj
else
0
Choose a greedy action ajt+1 = aj from Q j using s0 and the next greedy actions
of other agents
end if
Store hs, a, r, s0 , a0 i in replay buﬀer D, where s = st , a = a1t , . . . , ant ; r = rt1 , . . . , rtn
and a0 = a1t+1 , . . . , ant+1 ; for each agent j
Set the current action ajt = ajt+1 and the current state st = st+1 ; for each agent j
At the end of each episode linearly decay ✏0t and ✏t
while j = 1 to n do
Sample a minibatch of K experiences hs, a, r, s0 , a0 i from D
Set y j = rj + Q⇡j (s0 , a0 ) according to Eq. 3.1
P
Update the Q eval network by minimizing the loss L( j ) = K1 (y j Q j (s, a))2
end while
Update the parameters of the target network for each agent by copying over the
j
eval network every T steps: ⇡ j
end while
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Algorithm 4 ADMIRAL-AE Neural Network Implementation
1: Initialize Q j , Q⇡j , where
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:
25:

represent the evaluation (eval) net and ⇡ represents the target net,
for all j 2 {1, . . . , n}. Initialize the hyperparameters ⌘ and ⌘ 0
At t = 0, get the initial state s0 from the environment
Let the learning agent be indexed by j
For all s 2 S, aj 2 Aj , and j 2 {1, . . . , n}, let Qjt (s, a1 , . . . , an ) = 0
Set the value of hyperparameters ⌘ and ⌘ 0
while training is not finished do
For each j, let u be a uniform random number between 0 and 1
if u < ⌘ 0 then
Obtain action ajt for the current state st from the advisor
else if u > ⌘ 0 and u < ⌘ then
Set the action ajt as a random action from the action space Aj
else
Choose a greedy action ajt from Q j using st and the observed previous actions of other
agents
end if
For each agent j, execute the action ajt and observe rtj ; a1t , . . . , ant , and st+1 = s0
For each agent j, obtain the advisor action a1e,t+1 , . . . , ane,t+1 for all agents at state s0
For each agent j, store hs, a, rj , s0 , a0 i in replay buﬀer D, where s = st , a = a1t , . . . , ant and
a0 = a1e,t+1 , . . . , ane,t+1
Set the current state st = st+1
while j = 1 to n do
Sample a minibatch of K experiences hs, a, rj , s0 , a0 i from D
Set y j = rj + AdvisorQ⇡j (s0 ) according to Eq. 3.2
P
Update the Q eval network by minimizing the loss L( j ) = K1 (y j Q j (s, a))2
end while
Update the parameters of the target network for each agent by copying over the eval
j
network every T steps: ⇡ j
end while

(unlike in the other algorithms).

3.3

Theoretical Results

In this section, we first show that Q-updates following Algorithm 2 will converge to an
✏-equilibrium in the stochastic game. From the update rule provided in Eq. 3.2, we note
that this equilibrium corresponds to the value of the advisor, which is the action-value
function that provides the expectation of immediate reward and future discounted rewards
when all agents follow the advisor solutions for infinite periods starting from the current
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Algorithm 5 ADMIRAL-DM(AC) Neural Network Implementation
1: Initialize V j , ⇡✓j , the critic and actor networks for all j 2 {1, . . . , n}. Initialize a value for
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:

hyperparameters ✏ and ✏0 (i.e. value for ✏0 and ✏00 )
At t = 0, get the initial state s0
Let the learning agent be indexed by j
For all s 2 S and aj 2 Aj , j 2 {1, . . . , n}, let Qjt (s, a1 , . . . , an ) = 0
Define policy derived from Q to return the random action a with probability ✏t , advisor
suggested action with probability ✏0t and greedy action with probability 1 ✏t ✏0t
For each j sample action aj0 from the actor ⇡✓j at state s0
while training is not finished do
Execute the action ajt and observe rt1 , . . . , rtn ; a1t , . . . , ant ; and st+1 = s0 , for all agents j
For each j, let u be a uniform random number between 0 and 1
if u < ✏0t then
0
Obtain next action ajt+1 = aj from the advisor (using state s0 )
else
0
Choose an action ajt+1 = aj using the respective actor ⇡✓j (s0 )
end if
Set y j = rj + V jj (s0 , a0 j ), where a0 j = (a0 1 , . . . , a0 j 1 , a0 j+1 , . . . , a0 N ), for all j
For each j, update the critic by minimizing the loss L( j ) = (y j V jj (s, a
a j = (a1 , . . . , aj 1 , aj+1 , . . . , aN ) and s = st
For each j, update the actor using the log loss J (✓j ) = log ⇡✓j (aj |s)L( j )
0
Set the current action aj = aj and the current state s = s0 for each agent j
At the end of each episode linearly decay ✏0t and ✏t
end while
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j ))2 ,

where

state and joint action. This ✏ of the ✏-equilibrium will depend on the nature of the advisor
used. Further, we prove that the Q-updates following Algorithm 1 converges to the Nash
Q-value, thus finding the Nash equilibrium of the stochastic game.
The primary convergence result for Q-learning based algorithms in a general-sum
stochastic game was provided by Hu and Wellman [104]. However, this result relies on
a very restrictive assumption that states that every stage game of the stochastic game
contains a Nash equilibrium that is either a global optimum or a saddle point. Additionally,
an agent must use the payoﬀ at this equilibrium to update its Q-value in every stage game
of the stochastic game. As shown by Bowling [28], this assumption implies that every stage
game should use the same kind of equilibrium, it cannot oscillate between being a global
optimum or saddle point between stage games. There is almost no game that satisfies this
condition in practice [104]. We will show in this section that the convergence results in
our setting can be provided under a set of assumptions weaker than that used by Hu and
Wellman[104].
In this section, we provide three important theorems with their detailed proofs. The
proofs of each theorem depend on a set of lemmas that we provide. We have included the
statement of these lemmas in this section, while the complete proofs of the lemmas can be
found in Appendix A.1.
We start by providing a general result for stochastic processes. Theorem 1 is a technical
result, extending a result of Szepesvari and Littman [262], which will form the foundation of
our convergence result in Theorem 2. Theorem 1 aims to relax a requirement of contraction
conditions in the result from Szepesvari and Littman [262]. The presence of these conditions
would necessitate strong assumptions in a MARL setting as shown in Hu and Wellman [104],
which we aim to avoid. Towards our Theorem 1, we restate some formal definitions
relating to translation and invariance of operators from Szepesvari and Littman [262] in
Appendix A.2 to stay self-contained.
Theorem 1. Let X be an arbitrary set and assume that B is the space of bounded functions
over X . Let T : B ! B, be an arbitrary operator. Let F ✓ B, be a subset of B and let
F0 : F ! 2B be a mapping that associates subsets of B with the elements of F . Let v ⇤ be a
fixed point of T and let T = (T0 , T1 , . . .) be a sequence of random operators, Tt mapping
B ⇥ B to B, that approximate T at v ⇤ and for initial values from F0 (v ⇤ ). Further, assume
that F0 is invariant under T . Let V0 2 F0 (v ⇤ ), and define Vt+1 = Tt (Vt , Vt ). If there exist
random functions 0  Ft (x)  1 and 0  Gt (x)  1 satisfying the conditions below with
probability 1 (w. p. 1), then Vt converges to a point (v ⇤ S)3 w. p. 1 in the norm of B(X ):
3

Note that the variable S here does not denote the state space but a deviation from the fixed point v ⇤ .
We use the (calligraphic) S to denote the state space.
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1. For all U1 and U2 2 F0 and all x 2 X ,
Tt (U1 , v ⇤ )(x)

Tt (U2 , v ⇤ )(x) = Gt (x)(U1 (x)

U2 (x)).

2. For all U and V 2 F0 , and all x 2 X , we can find a finite sequence kt (x) such that,
Tt (U, v ⇤ )(x)
where

t

Tt (U, V )(x) = Ft (x)(||v ⇤

V || +

t

+ kt (x)||v ⇤

V ||)

! 0 w. p. 1 as t ! 1 and kt (x) is finite for all values of x and t.

3. kt (x) converges to a finite point (independent of time) K(x), as t ! 1.
4. For all l > 0, ⇧nt=l Gt (x) converges to 0 uniformly in x as n ! 1.

5. There exists 0 
(1 Gt (x))

< 1 such that for all x 2 X and large enough t, Ft (x) =

The point S can be represented by the equation S(x) = 1ˆ ( C1 + K(x)C1 ), if K(x) 6= 0,
8x 2 X , where 0 < ˆ  1 and C1 is a small positive constant. If K(x) = 0 8x 2 X , then
S(x) = 0 8x.
Before providing the proof of Theorem 1, we provide an intuitive grasp of the result
by relating the diﬀerent variables in Theorem 1 to RL. The operators T and T are similar
to Bellman operators commonly seen in Q-learning, where Tt is the component of T at
time t. The B is the space of all Q-functions and F0 provides a mapping on the subsets
of B (since a set of n elements has 2n subsets, the F0 maps to 2B ). Specific instances
(U, V ) of F0 are considered. These can be seen as particular Q-functions. The variable x
denotes the parameters of the Q-function (state, action pair). Here v ⇤ is the fixed point of
the Q-function (Q⇤ ). The Gt (x) and Ft (x) are functions of the learning rate (↵t ). These
relations will become more explicit in our upcoming results.
Although our proof for Theorem 1 is structurally similar to that from Szepesvari and
Littman [262], there are significant diﬀerences in our detailed proof arguments which stems
from the diﬀerences in the nature of our results. First, [262] required an inequality condition
in condition 2 to hold for all x and all t. We do not have this requirement. Our condition 2
uses an exact equivalence, includes an additional term to capture the diﬀerence in the other
terms and the constraint on this additional term needs to hold only as t ! 1 (condition 3).
As a consequence, we are restricted to showing convergence to a point close to the fixed
point v ⇤ , instead of exactly to v ⇤ . Second, as discussed in [262], condition 2 in their theorem
combined with the other conditions turns Tt operator into a contraction condition for
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all t which is hard to satisfy or ensure in multi-agent environments. While [104] use a
very restrictive assumption to overcome this problem, we show that this problem can be
altogether avoided using our Theorem 1 (which is the core motivation for this theorem).
We also use an exact equivalence in condition 1 and condition 5 to avoid the contraction
condition. The complete proof of Theorem 1 is given next.
Proof. Let U0 be a value function in F0 (v ⇤ ) and let Ut+1 = Tt (Ut , v ⇤ ). Since Tt approximates
T at v ⇤ , Ut converges to T v ⇤ = v ⇤ w. p. 1 uniformly over X . Let
t (x)

= Ut (x)

Vt (x)

(3.6)

t (x)

= v ⇤ (x)

Ut (x).

(3.7)

and let,

We know that t (x) converges to 0 because Ut converges to v ⇤ . We will show that t
converges to a point (independent of t) S, w. p. 1, which implies that Vt converges to the
point (v ⇤ S).
Now from the conditions of Theorem 1 we have,
t+1 (x)

= Ut+1 (x)

Vt+1 (x)

= Tt (Ut , v ⇤ )(x)

Tt (Vt , Vt )(x)

= Tt (Ut , v ⇤ )(x)

Tt (Vt , v ⇤ )(x) + Tt (Vt , v ⇤ )(x)

= Gt (x)(Ut (x)

Vt (x)) + Ft (x)(||v ⇤

= Gt (x) t (x) + Ft (x)(||v ⇤

Vt || +

= Gt (x) t (x) + Ft (x)(||v ⇤

Ut + Ut

= Gt (x) t (x) + Ft (x)(|| t +

t ||

1

⇡ Gt (x) t (x) + Ft (x)(|| t || +

t

+

Vt || +
t

t

+ kt (x)||v ⇤

+ kt (x)||v ⇤
Vt || +

t

Tt (Vt , Vt )(x)

t

V ||)

+ kt (x)||v ⇤

+ kt (x)(|| t +

+ kt (x)|| t || + ||

= Gt (x) t (x) + Ft (x)(|| t || + kt (x)|| t || + ✏t ).
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V ||)

t ||

(3.8)
Ut + Ut

t ||))

+ kt (x)||

t ||)

Vt ||)

The (1) comes from the fact that t is guaranteed to converge to 0 in the limit, so the
eﬀect of splitting the sum under the norm is negligible. Regarding the last step, let us
denote the term ( t + || t || + kt (x)|| t ||) by ✏t as all these terms converge to 0 in the limit.
Another assumption in Theorem 1 is that kt (x) converges to K(x) in the limit. We consider
two cases, in which the first case is K(x) = 0 8x 2 X and the second case is when K(x) 6= 0.
In the first case, notice that, the theorem will then eﬀectively change to Theorem 1 in [262],
where the authors prove that t (x) converges to 0 and hence Vt (x) converges to v ⇤ (x).
For the second case, we provide the proof for the process t to converge to a point
(independent of time) by keeping a modified process ˆt bounded by rescaling t . Since t is
a homogeneous process, it can be written in the form t+1 = Gt ( t , || t || + t ), such that
ˆGt (x, y) = Gt ( ˆx, ˆy) holds for all ˆ > 0. Now we will prove that, if ˆt converges to a
point S, then t will also converge to another point, that is 1ˆ S, where ˆ is the scale factor
applied to t to get the modified process ˆt .
Similar to Szepesvari and Littman [262], we will begin by considering a homogenous
process and another equivalent formulation of this process that can be obtained by keeping
it bounded by scaling.
Let us consider a process of the form,
xt+1 = Gt (xt , ✏t )

(3.9)

where Gt : B ⇥ B ! B is a homogeneous random function, i.e.,
Gt ( ˆx, ˆ✏) = ˆGt (x, ✏)

(3.10)

holds for all ˆ > 0, x and ✏. We want to prove that xt converges to some point independent
of t.
Now, consider another process, that is obtained from modifying process in Eq. 3.9 by
keeping it bounded by re-scaling, namely the process
yt+1 =

n G (y , ✏ )
if:||Gt (yt , ✏t )||  C
t t t
CGt (yt , ✏t )/||Gt (yt , ✏t )||
otherwise

(3.11)

We denote the solution of Eq. 3.9 corresponding to an initial condition of x0 = ! and a
sequence ✏ = {✏k } by xt (!, ✏). Similarly, we denote the solution of Eq. 3.11 corresponding
to the initial condition of y0 = ! and the sequence ✏ by yt (!, ✏).
Next, we state a lemma that provides a relationship between convergence of the sequence
represented by xt and the sequence represented by yt . The result is used later in Lemma 4.
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Lemma 1. Let us fix an arbitrary positive constant C, an arbitrary w0 , and a sequence ✏.
Then provided that
(i) yt (w0 , ✏) converges to a point (independent of t) D.

(ii) The sequence ✏ converges to 0 in the limit (t ! 1).

The homogeneous process xt (w0 , ✏) converges to a point
0 < ˆ  1, is the scaling factor applied.

1
ˆD

w. p. 1, where ˆ, satisfying

Next, we state another lemma that provides conditions for the convergence of a cascade
of two converging processes. Again, this result will be used later in Lemma 4.
Lemma 2. Let X and Y be normed vector spaces, Ut : X ⇥ Y ! X(t = 0, 1, 2, . . .) be
a sequence of mappings, and ✓t 2 Y be an arbitrary sequence. Let ✓1 2 Y and x1 2 X.
Consider the sequences xt+1 = Ut (xt , ✓1 ), and yt+1 = Ut (y t, ✓t ) and suppose that xt and
✓t converge to x1 and ✓1 respectively, in the norm of the appropriate spaces.
Let L✓k be the uniform Lipschitz index of Uk (x, ✓) with respect to ✓ at ✓1 and, similarly,
✓
✓
1
X
let LX
LX
t and Lt satisfy the relations Lt  C(1
t ), and ⇧m=t Lm = 0 where C > 0 is
some constant and t = 0, 1, 2, . . . , then limt!1 ||yt x1 || = 0.
Now, we show that stochastic processes having certain special structure will converge to
some point independent of t, under a set of conditions. This result will also be used later in
the proof of Lemma 4.
Lemma 3. Let Z be an arbitrary set and consider the process
xt+1 (z) = Gt (z)xt (z) + Ft (z)(C + kt (z)C)

(3.12)

where x1 , Ft , Gt 0 are random processes, ||x1 || < C < 1 w. p. 1 for some C > 0, and z
is an element in Z. Assume that for all k, limn!1 ⇧nt=k Gt (z) = 0 uniformly in z w. p. 1
and Ft (z) = (1 Gt (z)), for some 0  < 1, and 8z 2 Z, w. p. 1. Also, kt (z) converges
to K(z) in the limit. Then, xt (z) converges to a point D(z) = (C + K(z)C) w. p. 1.
Given the previous results, we are now in a position to conclude the proof by showing
that a stochastic process that can be represented by Eq. 3.8 will converge to a point
independent of t, which is our required result.
Lemma 4. Consider an equation of the form
xt+1 (z) = Gt (z)xt (z) + Ft (z)(||xt || + ✏t + kt (z)||xt ||)
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(3.13)

where the sequence ✏t converges to zero w. p. 1. Assume that for all k, limn!1 ⇧nt=k Gt (z) =
0 uniformly in z w. p. 1 and Ft (z) = (1 Gt (z)), for some 0  < 1, and 8z 2 Z, w.
p. 1. Assume further that kt (z) is finite, and it converges to K(z) in the limit (t ! 1).
Then xt (z) converges to a point represented by S 0 (z) = 1ˆ ( C1 + K(z)C1 ), where C1 is a
small positive constant, w. p. 1 uniformly over Z. Here ˆ is a scaling factor satisfying
0 < ˆ  1.
Hence, we have proved that Eq. 3.6 has converged to a point independent of t, and thus
Theorem 1 follows. The expression for point S is derived in Lemma 4.

Let us define a relaxation process of the form
Vt+1 (x) = (1

ft (x))Vt (x) + ft (x)[Pt Vt ](x)

(3.14)

where 0  ft (x)  1 is a relaxation parameter and the sequence Pt : B(X ) ! B(X ) can be
considered a randomized version of the operator T . Let us consider a process Ut such that
E[Vt (x)] = Ut (x). Also let, E[Pt Vt ](x) = T V (x). Now we can state the following corollary
to Theorem 1.
Corollary 1. Assume that the process defined by
Ut+1 (x) = (1

ft (x))Ut (x) + ft (x)[Pt v ⇤ ](x)

(3.15)

converges to v ⇤ w. p. 1. Assume further that the following conditions hold:
1. There exist a scalar satisfying 0  < 1 and a sequence t 0 converging to 0 w.
p. 1 such that ||Pt v ⇤ Pt V || = ||v ⇤ V || + t + kt (x)||v ⇤ V || holds for all V 2 B(X )
and for finite kt (x).
2. kt (x) converges to finite point K(x) as t goes to 1.
P
3. 0  ft (x)  1, t 0, and nt=1 ft (x) goes to infinity uniformly in x as n ! 1.

Then, the iteration defined by Eq. 3.14 converges to a point (v ⇤
in Theorem 1.

S), where S is defined as

Proof. Here, Pt is a randomized version of an operator T . It can be proved that a process
of the form,
Ut+1 (x) = (1 ft (x))Ut (x) + ft (x)[Pt V ](x)
(3.16)
will converge to T V w. p. 1 where V 2 B(X ). The convergence is due to Lemma 5 below.
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Lemma 5. Let Ft be an increasing sequence of -fields, let 0  ↵t and wt be random
variables such that ↵t and wt 1 are Ft measurable.
Assume that
following hold w. p. 1:
P1
Pthe
1
2
E[wt |Ft , ↵t 6= 0] = A, E[wt |Ft ] < B < 1, t=1 ↵t = 1 and t=1 ↵t2 < C < 1 for some
B, C > 0. Then the process
Qt+1 = (1

(3.17)

↵t )Qt + ↵t wt

converges to A w. p. 1.
Let the random operator sequence Tt : B(X ) ⇥ B(X ) ! B(X ) be defined by
Tt (U, V )(x) = (1

ft (x))U (x) + ft (x)[Pt V ](x).

(3.18)

We know that the operator Tt approximates T at v ⇤ , since the process defined by Eq. 3.16
converges to T V for all V 2 B(X ) by Lemma 5 and the process defined by Eq. 3.15
converges to v ⇤ by definition. Moreover, observe that Vt as defined by Eq. 3.14 satisfies
Vt+1 = Tt (Vt , Vt ). Due to conditions 1,2, and 3, it can be readily verified that coeﬃcients
Gt (x) = 1 ft (x), and Ft (x) = ft (x) satisfy the rest of the conditions of Theorem 1, and
this yields that the process Vt converges to (v ⇤ S) w. p. 1.

Now, we define the Pt operator in the context of Algorithm 2.
Definition 9. Let Q = (Q1 , . . . , Qn ). We define an operator Pt : Q ! Q such that
Pt Q = (Pt Q1 , . . . , Pt Qn ), where
Pt Qk (s, a) = rtk (s, a) +

1 0
t (s ) · · ·

n 0
k 0
t (s )Q (s )

and k = (1, . . . , n), s0 is the state at time t+1, and ( t1 (s0 ), . . . ,
for the stage game (Q1 (s0 ), . . . , Qn (s0 )) at time t.

n 0
t (s ))

(3.19)
is an advisor solution

The Pt operator’s value depends on the advisor solution. Next, we will state some
assumptions. The first two are commonly used in RL [111, 229].
Assumption 1. Every state s 2 S and action aj 2 Aj , for each agent j 2 {1, . . . , n}, are
visited infinitely often, and the reward function for all agents stay bounded.
P
P1
2
Assumption 2. For all s, t, and a, 0  ↵t (s, a) < 1, 1
t=0 ↵t (s, a) = 1,
t=0 [↵t (s, a)] <
1.
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Assumption 3. The advisor solution to any stage game (Q1 (s), . . . , Qn (s)) pertaining to
state s 2 S will become stationary in the limit (t ! 1). In other words, the advisor can
adapt its solutions, but in the limit it is guaranteed to settle down and provide the same
advisor strategy for a particular state s 2 S.
Assumption 3 allows the advisor to learn and adapt during gameplay. However, in the
limit, the advisor is required to converge and provide the same strategy. Now, directly,
it can be seen that this assumption is much weaker than the restrictive assumption in
Hu and Wellman [104]. Firstly, Assumption 3 does not involve the computation of Nash
equilibrium of every stage game in the stochastic game. Secondly, agents need not use the
Nash equilibrium of every stage game to update their Q-values unlike the assumption in
Hu and Wellman [104]. If this condition were needed, then the advisor will need to only
suggest the Nash equilibrium at every stage game, greatly reducing the scope of the advisor.
Thirdly, the Nash equilibrium at every stage game does not need to be a global optimum
or saddle point. This condition in [104] is not satisfied in any practical game, which we
have relaxed.
Next, we state a lemma needed to prove convergence.
Lemma 6. Assume that ↵t satisfies Assumption 2 and the mapping Pt : Q ! Q satisfies
the condition that, there exists a scalar satisfying 0  < 1, a sequence t 0 converging
to zero w. p. 1, and a finite sequence kt (s) such that ||Pt Q Pt Q⇤ || = ||Q Q⇤ || + t +
kt (s)||Q Q⇤ || for all Q, and all s 2 S. Assume further that, kt (s) converges to a finite
point K(s) in the limit. Additionally, Q⇤ (s, a) = E[Pt Q⇤ (s, a)], then the iteration defined
by
Qt+1 (s, a) = (1 ↵t )Qt (s, a) + ↵t [Pt Qt (s, a)]
(3.20)
converges to (Q⇤

S) w. p. 1, where S is as given in Theorem 1.

Theorem 2 proves that the Q-updates in Algorithm 2, converges to an ✏-equilibrium
consistent with Definition 7. The Q-values at convergence denotes the value of the advisor.
The proof of this theorem will be an application of Lemma 6. The bound ✏ of the ✏equilibrium will depend on the advisor through its advisor solutions.
As proved by [67], every stochastic game is guaranteed to have at least one Nash
equilibrium point. However, there can be more than one Nash equilibrium point, in which
case, the Q⇤ in Theorem 2, could be the Nash Q-function of any Nash equilibrium strategy.
We do not require the Nash equilibrium point of the stochastic game to be unique in
Theorem 2 as assumed in prior works [104].
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Theorem 2. Under the Assumptions 1, 2, and 3, the Q-functions updated by Eq. 3.2
converges to a bounded distance from the Nash Q-function Q⇤ = (Q1⇤ , . . . , Qn⇤ ), represented
as (Q⇤ S), in the limit (t ! 1). The point S is as given in Theorem 1.
Proof. We will state a lemma before we begin the proof of the theorem.
Lemma 7. For a n-player stochastic game, E[Pt Q⇤ ] = Q⇤ where Q⇤ = (Q1⇤ , . . . , Qn⇤ ).
The proof of the Theorem 2 is a direct application of Lemma 6, which establishes
convergence given three conditions. The condition pertaining to the expectation relationship
is satisfied by Lemma 7.
To satisfy the first condition (distances between Q-functions), we will begin by providing
two expressions pertaining to distances between Q-functions seen in Lemma 6. The first
expression gives a formal way of determining the distance between any Q-function and the
Nash Q-function.
Consider two Q functions, Q, Q⇤ 2 Q. Then we can get,
||Q

Q⇤ || , maxj maxs ||Qj (s)

= maxj maxs max

a1 ,...,an

j

Qj⇤ (s)||
1

(3.21)

n

||Q (s, a , . . . , a )

Qj⇤ (s, a1 , . . . , an )||

where Q⇤ = (Q1⇤ , . . . , Qn⇤ ), Qj⇤ is the Nash Q-function of the agent j.

The second expression below pertains to distances under corresponding Pt operators.

Consider two Q functions Q, Q⇤ 2 Q. Then we can get,
||Pt Q

Pt Q⇤ || , maxj ||Pt Qj

= maxj maxs ||

1
t (s) · · ·

= maxj || t1 (s) · · ·

Pt Qj⇤ ||

n
j
t (s)Q (s)

n
j
t (s)Q (s)

1
⇤,t (s) · · ·

1
⇤,t (s) · · ·

n
j
⇤,t (s)Q⇤ (s)||

(3.22)

n
j
⇤,t (s)Q⇤ (s)||.

Here, ( t1 (s), . . . , tn (s)) is an advisor solution for the stage game (Q1 (s), . . . , Qn (s)) at time
1
n
t and ( ⇤,t
(s0 ), . . . , ⇤,t
(s0 )) is an advisor solution for the stage game (Q1⇤ (s0 ), . . . , Qn⇤ (s0 )) at
time t. Also Qj⇤ is the Nash Q-function of agent j.
In the second step, the corresponding reward terms from the Pt operators get cancelled
from Definition 9. Since the state s changes for every t, the dependence on maxs in Eq. 3.22
is removed in the last step.
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||Pt Q

Pt Q⇤ || = ||Q

Q⇤ || +

t

Q⇤ ||

+ kt (s)||Q

(3.23)

We state the equation in Lemma 6 again in Eq. 3.23. Now, we can find a finite kt (s)
such that the Eq. 3.23 is satisfied for all Q 2 Q and all s 2 S. This is due to the fact that
all the other terms in that expression are guaranteed to be finite due to Assumption 1.
This satisfies another condition of Lemma 6.
To satisfy the last condition of Lemma 6, we rewrite the Eq. 3.23, to get an expression
for kt (s) in the limit (t ! 1),
kt (s) =

||Pt Q Pt Q⇤ ||
||Q Q⇤ ||

kt (s) =

maxj |

kt (s) =

maxj |

1

1
n
j
t (s)··· t (s)Q (s)

j
1
n
⇤,t (s)··· ⇤,t (s)Q⇤ (s)|

1

||Q Q⇤ ||

1 (s)··· n (s)Qj (s)

||Q Q⇤ ||

j
1
n
⇤ (s)··· ⇤ (s)Q⇤ (s)|

(3.24)

1

kt (s) = K(s).
The first expression in Eq. 3.24 is obtained as t is guaranteed to go to 0 in the limit. In
the second expression, Eq. 3.22 is being used. The third expression is from Assumption 3.
Now, from Eq. 3.24, we can see that kt (s) is a constant for a given state that has no
dependence on time t. This satisfies the last condition of Lemma 6.
Hence, all the conditions of Lemma 6 are satisfied and, therefore, the process Qt+1 =
(1 ↵t )Qt + ↵t [Pt Qt ] converges to a bounded distance from the Nash equilibrium (Q⇤ S).
Thus, the equilibrium point reached is an epsilon equilibrium, where the epsilon value
can be given by the point S. The expression for this point is as given in Theorem 1 with
the value of K being given in Eq. 3.24. Here the agents can still unilaterally deviate and
possibly obtain an additional payoﬀ consistent with Definition 7.
Now, we move on to providing theoretical guarantees for Algorithm 1. We will show
in Theorem 3 that this algorithm will converge to a Nash equilibrium under a set of
assumptions. Again, these assumptions are weaker than others previously considered in
literature. To prove this convergence result for Algorithm 1 we will retain the first two
assumptions but replace Assumption 3 with two other assumptions.
Assumption 4. The algorithm is Greedy in the limit with Infinite Exploration (GLIE).
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Assumption 5. The Nash equilibrium is a global optimum or saddle point in every stage
game of the stochastic game.
Assumption 4 allows the policy to explore, but in the limit (t ! 1) this assumption
requires the policy to choose greedy actions. Assumption 5 is strong, however, [104] show
that similar assumptions are required to prove convergence in theory but not necessary to
observe convergence in practice, which is consistent with our observations as well. Thus,
even if such assumptions are violated in practice, convergence is still observed. Further, it
is to be noted that Assumption 5 is a weaker condition than the assumption in Hu and
Wellman [104], since it does not require calculating the Nash equilibrium at each stage
game and using the same to update the Q-values.
Theorem 3. When we update the Q-functions according to Eq. 3.1, they converge to the
Nash Q-function under Assumptions 1, 2, 4, and 5, in the limit (t ! 1).
Theorem 3 proves that the Q-updates in Algorithm 1 converges to the Nash equilibrium
strategies. The proof is along the lines of Theorem 1 in [229], but involves significant
modifications to cater to the multi-agent scenario.
Proof. The proof will involve using two lemmas from previous work, one from Jaakkola et
al. [111] and the other from Hu and Wellman [104]. We will start the proof of this theorem
by stating the first lemma.
Lemma 8. A random iterative process
t+1 (x)

= (1

↵t (x))

t (x)

+ ↵t (x)Ft (x)

(3.25)

where x 2 X, t = 0, 1, . . . , 1, converges to zero with probability one (w. p. 1) if the
following properties hold:
1. The set of possible states X is finite.
P
P
2. 0  ↵t (x)  1, t ↵t (x) = 1, t ↵t2 (x) < 1 w. p. 1, where the probability is over
the learning rates ↵t .
1.

3. || E{Ft (x)|Pt }||W  K ||

4. var{Ft (x)|Pt }  K(1 + ||

t ||W

+ ct , where K 2 [0, 1) and ct converges to zero w. p.

t ||W )

2

, where K is some constant.

Here Pt is an increasing sequence of -fields that includes the past of the process. In
particular, we assume that ↵t , t , Ft 1 2 Pt . The notation || · ||W refers to some (fixed)
weighted maximum norm and the notation var refers to the variance.
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Let us define a Nash operator Pt , consistent with the definition in [104]. The Nash
operator is defined using the following equation,
(3.26)

Pt Qk (s, a1 , . . . , an ) = Es0 ⇠p [rtk (s, a1 , . . . , an ) + ⇡⇤1 (s0 ) · · · ⇡⇤n (s0 )Qk (s0 )]

where s0 is the state at time t + 1, (⇡⇤1 (s0 ), . . . , ⇡⇤n (s0 )) is the Nash equilibrium solution
for the stage game (Q1 (s0 ), . . . , Qn (s0 )), and p is the transition function. Qk denotes the
Q-value of a representative agent k.
Lemma 9. Under Assumption 5, the Nash operator as defined in Eq. 3.26 forms a
contraction mapping with the fixed point being the Nash Q-value of the game.
Now, since the Pt operator forms a contraction mapping, ||Pt Q Pt Q⇤ ||  ||Q
is satisfied for some 2 [0, 1) and all Q. Here Q⇤ is the Nash Q-value.

Q⇤ ||,

We will apply Lemma 8 to show that the Q-values converge to the Nash Q-value. We
will drop the agent index in all the expressions for simplicity. The rest of the proof is
conducted for the Q-values of a representative agent.
The first two conditions of Lemma 8 are satisfied from the assumptions. Comparing Eq. 3.25 and Eq. 3.1 we get that x can be associated with the state action pairs
(s, a1 , . . . , an ) and t (st , at ) can be associated with Qt (s, a1 , . . . , an ) Q⇤ (s, a1 , . . . , an ).
Here, Q⇤ (s, a1 , . . . , an ) can be considered as the Nash Q-value (Q-values under the Nash
Q-function).
Now we get
t+1 (x)

= (1

↵t (x))

t (x)

+ ↵t (x)Ft (x),

(3.27)

where
Ft (x) = rt + v N ash (st+1 )
= rt + v N ash (st+1 )

Q⇤ (st , a1t , . . . , ant ) + [Qt (st+1 , a1t+1 , . . . , ant+1 )

v N ash (st+1 )]

Q⇤ (st , a1t , . . . , ant ) + Ct (st , a1t , . . . , ant )

= FtQ (st , a1t , . . . , ant ) + Ct (st , a1t , . . . , ant ).

(3.28)

We define Ft (st , a1t , . . . , ant ) = FtQ (st , a1t , . . . , ant ) = Ct (st , a1t , . . . , ant ) = 0 if (s, a) 6= (st , at ).
We also define a = (a1 , . . . , an ) and at = (a1,t , . . . , an,t ). Let the -field generated by all the
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random variables (st , ↵t , a1t , . . . , ant , rt 1 , . . . , s1 , ↵1 , a1 , Q0 ) be represented by Pt . Now, all
the Q-values are Pt measurable which makes t and Ft , Pt measurable and this satisfies
the measurability condition of Lemma 8.
Hu and Wellman [104] showed that v N ash (st+1 ) , v k (s0 , ⇡⇤1 , . . . , ⇡⇤n ) = ⇡⇤1 (s0 ) · · · ⇡⇤n (s0 )Qk⇤ (s0 )
(see the proof in Lemma 10 of [104]). Hence, from Lemma 9, we can show that the E[FtQ ]
forms a contraction mapping. This can be done using the fact that E(Pt Q⇤ ) = Q⇤ (Lemma 7).
Here, the norm is the maximum norm on the joint action.
Now, we have the following for all t,
|| E[FtQ (st , a1t , . . . , ant )|Pt ]||  ||Qt (st , a1t , . . . , ant )

Q⇤ (st , a1t , . . . , ant )|| = ||

t ||.

(3.29)

Now from Eq. 3.28,
|| E[Ft (st , a1t , . . . , ant )|Pt ]||  || E[FtQ (st , a1t , . . . , ant )|Pt ]|| + || E[Ct (st , a1t , . . . , ant )|Pt ]||
 ||

t ||

+ || E[Ct (st , a1t , . . . , ant )|Pt ]||.

(3.30)

This satisfies the third condition of Lemma 8 if ct = || E[Ct (st , a1t , . . . , ant )|Pt ]|| converges
to 0 w. p. 1.
Let us rewrite the definition of the Ct ,
0

0

Ct (st , a1t , . . . , ant ) = [Qt (st+1 , a1t+1 , . . . , ant+1 )
0

v N ash (st+1 )]
0

Ct (st , a1t , . . . , ant ) = [max Qt (st+1 , a1t+1 . . . , ant+1 )
Ct (st , a1t , . . . , ant ) = [v(st+1 )

v N ash (st+1 )]

(3.31)

v N ash (st+1 )].

In the second step, we are using the assumption that the Q-value is GLIE. The max
operator operates over the action space of the representative agent.
According to Assumption 5, the Nash equilibrium could only be a global optimum or
a saddle point. Now, if it is a global optimum, the value of maximizing all the actions
in Eq. 3.31 will lead to the global optimum for all the agents and this will be the Nash
payoﬀ, thus leading to Ct evaluating to 0 in the limit. Furthermore, [104] show that a global
optimum is always a Nash equilibrium and all global optima are guaranteed to have equal
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values. Alternatively, if the Nash equilibrium is a saddle point, consider a stage game, with
saddle point equilibrium payoﬀ, and ⇡. Then, k k Qk (s) ⇡ k k Qk (s), as deviating
from the equilibrium when the others are playing the equilibrium strategy will leave an
agent worse oﬀ by definition of a Nash equilibrium. Also, ⇡ k ⇡ k Qk (s)  ⇡ k k Qk (s), as in
a saddle point, if others deviate the agent should be better oﬀ (see Definition 13 in [104]).
Thus, we will get the relation, ⇡ k ⇡ k Qk (s)  k k Qk (s). Since and ⇡ are saddle points,
the previous argument holds without the loss of generality. Hence, the following is also
true, k k Qk (s)  ⇡ k ⇡ k Qk (s). Thus, the value obtained is the same in the saddle points
and the value would be Nash value if all the agents are being greedy given the strategies of
all other agents. Thus, we have proved that for all cases Ct converges to 0 in the limit.
The fourth condition of the Lemma 8 is satisfied since we have the reward to be bounded
(Assumption 1) and we know the variance of FtQ is bounded [111].
Thus, it follows from Lemma 8 that the process
converges to the Nash Q-function Q⇤ .

t

converges to 0 and hence, Qt

Theorem 3 shows that complicated steps in algorithms such as Nash-Q [104] to predict the
actions of other agents using an equilibrium calculation are unnecessary. The other agents’
current policy can be used directly instead of the equilibrium calculations. Assumption 5 is
strong enough to ensure that such processes converge. Also, Theorem 3 proves convergence
without any restrictions on the nature of advisors. They could be sub-optimal or adversarial.
Thus, in both the Theorem 2 and Theorem 3, we have proved fixed point guarantees in
general-sum stochastic games with weaker assumptions than those used by earlier work [104].
We also note that Theorem 3 just assumes that the advisor influence decays to 0 in the
limit, and so is also applicable to learning algorithms without advisors.
To conclude, from the Theorem 2 and Theorem 3 we see that both our algorithms
(i.e., ADMIRAL-AE and ADMIRAL-DM) have a suitable fixed point and a guarantee of
converging to that fixed point in the limit. This shows that our algorithms are theoretically
grounded.

3.4

Experiments

We experimentally validate our algorithms, showing their eﬀectiveness in a variety of
situations using diﬀerent testbeds. We also demonstrate superior performance to common
baselines previously used in literature. The source code for the experiments has been open
sourced [247].
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Figure 3.3: Grid Maze environment.

3.4.1

Experimental Results - Tabular Version

The objective of this section is to provide a simple illustration of the tabular version of our
algorithms using diﬀerent kinds of advisors.
For our first experiment, we investigate the performance of ADMIRAL-AE, where we
control the quality of the advisors. To this end, we use a 5 ⇥ 5 Grid Maze environment for
the empirical evaluation. The schematic representation for this environment is available in
Figure 3.3. Here the red and blue agents are trying to reach the yellow goal. The agents
must learn to avoid the black pitfalls while reaching the goal. This is a cooperative game
where the two agents must learn to perfectly coordinate the task of reaching the goal to
achieve maximum reward. However, the agents are unable to communicate directly. An
agent has to learn to take the correct actions to reach the goal in relation to the observed
behaviour of the other agent. The game terminates if at least one of the agents reaches the
goal state or hits a pitfall. We implemented four rule-based advisors of decreasing quality,
from Advisor 1, which provides the best action for each state (relative to the other advisors),
to Advisor 4, which makes random suggestions. The state in this game corresponds to the
positions (grid coordinates) of both the agents and the action involves moving in one of the
four cardinal directions. A detailed description of the environment, reward function, action
selection, and more details on the advisors are in Appendix A.4.
First we conduct the ‘pre-learning’ phase where we study the performance of ADMIRALAE using the diﬀerent advisors in the Grid Maze domain. In our implementations, both
agents play a separate instance of the same algorithm (ADMIRAL-AE with a particular
advisor). We consider the cumulative rewards obtained by ADMIRAL-AE with each of the
advisors over a period of 2000 episodes of training. Figure 3.4(a) shows the average result
over five runs. Since perfect coordination gives the large positive rewards, we can see from
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(a) Performance of ADMIRAL-AE using 4 diﬀer- (b) Mean Square Error (MSE), between current
ent advisors.
Q-value of ADMIRAL-AE using Advisor 1 and
the Q , which is the true value of the advisor.

Figure 3.4: Experimental findings using the tabular version of ADMIRAL-AE with diﬀerent
advisors. (a) shows that ADMIRAL-AE with the best advisor (Advisor 1) gives the best
overall performance, and ADMIRAL-AE with the worst advisor (Advisor 4) gives the worst
overall performance. (b) shows that the MSE between the Q-value from ADMIRAL-AE
and the value of the advisor Q progressively reduces, and hence ADMIRAL-AE evaluates
correctly. All results show an average of five runs, and they have negligible standard
deviation.
Figure 3.4(a) that the ADMIRAL-AE implementation with the best advisor (Advisor 1)
results in the highest performance for the task. The performance progressively degrades
from Advisor 1 to Advisor 4. We highlight that the performance of ADMIRAL-AE depends
on the quality of the advisor, with the best advisor (Advisor 1) leading to the best overall
performance. This also shows that we would find most value in learning from Advisor 1, as
compared to the other advisors. Thus, from Figure 3.4(a) we conclude that there is great
value in using ADMIRAL-AE when the quality and suitability of advisors are the objective
of study.
Further, we plot the mean square error (MSE) between the Q-values (of every state and
joint action) obtained from playing ADMIRAL-AE (using the best advisor, Advisor 1) at
the end of each episode and the true Q-value of the advisor (denoted as Q ). As mentioned
before, the true Q-value of the advisor captures the expectation of the sum of the immediate
reward and the discounted sum of future rewards obtained, when all agents follow the
advisor’s strategy for infinite periods starting from the current state and joint action. We
obtain this value by running trajectories from each state and joint action pair until the
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end of the episode and calculating the expected discounted sum of rewards. The plot of
the MSE is given in Figure 3.4(b). From this figure, we see that the MSE approaches
close to zero after about 2000 episodes of training, which shows that the ADMIRAL-AE
algorithm correctly evaluates the advisor. This experiment provides another illustration for
the eﬀectiveness of ADMIRAL-AE in evaluating the given advisor.
In Table 3.2 we use the average cumulative performances (5 runs) of ADMIRAL-AE
along with all the advisors (from Figure 3.4(a)) to find a value for ✏00 , the hyperparameter
that controls the advisor influence in ADMIRAL-DM. Recall that this is a major objective
of the ‘pre-learning’ phase. We use the Eq. 3.3 given in Section 3.2.2. The performance
of ADMIRAL-AE using each of the advisors should lie between the maximum possible
performance and the performance of ADMIRAL-AE using a random advisor. We normalize
the average performances between the range of [0, 1], which will be used as the initial value
of ✏0 (or ✏00 ) in ADMIRAL-DM. The maximum possible performance in Table 3.2 is adjusted
for random exploration, which is approximately 5% of all actions. Hence, we subtract
this portion from the theoretical possible maximum performance of 4000 for this domain.
The initial values of ✏0 that would pertain to the advisors, are given in the last column of
Table 3.2. From this table, it can be seen that the ✏00 value is high for Advisor 1, since
there is good value to be gained in listening to this advisor. On the other hand, ✏00 is lower
for other advisors and for Advisor 4 this value is 0, which means there will be no advisor
influence. Since Advisor 4 only provides random advice, the agent is better oﬀ listening to
its own policy rather than following actions suggested by Advisor 4. Thus, using the values
given in Table 3.2, ADMIRAL-DM would listen more to the good advisor and listen less
(or not at all) to the bad advisors, as was our goal.
Next, we show an illustration of the tabular implementation of our ADMIRAL-DM
algorithm (Algorithm 1). We use the same Grid Maze domain along with the same four
advisors for this study. In this setting, we have the ADMIRAL-DM algorithm training
along with each of the advisors for 2000 episodes. In each implementation, both agents use
the same algorithm for training (ADMIRAL-DM with an advisor) similar to the previous
experiments. We set the initial value of ✏0 (or ✏00 ) to the values obtained from ADMIRALAE (given in Table 3.2). As described, since the Advisor 4 is bad, the value of ✏00 is
set to 0 and there is no influence from this advisor during learning. Further, for all the
implementations, the advisor influence through ✏0 is linearly decayed during training, as
described in the algorithmic steps for ADMIRAL-DM. More details regarding the game
conditions and reward functions are given in Appendix A.4. The results (cumulative
rewards) are in Figure 3.5(a), where we plot the averages of five experimental runs. We
note that learning from the best advisor (Advisor 1) using ADMIRAL-DM obtains the best
overall performance, while ADMIRAL-DM with the other advisors requires more episodes
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Advisor

Advisor
Advisor
Advisor
Advisor

Average
Maximum
cumulapossible cumutive reward lative
reward
(rounded to (adjusted
for
nearest 10)
random exploration)
1
2
3
4

3560
1700
1030
930

3800
3800
3800
3800

Average performance of
ADMIRALAE using a
random advisor (rounded
to nearest 10)
930
930
930
930

Normalized
value
(rounded
up to nearest
first decimal)

1
0.3
0.1
0

Table 3.2: Finding ✏00 using ADMIRAL-AE for the Grid Maze environment.

(a) Performance of ADMIRAL-DM in the Grid
Maze domain.

(b) Mean Square Error (MSE), between current
Q-value of ADMIRAL-DM (using Advisor 1) and
Q⇤ , which is the Nash Q-value.

Figure 3.5: Experimental findings on the Grid Maze domain with both agents playing a
tabular implementation of ADMIRAL-DM with diﬀerent advisors with hyperparameter
✏00 obtained from Table 3.2. (a) shows that using a tuned value for ✏00 , gives a good
performance for all the implementations of ADMIRAL-DM with the diﬀerent advisors.
However, better advisors help in getting a relatively better performance. (b) shows that
the MSE between the current Q-estimate of ADMIRAL-DM using Advisor 1, and the Nash
Q-value progressively reduces. All results show an average of five runs, and they have
negligible standard deviation.
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to obtain similar performances to that of the Advisor 1. Since Advisor 1 teaches useful
strategies, ADMIRAL-DM using Advisor 1 sees a good performance early on in training,
even when there have been only limited interactions with the environment. This shows
the value of positive influences from good advisors for improving the sample eﬃciency of
MARL algorithms.
Now, we show that the Q-values of an agent following the ADMIRAL-DM algorithm
converges to the Nash Q-value of the stochastic game. In Figure 3.5(b) we plot the MSE
between the Q-values (of every state and joint action) of ADMIRAL-DM using the Advisor 1,
and the Nash Q-value. To obtain the Nash Q-value we construct the Nash policy and
obtain the value of this policy by running trajectories from each state and joint action pair
till the end of the episode and calculating the expected discounted sum of rewards (similar
to obtaining the value of the advisor in the previous experiment). In this environment, the
Nash equilibrium strategies will provide the actions of perfect coordination that obtains
large positive rewards. The MSE in Figure 3.5(b) approaches very close to zero after 2000
episodes of training, showing that the Q-values following ADMIRAL-DM finds the Nash
Q-value in the limit.

3.4.2

Experimental Results - Function Approximation - ADMIRALAE

We present results for our advisor evaluation algorithm (Algorithm 2) on the large stateaction Pommerman environment [203]. The objective is to conduct the ‘pre-learning’ phase
to evaluate a set of advisors and pick a suitable ✏00 for learning using ADMIRAL-DM,
which we study in the upcoming sub-sections. We use a two-agent version of Pommerman,
which we denote as Domain OneVsOne of Pommerman (we will consider another domain
of Pommerman shortly). Pommerman is a complex multi-agent domains, with each state
containing more than 200 elements describing the position of the board, special features
like bombs, and the position of other agents. Each agent can perform 6 actions, which
include moving in the grid and laying bombs to kill the opponent. The reward function
in Pommerman is quite sparse with the agents getting a +1 for winning the game, -1 for
losing or a draw, with nothing in between. This game is general-sum since both agents get
-1 for a draw. There is a maximum of 800 steps and the games where there are no winners
after 800 steps are declared to be a draw. It is very hard for RL agents to learn good
performance in Pommerman due to diﬃculties in balancing the twin goals of the killing of
opponent and protecting themselves [78].
For these experiments, we use the neural network implementation of the ADMIRAL-AE
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(a) Advisor 1

(b) Advisor 2

(c) Advisor 3

(d) Advisor 4

Figure 3.6: Analysis of ADMIRAL-AE algorithm on Pommerman (Domain OneVsOne)
against (single-agent) DQN. The standard deviation in (a) and (d) are very small (negligible).
The best advisor (Advisor 1) makes the agent reach the best overall performance. The
performance steadily decreases from Advisor 1 to Advisor 4. All results are averages of 10
experimental runs ((a) and (d) have negligible standard deviations).
algorithm (Algorithm 4). We consider four diﬀerent advisors. Advisors are arranged in
decreasing quality of advice, with Advisor 1 providing the best advice and Advisor 4 proving
the worst (e.g. random advice). The Advisors 1 and 2 have a positive influence on learning,
as they can teach many useful techniques to win the game, while Advisor 4 has a negative
influence on learning. The Advisor 3 is also capable of teaching some useful strategies
and in general, is better than a random advisor (Advisor 4). However, it is much worse
compared to Advisor 1 or Advisor 2. Appendix A.4 contains complete descriptions of the
advisors and the implementation details of the algorithms used.
We conduct all experimental runs on 100,000 Pommerman games (episodes). Each
episode is a full Pommerman game containing a maximum of 800 steps. Each experiment has
a DQN (single-agent version as introduced in Mnih et al. [167]) agent and an ADMIRAL-AE
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agent training and competing against each other. The experiments analyze the performance
of ADMIRAL-AE with each of the four advisors against the common opponent (DQN).
The performance is plotted in Figure 3.6. We repeat the experiments 10 times and plot the
averages and standard deviations. We observe that using the best advisor (Advisor 1) clearly
results in the best performance of the ADMIRAL-AE algorithm, with an overall cumulative
reward reaching around 60,000 (Figure 3.6(a)). The second-best advisor (Advisor 2) results
in cumulative reward around 35,000 (Figure 3.6(b)). When the ADMIRAL-AE uses Advisor
3 and Advisor 4, DQN results in better performance cumulatively than the ADMIRAL-AE
algorithm (Figures 3.6(c) and (d)). The results (Figure 3.6) show that the ADMIRAL-AE
algorithm can distinguish between diﬀerent quality advisors. From Figure 3.6, it is clear
that the advisor of choice for learning in this domain is Advisor 1. This result is obtained
by running a separate instance of the ADMIRAL-AE algorithm with each of the advisors.
This is consistent with our description of possible ways of evaluating the advisors using the
ADMIRAL-AE algorithm in Section 3.2.2.
In Table 3.3 we tabulate the results and normalize the average performances to obtain
a suitable value for ✏00 (using Eq. 3.3). The procedure is the same as that adopted in
Section 3.4.1. We adjust the column for maximum possible performance value for 10%
random exploration as done in Table 3.2. The Advisor 1 along with its initial value of ✏0 is
used in the next sub-section for learning using the ADMIRAL-DM method.
Advisor

Advisor
Advisor
Advisor
Advisor

Average
Maximum
cumulapossible cumutive reward lative
reward
(rounded to (adjusted
for
nearest 1000) random exploration)

1
2
3
4

58000
35000
-16000
-63000

90000
90000
90000
90000

Average performance
of
the
ADMIRALAE using a
random advisor (rounded
to
nearest
1000)
-63000
-63000
-63000
-63000

Normalized
value
(rounded
up to nearest
first decimal)

0.8
0.7
0.4
0

Table 3.3: Finding ✏00 using ADMIRAL-AE for the Pommeran Domain OneVsOne against
DQN.
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3.4.3

Experimental Results - Function Approximation - ADMIRALDM

We now show that it is possible to extend our tabular ADMIRAL-DM method to function
approximation based implementations that make our algorithms more generally applicable
to environments with large state-action spaces. We will use the neural network-based version
of ADMIRAL-DM as discussed in Section 3.2.4. Additionally, we show that ADMIRAL-DM
is capable of outperforming several strong baselines from literature.
We perform comparative experiments in three domains. All our experiments in this
section are repeated 30 times, and we plot the mean and standard deviation. The important
elements of our experimental domains are mentioned here, while the complete details of the
domains and implementation details of all algorithms are in Appendix A.4. Neural network
implementations of decision-making algorithms (ADMIRAL-DM, ADMIRAL-DM(AC)) are
used in this sub-section. The first domain we consider is Domain OneVsOne of Pommerman
introduced in Section 3.4.2. Our baselines are DQfD, CHAT, and DQN. We perform 50,000
episodes of training, where the algorithms train against specific opponents. Each episode
is a full Pommerman game (lasting a maximum of 800 steps). All the algorithms relying
on demonstrations (DQfD, CHAT, ADMIRAL-DM, and ADMIRAL-DM(AC)) use the
Advisor 1 considered in Section 3.4.2. The probability of using the advisor action (✏0t in
Algorithm 1) starts from 0.8 (obtained from Table 3.3) and linearly decays to be close to
zero at the end of training for both ADMIRAL-DM and ADMIRAL-DM(AC). To provide
data for oﬄine pretraining in the case of DQfD, two instances of Advisor 1 is used to play
many Pommerman games that generate the required data. The DQfD is pretrained with
all of this data, before entering the training phase of our experiments.
After the training phase, the trained algorithms enter a face-oﬀ competition of 10,000
games where there is no more training, no further exploration and additionally ADMIRALDM and ADMIRAL-DM(AC) play without any advisor influence. ADMIRAL-DM(AC)
is a CTDE technique, which only performs decentralized execution in face-oﬀ using the
trained actor-network. We plot the cumulative rewards in the training phase (Figure 3.7
(a), (b), (c), (d)), from which it can be seen that ADMIRAL-DM’s performance is better
than the baselines (DQN, DQfD, and CHAT). The face-oﬀ plots in Figure 3.7(e) show
that ADMIRAL-DM wins more games on average against all the other baselines, showing
its dominance. DQfD relies on pretraining, which is harder in MARL, as the nature of
opponents that an agent will face during competition is impossible to determine upfront. The
algorithms that use online advisors to give real-time feedback (that captures the changing
nature of the opponent) tend to do better. DQfD has also been previously reported to
have over-fitting issues [79], which is likely to hurt its performance more in multi-agent
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(a) ADMIRAL-DM vs DQN

(b) ADMIRAL-DM vs DQfD

(c) ADMIRAL-DM vs CHAT

(d) ADMIRAL-DM vs ADMIRAL-DM(AC)

(e) Faceoﬀ against ADMIRAL-DM

Figure 3.7: Pommerman competition against ADMIRAL-DM. The ADMIRAL-DM beats
all baselines in the execution phase. In the training phase ADMIRAL-DM(AC) performs
better than ADMIRAL-DM in a head-to-head challenge.
environments as compared to single-agent environments. In multi-agent environments, it
is more important to be able to generalize to unseen dynamic opponent behaviour, which
is diﬀerent from that seen in pre-collected demonstration data. As discussed previously,
CHAT maintains a confidence measure on the advisor, which depends on the advisor’s
consistency in action recommendations at diﬀerent states. In MARL, this measure is
not completely reliable, since even good advisors may need to formulate stochastic action
recommendations as responses to the opponent. DQN, on the other hand, learns directly
from interaction experiences and cannot learn from advisor inputs. This is a disadvantage
in environments where external sources of knowledge, such as advisors, are available to
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be leveraged. Furthermore, since our baselines are independent algorithms (that consider
opponents to be part of the state), they lose out to ADMIRAL-DM, which explicitly tracks
opponent action. ADMIRAL-DM loses to ADMIRAL-DM(AC) during training (Figure 3.7
(d)). Though ADMIRAL-DM(AC) shows slower learning overall (as it is training both
actor and critic), it ultimately learns a higher performing policy. One important reason is
that the actor-critic method trains a stochastic policy that can explore naturally, whereas
the Q-learning method needs a hyperparameter to conduct a forced exploration (✏-greedy).
Another reason could be that ADMIRAL-DM(AC) learns from each recent experience,
while the ADMIRAL-DM has delayed learning using the replay buﬀer. However, in the
face-oﬀ, ADMIRAL-DM has an edge over ADMIRAL-DM(AC) (Figure 3.7(e)), probably
due to being centralized. Since the performance of ADMIRAL-DM and ADMIRAL-DM
(AC) in the face-oﬀ results given in Figure 3.7(e) are close, we perform a Fischer’s exact
test for the average performances to check statistical significance. We get p < 0.03 which
shows that this result is statistically significant (we treat p < 0.05 as statistically significant
as in common practice).
Next, we conduct similar experiments with ADMIRAL-DM(AC) that show it outperforms
the baselines. The ADMIRAL-DM(AC) is explicitly compared to all the baselines in a
training and face-oﬀ scheme similar to that done with ADMIRAL-DM. To recall, we perform
training experiments of 50,000 full Pommerman games and face-oﬀ contests of 10,000 games,
where the trained agents compete against each other without any further training or advisor
influence. The results are plotted in Figure 3.8, where the ADMIRAL-DM(AC) shows
better performance than the baselines (in both training and face-oﬀ phases). In training,
ADMIRAL-DM(AC) dominates all the other baselines by winning around 20,000 – 30,000
games out of the 50,000 games conducted. As observed in the previous experiments, the
ADMIRAL-DM(AC) algorithm’s learning is slower than that of the Q-learning variant,
making the overall number of games won (captured by cumulative rewards), against the
baselines to be lower than that of the corresponding training of ADMIRAL-DM against
the baselines in Figure 3.7. In the face-oﬀ contests, the ADMIRAL-DM(AC) algorithm
wins more than 50% of the games against all baselines except ADMIRAL-DM. As noted
previously, the ADMIRAL-DM algorithm has a slight edge in performance over that of
ADMIRAL-DM(AC) in the face-oﬀ stage.
Next, we use two cooperative domains from the Stanford Intelligent Systems Laboratory
(SISL) [89]. These experiments have two phases — training and execution. The algorithms
train for 1000 games in the training phase and then enter an execution phase, where they
execute the trained policy for 100 games. We choose to set the value of advisor influence ✏0t
to 0.8 at the start of training and linearly decay it the same way as in the above experiments
with Pommerman (since we are using good advisors). In the execution phase, there is no
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(a) ADMIRAL-DM(AC) vs DQN

(b) ADMIRAL-DM(AC) vs DQfD

(c) ADMIRAL-DM(AC) vs CHAT

(d) Faceoﬀ against ADMIRAL-DM(AC)

Figure 3.8: Pommerman competition against ADMIRAL-DM(AC). ADMIRAL-DM(AC)
defeats all other baselines in both the training and execution phases.
further exploratory actions for all algorithms, and no more influence of the advisor for
ADMIRAL-DM and ADMIRAL-DM(AC).
The first SISL environment is a Pursuit environment, which contains 8 pursuers controlled
by learning algorithms, trying to capture 30 evaders moving randomly in the grid-based
environment. Rewards have a local structure, where the pursuers participating in the
capture of an evader or the pursuers encountering evaders are rewarded individually. The
game is general-sum and does not have a global reward structure. The local reward structure
helps to tackle the issue of credit assignment. We use a pre-trained policy of DQN (trained
for 1000 episodes) as the advisor. We plot the reward obtained (averaged per agent) for the
training and execution phases in Figures 3.9(a) and (b). The execution performance bars
in Figure 3.9(b) is the average performance across the 100 execution games. The results
show that ADMIRAL-DM has better performance than all other baselines, including DQN
used as the advisor, in both phases. Thus, our algorithm can ultimately outperform the
advisor. This environment is highly non-stationary (due to having more number of learning
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(a) Pursuit-Training

(b) Pursuit-Execution

(c) Waterworld - Training

(d) Waterworld - Execution

Figure 3.9: SISL Environments - Training and Execution. The ADMIRAL algorithms give
a better performance than all the baselines in both the phases. Training graphs have been
smoothed with a running average of 100.
agents), so completely centralized ADMIRAL-DM has an edge over ADMIRAL-DM(AC)
which uses decentralized actors.
Since some performances in Figure 3.9(b) are close, we perform an unpaired 2-sided t test
for statistical significance. Regarding the performances of CHAT and ADMIRAL-DM(AC)
we get a value of p < 0.02 and similarly for the performances of ADMIRAL-DM and
ADMIRAL-DM(AC) we get a p < 0.02, which shows that both these comparisons are
statistically significant.4
Our second SISL environment is the continuous action space Waterworld environment,
which has 5 pursuer agents trying to consume food and avoid poison. The actions are
continuous-valued thrust, that the agents can apply to move in a particular direction, and
with a desired speed. Here, multiple pursuer agents need to work together to consume food.
4

We consider p < 0.05 as statistically significant.
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Agents get rewards based on foods captured and punishments based on poison consumed.
Rewards have a local structure similar to the Pursuit environment. The advisor here is a pretrained proximal policy optimization (PPO) [216] agent (trained for 1000 episodes). Similar
to the Pursuit environment, we plot the performances for both training and execution
phases (averaged per agent) in the Waterworld environment (see Figures 3.9(c) and (d)).
The ADMIRAL-DM(AC) alone is used for these experiments, as the Q-learning variant
is not applicable for continuous action spaces. We use two popular RL algorithms for
continuous control, PPO and deep deterministic policy gradients (DDPG) [147] as baselines.
The results show that ADMIRAL-DM(AC) has better performance than others in both
phases (Figure 3.9(c) and (d)). The ADMIRAL-DM(AC) algorithm has two important
advantages over the other baselines here. The first advantage is that it is capable of
leveraging an advisor. The second advantage is that ADMIRAL-DM(AC) is trained in
a centralized fashion by tracking the opponent behaviour while the other algorithms are
independent methods. Still, ADMIRAL-DM(AC) is decentralized in execution. Notably,
the ADMIRAL-DM(AC) algorithm also improves upon PPO, used as the advisor, similar
to our observation in the Pursuit environment.
In both the above SISL experiments, we see a small improvement in performance in
the execution phases for both algorithms, ADMIRAL-DM and ADMIRAL-DM(AC), as
compared to the final training performances. This is due to the fact that, at the end of the
training, there is still a small amount of exploration and advisor influence (1 % of actions)
involved, whereas during execution both these influences are completely removed, which
contributes to a net improvement in performance.
To summarize, our experimental results show that the ADMIRAL-DM and ADMIRALDM(AC) algorithms make the best use of advisors in multi-agent settings compared to
the other state-of-the-art algorithms. After the advisor influence completely stops, the
performance of ADMIRAL-DM and ADMIRAL-DM(AC) is better than the others. We
have also demonstrated that our methods can be extended to continuous action spaces and
work in decentralized environments using the popular CTDE technique.

3.4.4

Performance Of ADMIRAL-DM Under The Influence Of
Diﬀerent Advisors

Next we study the impact of using the ADMIRAL-AE in a ‘pre-learning’ phase to determine
the value of ✏00 . Towards the same, we would like to use an algorithm to serve as a
common opponent. We choose to use a diﬀerent algorithm compared to the baselines
considered in the previous sub-section (where the objective was to show better performances
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of ADMIRAL-DM as compared to these baselines). The algorithm we choose to use as
the opponent is Deep Sarsa, which is similar to DQN but uses a “Sarsa-like” [256] Bellman
update for the Q-values. We clarify that our objective in this section is not to show better
performances against any baseline (which we have already done in Section 3.4.3).
Further, in this section, we provide additional experiments that evaluate ADMIRAL-DM
on diﬀerent advisors with the common opponent (Deep Sarsa) and show that ADMIRALDM is capable of recovering from bad action-advice. All results reported in this section use
averages and standard deviations of 30 runs.

(a) Advisor 1

(b) Advisor 2

(c) Advisor 3

(d) Advisor 4

Figure 3.10: Results in Domain OneVsOne of Pommerman using diﬀerent advisors with
ADMIRAL-AE and Deep Sarsa. The best advisor (Advisor 1) gives the highest overall
performance while the worst advisor (Advisor 4) gives the lowest performance.
We describe two sets of experiments with two diﬀerent domains of Pommerman. In the
first set of experiments, we use the neural network implementation of ADMIRAL-DM and
ADMIRAL-AE on the Domain OneVsOne of Pommerman using the four diﬀerent advisors
introduced in Section 3.4.2. To recall, Advisor 1 is the best advisor who can give the best
action (relative to other advisors) at all states and Advisor 4 is the worst. The quality of
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advisors reduces from Advisor 1 to Advisor 4. As mentioned, we use a common opponent
as an agent playing Deep Sarsa.
First, we wish to evaluate the given advisors against the performance of Deep Sarsa
in the ‘pre-learning’ phase. To do this, we run a series of training experiments, where
we implement ADMIRAL-AE using each of the four advisors against Deep Sarsa. The
results are plotted in Figure 3.10. As observed earlier, the best advisor leads to the best
overall performance and the worst advisor leads to the worst performance. Using these
performances the ✏00 values are determined in Table 3.4 (using Eq. 3.3). It can be seen that
the suggested value of ✏00 is highest (0.9) for the best advisor and the smallest (0) for the
worst advisor. These values of ✏00 show that the agent will listen more to the good advisors
and listen less (or not at all) to the bad ones.
Advisor

Advisor
Advisor
Advisor
Advisor

Average
Maximum
cumulapossible cumutive reward lative
reward
(rounded to (adjusted
for
nearest 1000) random exploration)
1
2
3
4

63000
34000
-16400
-54000

90,000
90,000
90,000
90,000

Average performance of
agent using a
random advisor (rounded
to
nearest
1000)
-54000
-54000
-54000
-54000

Normalized
value
(rounded
up to nearest
first decimal)

0.9
0.7
0.3
0

Table 3.4: Finding an initial value for ✏00 using ADMIRAL-AE for the Pommeran Domain OneVsOne against Deep Sarsa.
Next, we run the ADMIRAL-DM algorithm against Deep Sarsa, using each of the
four advisors. We use four initial values of ✏00 for each of the advisors, where one of these
values corresponds to the choice of ✏00 as obtained from our previous experiment with
ADMIRAL-AE reflected in Table 3.4. In addition to these four values, we also consider a
value of 0 for ✏00 , which considers the performance of ADMIRAL-DM with no advisor inputs
to serve as a baseline. As done previously, the value of ✏0 is decayed linearly, during training,
for ADMIRAL-DM in all the experiments. All training is conducted for 100,000 episodes
with the advisor influence (✏0 ) being linearly decayed to 0 at 50,000 episodes, i.e. there is
no advisor influence after 50,000 episodes. Each episode is a complete Pommerman game
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involving a maximum of 800 steps as in the previous experiments. More details of the
game conditions and the advisors can be found in Appendix A.4. The results showing the
performance of ADMIRAL-DM in each of these experiments are presented in Figure 3.11.

(a) Advisor 1

(b) Advisor 2

(c) Advisor 3

(d) Advisor 4

Figure 3.11: Results in Domain OneVsOne of Pommerman using diﬀerent advisors with
ADMIRAL-DM and Deep Sarsa. The result plots show the performance of ADMIRAL-DM
in the training against Deep Sarsa. The results show that ✏00 value obtained from the
performance of ADMIRAL-AE in Table 3.4 show either the best performance or is very
close to the best possible performances amongst all the ✏00 values.
We highlight several observations. Figure 3.11(a) and (b) show that ADMIRALDM, using the good advisors (Advisor 1 and Advisor 2), achieves the maximum overall
performance since the positive influence from the good advisors helps. However, if the
advisor influence is limited (✏0 = 0.3), the good advisors only have a limited impact. As the
value of ✏00 increases, we see that the performance of ADMIRAL-DM using the first two
advisors improves (Figures 3.11(a) and (b)), as expected. Since Advisor 1 is even better
than Advisor 2, we see from Figures 3.11(a) and (b) that ADMIRAL-DM using Advisor 1
clearly shows superior performance to that of Advisor 2 for the highest value of ✏00 , 0.9.
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(a) OneVsOne - ✏0 = 0.3

(b) OneVsOne - ✏0 = 0.5

(c) OneVsOne - ✏0 = 0.7

Figure 3.12: Results of ADMIRAL-DM vs Deep Sarsa using the Advisor 4, which is the
worst advisor among the ones considered. The plots correspond to the OneVsOne domain.
All the figures show that, ADMIRAL-DM is capable of recovering from bad action advice.
Greater influence of the bad advisor (larger ✏00 ) leads to a larger time needed for recovering
from the bad action influence.
When ✏00 values were lower (such as 0.5), performance using both Advisor 1 and Advisor 2
are comparable since these advisors did not have many opportunities to make an impact.
Notably, ADMIRAL-DM using Advisor 1 shows the best performance for ✏0 = 0.9, the value
obtained from ADMIRAL-AE as seen in Table 3.4. ADMIRAL-DM using Advisor 2 almost
provides the same performances for the highest values of ✏00 , 0.7 and 0.9. Additional inputs
from this advisor are not as useful (compared to Advisor 1), since it is weaker. Hence, a
value of ✏0 = 0.7 as obtained from ADMIRAL-AE is suﬃcient for this advisor.
Turning our attention to the performance of ADMIRAL-DM with the third advisor, we
find that it is significantly inferior compared to the other two advisors, yet still has a limited
positive influence (Figure 3.11(c)). Furthermore, the performance using this advisor is
considerably better than using no advisor at all (✏0 = 0). However, while using Advisor 3, we
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notice that, as the values of ✏00 increases, there is no appreciable improvement in performance.
This shows that more influence of a comparatively less eﬀective advisor does not lead to
much improvement in performance. Again, the value suggested by ADMIRAL-AE (0.3),
comes very close to the best possible performance with other values of ✏00 .
The performance of ADMIRAL-DM using the last advisor (Advisor 4) is interesting.
This advisor has a negative influence on learning and makes ADMIRAL-DM lose for the first
few episodes (Figure 3.11(d)). However, ADMIRAL-DM recovers after the advisor influence
wanes in all cases. As the value of ✏00 increases, we see that further influence from the bad
advisor is detrimental and a larger number of episodes is required before ADMIRAL-DM
shows signs of recovery from the poor advice. Hence, the best value of ✏00 , in this case, is
0, since listening to this advisor only harms learning. Again, this was the value obtained
for Advisor 4, in Table 3.4. We present a more elaborate set of results on the experiments
with Advisor 4 in Figure 3.12. Here we show that for all cases of ✏00 , ADMIRAL-DM is
capable of recovering from bad action-advising and after a suitable number of episodes, can
overtake the performance of Deep Sarsa. However, higher values of ✏00 makes the learning
from the bad advisor problematic, since while ADMIRAL-DM shows signs of recovery it
still cannot overtake the cumulative performance of Deep Sarsa even after 300,000 episodes
(Fig: 3.12(c)).
We now provide a brief description of another domain of Pommerman. Domain TwoVsTwo
is a larger version of Pommerman, where there are a total of four agents, with two of the
four belonging to the same team. The state space is much larger than Domain OneVsOne,
with each state containing 372 elements. The reward function remains sparse, with the
two agents belonging to the winning team getting +1 and the two agents belonging to
the losing team getting -1 at the end of the game. In case of a draw, all the agents
get -1. In Domain TwoVsTwo, we consider one team of Deep Sarsa and one team of
the ADMIRAL-DM. This makes this domain harder than the Domain OneVsOne, as the
agents must learn to cooperate amongst the members of the same team and compete
against the members of the opponent team to win the game. The Domain TwoVsTwo is
a mixed competitive-cooperative domain, which is diﬀerent from Domain OneVsOne that
had only pure competition. We use the same four advisors as considered before for the
Domain TwoVsTwo.
Similar to the experiments with Domain OneVsOne, we first evaluate the advisors
against Deep Sarsa using the ADMIRAL-AE algorithm. The results are presented in
Figure 3.13. Again, the best advisor gives the maximum overall performance and the worst
advisor results in the minimum performance. The ✏00 values are determined based on these
results in Table 3.5 (using Eq. 3.3). These values are used in further experiments using
ADMIRAL-DM and Deep Sarsa in the Domain TwoVsTwo of Pommerman.
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(a) Advisor 1

(b) Advisor 2

(c) Advisor 3

(d) Advisor 4

Figure 3.13: Results in Domain TwoVsTwo of Pommerman using diﬀerent advisors with
ADMIRAL-AE and Deep Sarsa. The best advisor (Advisor 1) gives the highest overall
performance while the worst advisor (Advisor 4) gives the lowest performance. The standard
deviation of (a) and (d) are negligible.
Our next set of experiments train in the Domain TwoVsTwo with each agent in one
team of Pommerman agents playing ADMIRAL-DM and each agent in the other team
playing Deep Sarsa. We consider four diﬀerent initial values of ✏0 (where one of these values
will correspond to the value obtained in Table 3.5), as we did in the OneVsOne domain. In
addition to these ✏00 values, we continue to use the value of ✏00 = 0 as the baseline. This
corresponds to the situation of ADMIRAL-DM learning with no advisor influence. All
training is run for 100,000 episodes, with the value of ✏0 decaying linearly to 0 at 50,000
episodes. Thus, there is no more influence from advisors for the last 50,000 episodes of
training. The results showing the performance of the team playing ADMIRAL-DM (in the
competition against a team playing Deep Sarsa) are in Figure 3.14. The ADMIRAL-DM
performances show similar characteristics to that seen in Domain OneVsOne. ADMIRALDM, using the best advisor (Advisor 1), shows the best performance for all values of ✏00
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Advisor

Advisor
Advisor
Advisor
Advisor

Average
Maximum
cumulapossible cumutive reward lative
reward
(rounded to (adjusted
for
nearest 1000) random exploration)
1
2
3
4

79000
39000
-21000
-81000

90000
90000
90000
90000

Average performance of
agent using a
random advisor (rounded
to
nearest
1000)
-81000
-81000
-81000
-81000

Normalized
value
(rounded
up to nearest
first decimal)

1
0.7
0.4
0

Table 3.5: Finding ✏00 using ADMIRAL-AE for the Pommeran Domain TwoVsTwo against
Deep Sarsa.

and its performance keeps improving with the increase in value of ✏00 (refer Figure 3.14(a)).
Notably, comparing Figure 3.14(a) and Figure 3.11(a), the performance of ADMIRAL-DM
using the best advisor is better in the case of Domain TwoVsTwo as compared to the
Domain OneVsOne. This suggests that a good advisor has comparatively higher impact
when tasks get harder. This is because there are far more strategies that need to be learned
to do well in this domain and the opponent learning from scratch needs more time for
learning the hard task. A good advisor, on the other hand, can teach the diﬀerent strategies
needed much faster and provide an early lead for ADMIRAL-DM. Similar observations
apply to the performances of ADMIRAL-DM using Advisor 2 as well (refer Figure 3.14(b)
and Figure 3.11(b)).
For Advisor 3, the performance does not change much with varying values of ✏00 (refer
Figure 3.14(c)) as observed in the case of Domain OneVsOne. Comparing Figure 3.14(c)
and Figure 3.11(c), we note that the best performance of ADMIRAL-DM using Advisor 3
is better for the Domain TwoVsTwo as compared to Domain OneVsOne, reinforcing our
inferences earlier about a higher potential for impact in useful advisors when the tasks get
harder. Regarding Advisor 4, the greater negative influence from this advisor necessitates a
longer time for recovery (refer Figure 3.14(d)).
Again, from Figure 3.14, for all the four advisors, we observe that the value for ✏00 as
obtained from Table 3.5 gives the best possible performance or comes quite close to the best
possible performance, compared to other possible values of ✏00 . This shows the advantage of
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(a) Advisor 1

(b) Advisor 2

(c) Advisor 3

(d) Advisor 4

Figure 3.14: Results in Domain TwoVsTwo of Pommerman using diﬀerent advisors with
ADMIRAL-DM and Deep Sarsa. The result plots show the performance of team playing
ADMIRAL-DM in training competitions against Deep Sarsa. For this domain too, ✏00
value obtained from the performance of ADMIRAL-AE in Table 3.5 show either the best
performance or is very close to the best possible performances amongst all the ✏00 values.
evaluation using ADMIRAL-AE. In Figures 3.15(a), (b) and (c), ADMIRAL-DM shows signs
of recovery for all values of ✏00 while using Advisor 4 for learning. However, for Advisor 4,
the smaller the value of ✏00 the better. When making a comparison between Figure 3.12
and Figure3.15, we note that, as the negative influence from the advisor increases (through
a larger ✏00 ) the time needed for recovery also rises in the case of Domain TwoVsTwo and
is greater than that needed in the Domain OneVsOne. As the complexity of the tasks
increase, the agents need a lot more time to learn good policies that recovers the loss of
performance from bad action-advice. This shows that negative influence from an advisor
is more costly in the case of harder MARL tasks/environments as against comparatively
simpler environments.
From our experiments, we conclude that ADMIRAL-DM is capable of recovering from
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(a) TwoVsTwo - ✏0 = 0.3

(b) TwoVsTwo - ✏0 = 0.5

(c) TwoVsTwo - ✏0 = 0.7

Figure 3.15: Results of ADMIRAL-DM vs. Deep Sarsa using the Advisor 4 in the TwoVsTwo
domain. Similar to the first domain, all the figures show that ADMIRAL-DM is capable of
eventually recovering from bad action advice.
bad advisor recommendations and is able to suitably leverage advisors who have some
positive influence on learning. However, if possible, it is best to evaluate an advisor using
the ADMIRAL-AE method and obtain a suitable initial value for the hyperparameter that
determines the advisor influence (✏00 ). This helps in learning good policies faster.

3.4.5

Summary

To summarize, in Section 3.4.1 we showed an experimental illustration of our algorithms
in a tabular domain. We showed that, while using ADMIRAL-AE, the best advisor
gives the best overall performance. Further, ADMIRAL-AE provides a suitable value
for the hyperparameter ✏00 , which when used by ADMIRAL-DM subsequently, provides
good performances with diﬀerent types of advisors. We also provided an experimental
illustration of our theoretical convergence results in the case of both ADMIRAL-DM and
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ADMIRAL-AE. In Section 3.4.2 we provided an illustration of ADMIRAL-AE in a large
environment with neural networks as function approximators. Again, we illustrated that
using ADMIRAL-AE with the best advisor provides the best performance amongst other
(comparatively worse) advisors. Obtaining an appropriate value for ✏00 from Section 3.4.2
we showed that ADMIRAL-DM and ADMIRAL-DM(AC) provide better performances
than a set of baselines in Section 3.4.3. We tested our algorithms in both competitive and
cooperative domains, as well as settings with discrete and continuous action spaces.
In Section 3.4.4, we used two Pommerman domains to illustrate that using ADMIRALAE to obtain a suitable value for ✏00 , provides the best performance for ADMIRAL-DM.
Hence, when possible, it would be best to use ADMIRAL-AE for determining ✏00 using a
pre-learning phase. Also, we illustrated that ADMIRAL-DM is capable of recovering from
bad action advice from advisors if appropriate values for ✏00 cannot be determined before
training ADMIRAL-DM.
Additionally, in Appendix A.3 we show another important advantage of using the principled method of ADMIRAL-AE for advisor evaluation in environments having dynamically
learning and adapting advisors. We show that a principled method like ADMIRAL-AE
would find a suitable value for ✏00 when it is presented with a learning advisor, where other
methods based on simple heuristics may have a high chance of failure.

3.5

Conclusion

In this chapter, we introduced the problem of learning under the influence of external
advisors in MARL. We provided a principled framework for MARL algorithms learning to
use advisors. Using Q-learning based methods, we proposed two MARL algorithms for this
problem. We conducted theoretical analyses of these algorithms, establishing conditions
under which fixed point guarantees can be provided regarding their learning in general-sum
stochastic games. We proved that previous theoretical results can extend to this setting
under a comparatively weaker set of assumptions than previously considered. Empirically,
we showed that our algorithms can be scaled to domains with large state-action spaces
using traditional function approximators like neural networks. We also introduced an
additional actor-critic variant of our ADMIRAL-DM algorithm that can operate under
the CTDE paradigm and can learn in environments with continuous action spaces. Our
empirical results further established the superiority of our algorithms compared to standard
baselines. Furthermore, we have shown that our methods would be useful in a wide variety
of problems and that the algorithms can recover from the influence of weak/bad advisors
during learning.
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While there is a rich body of literature on the use of external knowledge sources in singleagent RL [24], MARL provides additional challenges which mean that not all the results and
approaches can transfer over directly. We discussed the important problems of directly using
the single-agent based methods that learn from external sources in MARL. Additionally,
we performed direct comparison experiments to elucidate a few of these problems. Our
approach to learning from advisors in MARL may look more complex compared to other
single-agent approaches, however, the non-stationarity of the environment makes learning
under the influence of advisors in MARL considerably more challenging. In MARL, quick
adaptation to the changing environment is the key to better performance [151]. Our
approach of using an online advisor is a more appropriate formulation of advisors in MARL,
as real-time feedback against non-stationary opponents are critical for learning eﬀective
multi-agent policies, as demonstrated in our experiments.
Importantly, we consider a general setting, where we had no restrictions on the type or
quality of the advisor, and no restrictions on the relation between the reward functions of
diﬀerent agents (general-sum). Particularly in MARL, the assumption of optimal advisors
could be overly strong, since performance depends on the nature of opponents. The advisor
could be capable of providing good feedback in strategizing against a particular class of
opponents yet be useless against another class of opponents. Furthermore, a sub-optimal
advisor could be good only in a very narrow portion of the state space, which is still useful
for an agent learning from scratch in this environment. By explicitly allowing nonrestrictive
sub-optimal advisors, our work is more widely applicable than previous methods that
make an assumption of optimal (or near-optimal) experts to help RL training [82, 209, 232].
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Chapter 4
Learning from Multiple Independent
Advisors in Multi-agent Reinforcement
Learning
As discussed in the previous chapters, MARL typically suﬀers from the problem of sample
ineﬃciency, where learning suitable policies involves the use of many data samples. Learning
from external demonstrators is a possible solution that mitigates this problem. However,
most prior approaches (including our previous chapter) in this area assume the presence
of a single demonstrator. Leveraging multiple knowledge sources (i.e., advisors) with
expertise in distinct aspects of the environment could substantially speed up learning in
complex environments. This chapter considers the problem of simultaneously learning
from multiple independent advisors in multi-agent reinforcement learning. The approach
leverages a two-level Q-learning architecture, and extends this framework from single-agent
to multi-agent settings. We provide principled algorithms that incorporate a set of advisors
by both evaluating the advisors at each state and subsequently using the advisors to guide
action selection. We provide theoretical convergence and sample complexity guarantees.
Experimentally, we validate our approach in three diﬀerent test-beds and show that our
algorithms give better performances than baselines, can eﬀectively integrate the combined
expertise of diﬀerent advisors, and learn to ignore bad advice.
Our contributions in this chapter are summarized as follows:
• A principled framework for learning from multiple independent sub-optimal advisors
in MARL. Two practical algorithms (one using Q-learning and the other using actorcritic) using this framework.
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• Theoretical fixed point guarantee for the tabular Q-learning method in general-sum
stochastic game environments.
• Extensive theoretical finite-time analysis of the tabular Q-learning method under
polynomial learning rates and linear learning rates. Results show at-most linear
dependence on the number of agents, which is superior to prior works that provide
exponential dependence on the number of agents [154, 234].
• Extensive experimental results in three diﬀerent multi-agent testbeds (competitive,
cooperative, and mixed settings), that show superior performances for the provided
algorithms as compared to a suite of related baselines.

4.1

Introduction

As discussed in the previous chapter, using external sources of knowledge that help in
accelerating MARL training is one solution to improving MARL sample eﬃciency [17],
which has extensive support in literature [225]. However, most prior work include two
limiting assumptions. First, all demonstrations need to come from a single demonstrator
[34]. However, in complex MARL environments, since agents learn policies that meet the
twin goals of responding to changing opponent(s) and environments [150], a learner can
likely benefit from multiple knowledge sources that have expertise in diﬀerent parts of the
environment or diﬀerent aspects of the task. Second, all demonstrations are near-optimal
(i.e., from an “expert”) [191]. In practice, these knowledge sources are typically sub-optimal,
and we broadly refer to them as advisors (to diﬀerentiate them from experts).
In this chapter, we provide an approach that simultaneously leverages multiple diﬀerent
(sub-optimal) advisors for MARL training. Since the advisors may provide conflicting advice
in diﬀerent states, an algorithm needs to resolve such conflicts to take advantage of all the
advisors eﬀectively. We propose a two-level learning architecture and formulate a Q-learning
algorithm for simultaneously incorporating multiple advisors in MARL, improving upon
the work of Li et al. [145] which introduces the idea of two-level learning in single-agent
RL. This architecture uses one level to evaluate advisors and the other learns values for
actions. Further, we extend our approach to an actor-critic variant that applies to the
centralized training and decentralized execution (CTDE) setting [156]. Since RL is a fixed
point iterative method [262], we provide convergence results, proving that our Q-learning
algorithm converges to a Nash equilibrium [171]. Additionally, we provide a finite-time
analysis of our algorithm, and prove that it has (at most) a linear dependence on the number
of agents in the worst case when using a linear or polynomial learning rate. This result
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is superior to prior approaches that show an exponential dependence [154, 234]. Finally,
we run an experimental study within three diﬀerent multi-agent environments, showing
improved performance relative to standard baselines.
Since we relax the two limiting assumptions regarding learning from demonstrators in
MARL, our hope is that this approach will spur successes in real-world applications, such
as autonomous driving [96] and fighting wildfires [115], where MARL could use existing
(sub-optimal) solutions as advisors. Particularly, the motivational examples provided in
Chapter 3 (Section 3.1.1) are also relevant here, with the additional possibility of each
agent having access to multiple sub-optimal advisors in these domains (as opposed to a
single advisor considered in Chapter 3).

4.2

Related Work

In this section, we provide a reference to relevant literature for learning from external
knowledge sources in RL/MARL. Since we already included an elaborate discussion in
Section 3.1.2 of Chapter 3, we will keep this section brief just highlighting some important
details relevant to this chapter.
Imitation learning (IL) is one approach to learning from external knowledge sources
in RL. Within IL, the literature is divided into two parts, behaviour cloning [192] which
mimics the expert policy, and inverse reinforcement learning which learns a reward function
from the expert demonstrations [176]. More details on IL is already covered in Section 3.1.2.
As in Chapter 3, our work in this chapter is most related to the approach of reinforcement
learning from expert demonstrations RLED [191]. The most popular RLED technique is
deep Q-learning from demonstrations (DQfD) [100], which combines a temporal diﬀerence
(TD) loss, an L2 regularization loss, and a classification loss that encourages actions to be
close to that of the demonstrator. Another method, normalized actor-critic (NAC) [119],
drops the classification loss and is more robust under imperfect demonstrations. However,
NAC is prone to weaker performances than DQfD under good demonstrations due to the
absence of classification loss. A diﬀerent approach, human agent transfer (HAT) from [268],
extracts information from limited demonstrations using a classifier, while confidence-based
human-agent transfer (CHAT) [289] improves HAT by using a confidence measurement to
safeguard against sub-optimal demonstrations. A related approach is the teacher-student
framework [274], where a pretrained policy (teacher) can be used to provide limited advice
to a learning agent (student). Subsequent works expand this framework towards interactive
learning [7], however, almost all works in this area assume (at-least) a moderate level
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expertise for the teacher. Moreover, these are all independent methods primarily suited for
single-agent environments.
Furthermore, external knowledge sources have also been used in MARL [225], where
prior works often assume fully optimal experts [202, 292] or are only applicable to restrictive
settings, such as fully cooperative or zero-sum competitive games [183, 226, 227, 287, 305].
The work in [226] introduced a framework where an agent can learn from its peers in a
shared learning environment, in addition to learning from the environmental rewards. Here
the advisor agent(s) can be sub-optimal, however this work only applies to cooperative
environments. The work in [125] and [302] provide a cooperative teaching framework
for hierarchical learning. For multi-agent general-sum environments, advising multiple
intelligent reinforcement agents - decision making (ADMIRAL-DM) algorithm that we
introduced in Chapter 3 is a suitable Q-learning approach that incorporates real-time
information from a single online advisor.
One limitation of many prior works is the assumption of a single source of demonstration.
In MARL, it may be possible to obtain advisors from diﬀerent sources of knowledge that
provide conflicting advice. In the single agent setting, Gimelfarb et al. [80] present a
Bayesian model combination approach that uses demonstrations from multiple independent
experts for reward shaping. This work requires the availability of near-optimal experts.
Additionally, reward shaping is typically hard to get working in practice, where the agents
have the possibility of ending up with a completely diﬀerent behaviour than originally
intended [35]. Also, convergence guarantees in RL may not necessarily be preserved under
reward shaping [175]. Directly reshaping the policy using policy shaping [86] is an alternative
to reward shaping. This has also been explored in the context of multiple expert learning
using Bayesian approaches by Gimelfarb et al. [81]. However, the policy shaping approaches
contain several limitations, such as diﬃculty in annealing the policy under non-stationarity
and diﬃculty in credit assignment [81], which are exacerbated in multi-agent settings.
Regarding action advising from multiple (possibly sub-optimal) demonstrators for the
single-agent setting, Li et al. [145] provide the two-level Q-learning (TLQL) algorithm that
learns simultaneously from multiple advisors. The TLQL maintains two Q-networks, where
the first Q-network (high-level) keeps track of each advisor’s performance and the second
Q-network (low-level) learns the quality of each action. We improve upon TLQL and make
it applicable to MARL.
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4.3

Background

We consider the general-sum stochastic game setting, where the reward functions of the
diﬀerent agents can be related in any arbitrary fashion as introduced in Chapter 2. In this
section, we introduce the TLQL algorithm from Li et al. [145].
Two-level Q-learning: The TLQL algorithm [145] enables single-agent learning under
the simultaneous presence of multiple advisors providing conflicting demonstrations. Here,
the challenge is to determine which advisor to trust in a given state. In this regard, the
TLQL contains two Q-tables, a high-level Q-table (abbreviated as high-Q) and a low-level
Q-table (abbreviated as low-Q). The high-Q stores the value of the hs, adi pair, where
s 2 S represents the state and ad 2 Ad represents an advisor (where Ad is the set of all
advisors). The high-Q also stores the value of following the RL policy in addition to each
advisor. The low-Q maintains the value of each state-action pair.
At each time step, the agent observes the state and selects an advisor (or the RL
policy) from the high-Q using the ✏-greedy strategy. If the high-Q returns an advisor,
then the advisor’s recommended action is performed. If the RL policy is returned, then
an action is executed from the low-Q based on the ✏-greedy strategy. The low-level table
is updated using the vanilla Q-learning Bellman update [291]. Subsequently, the high-Q
values are updated using a synchronization step. In this step, when an advisor’s action
is performed, the value of the advisor in the high-Q is simply assigned the value of that
action from the low-Q. Finally, the high-Q value of the RL policy is updated using the
relation highQ(s, RL) = maxa lowQ(s, a). This synchronization update of high-Q preserves
the convergence guarantees, due to the policy improvement guarantee in single-agent
Q-learning [256].
There are two significant limitations of TLQL. First, the high-Q that represents the
value of the advisors also depends on the RL policy through the synchronization step.
This Q value represents the value of taking the action suggested by the advisor at the
current state and then following the RL policy from the next state onward. This definition
is problematic since at the beginning of training, the RL policy is sub-optimal, and the
objective is to accelerate learning by relying on external advisors and avoid using the RL
policy at all. As advisors are evaluated at each state using the RL policy, it is likely that the
most eﬀective advisor among the set of advisors is not being followed until the RL policy
improves. At this stage, it might be possible to simply follow the RL policy itself, defeating
the purpose of learning from advisors. Second, the advisors have not been evaluated at the
beginning of learning. Hence, it is impossible to find the most suitable advisor to follow,
from the available advisors. While TLQL simply follows a ✏-greedy exploration strategy,
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Figure 4.1: Structure of MA-TLQL, for a representative agent having access to AD advisors.
this approach could take many data samples to figure out the right advisor. We address
both these limitations in our approach.

4.4

Two-level Architecture in MARL

We consider a general-sum stochastic game, where there are a set of agents j 2 {1, . . . , N }
that are learning a policy with an objective of providing a best response to the other agents
as well as the environment. Each agent can access a set (same or diﬀerent) of (possibly
sub-optimal) advisors adj 2 {adj1 , . . . , adjAD }, where adj represents an advisor of the agent
j. Each advisor adj can be queried by the agent j to obtain an action recommendation at
each state of the stochastic game. These online advisors provide real-time action-advice
to the agent, which helps in learning to dynamically adapt to opponents. We consider a
centralized training setting and assume 1) the advisors are fixed and do not learn, 2) the
communication between agents and their advisors is free, 3) there is no communication
directly between learning agents, 4) the environment is fully observable (i.e., an agent can
observe the global state, all actions, and all rewards), and 5) the state and action spaces
are discrete.
To make TLQL applicable to multi-agent settings, we parameterize both the Q-functions
with the joint actions, as is common in practice [150]. Also, we do not maintain the RL
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policy in the high-Q table and do not perform a synchronization step. These steps are no
longer needed to preserve the convergence results in multi-agent settings, since we do not
have a policy improvement guarantee (unlike in single-agent settings) [264]. Instead, we
choose to use the probabilistic policy reuse (PPR) technique [66], where a hyperparameter
(✏0 2 [0, 1]) decides the probability of following any advisor(s) (i.e., using the high-Q) or
the agents’ own policy (i.e., using the low-Q) for action selection, at each time step during
training. This hyperparameter starts with a high value (maximum dependence on the
available advisor(s)) at the beginning of training and is decayed (linearly) over time. After
some finite time step during training, the value of this hyperparameter goes to 0 (no further
dependence on any advisor(s)) and the agent only uses its low-Q (own policy) for action
selection. This helps in two ways: 1) in the limit (t ! 1), a learning agent has the
possibility of recovering from poor advising, and 2) eventually the trained agent can be
deployed without the need for any advisor(s).
The general structure of our proposed Multi-Agent Two-Level Q-Learning (MA-TLQL)
algorithm is given in Figure 4.1. Since we are in a fully observable setting, like [104], we
specify that each agent maintains copies of the Q-tables of other agents from which it
can obtain the joint actions of other agents for the current state. If such copies cannot
be maintained, agents could use the previously observed actions of other agents for the
joint action as done in prior works [254, 303]. As introduced in [145], we use the two-level
architecture, where each agent will maintain a high-Q as well as a low-Q. The high-Q
provides a value for the hs, a j , adj i tuples, where a j = {a1 , . . . , aj 1 , aj+1 , . . . , aN } is the
joint action of all agents except agent j. As stated earlier, the objective of the high-Q is to
determine the value of an advisor. The high-Q is updated using an evaluation update given
by (with ↵ as the learning rate and as the discount factor),
highQjt+1 (s, a j , adj )
=

highQjt (s, a j , adj )

+↵

⇣

(rtj

+

highQjt (s0 , a0 j , adj )

where s and s0 are the states at t and t + 1, a
respectively.

j

and a0

highQjt (s, a j , adj )
j

⌘

(4.1)

are joint actions at s. and s0 ,

As described previously, a hyperparameter is used to decide between choosing to
follow an advisor or the RL policy. If the agent follows an advisor, the high-Q values are used to select an advisor using an ensemble selection technique. Let, Q =
{highQj1 (s, a j , adj1 ), . . . , highQjN (s, a j , adjM )}, be the set of all high-Q values of M advisors advising the same action aj . Then the value of vote for action aj , at state s and joint
action a j , denoted by V j (s, a j , aj ), is given by,
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V j (s, a j , aj ) = max Q +

P

j
1
i6=arg max Q,highQj 2Q µ(s) highQi .

(4.2)

Here, µ(s) is the number of times the agent has visited the state s. From Eq. 4.2, if an
action aj is recommended only by a single advisor, the value of the vote for that action will
be equal to the advisor’s high-Q value. After the value of votes for all actions is calculated,
the selected action is the action with the maximum value of vote. In this way, when a state
is visited many times, the advisor with the best high-Q estimate is likely to be followed
(wisdom of individual). When a state is visited only a few times, then the action suggested
by a majority of advisors is selected (wisdom of crowd). Subsequently, the advisor’s action
is executed and the high-Q of the advisor is updated using Eq. 4.1.
If the agent decides to use its RL policy, it uses its low-Q, which contains a value for
the hs, a j , aj i tuples. At each time step, the low-Q is updated using a control update as
given by (with ↵ as the learning rate and as the discount factor),
lowQjt+1 (s, a j , aj )

⇣
= lowQjt (s, a j , aj ) + ↵ rtj + maxa0j lowQjt (s0 , a0 j , a0j )

⌘
lowQjt (s, a j , aj ) .

(4.3)

Now we describe how MA-TLQL addresses the limitations in TLQL described in
Section 4.3. Note that the high-Q in MA-TLQL maintains the Q values of the advisor
themselves, i.e., the value of following the advisor’s policy from the current state onward
(see Eq. 4.1). In this way, the coupling between the advisor values and the RL policy is
removed (no synchronization). This addresses the first limitation of TLQL. Further, note
that MA-TLQL uses an ensemble technique to leverage advisor knowledge during the early
stages of learning. In later stages of learning, it switches to following the best advisor
according to the high-Q estimates. This approach addresses the second limitation of TLQL.
In Appendix B.5, we present a toy example that illustrates the limitations of TLQL, and
the subsequent improvement induced by our update methods. While these improvements
also apply to single-agent settings, we will keep our attention to multi-agent settings as is
the focus of this chapter.
We provide the complete pseudocode for a tabular implementation of the MA-TLQL
algorithm in Section 4.5 (Algorithm 6). Further, we extend this approach to large stateaction environments using a neural network based implementation (Algorithm 7), which uses
a target network and a replay buﬀer, as in the Deep Q-learning (DQN) algorithm [167]. We
also provide an actor-critic implementation (Algorithm 8) which is suitable for CTDE [156].
We will refer to this algorithm as multi-agent two-level actor-critic (MA-TLAC). In MATLAC we have two actors and two critics (high-level and low-level), where the respective
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Q-functions serve as the critic and the corresponding policies serve as the actors. In this
CTDE method, agents can obtain global information (including actions and rewards of other
agents) during training, while the agents only require access to its local observation (and
no further information) during execution. This makes our method applicable to partially
observable environments as in [156]. MA-TLAC applies to continuous state spaces as well.

4.5

Algorithm Pseudocode

A complete pseudocode of a tabular implementation of our Q-learning based algorithm
(MA-TLQL) is given in Algorithm 6. All agents initialize a low-Q table and a high-Q table
in line 2. Then at each state, all agents choose to perform an action in lines 8–20. This
action can come from the advisor or the RL policy as described in Section 4.4. Then the
action is executed, and the next state and reward are observed in line 21. Finally, the Q
values for the low-Q as well as the high-Q are updated (line 22 and line 23) according to
equations presented in Section 4.4. The value of ✏0 is linearly decayed from a high-value to
a value close to zero during training (line 24).
To make Algorithm 6 applicable to high dimensional state and action spaces, we
provide a function approximation-based implementation of MA-TLQL in Algorithm 7.
Here neural networks are used as the function approximator, and the algorithm uses a
separate target network and a replay buﬀer for training, as introduced in the well-known
DQN algorithm [167]. The agent maintains a high-Q network and two low-Q networks
(evaluation and target networks) and updates these networks using the temporal diﬀerence
(T.D.) errors with the update equations presented in Section 4.4. If the full state of the
stochastic game is not available, the agent can simply use its observation instead of the
state, as applicable in most function approximation-based RL methods.
We also extend Algorithm 7 to an actor-critic implementation described in Algorithm 8.
This algorithm is called multi-agent two-level actor-critic (MA-TLAC). This algorithm uses
the policy as the actor and the Q-values as the critic, consistent with prior work [130].
We maintain two actors, and two critics to reflect the two-level (high and low) nature of
our algorithm. The high-level actor determines an advisor and the high-level critic helps
train the high-level actor, using the T.D. errors. Similarly, the low-level actor determines
the appropriate action, with the low-level critic providing the T.D. errors for training. In
MA-TLAC, since we use a separate actor network for advisor selection, we do not use the
ensemble technique from Eq. 4.2. Instead, the high-level actor directly chooses one amongst
the given advisors for the current state. The advantage of this algorithm is that it can
be implemented using the popular CTDE paradigm [156], since the actors do not require
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the actions of other agents for action/advisor selection. In CTDE, global information (i.e.,
information from other agents) is available during training time but not available during
execution. This CTDE based implementation also allows our method to be used in partially
observable domains, since the actors can use the local observations for action/advisor
selection while the critic can use the joint actions and states during training, as described
in [156]. Also, since the ensemble technique (Eq. 4.2) is not used in MA-TLAC, it is also
applicable to continuous state space environments as well (unlike MA-TLQL which is only
applicable to environments with discrete state spaces).
All the algorithm pseudocodes provided in this section assume that all agents are using
the same algorithmic steps for learning where it can maintain copies of updates of other
agents, as done in prior work [104]. If this is not possible, the agents would directly use the
observed previous actions of other agents for its updates.
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Algorithm 6 MA-TLQL Tabular Method
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:
25:

Let Adj denote a set of advisors available to the agent j.
For all j 2 1, . . . , N , s 2 S, and aj 2 Aj : lowQj (s, aj , a j )
0 where a j =
1
j 1 j+1
N
[a , . . . , a , a , . . . , a ]
For all s 2 S, adj 2 Adj , and for all j 2 1, . . . , N : highQj (s, a j , adj )
0
0
Initialize a value for hyperparameters ✏ and ✏ and ⌘
while training is not finished do
For each agent j, get the current state s
For each agent j, get the joint actions of other agents a j at state s using the
respective copies and previous actions of all agents
For each agent j, let u be a uniform random number between 0 and 1
if u < ✏0 then
Let u0 be a uniform random number between 0 and 1
if u0 < ⌘ then
Choose an advisor using the high-Q values of agent j for the current state
and joint action of other agents from Eq. 4.2 and use its action as the current action ajt
else
Set the advisor adj as a random advisor from Adj and use its action as the
current action ajt .
end if
else if u > ✏0 and u < ✏ then
Set the action ajt as a random action from the action space Aj
else
Choose a greedy action ajt from the low-Q value using s and the joint action of
other agents
end if
Execute the joint action a, observe joint reward r and the next state s0 , where
a = [a1 , . . . , aN ] and r = [r1 , . . . , rN ]
Update value of low-Q for the agent j using Eq. 4.3. Obtain the next actions for
other agents a0 j from the respective copies and previous actions of other agents
If an advisor was chosen, update value of high-Q of the advisor for the agent j using
Eq. 4.1
At the end of each episode, linearly decay ✏0
end while
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Algorithm 7 MA-TLQL Neural Network Method
1: Let Adj denote a set of advisors available to the agent j
2: Initialize Q j , Q j for all j 2 1, . . . , N (to denote low-Q). Initialize Q✓j , Q✓j for all j 2 1, . . . , N

(to denote high-Q)

3: Initialize a value for hyperparameters ✏ and ✏0 and ⌘
4: while training is not finished do
5:
For each agent j, get the current state s
6:
For each agent j, get the joint actions of other agents a j at state s using the respective
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:
25:
26:
27:
28:
29:
30:
31:
32:
33:
34:

copies and previous actions of all agents
For each agent j, let u be a uniform random number between 0 and 1
if u < ✏0 then
Let u0 be a uniform random number between 0 and 1
if u0 < ⌘ then
Choose an advisor using the high-Q values of agent j from Eq. 4.2 for the current
state and joint action of other agents using the high-Q, Q✓j , and use its action as the current
action ajt
else
Set the advisor adj as a random advisor from Adj and use its action as the current
j
action at .
end if
else if u > ✏0 and u < ✏ then
Set the action ajt as a random action from the action space Aj
else
Choose a greedy action ajt from the low-Q, Q j , using s and the joint action of other
agents
end if
Execute the joint action a, observe joint reward r and the next state s0 , where a =
1
[a , . . . , aN ] and r = [r1 , . . . , rN ]
For each agent j, store hs, a, r, s0 , a0 i in replay buﬀer Dj , where a = [a1 , . . . , aN ], a0 =
[a01 , . . . , a0N ]. Obtain the next actions for other agents a0 j from the respective copies and
previous actions of other agents
If an advisor was used, for each agent j, store hs, a, r, s0 , a0 , adj i in replay buﬀer D0j , where
adj is the advisor
Set the next state s0 as the current state s
At the end of each episode, linearly decay ✏0
while j = 1 to N do
Sample a minibatch of K experiences hs, a, r, s0 , a0 i from Dj
Set y j = rj + maxa0j Q j (s0 , a0 j , a0j ) according to Eq. 4.3
P
Update the Q-network j by minimizing the loss L( j ) = K1 (y j Q j (s, a j , aj ))2
Sample a minibatch of K experiences hs, a, r, s0 , a0 , adj i from D0 j
Set y j = rj + Q✓j (s0 , a0 j , adj ) according to Eq. 4.1
P
Update the Q-network ✓j by minimizing the loss L(✓j ) = K1 (y j Q✓j (s, a j , adj ))2
end while
Update the parameters of the target network for each agent by copying over the evaluation
j and ✓ j
network every T steps: j
✓j
end while
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Algorithm 8 MA-TLAC
1: Let Adj denote a set of advisors available to the agent j
2: Initialize Q j , ⇡ j , the low-level critic and actor networks for all j 2 {1, . . . , n}

3: Initialize Q✓j , ⇡✓j , the high-level critic and actor networks for all j 2 {1, . . . , n}
4: Initialize a value for hyperparameters ✏ and ✏0 and ⌘
5: while training is not finished do
6:
For each agent j, get the current state s
7:
For each agent j, let u be a uniform random number between 0 and 1
8:
if u < ✏0 then
9:
Let u0 be a uniform random number between 0 and 1
10:
if u0 < ⌘ then
11:
Choose an advisor adj using the high-level actor ⇡✓j , for the agent j, for the current
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:
25:
26:
27:
28:
29:
30:

state s, and use its action as the current action aj
else
Set the advisor adj as a random advisor from Adj and use its action as the current
j
action a
end if
else if u > ✏0 and u < ✏ then
Set the action aj as a random action from the action space Aj
else
Choose a greedy action aj from the low-level actor, ⇡ j , using s
end if
Execute the joint action a, observe joint reward r and the next state s0 , where a =
1
[a , . . . , aN ] and r = [r1 , . . . , rN ]
For each agent j, obtain the joint actions of other agents a j (current observed actions of
other agents) at state s
Set y j = rj + maxa0j Q j (s0 , a0 j , a0j ) according to Eq. 4.3
For each j, update the low-level critic by minimizing the loss L( j ) = (y j Q j (s, a j , aj ))2
j, calculate the advantage estimate using the relation A(s, a j , aj ) = y j
P For each
j
j j
aj ⇡ j (a |s)Q j (s, a , a )

For each j, update the low-level actor using the log loss J ( j ) = log ⇡ j (aj |s)A(s, a j , aj )
If an agent j used an advisor adj , then update the advisor’s Q-estimate.
For each j, set y j = rj + Q✓j (s0 , a0 j , adj ) according to Eq. 4.1
Obtain the next actions for other agents a0 j from the respective copies
For each j, update the high-level critic by minimizing the loss L(✓j ) = (y j
Q✓j (s, a j , adj ))2 where adj is the advisor chosen by the agent j
j
j
j
P For eachj j, calculate jthe jadvantage estimate using the relation A(s, a , ad ) = y
adj ⇡✓ j (ad |s)Q✓ j (s, a , ad )

For each j, update the high-level actor using the log loss J (✓j ) = log ⇡✓j (aj |s)A(s, a
32:
Set the next state as the current state s = s0
33:
At the end of each episode, linearly decay ✏0
34: end while
31:
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j , adj )

4.6

Theoretical Results

We present a convergence guarantee for the tabular MA-TLQL and characterize convergence
rate. For the theoretical guarantees, we rely on the works of [22] and [64], which provide
several fundamental results on the nature of stochastic iterative functions. We apply these
to MA-TLQL in general-sum stochastic games using the three standard assumptions that
we introduced in Chapter 3. These are Assumptions 1, 2, and 5.
Now we prove our theoretical results. First, we provide the convergence guarantee
for the low-Q. Recall, the PPR technique guarantees that the MA-TLQL dependence on
high-Q is only until a finite time step during training. After this step, the agent only uses
its low-Q for action selection. As the convergence result is given in the time limit (t ! 1),
the influence of high-Q can be neglected for this result.
Theorem 4. Given Assumptions 1, 2, 5, the low-Q values of an agent j converges to its
Nash Q value in the limit (t ! 1).
Proof. Our proof will be along the lines of Theorem 3 in Chapter 3. We will provide the
complete proof here to stay self contained.
Let us start with a lemma from prior work.
Lemma 10. A random iterative process
t+1 (x)

= (1

↵t (x))

t (x)

+ ↵t (x)Ft (x)

(4.4)

where x 2 X, t = 0, 1, . . . , 1, converges to zero with probability one (w. p. 1) if the
following properties hold:
1. The set of possible states X is finite.
P
P
2. 0  ↵t (x)  1, t ↵t (x) = 1, t ↵t2 (x) < 1 w. p. 1, where the probability is over
the learning rates ↵t .
1.

3. || E{Ft (x)|Pt }||W  K ||

4. var{Ft (x)|Pt }  K(1 + ||

t ||W

+ ct , where K 2 [0, 1) and ct converges to zero w. p.

t ||W )

2

, where K is some constant.

Here Pt is an increasing sequence of -fields that includes the past of the process. In
particular, we assume that ↵t , t , Ft 1 2 Pt . The notation || · ||W refers to some (fixed)
weighted maximum norm and the notation var refers to the variance.
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Across this proof, since we are only focusing on the low-Q values, with a small abuse of
notation, we will use Q to denote the low-Q values. Now, we define a Nash operator Pt ,
using the following equation,
Pt Qk (s, a) = Es0 ⇠p [rtk (s, a) + ⇡⇤1 (s0 ) · · · ⇡⇤n (s0 )Qk (s0 )]

(4.5)

where s0 is the state at time t + 1, (⇡⇤1 (s0 ), . . . , ⇡⇤n (s0 )) is the Nash equilibrium solution
for the stage game (Q1 (s0 ), . . . , Qn (s0 )), and p is the transition function. Qk denotes the
Q-value of a representative agent k.
Lemma 11. Under Assumption 5, the Nash operator as defined in Eq. 4.5 forms a
contraction mapping with the fixed point being the Nash Q-value of the game.
Now, since the Pt operator forms a contraction mapping, ||Pt Qj Pt Qj⇤ ||  ||Qj Qj⇤ ||,
is satisfied for some 2 [0, 1) and all Qj . Here Qj⇤ is the Nash Q-value of the agent j.
The objective is to apply Lemma 10 to show that the low-Q in MATLQL converge to
the Nash Q values.

The first two conditions of Lemma 10 are satisfied from the Assumption 1 and Assumption 2. Now, comparing Eq. 4.4 and Eq. 4.3 we get that x can be associated with the state
joint action pairs (s, a) and t (st , at ) can be associated with Qjt (s, a) Qj⇤ (s, a). Here,
Qj⇤ (s, a) is the Nash Q value of the agent j.
Now we get

t+1 (x)

= (1

↵t (x))

t (x)

(4.6)

+ ↵t (x)Ft (x),

where
Ft (x) = rtj + v N ash,j (st+1 )
= rtj + v N ash,j (st+1 )

Qj⇤ (st , at ) + [maxaj Qjt (st+1 , at+1 )

Qj⇤ (st , at ) + Ctj (st , at )

v N ash,j (st+1 )]
(4.7)

= FtQ,j (st , at ) + Ctj (st , at )
The Nash value function v N ash,j (s) of an agent j is defined as the expected cumulative
discounted future rewards obtained by the agent j, given that all agents follow the Nash
policy ⇡⇤ .
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Here, we set, Ft (st , at ) = FtQ,j (st , at ) = Ctj (st , at ) = 0 if (s, a) 6= (st , at ). Let the
-field generated by all the random variables (st , ↵t , a1t , . . . , ant , rt 1 , . . . , s1 , ↵1 , a1 , Q0 ) be
represented by Pt . Now, all the Q-values are Pt measurable which makes t and Ft , Pt
measurable and this satisfies the measurability condition of Lemma 10.
Hu and Wellman [104] showed that v N ash,j (st+1 ) , v j (s0 , ⇡⇤1 , . . . , ⇡⇤n ) = ⇡⇤1 (s0 ) · · · ⇡⇤n (s0 )Qj⇤ (s0 )
(see the proof in Lemma 10 of [104]). Hence, from Lemma 11, we can show that the E[FtQ ]
forms a contraction mapping. This can be done using the fact that E(Pt Q⇤ ) = Q⇤ (refer to
Lemma 11 in [104]). Here, the norm is the maximum norm on the joint action.
Now, we have the following for all t,
|| E[FtQ,j (st , at )|Pt ]||  ||Qjt (st , at )

Qj⇤ (st , at )|| = ||

t ||

(4.8)

Now from Eq. 4.7,
|| E[Ft (st , at )|Pt ]||
 || E[FtQ,j (st , at )|Pt ]|| + || E[Ctj (st , at )|Pt ]||
 ||

t ||

(4.9)

+ || E[Ctj (st , at )|Pt ]||

This satisfies the third condition of Lemma 10 if ct = || E[Ctj (st , at )|Pt ]|| converges to 0 with
probability 1 (w. p. 1.). From the definition of Ctj and the Assumption 3, it can be shown
that the value of Ctj converges to 0 in the limit of time (see Theorem 3 in Subramanian et
al. [254]).
Thus, it follows from Lemma 10 that the process
value for an agent j, converges to Nash Q value Qj⇤ .

t

converges to 0 and hence, low-Q

Next, we provide sample complexity bounds for MA-TLQL. Instead of explicitly considering the high-Q values, we specify that the underlying joint policy has a covering time
of L. The covering time specifies an upper bound on the number of time steps needed for
all state-joint action pairs to be visited at least once starting from any state-joint action
pair. Further, since the action selection is based on the low-Q values in the limit, we are
most interested in the sample complexity of low-Q, where the dependence on the high-Q is
eﬀectively represented by L.
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Regarding sample complexity, as is done in [64], we distinguish between two kinds
of learning rates. Consider the following equation for the low-Q (rewriting Eq. 4.3 and
dropping low for simplicity),
Qjt+1 (st , at ) = 1

↵t! (st , at ))(Qjt (st , at ) + ↵t! (st , at ) rtj + maxaj Qjt (st+1 , at+1 ) .
(4.10)

1
The value of ↵t! (s, a) = [#(s,a,t)
! ] , where #(s, a, t) is the number of times until t that the
joint action a is performed at s. Here, we consider ! 2 (1/2, 1]. The learning rate is linear
if ! = 1, and the learning rate is polynomial if ! 2 (1/2, 1).

The next theorem provides a lower bound on the number of time steps needed for
convergence in the case of a polynomial learning rate. From Assumption 1, let us specify
j
that all rewards for the agent j are bounded by Rmax
. We will consider a variable Qjmax ,
which denotes the maximum possible low-Q value for the agent j, which is bounded by
j
Qjmax = Rmax
/(1
). We will also use another variable = (1
)/2 to state our results.
Theorem 5. Let us specify that with probability at least 1 , for an agent j, ||QjT Qj⇤ ||1 
✏. The bound on the rate of convergence of low-Q, QjT , with a polynomial learning rate of
factor ! is given by (with Qj⇤ as the Nash Q-value of the agent j)
⇣⇣ L1+3! Q2,j ln( |S|⇧i |Ai |Qjmax ) ⌘1
max
✏
T =⌦
2 ✏2

!

⇣

L

/L + ( ln

Qjmax
✏

+ 1)/2

⌘ 1 1! ⌘

.

(4.11)

Proof. Before beginning to proof, similar to [64], we clarify that we do not need to assume
that the state-joint action pairs are being generated by any particular strategy. Same as in
Theorem 4, across this proof, we will use Q to denote the low-Q values. For a representative
agent j, we will focus on the value of rtj = ||Qjt Qj⇤ || and the aim is to bound the time
until rtj  ✏. Here the norm denotes the maximum diﬀerence of the Q values across all
states and joint actions. The proof of this theorem follows the Theorem 4 in Dar and
Mansour [64]. While the work of Dar and Mansour was restricted to single-agent MDPs,
our result extends the analysis of Dar and Mansour to the general-sum stochastic game
setting.
In line with the Eq. 4.10, let us consider a stochastic iterative process of the form,
j
Xt+1
(i) = (1

↵t (i))Xtj (i) + ↵t (i)((Ht Xtj )(i) + wtj (i)).

(4.12)

As mentioned in Section 4.6, let us specify = 1 2 . Also, consider a constant Qjmax
where the Qjmax denotes the maximum low-Q value possible to be obtained in the stochastic
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game by the agent j. Hence, the relation ||X0 ||  Qjmax holds. Further, let us consider
j
a sequence Dkj , with D1j = Qjmax and Dk+1
= (1
)Dkj for all k 1. By the nature of
this construction, the sequence Dkj is guaranteed to converge to 0, since at each step the
value of Dkj is being continuously multiplied by a fractional value. Now we can prove the
following result.
Lemma 12. For every k, there exists a time ⌧k such that, for any t
||Xtj ||  Dkj .
The Lemma 12 guarantees that at time t
interval [ Dkj , Dkj ].
Dij

⌧k we have

⌧k , for any i the value of ||Xtj (i)|| is in the

We can state the following lemma, where we bound the number of iterations until
 ✏.

Lemma 13. For m

1

j
ln(Qjmax /✏) we have Dm
 ✏.

Proof. Since we have that D1j = Qjmax and Dij = (1
)Dij 1 , we will need a m that satisfies
j
Dm
= Qjmax (1
)m  ✏. By taking a logarithm on both sides, we get
⇣
⌘
ln (Qjmax )(1
)m  ln(✏)
ln(Qjmax ) + m ln(1
=) ln(Qjmax )

)  ln(✏)

ln(✏) 

=) ln(Qjmax /✏)  m

m ln(1

P1

k=0

k

)

(4.13)

/k

=) 1/ ln(Qjmax /✏)  m.
In the last step we omit the higher powers since
result.

is a small fraction. This proves the

Now, we define a sequence of times ⌧k , with reference to the MA-TLQL low-level Qupdates with a polynomial learning rate. Let us define ⌧k+1 = ⌧k + L⌧k! . Here the term !
1
denotes the decay factor of the learning rate with ↵t! = (t+1)
! for ! 2 (1/2, 1). The term
!
L⌧k specifies the number of steps needed to update each state joint action pair at least ⌧k!
times. The time between the ⌧k and ⌧k+1 is denoted as the k th iteration. Now we provide a
definition for the number of times a state joint action pair is visited.
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Definition 10. Let n(s, a, t1 , t2 ) be the number of times that the state joint action pair
(s, a) was performed in the time step interval [t1 , t2 ].
Before providing the suitable bounds, we would like to provide some equations that
relate the stochastic iterative technique given in Eq. 4.12 with the Q-update in Eq 4.10.
First we provide a slightly modified definition for a stochastic game, that will be useful
for our further analysis (convey the meaning of our variables). Consider a stochastic game
that can be defined as follows:
Definition 11. A stochastic game is defined as hS, N, A, P, R, i where S is a finite set
of states, N is the finite set of agents, |N | = n, and A = A1 ⇥ . . . ⇥ An is the set of joint
actions, where Aj is the finite action set of an agent j, and a = (a1 , . . . , an ) 2 A is the joint
action where an agent j takes action aj 2 Aj . Furthermore, Pi,k (a) : S ⇥ A ⇥ S 7! [0, 1] is
the transition function that provides the probability of reaching state k from state i when all
agents are performing the joint action a 2 A in state i, R(s, a) = {R1 (s, a), . . . , Rn (s, a)}
is the set of reward functions, where Rj (s, a) : S ⇥ A 7! Rn is the reward function of the
agent j, and is the discount factor satisfying 0  < 1.
Towards the same, we define an operator H that can be represented as
(HQj )(i, a) =

P|S|

Here the b = {bj , b j }, where b

k=0

j

Pik (a)(Rj (i, a) + maxbj 2Aj Qj (k, b)).

(4.14)

denotes the joint action of all agents except the agent j.

Rewriting the Q-function with H we get,
Qjt+1 (i, a) = (1

↵t (i, a))Qjt (i, a) + ↵t (i, a)((HQjt )(i, a) + wtj (i, a)).

(4.15)

Let i be the state that is reached by performing joint action a at time t in state i and
rj (i, a) be the reward observed by the agent j at state i; then
wtj (i, a) = rj (i, a) + maxbj 2Aj Qjt (i, b)

⇣
⌘
j
j
j
j
j
P
(a)
R
(i,
a)
+
max
Q
(k,
b)
.
b 2A
t
k=0 ik
(4.16)

P|S|

From this construction wtj is bounded by Qjmax for all t and has zero expectation. Further
j
j
we will define two other sequences Wt;⌧
and Yt;⌧
where ⌧ represents some initial time. These
are given by the following equations.
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j
Wt+1;⌧
(s, a) = (1
k

j
↵t! (i))Wt;⌧
(s, a) + ↵t! (i)wtj (s, a)
k

(4.17)

j
where W⌧jk ;⌧k (s, a) = 0. The value of Wt;⌧
bounds the contributions of wtj (s, a), to the
k
value of Qjt , starting from an arbitrary ⌧k . Now we have
j
Yt+1;⌧
(s, a) = (1
k

j
↵t! (i))Yt;⌧
(s, a) + ↵t! (s, a) Dkj
k

(4.18)

where Y⌧jk ;⌧k = Dkj .
j
Next, we can state a lemma that will bound the Q-functions w.r.t the sequences Wt;⌧
k
j
and Yt;⌧
.
k

Lemma 14. For every state s and joint action a and time ⌧k , we have
j
j
Yt;⌧
(s, a) + Wt;⌧
(s, a)
k
k

Qjt (s, a)

 Qj⇤ (s, a)

(4.19)

j
j
 Yt;⌧
(s, a) + Wt;⌧
(s, a)
k
k

From the Lemma 14 we see that a bound on the diﬀerence rtj depends on the bound for
j
j
j
j
Yt;⌧
and Wt;⌧
. So we can bound Yt;⌧
and Wt;⌧
separately and two bounds together will
k
k
k
k
j
provide a bound for rt .
We first provide a result on the nature of the sequence Y⌧jk ;⌧k .
j
Lemma 15. The sequence Yt;⌧
is a monotonically decreasing sequence.
k
j
Next, we provide a bound on the value of Yt;⌧
.
k

Lemma 16. Consider the low-Q update given in Eq. 4.10, with a polynomial learning rate
j
and assume that for any t ⌧k we have Yt;⌧
(s, a)  Dk . Then for any t ⌧k + L⌧k! = ⌧k+1
k
j
we have Yt;⌧
(s, a)  Dj ( + 2e ).
k
j
From Lemma 16 we have provided a bound for the term Yt;⌧
for t = ⌧k+1 which will
k
j
automatically hold for all t ⌧k+1 , since the term Yt;⌧k is monotonically decreasing (from
Lemma 15) and deterministic (from Eq. 4.18 and Lemma 14).
j
Next we bound the term Wt;⌧
by (1
k
j
j
and Yt;⌧k (s, a), would be ( + )Dk = (1

j
Dkj . The sum of the bounds for Wt;⌧
(s, a)
k
j
j
)Dk = Dk+1 , as desired.

2
)
e

l,j
Now we state a definition for a sequence ⌘ik,t,j (s, a) and Wt;⌧
.
k
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Definition 12. Let
j
Wt;⌧
(s, a)
k

↵t! (s, a))Wtj

= (1
=

Pt

⌧k
i=1

1;⌧k (s, a)

+ ↵t! (s, a)wtj (s, a)
(4.20)

k,t,j
j
⌘i+⌧
(s, a)wi+⌧
(s, a),
k
k

where
k,t,j
!
⌘i+⌧
(s, a) = ↵i+⌧
(s, a)⇧tl=⌧k +i+1 (1
k
k

↵l! (s, a)).

j
For bounding the sequence Wt;⌧
we consider the interval t 2 [⌧k+1 , ⌧k+2 ]. First we
k
provide a lemma that bounds the coeﬃcients in this interval and bounds the influence of
wtj (s, a) in this interval.
j,t
k,t,j
j
Lemma 17. Let w̃i+⌧
(s, a) = ⌘i+⌧
(s, a)wi+⌧
(s, a), then for any t 2 [⌧k+1 , ⌧k+2 ] the
k
k
k
j
random variable w̃i+⌧k (s, a) has zero mean and bounded by (L/⌧k )! Qjmax

P
l,j
t
Now, let us define Wt;⌧
(s, a) = li=1 w̃i+⌧
(s, a). The objective is to prove that this is
k
k
a martingale diﬀerence sequence having bounded diﬀerences.

l,j
Lemma 18. For any t 2 [⌧k+1 , ⌧k+2 ] and 1  l  t we have that Wt;⌧
(s, a) is a martingale
k
sequence that satisfies
l,j
|Wt;⌧
(s, a)
k

l 1,j
Wt;⌧
(s, a)|  (L/⌧k )! Qjmax
k

(4.21)

j
The next lemma bounds the term Wt;⌧
.
k

Lemma 19. Consider the low-Q update given in Eq. 4.10, with a polynomial learning rate.
j
With probability at least 1 m we have that, for every state-joint action pair |Wt;⌧
(s, a)| 
k
2
(1 e Dk ) for any t 2 [⌧k+1 , ⌧k+2 ], i.e.
h
P r 8s, a8t 2 [⌧k+1 , ⌧k+2 ] : |Wt;⌧k (s, a)|  (1
given that

⇣ 1+3! 2,j
Qmax ln(Qjmax |S|⇧i |A|i m/(
⌧k = ⇥ ( L
2 D2
k
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(4.23)

Now that we have bounded for each iteration the time needed to achieve the desired
probability 1 m . The next lemma provides a bound for error in all iterations.
Lemma 20. Consider the low-Q update given in Eq. 4.10, with a polynomial learning
rate. With probability 1
, for every iteration k 2 [1, m] and time t 2 [⌧k+1 , ⌧k+2 ] we have
j
j
2
|Wt;⌧
(s,
a)|

(1
)
D
,
k i.e.,
k
e
h
i
j
j
2
P r 8k 2 [1, m], 8t 2 [⌧k+1 , ⌧k+2 ], 8s, a : |Wt;⌧k (s, a)|  (1 e ) Dk
1
(4.24)
given that

⇣ L1+3! Q2,j ln(Qj |S|⇧ |A| m/(
i
i
max
max
⌧0 = ⇥
2 ✏2
The next lemma solves the recurrence
Lemma 21. Let
ak+1 = ak +

Pm

1

i=0

La!k

✏))

1/!

⌘

(4.25)

L⌧i! + ⌧0 and derives the time complexity.

= a0 +

k
X

(4.26)

La!i

i=0

Then for any constant ! 2 (0, 1), ak = ⌦(a10

!

/L + L 1

1

!

((k + 1)/2) 1

1
!

).

Finally, the proof of Theorem 5 follows from Lemmas 16, 20, 13, and 21.
Specifically, from the relation in Lemma 21 substitute the value of a0 from the Lemma 20
(value of ⌧0 ), and value of k from Lemma 13 (lower bound for m). From the Lemma 16 and
Lemma 20, we see that the condition required in Lemma 14 is satisfied to provide a lower
bound.

Assuming the same action spaces for all agents (i.e. |A1 | = |A2 | = · · · = |AN | = |A|), we
note that the dependence on the number of agents is ln |A|N = N ln |A|. Overall this results
in a sub-linear dependence on the number of agents based on the value of !. Under the stated
assumptions, this result is far superior to prior works that report an exponential dependence
on the number of agents when learning in general-sum stochastic game environments (with
an arbitrary number of agents) for convergence to a Nash equilibrium [154, 234]. Further,
the dependence on the state space and action space is sub-linear (ln |S|), and the dependence
2
on the covering time is ⌦(L2! 3! + L1/1 ! ), which is a polynomial dependence.
The next theorem considers the linear learning rate case.
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Theorem 6. Let us specify that with probability at least 1 , for an agent j, ||QjT Qj⇤ ||1 
✏. The bound on the rate of convergence of low-Q, QjT , with a linear learning rate is given
by
|S|⇧i |Ai |Qjmax ⌘
2,j
⇣
j
)
Qmax Qmax ln(
1
✏
T = ⌦ (L + L + 1) ln ✏
,
(4.27)
2 ✏2 2
where is a small arbitrary positive constant satisfying  0.712.
Proof. In this proof, we first aim to show that the size of the kth iteration is L(1 + )⌧k
for some positive constant
 0.712. The covering time property guarantees that in
(1 + )L⌧k steps, each pair of state-joint actions are performed at least (1 + )⌧k times.
The sequence of times in this case is ⌧k+1 = ⌧k + (1 + )L⌧k . As in the proof of Theorem 5,
j
j
we will first bound Yt;⌧
and then bound Wt;⌧
. As in the proof of Theorem 4, we will use Q
k
k
to denote the low-Q values across this proof as well. The proof of this theorem follows the
Theorem 5 in Dar and Mansour [64]. While the work of Dar and Mansour was restricted to
single-agent MDPs, our result extends the analysis of Dar and Mansour to the general-sum
stochastic game setting.
Similar to our approach in the proof of Theorem 5, first we provide a bound on the
j
value of Yt;⌧
.
k
Lemma 22. Consider the low-Q update given in Eq. 4.10, with a linear learning rate.
j
Assume that for t ⌧k we have that Yt;⌧
(s, a)  Dkj . Then for any t ⌧k +(1+ )L⌧k = ⌧k+1
k
j
we have that Yt;⌧
(s, a)  ( + 2+2 )Dkj
k
The following lemma enables the use of Azuma’s inequality.
Lemma 23. For any t
which satisfies,

l,j
⌧k and 1  l  t we have that Wt;⌧
(s, a) is a martingale sequence,
k

l,j
|Wt;⌧
(s, a)
k

l 1,j
Wt;⌧
(s, a)| 
k

Qjmax
n(s, a, 0, t)

(4.28)

j
The following lemma provides a bound for the stochastic term Wt;⌧
.
k

Lemma 24. Consider the low-Q update given in Eq. 4.10, with a linear learning rate. With
j
probability at least 1 m we have that for every state-joint action pair |Wt;⌧
(s, a)|  2+ Dkj ,
k
for any t > ⌧k+1 and any positive constant  0.712, i.e.,
h

P r 8t 2 [⌧k+1 , ⌧k+2 ] :

j
Wt;⌧
(s, a)
k
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given that ⌧k
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i |A|i m)/(
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We have bounded for each iteration the time needed to achieve the desired probability
of 1 m . The following lemma provides a bound for the error in all the iterations.
Lemma 25. Consider the low-Q update given in Eq. 4.10, with a linear learning rate.
With probability 1
, for every iteration k 2 [1, m], time t 2 [⌧k+1 , ⌧k+2 ], and any positive
constant

j
 0.712, we have |Wt;⌧
|
k

Dkj
,
2+

i.e.,

h
j
P r 8k 2 [1, m], 8t 2 [⌧k+1 , ⌧k+2 ] : |Wt;⌧
|
k
given that ⌧0 = ⇥

⇣

j
Q2,j
max ln(Qmax |S||A|m/(
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i
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Finally, the Theorem 6 follows from Lemmas 25, 22, 13, and the fact that ak+1 =
ak + (1 + )Lak = a0 ((1 + )L + 1)k .
Specifically, substitute the value of k from Lemma 13 (lower bound for m), value of a0
from Lemma 25 (value of ⌧0 ), and see that Lemma 22 and Lemma 25 satisfy the condition
for the lower bound in Lemma 14.

Theorem 6 shows that the bound is linear in the number of agents and sub-linear in
the state and action spaces. Under the stated assumptions, this linear dependence on
the number of agents is also superior to the current state-of-the-art results that report an
exponential dependence on the number of agents when learning in general-sum stochastic
game environments [154, 234]. Note, the dependence on the covering time in Theorem 6
could be much worse than that of Theorem 5, depending on the value of Qjmax and ✏.
Since the value of ✏ is small, the dependence is certainly worse than that obtained for the
polynomial learning rate case. Also, the dependence on Qjmax is exponential as opposed to
a polynomial dependence for Theorem 5.

4.7

Experiments and Results

We consider three diﬀerent experimental domains, one each for competitive, cooperative,
and mixed settings, where each agent has access to a set of four advisors. We use neural
network implementations of MA-TLQL and MA-TLAC, along with 5 other baselines:
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DQN [167], DQfD [100], CHAT [289], ADMIRAL-DM [254], and TLQL [145]. Since CHAT
and ADMIRAL-DM assume the presence of a single advisor, we use a weighted random
policy approach for implementing these two algorithms in the multiple-advisor setting, as
done in [145]. If diﬀerent advisors provide diﬀerent actions at the same state, each action
is weighted based on the number of advisors suggesting that action. For DQfD, during
pre-training [100], we populate the replay buﬀer using advisor demonstrations from all the
available advisors. For all our experiments, we will describe the critical details here, while
the complete description is in Appendix B.2. All the experiments are repeated 30 times,
with averages and standard deviations reported. For statistical significance we use the
unpaired 2-sided t test and report p-values, where p < 0.05 is considered significant. The
tests compare the highest performing algorithm (typically MA-TLQL) with the second-best
baseline and best/average advisor performance. Appendix B.3 provides the hyperparameter
details. and Appendix B.4 contains the wall clock times.
We conduct a total of seven experiments. Experiments 1–4 use the competitive, twoagent version of Pommerman [203] that we considered in Chapter 3. To recall, this is a
complex environment, with each state containing roughly 200 elements related to agent
position and special features (e.g., bombs). The reward function is sparse: agents only
receive a terminal reward of { 1, 0, +1}. The experiments are conducted in two phases.
In the first phase (training), our algorithms and the baseline algorithms train against a
standard DQN opponent for 50,000 episodes, where we plot the cumulative rewards obtained.
During this phase, algorithms can use advisors to accelerate training. In the second phase
(execution), we test the performance of the trained policies against DQN for 1000 episodes,
where we plot the win rate (fraction of games won) for each algorithm. During this phase,
agents cannot access advisors, take no exploratory actions, and do not learn. All advisors
pertaining to these experiments are rule-based agents.
Experiment 1: Our first experiment uses a set of four advisors ranked in terms of quality
from Advisor 1 to Advisor 4. Here, Advisor 1 is the best advisor, capable of teaching
the agent all skills needed to win the game of Pommerman, and Advisor 4 only suggests
random actions. In Pommerman, there is a fixed set of six skills that an agent needs to
master to be able to win [203]. Since this set of advisors can teach all these skills, we say
the agent has access to a suﬃcient set of advisors. We plot the training and execution
performances in Figure 4.2(a) and (b) respectively, including the performance of the best
and average advisors (average of all Advisors 1–4) against DQN. MA-TLQL gives the
best performance (p < 0.01) and is the only algorithm providing a better performance
than the best advisor (p < 0.11) in both training and execution. MA-TLAC performs
better than the average advisor (p < 0.04). None of the others show better performances
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(a) Training

(b) Execution

Figure 4.2: Results of two-agent version of Pommerman with four suﬃcient advisors of
diﬀerent quality.
than the average advisor. CHAT and ADMIRAL-DM are not capable of leveraging and
distinguishing amongst a set of advisors. DQfD uses pre-training, which is not very eﬀective
in the non-stationary multi-agent context. Learning from online advising is preferable in
MARL. Also, DQfD and CHAT are independent techniques that are not actively tracking
the opponent’s performance. While TLQL is capable of learning from multiple advisors, its
independent nature in addition to coupling of advisor values with the RL policy reduces
its eﬀectiveness in multi-agent environments. MA-TLQL gives a better performance than
MA-TLAC (p < 0.01). As noted previously, the Q-learning family of algorithms tends to
induce a positive bias while using the maximum action value, which leads to providing
the best possible response [280]. This explains the superior performance of MA-TLQL.
We conclude that MA-TLQL is capable of leveraging a set of good and bad advisors.
Further, the training results in Figure 4.2(a) show that MA-TLQL is able to learn a better
policy faster than the baselines by using advisors (p < 0.01). The evaluation results in
Figure 4.2(b) show that amongst all algorithms trained for the same number of episodes,
MA-TLQL provides the best performance, when deployed without any advisors (p < 0.01).
Both observations point to better sample eﬃciency in MA-TLQL. Additional experiments
in Section 4.8 show that MA-TLQL comes to relying more on good advisors than poor
advisors as compared to the other baselines.
Experiment 2: We use the same domain as in Experiment 1, but with a diﬀerent set of
advisors. Now, all four advisors can teach strictly diﬀerent Pommerman skills. For example,
Advisor 1 can teach how to escape the enemy (and nothing else), and Advisor 2 can teach
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(a) Training

(b) Execution

Figure 4.3: Results of two-agent version of Pommerman with four suﬃcient advisors of
similar quality.
how to obtain necessary power-ups (and nothing else — full details are in Appendix B.2).
These advisors provide psuedo-random action advice in states outside their expertise. This
set of advisors is also a suﬃcient set. Now, learning agents must decide what advisor to listen
to in the current state. From the training and execution results in Figure 4.3(a) and (b),
we see that MA-TLQL gives the best overall performance (p < 0.02), exceeding the average
performance of the four advisors (p < 0.05). Since all four advisors have similar quality, and
none of the advisors dominates the others, we only choose to use the average performance
of the four advisors in this experiment for comparison (the performance diﬀerences between
advisors are small). We conclude that MA-TLQL is capable of leveraging the combined
knowledge of a set of advisors with diﬀerent individual expertise, at diﬀerent time steps,
during learning. MA-TLQL is also capable of learning faster than other baselines during
the training phase, and providing a better performance as compared to the other baselines
during the execution phase, consistent with our observations in Experiment 1.
Experiment 3: We use the same domain as in Experiment 1 but with a diﬀerent set
of four advisors. These advisors are similar to the set of advisors in our first experiment,
where Advisor 1 gives the best advice throughout the domain, and Advisor 4 is random.
However, this set of advisors is not capable of teaching all the strategies (i.e, Pommerman
skills) needed to win in Pommerman, and compose an insuﬃcient set (more details in
Appendix B.2). It is critical for agents to learn from the environment in addition to the
advisors. Training and execution results in Figure 4.4 shows the superior performance
of MA-TLQL, the only algorithm that outperforms the best advisor (p < 0.05) and all
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(a) Training

(b) Execution

Figure 4.4: Results of two-agent version of Pommerman with four insuﬃcient advisors of
diﬀerent quality.
baselines (p < 0.02). Surprisingly, TLQL performs better than MA-TLAC (p < 0.02),
likely due to the positive bias of Q-learning. This experiment reinforces the observation
that MA-TLQL is capable of learning from good advisors and avoids bad advisors (also
see Section 4.8). Since MA-TLQL clearly outperforms the best advisor, this experiment
demonstrates that MA-TLQL can learn from both, advisors and through direct interactions
with the environment, hence having a much improved sample eﬃciency as compared to other
algorithms that learn only from the environment. This is observed during both training
and execution.
Experiment 4: This experiment is similar to Experiment 2: four advisors have similar
quality, but each understands a diﬀerent Pommerman skill. However, our set of advisors
in this experiment are insuﬃcient to teach all the skills in Pommerman, and the agent
must also learn from the environment. Figure 4.5 shows the training and execution results.
We observe that MA-TLQL is capable of leveraging the advisor and learning from the
environment to obtain the best performance, compared to the baselines (p < 0.04) and
advisors (p < 0.05). Experiment 4 also shows that MA-TLQL learns from both, advisors
and direct environmental interactions. It also leverages the combined expertise of advisors.
This makes it more sample eﬃcient than prior algorithms.
Experiment 5: We now switch to a four-agent version of Pommerman, which is two
vs. two. To recall, this domain was already considered in Chapter 3. This domain is a
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(a) Training

(b) Execution

Figure 4.5: Results of two-agent version of Pommerman with four insuﬃcient advisors of
similar quality.
mixed setting as agents need to learn cooperative as well as competitive skills. Overall, this
is a more complex domain with a larger state space. We consider four suﬃcient advisors
of diﬀerent quality, similar to Experiment 1. We conduct two phases — training (for
50,000 episodes) and execution (for 1000 episodes). The training and execution results in
Figure 4.6 show that MA-TLQL provides the best performance compared to the baselines
(p < 0.04) but does not perform better than the best available advisor. Since this is a
more complex domain, MA-TLQL needs a larger training period for learning good policies.
However, MA-TLQL still performs better than the average performance of the four advisors
(p < 0.03). We conclude that although MA-TLQL’s performance suﬀers in the more diﬃcult
mixed setting, it still outperforms all the other baselines and is still capable of distinguishing
between good and bad advisors (see also Section 4.8). From both training and execution
results in Figure 4.6, we note that MA-TLQL has a superior sample eﬃciency as compared
to the other baselines.
Experiment 6: This experiment switches to the cooperative Pursuit domain [89], that
we used in Chapter 3. To recall, in this environment, there are eight pursuer learning agents
that learn to capture a set of 30 randomly moving targets (evaders). There are subtle
diﬀerences in the current setting as compared to that considered in Chapter 3 (complete
details about this setting are in Appendix B.2). We use four pretrained DQN networks
as the advisors, learning for 500, 1000, 1500, and 2000 episodes, respectively. We again
have two phases — training and execution. During the training phase, all algorithms are
trained for 2000 episodes. The trained networks are then used in the execution phase for
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(a) Training

(b) Execution

Figure 4.6: Results of the mixed setting (team version of Pommerman).
100 episodes with no further training or influence from advisors. Figure 4.7(a) plots the
average rewards obtained during training and the Figure 4.7(b) plots the number of targets
captured in the execution phase, where MA-TLQL shows the best performance (p < 0.03).
Hence, MA-TLQL can outperform all baselines in a cooperative environment as well.
Experiment 7: This final experiment considers a mixed cooperative-competitive PredatorPrey environment which is a part of the Multi Particle Environment (MPE) suite [156].
Our implementation uses a discrete action space and a continuous state space (more details
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(a) Training

(b) Execution

Figure 4.7: Results in a fully cooperative Pursuit game.

(a) Training

(b) Execution

Figure 4.8: Results in a mixed CTDE based setting (Predator-Prey)
in Appendix B.2). There are a total of eight predators trying to capture eight prey (prey
are not removed, but respawned upon capture). In our experiment, each algorithm trains
the predators while the prey is trained using a standard DQN opponent. The experiments
have two phases of training and execution, which is modelled as a CTDE setting. Here
each agent obtains information about the actions and rewards of all other agents during
training, but only has local observation during execution. Since this environment requires
decentralization during execution, we omit the fully centralized MA-TLQL and ADMIRALDM. We also omit DQfD since it gave poor performances previously. As in Experiment 6,
we use four pretrained DQN (predator) networks as advisors (trained for 1000, 2000, 7000,
and 12000 episodes). The training phase is conducted for 12000 episodes and the execution
is conducted for 100 episodes. The execution results in Figure 4.8(b) plots the average
prey captured by each algorithm, which shows that MA-TLAC performs better than other
algorithms (p < 0.03). Further, training results in Figure 4.8(a) show that MA-TLAC
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is the most sample eﬃcient compared to other algorithms as it is able to leverage the
available advisors better than the other algorithms. MA-TLAC quickly outperforms all
other algorithms during training (p < 0.03).
From all the p-values across the seven experiments, we note that most of our observations
are statistically significant. Despite observing MA-TLQL outperforming the best advisor in
many of the experiments, some of these comparisons are not statistically significant (i.e.,
p 0.05).
To summarize, Table 4.1 provides a brief description of all of our experimental settings
along with the associated configuration of advisors.

4.8

Frequency Of Listening To Advisors

This section plots the frequency of listening to each advisor in some of our experiments.
We would like to show that the MA-TLQL listens more to the good advisor and avoids
the bad advisor more than other related baselines. For these experiments, we consider
the TLQL [145] and ADMIRAL-DM [289] algorithms for comparison. Since the CHAT
implementation uses the same method to choose advisors as ADMIRAL-DM (weighted
random policy approach), we will omit CHAT for these results (performance is similar to
ADMIRAL-DM). DQfD uses pretraining and does not choose advisors in an online fashion;
hence we omit DQfD for these experiments as well.

(a) Good Advisor (Advisor 1)

(b) Bad Advisor (Advisor 4)

Figure 4.9: Frequency of listening to advisors in the two-agent Pommerman experiment
with four suﬃcient advisors of diﬀerent quality (Experiment 1).
We consider our first experiment in Section 4.7 (Experiment 1), where we had a set
of four suﬃcient advisors of diﬀerent quality. The first advisor (Advisor 1) had a better
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Exp

Domain

Type

Advisors

1

Two-agent
Pommerman

Competitive

4 suﬃcient advisors 2
with diﬀerent quality

2

Two-agent
Pommerman

Competitive

4 suﬃcient advisors 2
with similar quality

3

Two-agent
Pommerman

Competitive

4 insuﬃcient advisors 2
with diﬀerent quality

4

Two-agent
Pommerman

Competitive

4 insuﬃcient advisors 2
with similar quality

5

Four-agent
Pommerman

Mixed

4 suﬃcient advisors 4
with diﬀerent quality

6

Pursuit SISL

Cooperative

4 insuﬃcient advisors
with diﬀerent quality

8

7

Predator-Prey Mixed (CTDE)
MPE

4 insuﬃcient advisors
with diﬀerent quality

8

Table 4.1: Description of experimental settings.
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# of
training
agents

quality than the others, and the agents must listen more to this advisor. On the other hand,
Advisor 4 only suggested random actions and the agents are expected to avoid listening
to this advisor. In Figure 4.9(a), we plot a curve that corresponds to the percentage of
time steps an algorithm listened to Advisor 1 out of all the time steps the algorithm had
an oppourtunity to listen to one of the available advisors. From the plots, we see that
MA-TLQL listens more (compared to the other baselines) to this advisor (Advisor 1) from
the beginning until the end of training. Since the MA-TLQL uses an ensemble technique to
choose an advisor, this gives it a distinct advantage in the early stages of training. Further,
since MA-TLQL performs an explicit evaluation of the advisors independent of the RL
policy, it manages to listen more to the correct advisor as compared to other baselines.
MA-TLAC also listens more to the good advisor as compared to the other baselines (TLQL,
ADMIRAL-DM). Since TLQL couples the advisor evaluation with the RL policy, it listens
a lot less to the good advisor as compared to MA-TLQL. Also, TLQL considers the RL
policy as part of the high-level table, which makes it less reliant on advisors. This could be
a problem when good advisors are available. In Figure 4.9(b), we plot the percentage of
each algorithm listening to the bad advisor (Advisor 4). We see that MA-TLQL has the
least dependence on this advisor as compared to all other algorithms. This reinforces our
observation that MA-TLQL is most likely to choose to listen to the correct advisors in this
multi-agent setting.

(a) Good Advisor (Advisor 1)

(b) Bad Advisor (Advisor 4)

Figure 4.10: Frequency of listening to advisors in the two-agent Pommerman experiment
with four insuﬃcient advisors of diﬀerent quality (Experiment 3).
We plot the percentage of listening to Advisor 1 and Advisor 4 in Experiment 3 from
Section 4.7 that had an insuﬃcient set of four advisors of decreasing quality. The results in
Figure 4.10(a) and (b) show that MA-TLQL listens more to the good advisor and less to
the bad advisor, same as our observations for Experiment 1.
Similarly, we plot the percentages of listening to the good and bad advisor in the
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(a) Good Advisor (Advisor 1)

(b) Bad Advisor (Advisor 4)

Figure 4.11: Frequency of listening to advisors in the team Pommerman experiment with
four suﬃcient advisors of diﬀerent quality (Experiment 5).
Pommerman team environment (mixed setting) used in Experiment 5 in Figure 4.11(a) and
(b). Here we plot the results for one of the two pommerman agents playing in the same
team (the other agent’s results are similar). Once again, we note that MA-TLQL listens
more to the correct advisor than the other algorithms and better avoids the bad advisors
compared to the other algorithms.

4.9

Conclusion

This chapter provided a principled approach for learning from multiple independent advisors
in MARL. Inspired by Li et al. [145], we present a two-level architecture for multi-agent
environments. We discuss two limitations in TLQL and address these limitations in our
approach. Also, we provide a fixed point guarantee and sample complexity bounds regarding
the learning of MA-TLQL. Additionally, we provided an actor-critic implementation that
can work in the CTDE paradigm. Further, we performed an extensive experimental analysis
of MA-TLQL and MA-TLAC in cooperative, competitive, and mixed settings, where we
show that these algorithms are capable of suitably leveraging a set of advisors, and provide
a better performance as compared to relevant baselines.
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Chapter 5
Multi Type Mean Field Reinforcement
Learning
Mean field theory provides an eﬀective way of scaling multi-agent reinforcement learning
algorithms to environments with many agents that can be abstracted by a virtual mean
agent. In this chapter, we extend mean field multi-agent algorithms to multiple types.
The types enable the relaxation of a core assumption in mean field reinforcement learning,
which is that all agents in the environment are playing almost similar strategies and have
the same goal. We conduct experiments on three diﬀerent testbeds for the field of many
agent reinforcement learning, based on the standard MAgents framework. We consider two
diﬀerent kinds of mean field environments: a) Games where agents belong to predefined
types that are known a priori and b) Games where the type of each agent is unknown and
therefore must be learned based on observations. We introduce new algorithms for each
type of game and demonstrate their superior performance over state-of-the-art algorithms
that assume that all agents belong to the same type and other baseline algorithms in the
MAgent framework.
The contributions of this chapter are summarized as follows:
• Principled approach to learning in heterogeneous agent environments using mean-field
multi-agent reinforcement learning algorithms. The approach groups agents into types,
where agents are homogeneous within a type, but heterogeneous across types.
• Practical mean field reinforcement learning algorithms for learning in two type-based
environments:
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– Known types: Agent types are known to all agents (common knowledge) upfront.
– Unknown type: Types of others are unknown/unavailable and need to be determined during training.
• Theoretical performance bounds and convergence analysis for the provided algorithms.
• Experimental illustrations of performances of the provided mean field algorithms in heterogeneous many agent environments, along with demonstrated superior performances
as compared to standard baselines.
The core contents of this chapter have been published as a full paper in AAMAS2020 [248] and is available on arXiv [249].

5.1

Introduction

As discussed previously, the current MARL algorithms implemented for many agents involve
the mean field theory and require some strong assumptions about the game environment
to perform adequately. The important mean field approximation reduces a many agent
problem into a simplified two agent problem where all the other participating agents are
approximated as a single mean field. This mean field approximation, however, would be
valid only for scenarios where all the agents in the environment can be considered similar to
each other in objectives and abilities (i.e., fully homogeneous). Real world applications often
have a set of agents that are diverse, and therefore it is virtually impossible to aggregate
them into a single mean field.
In this chapter, we introduce the concept of multiple types to model agent diversity in
mean field approximation for many agent reinforcement learning. The types are groupings
applied to other agents in the environment in such a way that agents of the same “type”
are “similar” in the sense that they play similar strategies and have similar goals. They are
considered to be homogeneous, and the mean field approximation can be applied. Now, the
modelling agent can consider each type to be a distinct agent, which has to be modelled
separately. Within each type, the mean field approximation should still be reasonable as
the agents within one particular type are more related to each other than other agents
from diﬀerent types. Thus, the many agent interaction is eﬀectively reduced to M agent
interactions where M is the number of types. Note that this is more complex than the
simple two agent interaction considered by previous research and this can approximate a
real world dynamic environment in a much better way.
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Most real world applications for many agent reinforcement learning can be broadly
classified into two categories. The first category involves applications where we have
predefined types and the type of each agent is known a priori. Some common applications
include games with multiple teams (like quiz competitions), multiple party elections with
coalitions, airline price analysis with multiple airlines forming an alliance beforehand,
etc. We call these applications predefined known type scenarios. The other category are
applications that involve a large number of agents that may have diﬀerent policies due to
diﬀerences in their rewards, actions or observations. Common examples are demand and
supply scenarios, stock trading scenarios, etc., where one type of agent may be risk averse
while another type may be risk seeking. We call these applications pre-defined unknown
type scenarios, since there are no true underlying types like the previous case and a suitable
type therefore must be assigned through observations.

5.2

Background

Mean field theory approximates many agent interactions in a multi-agent environment into
two agent interactions [136] where the second agent corresponds to the mean eﬀect of all
the other agents. This allows domains with many agents that were previously considered
intractable to be revisited and scalable approximate solutions to be devised [162, 303].
Mean field reinforcement learning (MFRL) applies mean field approximation to stochastic
games [303]. In the paper by Yang et al. [303], the multi-agent Q function for stochastic
games is decomposed additively into local Q functions that capture pairwise interactions:
1 X j
Qj (s, a) = j
Q (s, aj , ak ).
(5.1)
n
k2⌘(j)

Here nj is the number of neighbours of the agent j and ⌘(j) is the index set of neighbouring
agents. As specified in Yang et al. [303], in many agent environments each agent may be
impacted only by a finite number of agents that are “closer” (according to some distance
measure) to the state of an agent. For instance, in battle environments, nearby agents
pose a greater threat than far away agents (which may not pose any threat). This zone of
influence for an agent is defined as neighbourhood in this dissertation 1 .
Notably, Yang et al. [303] showed that the pairwise decomposition can be well approximated by the mean field Q function Qj (s, a) ⇡ QjM F (s, aj , aj ) under the condition of fully
1

Note that it may not be possible to specify concrete neighbourhoods in some environments, in which
case the entire environment will constitute the neighbourhood (i.e., all agents in the environment may
impact the learning of each individual agent).
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homogeneous agents.PThe mean action aj on the neighbourhood ⌘(j) of the agent j is
expressed as aj = n1j k2⌘(j) ak where ak is the action of each neighbour k. In the case of
discrete actions, ak is a one-hot vector encoding and aj is a vector of fractions corresponding
to the probability that each action may be executed by an agent at random.
The mean field Q function can be updated in a recurrent manner as follows,
Qjt+1 (s, aj , aj ) = (1

↵)Qjt (s, aj , aj ) + ↵[rj + vtj (s0 )]

(5.2)

where rj is the reward obtained. The s, s0 are the old and new states respectively. ↵t is the
learning rate and denotes the discount factor. The value function vtj (s0 ) for agent j at
time t is given by,
vtj (s0 ) =

X
aj

⇡tj (aj |s0 , aj ) Ea

j
i

⇠⇡i,tj

Qjt (s0 , aj , aj ).

(5.3)

Here, the term aj denotes the mean action of all the other agents apart
P from j. The mean
action for all the agents is first calculated using the relation, aj = N1j k ak , ak ⇠ ⇡tk (·|s, ak ),
where ⇡tk is the policy of the agent k at time t, and ak represents the previous mean action for
the neighbours of the agent k. N j denotes the total number of agents in the neighbourhood
of the agent j. Then, the Boltzmann policy for each agent j is calculated using , which is
the Boltzmann softmax parameter,

5.3

⇡tj (aj |s, aj ) = P

exp( Qjt (s, aj , aj ))
.
j
j 0 , aj ))
0
exp(
Q
(s,
a
j
j
t
a 2A

(5.4)

Mean Field MARL and Types

We consider environments where there are M types that the neighbouring agents can be
classified into. In this chapter, we assume that the Q function decomposes additively
according to a partition of the agents into X j subsets that each include one representative
agent of each type. This decomposition can be viewed as a generalization of pairwise
decompositions to multiple types since each term depends on a representative from each
type.
Let the standard multi-agent Q function be Qj (s, a), then,
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j

X
1 X j
Q (s, a) = j
[Q (s, aj , ak1i , ak2i , . . . , akMi )].
X i=1
j

(5.5)

Here we have a total of M types and akm denotes the action of agent k belonging to type m
in the neighbourhood of agent j. Notice that this representation of the Q function given in
Eq. 5.5 includes the interaction with each one of the types and is not a simple pairwise
interaction as done by Yang et al. [303]. Let us assume that we have a scheme in which we
can classify each agent into one of these subsets. Note that we do not need each group to
contain an equal number of agents as we can always make a new subset that contains one
agent of a type and other agents to be place holder agents (dead agents) of other types.
We will relax this requirement of decomposition shortly and in practice we do not need to
make these subsets at all.

5.3.1

Mean Field Approximation

We assume discrete action spaces and use a one hot representation of the actions as in Yang
et al. [303]. The one hot action of each agent k belonging to type m in the neighbourhood
of agent j is represented as akmm = ajm + ˆj,km where ajm is the mean action of all agents in
the neighbourhood of agent j belonging to type m and ˆj,km is the deviation between the
action of an agent and the mean action of its type.
Let j,ki = [ ˆj,k1 ; ˆj,k2 ; · · · ; ˆj,kM ] be a vector obtained by the concatenation of all such
deviations of the agents in the neighbourhood of the agent j belonging to each of the M
types (all agents of a single subset). Similar to [303], we apply Taylor’s theorem to expand
the Q function in Equation 5.5 to get,
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Qj (s, a) =
=

1
Xj

1
Xj

PX j

i=1 [Q

PX j

i=1

j

Qj (s, aj , ak1i , ak2i , . . . , akMi )

(s, aj , aj1 , . . . , ajM )

+raj ,...,aj Qj (s, aj , aj1 , . . . , ajM ) ·
1

+ 12

j,ki

M

j,ki

· r2ãj ,...,ãj Qj (s, aj , ãj1 , . . . , ãjM ) ·
1

j,ki

]

M

= Qj (s, aj , aj1 , . . . , ajM )
+raj ,...,aj Qj (s, aj , aj1 , aj2 , . . . , ajM ) · [ X1j
1

+ 2X1 j

M

PX j

i=1 [

j,ki

j,k

i=1

1

]
j,ki

]

M

1
2X j

PX j

j
ki
i=1 [Rs,aj (a )]

· r2ãj ,...,ãj Qj (s, aj , ãj1 , ãj2 , . . . , ãjM ) ·
1

j,ki

· r2ãj ,...,ãj Qj (s, aj , ãj1 , ãj2 , . . . , ãjM ) ·

= Qj (s, aj , aj1 , . . . , ajM ) +
j
k
where Rs,a
j (a ) ,

PX j

⇡ Qj (s, aj , aj1 , . . . , ajM )
j,k

M

P j j,ki
which is the Taylor polynomial remainder. The summation term [ X1j X
] sums out to
i=1
j
0. Finally, if we ignore the remainder terms Rs,aj , we obtain the following approximation,
Qj (s, a) ⇡ QjMTMF (s, aj , aj1 , . . . , ajM ).

(5.6)

The magnitude of this approximation depends on the deviation ˆj,km between each
action akmm and its mean field approximation ājm . More precisely, weP
can quantify the overall
eﬀect of the mean field approximation by the average deviation k || ˆk ||2 /N . Theorems
7 and 8 show that the average deviation is reduced as we increase the number of types
and Theorem 9 provides an explicit bound on the approximation in Eq. 5.6 based on the
average deviation.
Theorem 7. When there are two types in the environment, but they have been considered to
be the same type, the average deviation induced by the mean field approximation is bounded
as follows,
P

k

|| ˆk ||2
K1
K2
K1
K2

✏1 +
✏2 +
↵1 +
↵2
N
N
N
N
N
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(5.7)

where N denotes the total number of agents in the environment; K1 and K2 denote the
total number of agents of types 1 and 2, respectively; ✏1 and ✏2 are bounds on the average
deviation for agents of types 1 and 2 respectively.
1
(
K1

P

k1

a1 ||2 )  ✏1 ; K12 (

||ak1

P

k2

||ak2

a2 ||2 )  ✏2

Similarly, ↵1 and ↵2 denote the errors induced by using a single type (instead of two
types) in the mean field approximation.
↵1 = ||a1

a||2 ; ↵2 = ||a2

(5.8)

a||2

Furthermore, ak1 denotes an action of an agent belonging to type 1 and ak2 denotes
an action of an agent belonging to type 2. Here a denotes the mean field action of all the
agents, a1 denotes the mean action of all agents of type 1 and a2 denotes the mean action
of all agents of type 2.
Proof. Since we have considered every agent to belong to only one type, the deviation
between the agent’s action and the overall mean action is the error estimate. Hence, we
will have the following,
P
P

k

|| ˆk ||2
N

1
(
N

=

k

|| ˆk ||2
N

P

k1

=

P

||ak1

k

||aj aj ||2
N

a|| +

P

k2

||ak2

a||).

The superscript (j) and subscript (2) has been dropped for simplicity.
P

=

1
(
N



1
(
N

=

1
(
N



K1
✏
N 1

||ak1

a1 + a1

||ak1

a1 || +

k1

||ak1

a1 || + K1 ||a1

+

K2
✏
N 2

k1

P

P

k1

+

K1
↵
N 1

a|| +

P

+

k1

||a1

K2
↵.
N 2

P

k2

||ak2

a|| +

a|| +

P

P
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k2

a2 + a2
k2

||ak2

||ak2

a||)
a2 || +

P

k2

a2 || + K2 ||a2

||a2
a||)

a||)
(5.9)

Theorem 8. When there are two types in the environment, and they have been considered to
be diﬀerent types, the average deviation induced by the mean field approximation is bounded
as follows,
P

k

|| ˆk ||2
K1
K2

✏1 +
✏2 .
N
N
N

(5.10)

The variables have the same meaning as in Theorem 7.
Proof. In this scenario we will have,
P

=

k

|| ˆk ||2
N

K1
N

P

=

k1

1
(
N

P

k1

||ak1 a1 ||2
K1

||ak1
+

K2
N

a1 ||2 +
P

k2

P

k2

||ak2 a2 ||2
K2

||ak2



K1
✏
N 1

a2 ||2 )
+

(5.11)

K2
✏.
N 2

We presented Theorems 7 and 8 to demonstrate the reduction in the bound on the
average deviation as we increase the number of types from 1 to 2. Similar derivations can
be performed to demonstrate that the bounds on the average deviation decrease as we
increase the number of types (regardless of the true number of types).
Let ✏ be a bound on the average deviation achieved based on a certain number of types:
|| a||2
 ✏. The following theorem bounds the error of the approximate mean field Q
X
function as a function of ✏ and the smoothness L of the exact Q function.
PX

k=1

Theorem 9. When the Q function is additively decomposable according to Equation 5.5, and
it is L-smooth, then the Multi Type Mean Field Q function provides a good approximation
bounded by
1
|Qj (s, a) QjMTMF (s, aj , āj1 , . . . , ājM )|  L✏.
(5.12)
2
Proof. We rewrite the expression for the Q function as Q(a) , Qj (s, aj , aj1 , aj2 , · · · , ajM ).
Suppose that Q is L-smooth, where its gradient rQ is Lipschitz-continous with constant L
such that for all a, a,
||rQ(a)

rQ(a)||2  L||a
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a||2

(5.13)

where ||.||2 indicates the l2 -norm. Note that all the eigenvalues of r2 Q can be bounded
in the symmetric interval [ L, L]. As the Hessian matrix r2 Q is real symmetric and
hence diagonalizable, there exists an orthogonal matrix U such that U T [r2 Q]U = ⇤ ,
diag[ 1 , . . . , D ]. It then follows that,
a · r2 Q · a = [U a]T ⇤[U a] =
with
L||U a||2 

PD

i=1

i [U

PD

i [U

i=1

a]2i

a]2i  L||U a||2 .

(5.14)

(5.15)

Let, ˆm a = ajm ajm , consistent with the previous definition. Recall that the term is
then a = [ ˆ1 a; ˆ2 a; · · · ; ˆM a], where a is the one-hot encoding for D actions, and a is a
D-dimensional categorical distribution. Then, it can be shown that,
(5.16)

||U ( a)||2 = || a||2 .

PX
j
1
k
Consider the term 2X
k=1 Rs,aj (a ). Since L is the maximum eigenvalue, from Equation
5.14 (with a slight abuse of notation),
R = a · r2 Q · a = [U a]T ⇤[U a] =

X

i [U

i

a]2i  L||U a||2 .

(5.17)

Therefore, from Equation 5.16:
R  L||U a||2 = L|| a||2 .

(5.18)

1 X
L X || a||2
L✏
R

.
2X k
2 k
X
2

(5.19)

Thus,

Thus, in this chapter, we modify the mean field Q function to include a finite number
of types that each have a corresponding mean field. The Q function then considers a finite
number of interactions across types.
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5.3.2

Mean Field Update

The mean action aji represents the mean action of the neighbours of agent j belonging to
type i. As in the paper by Yang et al. [303], the mean field Q function can be updated in a
recurrent manner,
Qjt+1 (s, aj , aj1 , . . . , ajM ) = (1

↵)Qjt (s, aj , aj1 , . . . , ajM ) + ↵[rj + vtj (s0 )]

(5.20)

where rj is the reward obtained. The s and s0 are the old and new states respectively. ↵t is
the learning rate. The value function vtj (s0 ) for agent j at time t is given by,
vtj (s0 ) =

P

aj

⇡tj (aj |s0 , aj1 , . . . , ajM ) Ea

j ⇠⇡

j
t

[Qjt (s0 , aj , aj1 , . . . , ajM )]

(5.21)

Here, the term aji denotes the mean action of all the other agents apart from j belonging to
type i. In all of our implementations, the mean action for all the types is first calculated
using the relation
aji =

1 X k k
ai , ai ⇠ ⇡tk (·|s, ak1 , . . . , akM )
j
Ni k

(5.22)

where ⇡tk is the policy of agent k (in j’s neighbourhood) and aki represents the previous
mean action for the neighbours of agent k belonging to type i. Nij is the total number of
agents of type i in j’s neighbourhood. Then, the Boltzmann policy for each agent j is
⇡tj (aj |s, aj1 , . . . , ajM )
where

exp( Qjt (s, aj , aj1 , . . . , ajM ))
=P
j
j
j
j0
aj 0 2Aj exp( Qt (s, a , a1 , . . . , aM ))

(5.23)

is the Boltzmann softmax parameter.

By iterating through Equations 5.21, 5.22 and 5.23, the mean actions and respective
policies of all agents keep improving. We prove in Theorem 11 that this approach converges
to a fixed point within a small bounded distance of the Nash equilibrium. In Appendix C.1,
we give a specific example for a case in which the Multi Type Mean Field algorithm does
better than the simple mean field method.
We first make three mild assumptions about the Multi Type Mean Field update and
then state a lemma and prove a theorem for stochastic processes before giving Theorem 11.
These assumptions are Assumption 1, 2, and 5 already specified in Chapter 3. For the
rest of the section, we provide the proofs for all our theorems here, while the poofs of the
lemmas used in these theorems can be found in Appendix C.3.
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Lemma 26. Under Assumption 5, the Nash operator H N ash forms a contraction mapping
under the complete metric space from Q to Q with the fixed point being the Nash Q value
of the entire game (Q⇤ ), i.e., H N ash Q⇤ = Q⇤ .
Proof. Refer to Theorem 17 in [104] for a detailed proof.
We define a new operator H M T M F which is the Multi Type Mean Field operator. We
diﬀerentiate this from the Nash operator used above. This operator is defined as (where
Q , [Q1 , . . . , QN ]),
H M T M F Q(s, a) , Es0 ⇠p [r(s, a) + vM T M F (s0 )].

(5.24)

The Multi Type Mean Field value function can be defined as vM T M F (s) , [v 1 (s), . . . , v N (s)].
This is the value function obtained from Equation 5.21. Also, r(s, a) = [r1 (s, a), . . . , rN (s, a)].
Now using the same principle of Lemma 26 on the Multi Type Mean Field operator, we
can show that the Multi Type Mean Field operator also forms a contraction mapping
(additionally refer to Proposition 1 in Yang et al. [303]).
Theorem 10. The random process
t+1 (x)

t

defined in R as

= (1

↵)

t (x)

+ ↵Ft (x)

converges to a constant S with probability 1 (w.p.t 1) when
P
P
1)
0  ↵  1, t ↵ = 1, t ↵2 < 1
x 2 X ; |X | < 1

2)

(5.25)
(5.26)
(5.27)

where X is the set of possible states,
3)
where

|| E[Ft (x)|Ft ]||w  ||

t ||w

+K

(5.28)

2
t ||w )

(5.29)

2 [0, 1) and K is finite.
4)

with constant K2 > 0 and finite.

var[Ft (x)|Ft ]  K2 (1 + ||

Here Ft denotes the filtration of an increasing sequence of -fields including the history
of processes; ↵t , t , Ft 2 Ft and || · ||w is a weighted maximum norm. The value of this
constant S = C1↵+↵|K|
where 2 (0, 1) and C1 is the value with which the scale invariant
0
iterative process is bounded. 0 is the scale factor applied to the original process.
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Proof. This lemma follows from Theorem 1 in [111].
First, we state a result pertaining to stochastic processes, and then we proceed to use
this in the proof.
Lemma 27. If we have a stochastic process of the form
yn+1

(5.30)

pyn = d

where n goes from 0 to 1, then the general solution of this process can be given by
if p = 1 :
yn = dn + a;
(5.31)

if p 6= 1 :
yn =

d
1 p

+ (a

d
)pn
1 p

where y0 = a.
Now from Lemma 27, notice that if we want a general stochastic process of that form to
converge we need the coeﬃcient p to be a fraction (as we take a limit to 1 in the solution
only a p which is a fraction will give a converged result). Note that this result only needs d
to be finite, and it can be any finite number. If we iterate to infinity then we can apply the
limit to the solution which will converge to yn = 1 d p .
Next, we introduce three lemmas that will build over successively and clarify ties to the
literature in stochastic iterative techniques [111]. Once these three results are provided, the
proof of the theorem will follow from them.
Lemma 28. A random process
wn+1 (x) = (1

↵n (x))wn (x) +
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n (x)rn (x)

(5.32)

converges to zero w.p.1, if the following conditions are satisfied:
P
P 2
1)
↵
(x)
=
1,
n
n
n ↵n (x) < 1,
P

n

n (x)

= 1 and

uniformly over x w.p.1
2)

E{rn (x)|Pn ,

n}

P

n

2
n (x)

<1

=0

and E{rn2 (x)|Pn ,

n}

(5.33)
C

w.p.1, where
Pn = {wn , wn 1 , . . . , rn 1 , rn 1 , . . . ,
↵n 1 , ↵n 2 , . . . , n 1 , n 2 , . . .}
All the random variables are allowed to depend on the past Pn . ↵n (x) and
assumed to be non-negative and mutually independent given Pn .

n (x)

are

Lemma 29. Consider the stochastic iteration
(5.34)

Xn+1 (x) = Gn (Xn , Yn , x)

where Gn is a sequence of functions and Yn is a random process. Let (⌦, F , P) be a
probability space. If the following are satisfied:
1) The process is scale invariant. That is w.p.1 for all ! 2 ⌦
(5.35)

G( Xn , Yn (!), x) = G(Xn , Yn (!), x).

2) If we can keep ||Xn || bounded by scaling the process then Xn would converge to a
constant D w.p.1 under condition 1.
The original process will converge to a constant D1 =
that was applied to ||Xn ||.

D
0

where

0

is the scaling factor

Lemma 30. A stochastic process Xn which is bounded by the relation
|Xn+1 (x)| = (1

↵)|Xn (x)| +
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C1 + K

(5.36)

converges to a constant D w.p.1 provided
1) x 2 S, where S is a finite set.
P
P
P
P
2) n ↵ = 1, n ↵2 < 1, n = 1, n 2 < 1, E{ |Pn }  E{↵|Pn }, uniformly
over x w.p.1,
where
Pn = {wn , wn 1 , . . . , rn 1 , rn 1 , . . . , ↵, }
and ↵,

and

are assumed to be non negative.

3) K is finite.
4)

2 (0, 1)

5) The original process Xn is scale invariant.
The convergence point of the original process will then be D =
scaling factor applied to the original process.

K+
↵

C1
0

where

0

is the

Now, we ready to state the final result.
Lemma 31. A random iterative process
n+1 (x)

= (1

↵)

n (x)

+ Fn (x)

converges to a constant D w.p.1 under the following conditions:
1) x 2 S , where S is a finite set.
P
P
P
2) n ↵ = 1, n ↵2 < 1, and n
uniformly over x w.p.1.
3) || E{Fn (x)|Pn , }||w  ||

n ||w

4) var{Fn (x)|Pn , }  C(1 + ||

= 1,

P

+ K, where

n ||W )

2

n

2

< 1, and E{ |Pn }  E{↵|Pn },

2 (0, 1) and K is finite.

, where C is some constant. Here

Pn = {Xn , Xn 1 , . . . , Fn 1 , . . . , ↵, }
stands for the past at step n. Fn (x) is allowed to depend on the past. ↵ and are assumed
to be non negative. The notation ||.|| refers to some weighted maximum norm.
The value of this constant D =
which the iterative process is bounded.
process.

C1 + |K|
↵ 0
0

where 2 (0, 1) and C1 is the constant with
is the scaling factor that was applied to the original
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The Lemma 31 directly proves Theorem 10.
Theorem 11. When updating Qj (s, aj , āj1 , . . . , ājM ) according to Equations 5.20, 5.21, 5.22
and 5.23, for all agents j, the multi-agent Q function will converge to a bounded distance
of the Nash Q function under the Assumptions 1, 2 and 5, expressed as,
Q⇤ (s, a)

Qt (s, a)  D

S.

where S = C1↵+↵0 |D| . Here D = 12 L✏, from Theorem 9. The joint Nash Q function is
j
denoted as Q⇤ = [Q1⇤ , . . . , QN
⇤ ], where Q⇤ denotes the Nash Q-value of the agent j (value
received by the agent j in a Nash equilibrium), and Qt = [Q1t , . . . , QN
t ].
Proof. The proof of convergence of this theorem is structurally similar to that discussed by
the authors in [104] and [303]. We provide the proof here, with changes necessitated by the
multiple type case.
From [104], we formally define the Nash operator H N ash as,
H N ash Q(s, a) , Es0 ⇠p [r(s, a) + vN ash (s0 )].

(5.37)

where Q , [Q1 , . . . , QN ] and r(s, a) , [r1 (s, a), . . . , rN (s, a)].
The Nash value function is vN ash (s) , [v⇡1 ⇤ (s), . . . , v⇡N⇤ (s)]. Here the joint Nash policy is
represented as ⇡⇤ . The Nash value function is calculated with the assumption that all
agents are following ⇡⇤ from the initial state s.
We need to apply Theorem 10 to prove Theorem 11. By subtracting Q⇤ (s, a) on both
sides of Equation 5.20 and in relation to Equation 5.25,
t (x)

= Qt (s, aj , aj1 , . . . , ajM )

Ft (x) = rt +

T MF
vM
(st+1 )
t

Q⇤ (s, a)
Q⇤ (st , at )

(5.38)

where x , (st , at ) denotes the visited state-joint action pair at the time t.
In Theorem 9, we proved a bound for the actual Q function and the Multi Type Mean
Field Q function. We apply that in Equation 5.38, to get the following equation for ,
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t (x)

= Qt (s, aj , aj1 , . . . , ajM )

t (x)

= Qt (s, aj , aj1 , . . . , ajM ) + Qt (s, a)
j

t (x)

 |Qt (s, a

t (x)

 Qt (s, a)

, aj1 , . . . , ajM )

Q⇤ (s, a)
Qt (s, a)

Qt (s, a)| + Qt (s, a)

Q⇤ (s, a)

(5.39)

Q⇤ (s, a)

Q⇤ (s, a) + D

where D = 12 L✏.
The aim is to prove that the four conditions of Theorem 10 hold and that in Equation
5.39 converges to a constant S according to Theorem 10 and thus the MTMF Q function in
Equation 5.39 converges to a point whose distance to the Nash Equilibrium is bounded. In
Equation 5.25, ↵(t) refers to the learning rate and hence the first condition of Theorem 10
is automatically satisfied. The second condition is also true as we are dealing with finite
state and action spaces.
Let Ft be the -field generated by all random variables in the history time t (st , ↵t , at , rt 1 , . . . , s1 , ↵1 , a1 , Q0 ). Thus, Qt is a random variable derived from the historical
trajectory up to time t.
To prove the third condition of Theorem 10, from Equation 5.38,
T MF
Ft (st , at ) = rt + vM
t
ash
= rt + vN
(st+1 )
t

Q⇤ (st , at )

T MF
Q⇤ (st , at ) + [vM
(st+1 )
t

ash
= (rt + vN
(st+1 )
t

ash
vN
(st+1 )]
t

(5.40)

Q⇤ (st , at )) + Ct (st , at ) , FtN ash (st , at ) + Ct (st , at ).

From Lemma 26, FtN ash forms a contraction mapping with the norm || · ||1 being the
maximum norm on a. Thus, from Equation 5.39 we get,
|| E[FtN ash (st , at )|Ft ]||1  ||Q⇤

Qt ||1  ||D

t ||1 .

(5.41)

Now, applying Equation 5.41 in Equation 5.40,
|| E[Ft (st , at )|Ft ]||1 = ||FtN ash (st , at )|Ft ||1 + ||Ct (st , at )|F t ||1
 ||D
 ||

t ||1
t ||1

(5.42)

+ ||Ct (st , at )|F t ||1

+ ||Ct (st , at )|F t ||1 + ||D||1  ||
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t ||1

+ |D|.

Since we are taking the max norm, the last two terms in the right-hand side of Equation
5.42 are both positive and finite. We can prove that the term ||Ct (st , at )|| converges to 0
w.p.1. The proof involves the use of Assumption 5 (refer to Theorem 1 in [303]). We use
this fact in the last step of Equation 5.42. Hence, the third condition of Theorem 10 is
satisfied. The value of constant K = |D| = | 12 L✏|.
For the fourth condition we use the fact that the MTMF operator H M T M F forms a
contraction mapping. Hence, H M T M F Q⇤ = Q⇤ and it follows that,
T MF
var[Ft (st , at )|Ft ] = E[(rt + vM
(st+1 )
t
T MF
= E[(rt + vM
(st+1 )
t

Q⇤ (st , at ))2 ]
(5.43)

H M T M F (Q⇤ ))2 ]

T MF
= var[rt + vM
(st+1 )|Ft ]  K2 (1 + ||
t

2
t ||W ).

In the last step, the left side of the equation contains the reward and the value function
as the variables. The reward is bounded by Assumption 1 and the value function is also
bounded by being updated recursively by Equation 5.21 (MTMF is a contraction operator).
So we can choose a positive, finite K2 such that the inequality holds.
Finally, with all conditions met, it follows from Theorem 10 that t converges to
constant S w.p.1. The value of this constant is S = C1↵+↵0 |D| from Lemma 2 and using the
value of K derived above. Therefore, from Equation 5.39 we get,
Q⇤ (s, a)

Qt (s, a)  D

S  12 L✏

(5.44)

S.

Hence, the multi-agent Q function converges to a point within a bounded distance from
the real Nash equilibrium of the game. The distance is a function of the error in the type
classification and the closeness of resemblance of each agent to its type.

5.4

Implementation

We propose two algorithms based on Q-learning to estimate the Multi Type Mean Field
Q function for known and unknown types. The algorithms, denoted as MTMFQ (Multi
Type Mean Field Q-learning), train an agent j to minimize the loss function L( j ) =
(y j Q j (s, aj , aj1 , . . . , ajM ))2 . Here y j = rj + v MTMF
(s0 ) (from Eq. 5.20) is the target value
j
_
used to calculate the temporal diﬀerence (T.D.) error using the weights
gradient is obtained as,
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j
_.

Now, the

r j L( j ) = 2(Q j (s, aj , aj1 , . . . , ajM )

y j ) ⇥ r j Q j (s, aj , aj1 , . . . , ajM ).

(5.45)

Algorithm 9 describes the Multi Type Mean Field Q-learning (MTMFQ) algorithm when
agent types are known. In this algorithm, diﬀerent groups of agents in the environment are
considered as types. An agent models its relation to each type separately and ultimately
chooses the action that provides maximum benefit in the face of competition against the
diﬀerent types. This is referred to as version 1 of MTMFQ. This algorithm deals with
multiple types in contrast to MFQ described in the paper by Yang et al. [303]. In Line 8,
each agent is chosen, and its neighbours are considered. The neighbours are classified into
diﬀerent types and in each type a new mean action is calculated (Line 9). In Lines 14 –
19, the Q networks are updated as done in common practice [167] for all the agents in the
environment. At Line 12, the current actions are added to a buﬀer containing previous
mean actions.
Version 2 of MTMFQ (see Algorithm 10) deals with the second type of scenario, where the
type of each agent is unknown. An additional step doing K-means clustering is introduced
to determine the types. Once we recognize the type of each agent, the algorithm is very
similar to Algorithm 9. The clustering does not necessarily recognize the types correctly
and the overall process is not as eﬃcient as the known type case. But we will show that
this way of approximate type determination is still better than using only a single mean
field for all the agents. For the implementation we use neural networks, but it can be done
without neural networks too. We only need a way to recursively update Equations 5.21,
5.22 and 5.23.
Note that the total number of types in the environment is unknown, and the agent does
not need to guess the correct number of types. Generally, when more types are used, the
approximate multi-agent Q function will be closer to the exact Nash Q function as shown
by the bounds in Theorems 7, 8, 9 and 11. There is no risk of overfitting when using more
types. In the limit, when there is one type per agent, we recover the exact multi-agent Q
function. The only drawback is an increase in computational complexity. The code for the
experiments has been open sourced [244].

5.5

Experiments And Results

We report results with three games designed within the MAgents framework: the MultiTeam-Battle, Battle-Gathering and the Predator-Prey domains. In the first two games,
Multi-Team-Battle and the Battle-Gathering game, the conditions are such that the diﬀerent
groups (or teams) are fully known upfront. In the third game, the conditions are such
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Algorithm 9 Multi Type Mean Field Q-learning for known types
1: Initialize the number of types M and total number of agents N .
2: Initialize the Q functions (parameterized by weights) Q j , Q j_ , for all agents j.
j
j
j
3: Initialize the mean action for each type a1 , a2 , . . . , aM , for each agent j 2 1, . . . , N .
4: Initialize the total number of steps (T) and total number of episodes (E).
5: while Episode < E do
6:
while Step < T do
7:
For each agent j choose action aj from Q j according to Eq. 5.23 with the
current mean action for each type aj1 , . . . , ajM and the exploration rate .
8:
For each agent j, compute the new mean action for each type aj1 , . . . , ajM according
to Eq. 5.22.
9:
Execute the joint action a = [a1 , . . . , aN ]. Observe the rewards r = [r1 , . . . , rN ]
and the next state s0 .
10:
Store hs, a, r, s0 , a1 , . . . , aM i in replay buﬀer D, where ai is the mean action for
type i in the neighbourhood. The a captures all the N agents.
11:
end while
12:
while j = 1 to N do
13:
Sample a minibatch of K experiences hs, a, r, s0 , a1 , . . . , aM i from D.
14:
Sample action aj_ from Q j_ with aji_
aji for each type i.
15:
Set y j = rj + v Mj_T M F (s0 ) according to Eq. 5.20.
P
16:
Update the Q network by minimizing the loss L( j ) = K1 (y j
Q j (sj , aj , aj1 , . . . , ajM ))2 .
17:
end while
18:
Update the parameters of the target network for each agent j with learning rate ⌧ ;
j
⌧ j + (1 ⌧ ) j_ .
_
19: end while
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Algorithm 10 Multi Type Mean Field Q-learning for unknown types
1: Initialize the number of types M and total number of agents N .
2: Initialize the Q functions (parameterized by weights) Q j , Q j_ , for all agents j.
j
j
j
3: Initialize the mean action for each type a1 , a2 , . . . , aM , for each agent j 2 1, . . . , N .
4: Initialize the total number of steps (T) and total number of episodes (E).
5: Initialize every agent to a type at random. Initialize an array A containing the previous
action of all agents.
6: Maintain a buﬀer B for storing the last C actions of all agents. C is determined by the
conditions of the environment. Initialize all values to 0.
7: while Episode < E do
8:
while steps < T do
9:
For each agent j choose action aj from Q j according to Eq. 5.23 with the current
mean action for each type aj1 , . . . , ajM and the exploration rate .
10:
For each agent j, compute the new mean action for each type aj1 , . . . , ajM according
to Eq. 5.22.
11:
Execute the joint action a = [a1 , . . . , aN ]. Observe the rewards r = [r1 , . . . , rN ]
and the next state s0 .
12:
Store hs, a, r, s0 , a1 , . . . , aM i in replay buﬀer D, where ai is the mean action for
type i in the neighbourhood. The a captures all the N agents.
13:
Store each action [a1 , . . . , aN ] in the array A. Update the Buﬀer B with the last
action taken by all agents.
14:
Perform a K-means clustering on B with the number of clusters equal to the
number of types M .
15:
Reassign the agents to diﬀerent types based on the cluster in K-means.
16:
end while
17:
while j = 1 to N do
18:
Sample a minibatch of K experiences hs, a, r, s0 , a1 , . . . , aM i from D.
19:
Sample action aj_ from Q j_ with aji_
aji for each type i.
20:
Set y j = rj + v Mj_T M F (s0 ) according to Eq. 5.20.
P
21:
Update the Q network by minimizing the loss L( j ) = K1 (y j
Q j (sj , aj , aj1 , . . . , ajM ))2 .
22:
end while
23:
Update the parameters of the target network for each agent j with learning rate ⌧ ;
j
⌧ j + (1 ⌧ ) j_ .
_
24: end while
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(a) Game domain: Multi-Team-Battle

(b) Multi-Team-Battle training

(c) Win rate for each algorithm

(d) Total rewards taken as an average per episode

Figure 5.1: Multi-Team-Battle Game Results.
that the types of the agents are initially unknown. Hence, the agents must also learn the
identity of the opponent agents during game play. Multi-Team-Battle and Gathering are
two separately existing MAgent games, which have been combined to obtain the BattleGathering game used in this chapter. Predator-Prey domain is also obtained from combining
Multi-Team-Battle with another existing MAgent game (Pursuit). In preparation for each
game, agents train for 2000 episodes of game play against diﬀerent groups training using the
same algorithm, which is referred to as the first stage. Next, in the second stage, they enter
into a faceoﬀ against other agents trained by other algorithms where they fight each other
for 1000 games. We report the results for both stages. We repeat all experiments 50 times
and report the averages. As can be seen from the nature of the experiments, variances can
be quite large across individual experimental runs.
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(a) Game domain: Battle-Gathering

(b) Battle-Gathering training

(c) Win rate for each algorithm

(d) Total Rewards taken as an average per episode.

Figure 5.2: Battle-Gathering Game Results.
In the first game (Multi-Team-Battle, see Figure 5.1(a)), there are four teams (diﬀerent
colours in Figure 5.1(a)) fighting against each other to win a battle. Here, agents belonging
to one team are competing against agents from other teams and cooperating with agents
of the same team. During the first stage, a team does not know how the other teams will
play during the faceoﬀ — so it clones itself to three additional teams with slightly diﬀerent
rewards in order to induce diﬀerent strategies. This is similar to self play. Each team
receives a reward equal to the sum of the local rewards attributed to each agent in the team.
The reward function is defined in such a way that it encourages local cooperation in killing
opponents and discourages getting attacked and dying in the game. The reward functions
for diﬀerent agent groups are also subtly diﬀerent (refer to Appendix C.2 for the details).
Let us call each of these groups: Group A, Group B, Group C, and Group D. We maintain
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(a) Game domain: Predator-Prey

(b) Predator-Prey training

(c) Win rate for each algorithm

(d) Total rewards taken as an average per episode

Figure 5.3: Predator-Prey Game Results.
a notion of favourable opponents and each group gets slightly higher rewards for killing
the favourable opponents than the others. Four algorithms, namely MFQ [303], MFAC
[303], Independent Q Learning (IL) [264], and MTMFQ are trained separately where each
of these groups trains its own separate network using the same algorithm (all agents within
a group train the same network). We start all the battles with 72 agents of each group for
training and testing. Group A from MTMFQ, Group B from IL, Group C from MFQ, and
Group D from MFAC enter the faceoﬀ stage where they fight each other for 1000 games.
Each game (or episode) has a maximum of 5000 steps and a game is considered to be won
by the group/groups that have the most number of agents alive at the end of the game.
The results of the first training stage are reported in Figure 5.1(a). We report the
cumulative rewards from all agents in Group A for each algorithm. These rewards are for
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Group A against the other 3 groups. Since the diﬀerent groups are just clones of each other
the reward curves for other groups are similar to that of Group A. In the training stage, the
teams trained by diﬀerent algorithms did not play against each other, but simply against
the cloned teams trained by the same algorithm. At the beginning of training, for about 100
episodes the agents are still exploring, and their strategies are not well diﬀerentiated yet. As
a result, MTMFQ’s performance is still comparable to the performance of other algorithms.
At this stage, the assumption of a single type is fine. As training progresses, each group
begins to identify the favourable opponents and tries to make a targeted approach in the
battle. When such diﬀerences exist across a wide range of agents, the MTMFQ algorithm
shows a better performance than the other techniques as it explicitly considers the presence
of diﬀerent types in the game. Overall, we observe that MTMFQ has a faster convergence
than all other algorithms, and it also produces higher rewards at the end of the complete
training. This shows that MTMFQ identifies favourable opponents early, but the other
algorithms struggle longer to learn this condition. The MFAC algorithm is the worst overall.
This is consistent with the observation by Yang et al. [303], where the authors give particular
reasons for this bad performance, including the greedy in the limit with infinite exploration
(GLIE) assumption and a positive bias of Q-learning algorithms. This algorithm is not
able to earn an overall positive reward upon the complete training. Figure 5.1(c) shows
the win rate of the teams trained by each algorithm (MTMFQ, MFQ, MFAC, and IL)
in a direct faceoﬀ of 1000 episodes. In the face oﬀ, each group is trained by a diﬀerent
algorithm and with a diﬀerent reward function that induces diﬀerent strategies. The only
algorithm that handles diﬀerent strategies among the opponent teams is MTMFQ, and
therefore it dominates the other algorithms with a win rate of 60%. Figure 5.1(d) reinforces
this domination.
The second domain is the Battle-Gathering game (Figure 5.2(a)). In this game, all
the agent groups compete for food resources that are limited (red denotes food particles
and other colours are competing agents) in addition to killing its opponents as in the
Multi-Team-Battle game. Hence, this game is harder than the first one. All the training
and competition are similar to the first game.
Figure 5.2(b) reports the results of training in the Battle-Gathering game. Like the
Multi-Team-Battle game, we plot the rewards obtained by Group A while fighting other
groups for each algorithm. Again, MTMFQ shows the strongest performance in comparison
to the other three algorithms. The MFQ technique performs better than both MFAC and
IL. In this game, MTMFQ converges in around 1500 episodes, while the other algorithms
take around 1800 episodes to converge. The win rates shown in Figure 5.2(c) and the total
rewards reported in Figure 5.2(d) also show the dominance of MTMFQ.
The third domain is the multi-agent Predator-Prey (Figure 5.3(a)). Here we have two
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distinct types of agents — predator and prey, each having completely diﬀerent characteristics.
The prey are faster than the predators and their ultimate goal is to escape the predators.
The predators are slower than the prey, but they have higher attacking abilities than the
prey. So the predators try to attack more and kill more prey. We model this game as an
unknown type scenario where the types of the other agents in the competition are not
known before hand (refer to Appendix C.2 for more details). The MTMFQ algorithm plays
the version with unknown types (Algorithm 10). Here we have four groups with the first
two groups (Groups A and B) being predators and the other two groups (Groups C and
D) being prey. Each algorithm will train two kinds of predator agents and two kinds of
prey agents. All these agents are used in the playoﬀ stage. In the playoﬀ stage we have 800
games where we change the algorithm of predator and prey at every 200 games to maintain
a fair competition. For the first 200 games, MTMFQ plays Group A, MFQ plays Group
B, IL plays Group C, and MFAC plays Group D. In the next 200 games, MFAC plays
Group A, MTMFQ plays Group B, MFQ plays Group C and IL plays Group D, and so on.
We start all training and testing episodes with 90 prey and 45 predators for each group.
Winning a game in the playoﬀ stage is defined in the same way as the previous two games.
Notice that this makes it more fair, as predators have to kill a lot more prey to win the
game (as we start with more prey than predators) and prey have to survive longer. In this
setup, the highly diﬀerent types of agents make type identification easier for MTMFQ (as
the types are initially unknown). The prey execute more move actions while the predators
execute more attack actions. This can be well diﬀerentiated by clustering.
The results of the first training stage are reported in Figure 5.3(b). MTMFQ has
comparable or even weaker performance than other algorithms in the first 600 episodes
of the training and the reasoning is similar to the reasoning in the Multi-Team-Battle
game (the agent strategies are not suﬃciently diﬀerentiated for multiple types to be useful).
Notice that for this game, MTMFQ takes many more episodes than the earlier two games
to start dominating. This is because of the inherent hardness of this domain compared to
the other domains (very diﬀerent and unknown types). Similar to observations in the other
domains, MTMFQ converges earlier (after around 1300 episodes as opposed to 1700 for
the other algorithms). This shows its robustness to the diﬀerent kinds of opponents in the
environment. MTMFQ also gains higher cumulative rewards than the other algorithms. Win
rates in Figure 5.3(c) show that MTMFQ still wins more games than the other algorithms,
but the overall percentage of games won is less than the other domains. Thus, irrespective
of the diﬃculty of the challenge we can see that MTMFQ has an upper hand. The lead of
MTMFQ is also observed in Figure 5.3(d).
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5.6

Conclusion

In this chapter, we extended the notion of mean field theory to multiple types in MARL.
We demonstrate that reducing many agent interactions to simple two agent interactions
does not give very accurate solutions in environments where there are clearly diﬀerent
teams/types playing diﬀerent strategies. We perform suitable experiments using MAgents
and demonstrate superior performances using a type based approach. We hope that this
chapter will provide a diﬀerent dimension to the mean field theory based MARL research.
One limitation of our approach is that it is computationally more expensive than the
MFRL method without types. If we really have only one type in the environment, then our
method would add more compute time and not necessarily produce a better result.
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Chapter 6
Partially Observable Mean Field
Reinforcement Learning
As discussed previously, traditional multi-agent reinforcement learning algorithms are not
scalable to environments with more than a few agents, since these algorithms are exponential
in the number of agents. Recent research has introduced successful methods to scale multiagent reinforcement learning algorithms to many agent scenarios using mean field theory.
However, almost all previous work in the field of mean field learning assume that an agent
has access to exact cumulative metrics regarding the mean field behaviour of the system,
which it can then use to take its actions. In this chapter, we relax this assumption and
maintain a distribution to model the uncertainty regarding the mean field of the system. We
consider two diﬀerent settings for this problem. In the first setting, only agents in a fixed
neighbourhood are visible, while in the second setting, the visibility of agents is determined
at random based on distances. For each of these settings, we introduce a Q-learning based
algorithm that can learn eﬀectively. We prove that this Q-learning estimate stays very close
to the Nash Q-value (under a common set of assumptions) for the first setting. We also
empirically show our algorithms outperform multiple baselines in three diﬀerent games in
the MAgents framework, which supports large environments with many agents learning
simultaneously to achieve possibly distinct goals.
The contributions of this chapter are summarized as follows:
• Principled approach to learning in mean field environments where global information
about other agent policies are not available.
• Two diﬀerent settings for partially observable mean field studies:
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– Fixed Observation Radius (FOR): This setting considers environments with
agents having full observation within a fixed radius from itself (and no observation
outside this fixed radius).
– Probabilistic Distance-based Observability (PDO): This setting considers environments where each agent observes diﬀerent other agents at random based on
relative distances.
• Theoretical fixed point guarantees for a tabular Q-learning based mean field reinforcement learning algorithm in partially observable settings.
• Experimental illustrations of performances of the provided mean field algorithms in
partially observable many agent environments, along with demonstrated superior
performances as compared to standard baselines.
The core contents of this chapter have been published as a full paper in AAMAS2021 [252] and is available on arXiv [250].

6.1

Introduction

Mean field theory has been used to scale MARL to many agent scenarios in previous
research eﬀorts [301, 303], most of which have assumed some notion of aggregation that is
made available by an engine or is directly observable in the environment. For example, Guo
et al. [88] assume that a population distribution parameter can be obtained from the game
engine and Yang et al. [303] assume that the mean action of all agents in the environment
can be observed directly by all agents.
Partial observability is an important research area in single agent reinforcement learning
(RL) [93, 124, 320], but these advances are not applicable to the many agent RL paradigm,
since the stationary environment assumption is broken. Also, partial observation in single
agent RL corresponds only to partial observability of state features, but in many agent
systems this could also correspond to partial observability of other agents.
This chapter relaxes the assumption that agents observe the aggregate state variable in a
mean field update. Instead, we maintain a belief over the aggregate parameter that is used
to help agent action selection. We focus on discrete action space Markov decision processes
(MDPs) and modify the update rules from Yang et al. [303] to relax the assumptions of (1)
global state availability and (2) exact mean action information for all agents. We consider
two settings in this chapter. The Fixed Observation Radius (FOR) setting assumes that all
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agents in each agent’s small field of view are always observed (and those outside the radius
are not). The Probabilistic Distance-based Observability (PDO) setting relaxes FOR such
that we model the probability of an agent seeing another agent as a function of the distance
between them (and this distribution defines what agents are “viewable”). We introduce a
new Q-learning algorithm for both settings, addressing the Partially Observable Mean
Field (POMF) Q-learning problem, using Bayesian updates to maintain a distribution
over the mean action parameter.
This chapter’s contributions are to (1) introduce two novel POMF settings, (2) introduce
two novel algorithms for these settings, (3) prove that the first algorithm ends up close to
the Nash Q-value [104], and (4) empirically show that both algorithms outperform existing
baselines in three complex, large-scale tasks. We will assume stationary strategies as do
other related previous work [104, 303].

6.2

Background

This chapter will intersect the areas of RL, stochastic games and MFRL. We will provide a
brief introduction to MFRL from Yang et al. [303] and highlight some limitations of this
method in the context of the current chapter (as opposed to our discussions in Chapter 5).
Mean field reinforcement learning extends the stochastic game framework to
environments where the number of agents are very large (possibly infinite in the limit) [136].
All agents are assumed to be homogeneous and independent. In this case, all the agents
in the environment can be approximated as a single virtual agent to which the learning
agent (called the central agent) formulates best response strategies. Yang et al. [303]
approximates the multi-agent Q-function by the mean field Q-function (MFQ) using an
additive decomposition and Taylor’s expansion (Eq. 6.1).
Qj (st , at ) ⇡ Qj (st , ajt , ajt )

(6.1)

The MFQ is recurrently updated using Eqs. 6.2 – 6.5:
Qj (st , ajt , ajt ) = (1

↵)Qj (st , ajt , ajt ) + ↵[rtj + v j (st+1 )]
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(6.2)

where v j (st+1 ) =

X
ajt+1

ajt =

⇡ j (ajt+1 |st+1 , ajt )Qj (st+1 , ajt+1 , ajt )

1 X k k
a , a ⇠ ⇡ k (·|st , akt 1 )
N j k6=j t t

and ⇡

j

(ajt |st , ajt 1 )

=P

exp(

0

ajt 2Aj

(6.4)

Qj (st , ajt , ajt 1 ))

exp(

(6.3)

0

Qj (st , ajt , ajt 1 ))

(6.5)

rtj is the reward for agent j, st is the (global) old state, st+1 is the (global) resulting state,
↵ is the learning rate, v j is the value function of j and is the Boltzmann parameter. ajt
denotes the (discrete) action of agent j represented as a one-hot encoding whose components
are one of the actions in the action space. The ajt is the mean action of all other agents
apart from j and ⇡ denotes the Boltzmann policy. Finally, 2 [0, 1) denotes the discount
factor. In Eq. 6.3, there is no expectation over aj , because Yang et al. [303] guaranteed that
the MFQ updates will be greedy in the limit (t ! 1). Finally, N j is the number of agents
in the neighbourhood of j. Further, Yang et al. [303] use the Nash equilibrium (NE) as the
solution concept and prove that the MFQ updates results in the Q-values converging to the
Nash Q-value of the stochastic game in the time limit (t ! 1). We highlight that, for the
mean action calculation in Eq. 6.4, the policies of all other agents needs to be maintained
by the central agent. Now, this policy can only be obtained by observing all other agents
at every time step, which is a strong assumption in a large environment with many agents.
Yang et al., overcome this problem by introducing neighbourhoods. However, typically,
practical real-world many-agent settings are dynamic environments (i.e., environments in
which agents dynamically move around in the domain). In such settings, the neighbourhood
needs to be large enough to contain the whole environment for these methods to work, as
agents can go in and out of the neighbourhoods and go out of vicinity otherwise, which will
make the computation of mean action as in Eq. 6.4 inapplicable (particularly since NE is
used as the solution concept which requires accurate global observation). In our work, we
will relax this strong assumption in estimating the mean field action. We will not assume
the observability of all other agents.

6.3

Partially Observable Mean Field Q-Learning: FOR

In this section, we study the Fixed Observation Radius (FOR) version of our problem,
where all agents within a fixed neighbourhood from the central agent are visible to the
central agent, and the others are not visible. Our setting is same as that in Yang et al. [303]
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but we proceed to relax the assumption of global state observability. We modify the update
in Eqs. 6.2 – 6.5 by maintaining a categorical distribution for the mean action parameter
(a). We will only use the local state sj of agent j and not the global state. Eq. 6.6 gives our
corresponding Q update equation. Since the conjugate prior of a categorical distribution is
the Dirichlet distribution, we use a Dirichlet prior for this parameter. Let L be the size
of the action space. Let ⌘ denote the parameters of the Dirichlet (⌘1 , . . . , ⌘L ), ✓ denote a
categorical distribution (✓1 , . . . , ✓L ), and X denote an observed action sample (x1 , . . . , xG )
of G agents. Then the Dirichlet for agent j can be given by Dj (✓|⌘) / ✓1⌘1 1 · · · ✓L⌘L 1
[X =1]
[X =L]
and the likelihood is given by p(X |✓) / ✓1
· · · ✓L
/ ✓1c1 · · · ✓LcL , where [X = i] is the
Iverson bracket, which evaluates to 1 if X = i and 0 otherwise. This value corresponds to
the number of occurrences of each category (c1 , . . . , cL ), denoted by c. Using a Bayesian
update, the posterior is a Dirichlet distribution given by Eq. 6.8 where the parameters of
this Dirichlet are given by Dj (✓|⌘ + c).
The modified Q updates are:

Qj (sjt , ajt , ãjt ) = (1

↵)Qj (sjt , ajt , ãjt ) + ↵[rtj + v(sjt+1 )]

Dj (✓) / ✓1⌘1
Where v j (sjt+1 ) =

1+c1

X
ajt+1

ãji,t

j

⇠ D (✓; ⌘ + c);

and ⇡

j

(ajt |sjt , ãjt 1 )

· · · ✓L⌘L

1+cL

;

Dj (✓|⌘ + c)

⇡ j (ajt+1 |sjt+1 , ãjt )Qj (sjt+1 , ajt+1 , ãjt )
ãjt

=P

i=S
1X j
=
ã
S i=1 i,t

exp(

0

ajt 2Aj

(6.8)
(6.9)

(6.10)

Qj (sjt , ajt , ãjt 1 ))

exp(

(6.6)
(6.7)

0

Qj (sjt , ajt , ãjt 1 ))

(6.11)

We have replaced the mean field aggregation from Yang et al. (Eq. 6.4) with the Bayesian
updates of the Dirichlet distribution from Eq. 6.8 and we take S samples from this
distribution in Eq. 6.10 to estimate the partially observable mean action (ã). This approach
relaxes the assumption of complete observability of the global state. We use samples from
the Dirichlet to introduce noise in the mean action parameter, enabling further exploration
and helping agents to escape local optima. Being stuck in a local optimum is one of the
major reasons for poor performance of learning algorithms in large scale systems. For
example, Guo et al. [88] show that MFQ and Independent Q-learning (IL) [264] remain
stuck at a local optimum and do not move towards a global optimum in many settings,
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even after many training episodes. Yang et al. also report that the Mean Field Actor
Critic (MFAC) and MFQ algorithms may remain stuck at a local optimum for a long
period of training episodes in a simple Gaussian squeeze environment as the number of
agents becomes exponentially large. Intuitively, this problem is even worse in a partially
observable setting as the agents get a smaller observation and their best response policy
is directed towards this observation sample. Sampling methods as in Eq. 6.10 are also
used in established algorithms like Thompson sampling [273, 185]. Finally, we update the
Boltzmann policy like Yang et al. in Eq. 6.11. We provide more theoretical guarantees for
our update equations in Section 6.7.
This version of our problem is generally applicable to many diﬀerent environments.
However, in some domains, agents may not be able to see all the other agents in the vicinity,
but closer agents will have a high probability of being seen. The next section considers a
new version of our problem where some special kinds of distributions are used to model the
observed agents.

6.4

Partially Observable Mean Field Q-Learning: PDO

This section considers the Probabilistic Distance-based Observability (PDO) problem,
assuming that each agent can observe other agents with some probability that decreases as
distance increases.
We introduce a distance vector D that represents the distance of other agents in the
environment to the central agent. Hence, D = (d1 , . . . , dN ), where di denotes the distance of
agent i from the central agent. We use the exponential distribution to model the probability
of the distance of agent i from the central agent. Exponential distribution assigns a higher
probability to smaller distances and this probability exponentially drops oﬀ as distance
increases. Since, in a large environment the agents that matter are closer to the central agent,
than far oﬀ, the exponential distribution is appropriate to model this variable. We drop
ˆ
the subscript of d for clarity. This distribution is parameterized by ✓ˆ so that d|✓ˆ / exp(✓).
Since the conjugate prior of the exponential distribution is the gamma distribution, we
use a gamma prior, and the prior distribution is parameterised by ↵, . Hence, we write
✓ˆ / Gamma(ˆ
↵, ˆ).

We also maintain an additional parameter bi that determines whether a given agent i is
visible to the central agent j. The variable bi takes two values: 1 if this agent is in the field
of view and 0 if this agent is not in the field of view. Again, we will drop the subscript of b.
We maintain a Bernoulli distribution conditioned on the distance d. The probability that an
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agent at a distance d is visible is given by P r(b = 1|d, ) = e d . Note that this is not an
exponential distribution, but rather a Bernoulli distribution with a probability defined by
the same algebraic formula as the exponential distribution. In this setting, we will assume
that the central agent will see varying numbers of other agents based on this distribution.
Since the parameter cannot be estimated by an agent from observation (the agent needs
to know which other agents it is seeing and not seeing to infer ), we will assume that the
scalar value of is common knowledge for all the agents. Since e d should be in [0, 1]
because it is a probability, only values in [0, 1] satisfy this requirement. We will fix the
value of to be 1, but it could be any other value in the given range. This gives a definite
distribution that determines the conditional of b. We are particularly interested in the
ˆ b = 1), which denotes the probability of ✓,
ˆ given the distance d of
posterior term P r(✓|d,
another agent i, and that i is in the field of view of the central agent j.
ˆ b = 1) / P r(d|✓,
ˆ b = 1)P r(✓|b
ˆ = 1) / P r(d|✓,
ˆ b = 1)P r(✓)
ˆ
P r(✓|d,

(6.12)

In the last term of Eq. 6.12, the variable ✓ does not depend on the variable b, so we remove
the conditional. Now consider,
ˆ b = 1) = P r(d, b|✓)/P
ˆ
ˆ
P r(d|✓,
r(b|✓)
(6.13)
ˆ d)P r(d|✓)/P
ˆ
ˆ
= P r(b = 1|✓,
r(b = 1|✓)
(6.14)
ˆ
ˆ
= P r(b = 1|d)P r(d|✓)/P
r(b = 1|✓)

= e

d

ˆ
= e d ✓e

ˆ
= e d ✓e

d✓ˆ

ˆ
✓e

/

d✓ˆ

/

Z

Z

(6.15)
ˆ
P r(b = 1|d)P r(d|✓)
d

d=1

ˆ
✓e

d✓ˆ

e

d

d=0

d✓ˆ

(✓ˆ + 1)/✓ˆ

ˆ
= e d ✓e

d✓ˆ

/

Z

(6.16)
d=1

ˆ
✓e

ˆ
d(✓+1)

d=0

(6.17)
(6.18)
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Applying Eq. 6.18 in Eq. 6.12,
ˆ b = 1) / Gamma(ˆ
ˆ
P r(✓|d,
↵, ˆ) ⇥ e d ✓e
/ ✓ˆ↵ˆ 1 e
/ ✓ˆ↵ˆ e

ˆ✓ˆ

ˆ
⇥ e d ✓e

ˆ ˆ+d d/✓)
ˆ
✓(

d✓ˆ

(✓ˆ + 1)/✓ˆ

d✓ˆ

(✓ˆ + 1)/✓ˆ

+ ✓ˆ↵ˆ 1 e

ˆ ˆ+d d/✓)
ˆ
✓(

The posterior of ✓ˆ is therefore given by a mixture of Gamma distributions (i.e., Gamma(ˆ
↵+
ˆ
ˆ
ˆ
ˆ
1, d +
d/✓) and Gamma(ˆ
↵, d +
d/✓)). We can obtain a single Gamma posterior,
corresponding to a projection of this mixture of Gammas, by updating the new value of ↵
ˆ
as ↵
ˆ + 0.5. We sample from this single Gamma distribution to get a new parameter (Eq.
6.22). We denote the Gamma distribution for the agent j using superscript j (Eq. 6.21).
Hence, we get:
Qj (sjt , ajt , ãjt ,

j
t)

= (1

↵)Qj (sjt , ajt , ãjt ,

✓ˆP / Gammaj (ˆ
↵ + 1, d + ˆ

j
t)

+ ↵[rtj + v j (sjt+1 )]

ˆ + Gammaj (ˆ
d/✓)
↵, d + ˆ

ˆ
d/✓)

(6.19)
(6.20)
(6.21)

Where:
j
i,t

⇠ [Gamma (ˆ
↵ + 0.5, d + ˆ
j

v j (sjt+1 ) =

X
ajt+1

⇡ j (ajt+1 |sjt+1 , ãjt ,

ˆ
d/✓)];

t )Q

j

j
t

i=G
1X
=
G i=1

(sjt+1 , ajt+1 , ãjt ,

j
i,t

(6.22)
(6.23)

j
t)

(6.24)

j

⇡

j

(ajt |sjt , ãjt 1 ,

j
t 1)

exp( Qj (sjt , ajt , ãjt 1 , t 1 ))
= X
0
j
exp( Qj (sjt , ajt , ãjt 1 , t 1 ))

(6.25)

0

ajt 2Aj

All the variables above have the same meaning as in Eqs. 6.6 – 6.11. The estimate of
ˆ The
the ã is obtained as in Eq. 6.10. The ✓ˆP denotes the new (posterior) value of ✓.
parameter is updated by sampling from the Gamma distribution, as in Eq. 6.22, by taking
G samples.
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6.5

Complexity Analysis

A tabular version of our algorithm is linear in the number of states, polynomial in the
number of actions, and constant in the number of agents. The guarantees are similar to
the paper from Hu and Wellman [104], except that their algorithm is exponential in the
number of agents. The time complexity is also same as the space complexity as in the worst
case, each entry in the table has to be accessed and updated.
Note that the approach by Yang et al. [303] has exponential space complexity in the
number of agents, since each agent has to maintain the Q tables for every other agent to
obtain the action of other agents in Eq. 6.3. This is much worse than our space complexity.

6.6

Algorithm Implementations

The implementation of POMFQ follows prior work [303] that uses neural networks — Qfunctions are parameterized using weights , but tabular representations or other function
approximators should also work. Our algorithms are an integration of the respective update
equations with Deep Q-learning (DQN) [167]. Algorithm 11 gives pseudo code for the
algorithm for the “FOR” case and Algorithm 12 for the “PDO” case. The lines in Algorithm
12 that have changed from Algorithm 11 are marked in blue.

6.7

Theoretical Results

The goal of this section is to show that our FOR Q-updates are guaranteed to converge to
the Nash Q-value. We will begin by providing a technical result that is generally applicable
for any stochastic processes of which the Q-function is a specific example. Then we have a
sequence of theorems that lead us to bound the diﬀerence between the POMF Q-value and
the Nash Q-value in the limit (t ! 1). We outline a number of common assumptions that
are needed to prove these theorems. For the purposes of a direct comparison of the POMF
Q-function and the Nash Q-function, we assume that we have a system of N agents where
agents have the full global state available and thus have the ability to perform a MFQ
update (Eqs. 6.2 – 6.5) or a POMFQ update (Eqs. 6.6 – 6.11). By the definition of a Nash
equilibrium, every agent should have the knowledge of every other agent’s strategy. To
recall, in a Nash equilibrium, no agent will have an incentive to unilaterally deviate, given
the knowledge of other agent strategies. Our objective is also to make a direct comparison
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Algorithm 11 Partially observable mean field Q Learning - FOR
1: Initialize the weights of Q-functions Q j , Q j_ for all agents j 2 1, . . . , N .
2: Initialize the Dirichlet parameter D j (✓) for all agents j.
3: Initialize the mean action aj for each agent j 2 1, . . . , N .
4: Initialize the total steps (T) and total episodes (E).
5: while Episode < E do
6:
while Step < T do
7:
For each agent j, sample aj from the policy induced by Q j according to Eq. 6.11
with the current mean action ãj and the exploration rate .
8:
For each agent j, update its Dirichlet distribution (Eq. 6.8).
9:
For each agent j, compute the new mean action ãj (Eq. 6.10).
10:
Execute the joint action a = [a1 , . . . , aN ]. Observe the rewards r = [r1 , . . . , rN ]
and the next state s’ = [s01 , . . . , s0N ].
11:
Store hs, a, r, s’, ãi in replay buﬀer B, where ã=[ã1 , . . . , ãN ] is the mean action.
12:
end while
13:
while j = 1 to N do
14:
Sample a minibatch of K experiences hs, a, r, s’, ãi from B.
15:
Set y j = rj + v Pj_OM F (s0 ) according to Eq. 6.9.
P
16:
Update Q network by minimizing the loss L( j )= k1 (y j Q j (sj , aj , ãj ))2 .
17:
end while
18:
Update params of target network for each agent j: j_
⌧ j + (1 ⌧ ) j_ .
19: end while
between the POMFQ update and the MFQ update and hence we will use the FOR setting
algorithms of POMFQ update in the theoretical analysis as it is most directly related to
MFQ. In this section, we will show that a representative agent j’s Q-value will remain at
least within a small distance of the Nash Q-value in the limit (t ! 1) as it performs a
POMFQ update, which tells us that, in the worst case, the agents stay very close to the
Nash equilibrium. We provide the complete proofs for all our theorems in this section. The
proofs of some theorems are broken into smaller lemmas (for simplicity), whose proofs can
be found in Appendix D.1. In a mean field setting, the homogeneity of agents allows us to
drop the agent index j [136] for the value and Q-function, which we adopt for clarity. Also,
“w.p.1” represents “with probability one”.
Consider an update equation of the following form (using the Tsitsiklis [276] formulation):
xi (t + 1) = xi (t) + ↵i (t)(Fi (xi (t))
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xi (t) + wi (t))

(6.26)

Algorithm 12 Partially observable mean field Q Learning - PDO
1: Initialize the weights of Q functions Q j , Q j_ for all agents j 2 1, . . . , N .
2: Initialize the Dirichlet parameter ✓ in D j (✓) for all agents j.
3: Initialize ↵
ˆ and ˆ in Gammaj (ˆ
↵, ˆ) for all agents j 2 1, . . . , N .
4: Initialize the mean action aj for each agent j 2 1, . . . , N .
5: Initialize the total steps (T) and total episodes (E).
6: while Episode < E do
7:
while Step < T do
8:
For each agent j sample aj from the policy induced by Q j according to Eq. 6.25
with the current mean action ãj and the exploration rate .
9:
For each agent j update its Dirichlet distribution (Eq. 6.8).
10:
For each agent j, update its Gamma distribution (Eq. 6.21).
11:
For each agent j, compute the new mean action ãj (Eq. 6.10).
12:
For each agent j, update parameter (Eq. 6.22).
13:
Execute the joint action a = [a1 , . . . , aN ]. Observe the rewards r = [r1 , . . . , rN ]
and the next state s’ = [s01 , . . . , s0N ].
1
N
14:
Store hs, a, r, s’, ã, i in replay buﬀer B, s.t. ã=[ã1 , ..., ãN ], =[ , ..., ]
15:
end while
16:
while j = 1 to N do
17:
Sample minibatch of K experiences hs, a, r, s’, ã, i from B.
18:
Set y j = rj + v Pj_OM F (s0 ) according to Eq. 6.24.
P
19:
Update Q network by minimizing L( j )= k1 (y j Q j (sj , aj , aj , ))2 .
20:
end while
21:
Update params of target network for each agent j: j_
⌧ j + (1 ⌧ ) j_ .
22: end while
Here, x(t) is the value of vector x at time t and xi (t) denotes its ith component. Let, F be
a mapping from R n into itself. Let F1 , . . . , Fn : R n ! R be the component mappings of
F , that is F (x) = (F1 (x), . . . , Fn (x)) for all x 2 R n . Also, wi (t) is a noise term, and xi (t)
can be defined as xi (t) = (x1 (⌧1i (t)), · · · , xn (⌧ni (t))), where each ⌧ji (t) satisfies 0  ⌧ji (t)  t.

Next, we state some assumptions. The first three are the same as those in Tsitsiklis
[276], but we modify the fourth assumption. The first assumption guarantees that old
information is eventually discarded with probability one. The second assumption is a
measurability condition and the third assumption is the learning rate condition, both of
which are common in RL [262, 276]. The Assumption 9, is a condition on the F mapping,
which is a weaker version than the fourth assumption in Tsitsiklis [276].
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Assumption 6. For any i and j, limt!1 ⌧ji (t) = 1 w.p.1.
Assumption 7. a) x(0) is F(0)-measurable
b) For every i, j, and t, wi (t) is F(t + 1)-measurable
c) For every i, j, and t, ↵i (t) and ⌧ji (t) are F(t)-measurable
d) For every i and t, we have E[wi (t)|F(t)] = 0
e) For deterministic constants A and B,
E[wi2 (t)|F(t)]  A + Bmaxj max⌧ t |xj (⌧ )|2
Assumption 8. The learning rates satisfy 0  ↵i (t) < 1.
Assumption 9. a) The mapping F is monotone; that is, if x  y, then F (x)  F (y)
b) The mapping F is continuous
c) In the limit (t ! 1), the mapping F is bounded in an interval [x⇤ D, x⇤ + D], where
x⇤ is some arbitrary point
d) If e 2 Rn is the vector with all components equal to 1, and p is a positive scalar then,
F (x) pe  F (x pe)  F (x + pe)  F (x) + pe
Now, we will state our first theorem. Theorem 12 is a technical result that we obtain by
extending Theorem 2 in Tsitsiklis [276]. We will use this result to derive the main result in
Theorem 15.
Theorem 12. A stochastic process of the form given in Eq. 6.26 remains bounded in the
range [x⇤ 2D, x⇤ + 2D] in the limit, if Assumptions 6 – 9 hold, and if the process is
guaranteed not to diverge to infinity. D is the bound on the F mapping in Assumption 9(c).
Proof. First we provide a brief sketch of the proof. Since the stochastic process in Eq. 6.26
is guaranteed to stay bounded (Assumption 9(c)), one can find other processes that lower
bounds and upper bounds this process. Let us assume that we can show that the process
in Eq. 6.26 always stays bounded by these two processes after some finite time t (that is for
all t0 t). Now, if we can prove that the process A is upper bounded by a finite value, this
value will be the upper bound of the process in Eq. 6.26 after t as well. Similarly, the lower
bound of L will be its lower bound (after time t).
Now, we provide the complete proof of the result.
Let p be an arbitrary scalar such that
x⇤

pe  x(t)  x⇤ + pe;
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8t > t0 .

Such a p is possible because the theorem assumes that the process x(t) will not diverge
to infinity. Here t0 is a point after which the mapping F is bounded in [x⇤ D, x⇤ + D].
We can find such a t0 with a high probability due to Assumption 9(c). Our proof lies in
the space of t such that t > t0 . Now, let us consider, L0 = (L01 , . . . , L0n ) = x⇤ pe and
A0 = (A01 , . . . , A0n ) = x⇤ + pe. Recall that p and D are scalars and e is a vector with all
components equal to 1. From now on we will use p and D to denote pe and De respectively.
Let us define two sequences Ak and Lk such that
Ak+1 =

Ak + F (Ak ) + D
,
2

k

0

Lk+1 =

Lk + F (Lk )
2

k

0

and

D

,

(6.27)

Now we can provide the following results.
Lemma 32. For every k

and

0, we have
F (Ak )  Ak+1  Ak + D,

(6.28)

F (Lk )

(6.29)

Lk+1

Lk

D

Lemma 33. The sequence Ak will converge to a point upper bounded by x⇤ + 2D and the
sequence Lk will converge to a point lower bounded by x⇤ 2D.
We will now show that for every k, there exists some time tk such that,
Lk  x(t)  Ak ,

8t

tk

(6.30)

Once this is proved, x(t) can be shown to remain in the bound x⇤ 2D and x⇤ + 2D
from Lemma 33. We can see that Eq. 6.30 is true for k = 0, with t0 = 0, by definition of
A0 and L0 . Proceeding with induction on k, we fix some k and assume that there exists
some tk so that the Eq. 6.30 holds. Let t0k be such that for every t t0k for every i, j, we
have ⌧ji (t) tk . Such a t0k exists because of Assumption 6.
In particular, we have
Lk  xi (t)  Ak ,
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8t

t0k

Let Wi (0) = 0 and
Wi (t + 1) = (1

↵i (t))Wi (t) + ↵i (t)wi (t),

t

t0

Now, we can rearrange the terms to get
Wi (t + 1)

↵i (t)wi (t) = (1

↵i (t))Wi (t)

This sequence will converge to 0 in the limit (t ! 1) by the condition on ↵i (t) from
Assumption 8. This assumption implies that
⇧1
⌧ =0 (1

↵i (⌧ )) = 0.

Thus the sequence Wi will converge to ↵i (t)wi (t). Now, by Assumption 7, we can
redefine wi (t) such that it goes to 0 in the limit (t ! 1). We then have limt!1 Wi (t) = 0.
For any time t0 , we also define Wi (t0 ; t0 ) = 0 and
Wi (t + 1; t0 ) = (1

↵i (t))Wi (t; t0 ) + ↵i (t)wi (t),

t

t0

(6.31)

For every t0 then we can have limt!1 Wi (t; t0 ) = 0 using a similar argument as above
(also see Lemma 2 in Tsitsiklis [276]).
We also define a sequence Xi (t), t
Xi (t + 1) = (1

t0k by letting Xi (t0k ) = Aki and

↵i (t))Xi (t) + ↵i (t)Fi (Ak ),

t

t0k

(6.32)

Next, we present a lemma on this sequence.
Lemma 34.

xi (t)  Xi (t) + Wi (t; t0k ), 8t

t0k

We define a k be equal to minimum of (Aki + 2D Fi (Ak ))/4, where the minimum is
taken over all i for which (Aki + 2D Fi (Ak )) is positive. k is well defined and positive
due to Lemma 33 and the lower bound of Ak and upper bound of F .
00

Let us define a tk

t0k ,
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t

00

1

⇧⌧k=t0 (1
k

and for all t

↵i (⌧ )) 

1
4

(6.33)

00

tk and all i.
Wi (t; t0k ) 

(6.34)

k

The condition in Eq. 6.33 is possible due to Assumption 8. The condition in Eq. 6.34 is
possible because Wi (t; t0k ) from Eq. 6.31 converges to 0 as discussed earlier. This leads to
the following lemma.
Lemma 35. We have xi (t)  Ak+1
, for all i and t
i

00

tk

By an entirely symmetrical argument, we can also establish that xi (t)
000
greater than some tk . This concludes the proof of the theorem.

Lk+1
for all t
i

For the further proofs, we will require three more assumptions same as specified in
Chapter 3. These assumptions are Assumption 1, 2, and 5.
Let ãi be a component of vector ã and ai be a component of vector a. Now, we make a
comparison between mean actions of the MFQ update (Eq. 6.4) and the POMFQ update
(Eq. 6.10).
Theorem 13. The MFQ mean action and the POMFQ mean action both satisfy
r
1
2
|ãi,t ai,t | 
log
2n
as time t ! 1, with probability >= , where n is the number of samples observed. ã is the
mean action as obtained from the Dirichlet in Eq. 6.10 and a is the mean action in Eq. 6.4.
Proof. Using the Hoeﬀding’s inequality, if a set of random variables (X1 , · · · , Xn ) are
bounded by the intervals [ai , bi ], then the following is true:
P (|X

E[X]|

⇣
⌘
2n2 u2
u)  2 exp Pn
ai ) 2
i=1 (bi

(6.35)

where n is the number of samples. P denotes the probability and u is an arbitrary bound.
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Eq. 6.10 samples some ã to estimate the partially observable Q function QP OM F , as
seen in update Eq. 6.9. This is set to be X in Eq. 6.35 and its expected value then will
be true mean field action a. In this setting, we have assumed that all agents have global
state availability. Therefore all the agents in the environment are visible and all actions of
the agents can be used to update the Dirichlet distribution, which holds the estimate of
POMFQ mean action. Note that in each step, a very large number of agent actions are
visible (we assume there are N agents in the environment where N is very large). Thus, the
Dirichlet mean will become close to the true underlying a. Since the agent is taking only a
finite sample from the Dirichlet to update the POMF Q-function, the empirical mean will
be ã.
Therefore, from Eq. 6.35 we have,
ai,t |

P (|ãi,t

⇣

⌘
2n2 u2
u)  2 exp Pn
aj )2
j=1 (bj

The samples are in the range [0, 1] and therefore we set bj = 1 and aj = 0 We set the
right hand side of Eq. 6.35 to to get the relation
u=

q

1
2n

log 2

which proves the theorem.
Theorem 14. When the Q-function is Lipschitz continuous (with constant M) with respect
to mean actions, then the POMF Q-function will satisfy the following relationship:
|QP OM F (st , at , ãt 1 )
as t ! 1 with probability

QM F (st , at , at 1 )|  M ⇥ L ⇥ log

2

⇥

1
2n

(6.36)

( )L 1 , where L = |A| and n is the number of samples.

Proof. Consider a Q-function that is Lipschitz continuous for all a and ã. Then we get,
|Q(st , at , ãt 1 )

Q(st , at , at 1 )|  M |ãt

Now, from Theorem 13, we get,
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1

at 1 |

|Q(st , at , ãt 1 )

Q(st , at , at 1 )|  M ⇥ L ⇥ (

q

1
2n

log 2 )2

In the first step, we are taking the magnitude of the diﬀerence between the mean action
vectors, hence we multiply the bound in Theorem 13 with all the components of the vectors
(a and ã). The total number of components are equal to the action space L. Since the
bound for Theorem 13 is with probability
the probability of this theorem would be
at least L 1 , since we have L random variables, and when we fix the first L 1 random
variables, the last one is deterministic as all the components of a satisfy the relation that
sum of the individual components will be 1 (one hot encoding). All the components of ã
also satisfy this relation as ã is a normalized sample obtained from the Dirichlet.
Then, from the definition of POMF Q-function and MFQ Q-function, the theorem
follows.

From Theorem 14, we can see that in a similar setting, the POMFQ updates will not see
a significant degradation in performance as compared to the MFQ updates. The probability
of this holding is inversely proportional to the size of the action space available to each
agent. In Theorem 14, the bound is between two Q-functions with the same state and
1
action, but with diﬀerent mean actions. Let Z = M ⇥ L ⇥ log 2 ⇥ 2n
and from Theorem 14,
|QP OM F (st , at , ãt 1 ) QM F (st , at , at 1 )|  Z. Now, we would like to directly compare the
value estimates of POMFQ and MFQ updates. Consider two diﬀerent actions aj and bj for
agent j. Under the assumption that the mean field Q-function is K-Lipschitz continuous
with respect to actions,
|QM F (sjt , ajt , ajt 1 )

QM F (sjt , bjt , ajt 1 )|  K|ajt

p
bjt |  K 2

(6.37)

In the last step, we applied the fact that all components of aj and bj are less than or equal
to 1 (a one hot encoding). Assume that the optimal action for QP OM F is a⇤ and for QM F
is b⇤ . Now consider,
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|v P OM F (st+1 )
= | max Q

v M F (st+1 )|
(6.38)

P OM F

at+1

(st+1 , at+1 , ãt )

max Q

MF

bt+1

(st+1 , bt+1 , at )|
(6.39)

= |Q
+Q

P OM F

MF

(st+1 , a⇤t+1 , ãt )

(st+1 , a⇤t+1 , at )

Q

Q

MF

MF

(st+1 , a⇤t+1 , at )

(st+1 , b⇤t+1 , at )|

p

Z +K 2=D

(6.40)
(6.41)

In the first step we apply the fact that the Boltzmann policy will become greedy in the
limit (t ! 1). The last step is coming from Eqs. 6.36 and 6.37. We also reiterate that the
Lipschitz continuity assumptions on the Q-function are consistent with prior work [303].
Theorem 15. When we update the Q functions using the partially observable update rule
in Eq. 6.6, the process satisfies the condition in the limit (t ! 1):
|Q⇤ (st , at )

QP OM F (st , at , ãt )|  2D

when Assumptions 1, 2, and 5 hold. Here Q⇤ is the Nash Q-value and D is the bound for
value functions in Eq. 6.41. This holds with probability at least L 1 , where L = |A|.
Proof. We start by proving all the assumptions needed for Theorem 12 and then apply
Theorem 12 to prove this theorem.
We can write the Q update from Eq. 6.6 using the formula:
OM F j
QPt+1
(st , ajt , ãjt )

=

QPt OM F (sjt , ajt , ãjt )

+

↵t [rtj

+

vtP OM F (sjt+1 )

QPt OM F (sjt , ajt , ãjt )]

(6.42)

Let F be defined as
F (QPt OM F (sjt+1 , ajt , ãjt )) = E[rj ] + E[vtP OM F (sjt+1 )]

(6.43)

and the value function from Eq. 6.9 be
vtP OM F (sjt+1 ) =

X
aj

⇡tj (aj |s0 , ãj )QPt OM F (sjt+1 , aj , ãj )
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(6.44)

Using Eq. 6.43, then Eq. 6.42 can be written as
OM F j
QPt+1
(st , ajt , ãjt )

= QPt OM F (sjt , ajt , ãjt ) + ↵t [F (QPt OM F (sjt , ajt , ãjt ))

QPt OM F (sjt , ajt , ãjt ) + wt (sjt , ajt ,˜ajt )]

where
wt (sjt , ajt , ãjt ) = rj

E[rj ] + vtP OM F (sjt+1 )

E[vtP OM F (sjt+1 )]

Assumption 6 is satisfied, since we are setting ⌧ji (t) = t in Eq. 6.42. Our formulation
is the same as that in Tsitsiklis [276] where the Q function is not allowed any outdated
information from the previous steps in the current update. Assumption 6 only needed to
guarantee that, if old information were used, that would be eventually discarded w.p.1.
To satisfy all the measurability conditions of Assumption 2, let Ft be a -field generated by random variables in all history of the stochastic game till the time step t, i.e.,
(st , ↵t , at , rt 1 , ⌧t , · · · , s1 , ↵1 , a1 , ⌧1 , Q0 ). Let Qt be a random variable from this trajectory
and is hence Ft -measurable. Thus, from Eq. 6.43, we can see that F will also be Ft measurable. This satisfies Assumptions 7(a), (b), and (c). Assumption 7(d) can be directly
verified from Eq. 6.43. From Assumption 1 it can be shown that the action-value function
and the value function remain bounded and hence we can find arbitrary constants A and B
such that Assumption 7(e) will hold.
To satisfy Assumption 9(a), note that the F mapping in Eq. 6.43 will increase or
decrease only as the term v P OM F increases or decreases for a given reward function. Now
v P OM F depends on QP OM F . As QP OM F increases or decreases then v P OM F also increases
or decreases for a stationary policy. Thus the monotonicity condition (Assumption 9(a)) is
proved. Because the function is a linear function, the continuity condition is also proved
(Assumption 9(b)). Hence, the first two conditions of Assumption 9 are satisfied.
Using Eq. 6.43 we can write:
F (QPt OM F (sjt , ajt , ãjt ))
= E[rj ] + E[vtM F (sjt+1 )] + [E[vtP OM F (sjt+1 )]
= E[rj + [vtN ash (sjt+1 )]] + E( [vtP OM F (sjt+1 )
 Q⇤ (sjt , ajt ) + D
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E[vtM F (sjt+1 )]]
vtM F (sjt+1 )]) + E( [vtM F (sjt+1 )

vtN ash (sjt+1 )])

Also we have,
F (QPt OM F (sjt , ajt , ãjt ))
= E[rj + [vtN ash (sjt+1 )]] + E( [vtP OM F (sjt+1 )
Q⇤ (sjt , ajt )

vtM F (sjt+1 )])

E[ [vtN ash (sjt+1 )

vtM F (sjt+1 )]]

D

In the above two equations we use the fact that in the limit (t ! 1) the mean field value
function becomes equal to the Nash value function given Assumption 5 (see Theorem 1 in
Yang et al. [303] for the proof). Thus, that term can be dropped. This satisfies Assumption
9(c).
Now to satisfy Assumption 9(d), consider,
F (QPt OM F (sjt , ajt , ãjt ) + p)
= E[rj ] + [XQPt OM F (sjt+1 , aj , ãj ) + p]

(6.45)

= E[rj ] + [XQPt OM F (sjt+1 , aj , ãj )] + p]
where X =

P

aj

⇡tj (aj |s0 , aj ).

Now consider,

F (QPt OM F (sjt , ajt , ãjt )) + p
= E[r ] +
j

Since,

[XQPt OM F (sjt+1 , aj , ãj )]

(6.46)
+p

 1, from Eqs. 6.45 and 6.46, we find that
F (QPt OM F (sjt , ajt , ãjt ) + p)  F (QPt OM F (sjt , ajt , ãjt )) + p

By a symmetric argument, we can prove
F (QPt OM F (sjt , ajt , ãjt ))

p  F (QPt OM F (sjt , ajt , ãjt )
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p)

(6.47)

and the condition
F (QPt OM F (sjt , ajt , ãjt )

p)  F (QPt OM F (sjt , ajt , ãjt ) + p)

will hold by monotonicity.
Thus, all the conditions of Assumption 9 have been proved.
Consider the POMF Q-update in Eq. 6.6. Notice that if the reward function r is
guaranteed to be bounded, then the Q-function will also be bounded as there are no other
variables that Q depends on, which can make it diverge to infinity. Since Assumption 5
guarantees that the reward function will stay bounded, the value and action-value functions
will also stay bounded. This will mean that the entire stochastic process as given in
Theorem 12 remains bounded. Now, with all conditions met, we can prove that the
partially observable mean field Q function will either converge or oscillate in a small range
(Q⇤ (st , at ) 2D, Q⇤ (st , at ) + 2D) in the limit (t ! 1) according to Theorem 12.
It is important to note that we need only three minor assumptions (Assumptions 1, 2,
and 5) to hold for Theorem 4, which is our main theoretical result. Theorem 15 shows that
the POMFQ updates stay very close to the Nash equilibrium in the limit (t ! 1). The
lower bound on the probability of this is high for a small action space and low for a large
action space. In a multi-agent setting, the Q-updates are in the form of POMFQ updates,
and do not have the (intuitive) eﬀect of having any fixed point as commonly seen in RL.
Theorem 15 proves our update rule is very close to the Nash equilibrium, a stationary
point for the stochastic game. Hence, the policy in Eq. 6.5 is approximately close to this
stationary point, which guarantees that it becomes (asymptotically) stationary in the limit
(t ! 1).
The distance between the POMF Q-function and the Nash Q-function is inversely
proportional to the number of samples from the Dirichlet (n). If the agent chooses to take
a large number of samples, the POMF Q-estimate is very close to the Nash Q-estimate,
but this may lead to a degradation in performance due to having no additional exploratory
noise as discussed in Section 6.3. In MARL, the Nash equilibrium is not a guarantee of
optimal performance, but only a fixed point guarantee. The (self-interested) agents would
still take finite samples, for better performance. To balance the theory and performance,
the value of n should not be too high nor too low.
In Section 6.8 we provide an experimental illustration of Theorem 15 in the Ising model,
a mathematical model used to describe the magnetic spins of atomic particles.
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6.8

Ising Model

Figure 6.1: Ising model: Mean square distance between the Q-values and Nash Q-values.
The Ising model was introduced as a stochastic game by Yang et al. [303]. The energy
function of this model determines that the overall energy of the system stays low when
each agent chooses to spin in a direction that is consistent with its neighbours. In this
game, each agent has a choice of one of the two actions (spinning up or spinning down)
and obtains rewards proportional to the number of agents spinning in the same direction in
the neighbourhood. We use the same settings and parameters for the Ising model as in
Yang et al. [303]. Particularly, each agent obtains rewards [-2.0, -1.0, 0.0, 1.0, 2.0] based
on the number of neighbours [0,1,2,3,4] spinning in the same direction as itself in each
stage game. Refer to [303] for more details on this domain. We set the temperature ⌧ of
the ising model to 0.8. We use this domain to give a practical illustration of the tabular
version of our algorithm on a simple domain and to verify Theorem 15. The Ising model
used in our implementation is a stateless system with a total of 100 agents and the Nash
Q-function of this stochastic game is exactly obtainable [303]. We implement the POMFQ
(FOR) algorithm on this domain and calculate the mean square error (MSE) between the
Q-values of each agent’s action with the Nash Q-value at each stage. The average of this
error across all the 100 agents is plotted against number of episodes in Figure 6.1, along
with the 95% confidence interval shaded out around each point. From the plot it can be
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seen that the MSE steadily reduces and its 95% confidence interval stays bounded by the
line representing the value of D/10 line after a finite number of episodes. This is a stronger
result than Theorem 15 where we had proved that the error will be bounded by 2D. This
shows that there is some scope for a stronger version of Theorem 15 as well. Substituting
the value of as 0.95 in Theorem 13 we can calculate the value of the constant D used in
Theorem 15. Notice that D as given in Eq. 6.41 is the sum of two other constants Z and K.
We set the value of the number of samples n drawn from the Dirichlet at each time step to
be 10000 and hence from Theorem 14 it can be seen that constant Z ⇡ 0. Now to calculate
the Lipschitz constant K, we calculate the diﬀerence between the MFQ Q-values between
the two actions for the given state and mean action as in Eq 6.37. Since we start all the
Q-values with an initialization of 0, the value of K (and hence, D) is 0 at the beginning of
Figure 6.1. However, once learning takes place and the Q-values change, we see a finite
value of D. As the Q-values move closer to convergence, the value of D also converges to a
finite value as seen in Figure 6.1. This value is used to compare the mean squared error of
the Q-values in Figure 6.1.

6.9

Experiments And Results

This section empirically demonstrates that using POMFQ updates will result in better
performance in a partially observable environment than when using the MFQ updates. All
the code for the experiments is open sourced [245].
We design three cooperative-competitive games for each of the two problems (FOR
and PDO) within the MAgent framework [317] to serve as testbeds. This is the same
simulator considered in Chapter 5, however our current domains have several diﬀerences as
compared to those used in Chapter 5. Here, we wish to highlight the importance of partial
observability and not consider types as in the Chapter 5. We will provide the important
elements of these experimental domains here, while the comprehensive details (including
exact reward functions and hyperparameter values) are deferred to Appendix D.2. For all
games, we have a two stage process: training and faceoﬀ (test). We consider four algorithms
for all the games: MFQ, MFAC, IL, and POMFQ. In each stage, there are two groups of
agents: group A and group B. Since the agents do not know what kind of opponents they
will see in the faceoﬀ stage, they train themselves against another group that plays the
same algorithm in the training stage. Thus, in the training stage, each algorithm will train
two networks (groups A and B). In the faceoﬀ stage, groups trained by diﬀerent algorithms
fight against each other. Our formulation is consistent with past research using the MAgent
framework [248, 303]. We plot the rewards obtained by group A in each episode for the
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(a) FOR - Train

(b) PDO - Train

(c) FOR - Test

(d) PDO - Test

Figure 6.2: Multibattle results. The * in the legend of test plots denotes the opponent.
For example, first orange bar (from the left) in the bar plots is result for IL. vs MFQ. The
dashed lines indicate bars that we set for symmetry. We do not run faceoﬀ experiments
between the same algorithm.
training stage (group B also shows similar trends — our games are not zero sum) and the
number of games won by each algorithm in the faceoﬀ stage. For statistical significance, we
report p-values of an unpaired 2-sided t test for particular episodes in the training stage and
a Fischer’s exact test for the average performances in the faceoﬀ stage. We treat p-values
of less than 0.05 as statistically significant diﬀerences. The tests are usually conducted
between POMFQ and next best performing algorithm in the final episode of training for
the training results.
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(a) FOR - Train

(b) PDO - Train

(c) FOR - Test

(d) PDO - Test

Figure 6.3: Training and faceoﬀ results of Battle-Gathering game.
The Multibattle game has two groups of agents fight against each other. There are 25
agents in each group for a total of 50. Agents learn to cooperate within the group and
compete across the group to win. We analyse both the FOR and PDO cases. In FOR,
information about nearby agents is available, but agents further than 6 units are hidden.
In PDO, the game engine maintains a Bernoulli distribution of visibility of each agent from
every other agent as discussed in Section 6.4. Based on this probability, each agent in
PDO could see diﬀerent numbers of other agents at each time step. MFQ and MFAC use a
frequentist strategy where agents observed at each time step are aggregated (Eq. 6.4) to
obtain a mean action. We run 3000 episodes of training in FOR and 2000 episodes in PDO.
Each episode has a maximum of 500 steps. For the faceoﬀ, group A trained using the first
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(a) FOR - Train

(b) PDO - Train

(c) FOR - Test

(d) PDO - Test

Figure 6.4: Training and faceoﬀ results of Predator-Prey game.
algorithm and group B trained using the second algorithm fight against each other for 1000
games. We report all results as an average of 20 independent runs for both training and
faceoﬀ (with standard deviation). In our experiments, an average of 6 – 8 agents out of
50 agents are visible to the central agent at a given time step (averaged over the length
of the game). Note that we use 50 agents per game, more agents are used in previous
research [248, 303]. In our case, the ratio of agents seen vs. the total number of agents
matters more than the simple absolute number of agents in the competition.
In the FOR setting of the Multibattle domain (Figure 6.2 (a)) the POMFQ algorithm
plays the FOR variant (Algorithm 11). POMFQ dominates other baselines from about 1800
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episodes (p < 0.3) until the end (p < 0.03). We see that MFAC quickly falls into a poor
local optimum and never recovers. The poor performance of MFAC in the MAgent games,
compared to the other baselines, is consistent with previous work [248, 303]. Faceoﬀ in the
FOR case (Figure 6.2(c)) shows that POMFQ wins more than 50% of the games against
others (p < 0.01). An ablation study in Section 6.11 shows that performance improves with
increase in viewing distance.
In the PDO setting, we use both the FOR variant of POMFQ algorithm (no parameter)
and the PDO variant of POMFQ algorithm (Algorithm 12). We diﬀerentiate these two
algorithms in the legends of Figures 6.2(b) and 6.2(d). The FOR variant loses out to the
PDO algorithm that explicitly tracks the parameter (p < 0.02). If an algorithm bases
decisions only on ã, as in Algorithm 11, the agents do not know how risk seeking or risk
averse their actions should be (when agents nearby are not visible). In this game, agents can
choose to make an attack (risk seeking) or a move (risk averse). The additional parameter
helps agents understand the uncertainty in not seeing some agents when making decisions.
The PDO algorithm takes a lead over the other algorithms from roughly 900 episodes
(p < 0.04) and maintains the lead until the end (p < 0.03). In faceoﬀ, PDO wins more than
50% (500) of the games against all other algorithms as seen in Figure 6.2(d) (p < 0.01).
The second game, Battle-Gathering, is similar to the Multibattle game where a set of
two groups of 50 agents are fighting against each other to win a battle, but with an addition
of food resources scattered in the environment. All the agents are given an additional
reward when capturing food, in addition to killing the competition (as in Multibattle).
The training and faceoﬀ are conducted similar to Multibattle game. Figure 6.3(a) shows
that the POMFQ algorithm dominates the other three algorithms from about 900 episodes
(p < 0.03) till the end (p < 0.01). In the comparative battles (Figure 6.3(c)), POMFQ
has a clear lead over other algorithms (p < 0.01). MFQ and IL are similar in performance
and MFAC loses to all other algorithms. We also observe this in the PDO domain train
(p < 0.02, Figure 6.3(b)) and test experiments (p < 0.01, Figure 6.3(d)).
The third game is a type of Predator-Prey domain, where there are two groups —
predators and prey. There are a total of 20 predator agents and 40 prey agents in our
domain. The predators are stronger than the prey and have an objective of killing the prey.
The prey are faster than the predator and try to escape from the predators. The training is
conducted and rewards are plotted using the same procedure as in the Multibattle domain.
Training performances are in Figures 6.4(a) and 6.4(c). The standard deviation of the
performance in this game is considerably higher than the previous two games because
we have two completely diﬀerent groups that are trying to outperform each other in the
environment. At diﬀerent points in training, one team may have a higher performance than
the other, and this lead can change over time. In the first setting, Figure 6.4(a), we can see
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that the POMFQ (FOR) shows a small lead over other baseline algorithms (at the end of
training, p < 0.1). In the direct faceoﬀ (Figure 6.4(c)), POMFQ wins more games than the
other algorithms (p < 0.01), In the PDO setting too, the POMFQ-PDO algorithm has an
edge over the others during the training phase (p < 0.4) and the testing (p < 0.01)(Figure
6.4(b) and 6.4(d)). As the p-values for the training suggest, POMFQ can be seen to have
a better performance, but the results are not statistically significant. The faceoﬀ results,
on the other hand, are statistically significant (p < 0.01). We have run training for 2000
games and faceoﬀ for 1000 games in the last two domains.
In three semantically diﬀerent domains, we have shown that in the partially observable
case, the MFQ and MFAC algorithms using frequentist strategies do not provide good
performances. Also, the frequentist strategies (MFQ and MFAC) have worse performance
in the harder PDO domain compared to the FOR domain. Sometimes, they also lose out
to a simpler algorithm that does not even track the mean field parameter (IL). The FOR
and PDO algorithms gives the best performance across both settings, as evidenced by the
training and the test results. The training results clearly show that POMFQ never falls
into a very poor local optimum like MFAC often does. The test results show that in a
direct face-oﬀ, POMFQ outperforms all other algorithms. The p-values indicate that our
results are statistically significant. Additionally, in Section 6.10, we provide comparisons of
the POMFQ - FOR and PDO algorithms with two more baselines, recurrent versions of IL
and MFQ, in the same three MAgent domains and the results show that POMFQ has clear
advantages compared to these recurrent baselines as well.

6.10

Recurrent Baselines

This section describes our comparisons of the POMFQ - FOR and PDO algorithms with
recurrent versions of IL and MFQ (denoted as RIL and RMFQ respectively). We report all
results for 20 independent runs as done for the comparisons in Section 6.9.
Multibattle game results are given in Figure 6.5. In the FOR domain, Figure 6.5(a), we
can see that the recurrent algorithms fall into a local optimum early on and do not improve
much, similar to the performance of MFAC. The reason for this could be that the recurrent
network provides a larger amount of information to the agent at each time step because the
state is recurrently fed back to the network as an input. In a mean field setting, this may
not a good idea since there is already an overload of information available to each agent,
and the superior performance of POMFQ is due to the fact that it supplies exactly the
right amount of information needed to calculate the best response at each time step. In the
test battles for FOR (Figure 6.5 (c)), POMFQ (FOR) comfortably beats RIL (p < 0.01)
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(a) FOR - Train

(b) PDO - Train

(c) FOR - Test

(d) PDO - Test

Figure 6.5: Multibattle results with recurrent baselines.
and RMFQ (p < 0.01). This performance advantage is also seen in the PDO setting, where
the POMFQ (PDO) beats RIL and RMFQ in both the train (Figure 6.5(b), p < 0.01) and
test experiments (Figure 6.5(d), p < 0.01).
In the Battle-Gathering (Figure 6.6) we still see that the POMFQ beats the recurrent
baselines in both training and test performances in both the domains. However, it is
interesting to note that in both the FOR (Figure 6.6 (a)) and PDO (Figure 6.6 (b))
experiments, both the recurrent baselines learn to perform reasonably well and do not fall
into a trivial local optimum like in the Multibattle game. Recall that this game has two
tasks, one is to gather as many food particles as possible and the other is to kill the enemies.
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(a) FOR - Train

(b) PDO - Train

(c) FOR - Test

(d) PDO - Test

Figure 6.6: Battle-Gathering results with recurrent baselines.
The recurrent baselines seem to learn to perform one of the tasks very well (gathering
food), but still lose out to POMFQ, which learns to perform both the tasks reasonably well.
The test results in Figure 6.6(c) and (d) also show the performance advantage of POMFQ
against the recurrent baselines in this domain. The train results have p < 0.04 and test
results have p < 0.02 for the comparisons between POMFQ and the next best performing
recurrent algorithm.
For the Predator-Prey domain, the results are given in Figure 6.7. In this domain too,
POMFQ algorithm beats the performance of both the recurrent baselines in the training
experiments (Figure 6.7(a) and (b) with p < 0.06) as well as the test experiments (Figure
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(a) FOR - Train

(b) PDO - Train

(c) FOR - Test

(d) PDO - Test

Figure 6.7: Predator-Prey results with recurrent baselines.
6.7(c) and (d)) with p < 0.03). As in comparisons with the other algorithms for the
Predator-Prey domain, our training results are not statistically significant, but the test
results are statistically significant.

6.11

Ablation Study

In this section, we perform an ablation study by varying the neighbourhood distance and
study the performance of the POMFQ (FOR) algorithm.
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Figure 6.8: Multibattle (FOR case) with varying viewing distance.
Figure 6.8 shows the results of an ablation study where we change the distance of
neighbourhood view in the Multibattle game. We study the neighbourhood viewable
distances of 2 units, 4 units, 6 units, 8 units, and 10 units. These are denoted as r2, r4, r6,
r8, and r10 respectively in Figure 6.8. Our results are averaged over 20 independent trials
similar to the other experiments. The experiment is here is similar to our train experiments,
where the POMFQ(FOR) algorithm competes against itself. In r2, groups A and B can see
a distance of 2, and in r10, groups A and B can all see a distance of 10. When the average
number of agents seen is higher (because the observation distance is higher), we expect the
reward will be greater than or equal to the case where the average number of agents seen is
lower due to the observation distance being lower. The Figure 6.8 shows that performance
does steadily increase as we increase the neighbourhood distance. When more agents in
the environment are seen by the central agent, more useful information is available about
the environment — as expected, this impacts performance positively. As an example, once
the agents are able to see a larger distance, they do need to indiscriminately employ the
attack action that entails a penalty for usage against an empty neighbour (reward function
in Appendix D.2).
It is important to note that these games are not zero sum games (reward functions are
in Appendix D.2). We have empirically seen that when agents have access to limited infor182

mation they quickly fall into sub-optimal performance based on the limited neighbourhood
they can see. In this case, they are calculating their actions based on limited information
and strategies are sub-optimal. When more information is available to the agents, their performance increases as they take into account a larger context before deciding best response
strategies. In Figure 6.8, we see that there is almost no diﬀerence in performance between
r8 and r10 — when the distance increases, the actions of agents at a large distance does
not have a considerable impact on the performance of the central agent. The performance
of the agent when the viewing distance is 2 units and 4 units are also not much diﬀerent
but overall, but the setting with distance 4 units just outperforms the setting with distance
of 2 units (p < 0.4). The performance with distance 6 units is in between the performance
with 4 units distance (p < 0.2) and 8 units distance (p < 0.2). Despite seeing the described
performances, it should be noted that these diﬀerences are not statistically significant as
p < 0.2. The diﬀerence between r2 and r10 has p < 0.01, which is statistically significant.
Additionally, we see some unusual behaviour of unlearning in the case of r2. The agents
could have started oﬀ being aggressive due to higher exploration but switched to more
defensive strategies later on due to the availability of very less information. Nonetheless,
this does not change the core message of this section.

6.12

Related Work

Mean field games (MFG) 1 were introduced by Lasry and Lions [136], extending mean field
theory [205, 237] to the stochastic games framework. The stochastic games formulation
was obtained by extending MDPs to MARL environments [104, 150]. Recent research
has actively used the mean field games construct in a MARL setting, allowing tractable
solutions in environments in which many agents participate. Model-based solutions have
also been tried in this setting [127], but the model is specific to the application domain
and these methods do not generalize well. Subramanian and Mahajan [243] analyze the
problem using a stationary mean field. In contrast to our approach, this paper needs strict
assumptions regarding this stationarity, which do not hold in practice. Mguni et al. [162]
approaches this problem using the fictitious play technique. They provide strong theoretical
properties for their algorithms, but only in the finite time horizon case. These results do not
directly hold for infinite horizons. Additionally, strict assumptions on the reward function
and fictitious property [19] assumption makes their algorithms less generally applicable.
In fictitious play, each agent assumes that its opponents are playing stationary strategies.
1

MFG is another approach to scaling MARL using the mean field, that is diﬀerent from the MFRL
technique we have focussed on so far. We discuss more about the MFG in the next chapter.
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Thus, the response of each agent is a best response to the empirical frequency of their
opponents. Another work by the same authors [164] introduces an algorithm and provides
theoretical analysis for the mean field learning problem in cooperative environments. Our
methods, on the other hand, work for both cooperative and competitive domains. Along
the same lines, the work by Elie et al. [59, 60] contributes fictitious play based techniques to
solve mean field games with general theoretical properties based on quantifying the errors
accumulated at each time step. However, the strict assumptions on the reward function in
addition to the fictitious play assumption is also present in the work by Elie et al. In our
work, the agents do not make the fictitious play assumption for best responses. Yang et
al. [303] do not have the limitations of other works noted here, but it assumes the global
state is observable for all agents and a local action is taken from it. This has been relaxed
by us.

6.13

Conclusion

This chapter considers many agent RL problems where the exact cumulative metrics
regarding the mean field behaviour is not available and only local information is available.
We used two variants of this problem and provided practical algorithms that work in both
settings. We empirically showed that our approach is better than previous methods that
used a simple aggregate of neighbourhood agents to estimate the mean field action. We
theoretically showed that POMFQ stays close to the Nash Q under common assumptions.
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Chapter 7
Decentralized Mean Field Games
As discussed earlier, using mean field theory to aggregate agents has been proposed as a
solution to make MARL algorithms tractable in environments with many agents. However,
many previous methods in this area make a strong assumption of a centralized system
where all the agents in the environment can share policy parameters. Also, all agents
are assumed to be eﬀectively homogeneous and indistinguishable from each other. In this
chapter, we relax this assumption about indistinguishable agents and propose a new mean
field system known as Decentralized Mean Field Games, where each agent can be quite
diﬀerent from others 1 . All agents learn independent policies in a decentralized fashion,
based on their local observations. We define a theoretical solution concept for this system
and provide a fixed point guarantee for a Q-learning based algorithm in this system. A
practical consequence of our approach is that we can address a ‘chicken-and-egg’ problem
in empirical mean field reinforcement learning algorithms. Further, we provide Q-learning
and actor-critic algorithms that use the decentralized mean field learning approach and
give stronger performances compared to common baselines in this area. In our setting,
agents do not need to be clones of each other and learn in a fully decentralized fashion.
Hence, for the first time, we show the application of mean field learning methods in fully
competitive environments, large-scale continuous action space environments, and other
environments with heterogeneous agents. Importantly, we also apply the mean field method
in a ride-sharing problem using a real-world dataset. We propose a decentralized solution
to this problem, which is more practical than existing centralized training methods.
1

Note that in Chapter 5 we considered a similar problem of extending mean field methods to heterogeneous
agents using type classification. However, that approach required agents to be classified into a finite set of
types where homogeneity assumptions are satisfied within types. We will need no such requirement in this
chapter as we explain later.
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The contribution of this chapter are summarized as follows:
• A new mean field paradigm, known as decentralized mean field games, that relaxes
the homogeneity assumption, and subsequently centralized training requirements in
prior mean field based settings. Each agent is independent and can be quite diﬀerent
from others.
• A decentralized solution concept for decentralized mean field games, along with
fixed-point convergence guarantees for a Q-learning based tabular method in this
setting.
• Resolution to a ‘chicken-and-egg’ problem in empirical mean field reinforcement
learning algorithms.
• Practical Q-learning and actor-critic algorithms that use fully decentralized learning
and show superior performances (as compared to strong MARL baselines) in a variety
of many agent reinforcement learning testbeds along with a real-world ride-pool
matching environment.
The core contents of this chapter were published in AAAI-2022 [253] and is available on
arXiv [251].

7.1

Introduction

As discussed previously, most MARL algorithms are not tractable when applied to environments with many agents as these algorithms are exponential in the number of agents [37].
One exception is a class of algorithms that use the mean field theory [236] to approximate
the many agent setting to a two agent setting, where the second agent is a mean field
distribution of all agents representing the average eﬀect of the population. This makes
MARL algorithms tractable since, eﬀectively, only two agents are being modelled. Lasry
and Lions [136] introduced the framework of a mean field game (MFG), which incorporates
the mean field theory in MARL. In MARL, the mean field can be a population state
distribution [106] or action distribution [303] of all the other agents in the environment.
MFGs have three common assumptions. First, each agent does not have access to the
local information of the other agents. However, it has access to accurate global information
regarding the mean field of the population. Second, all agents in the environment are
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independent, homogeneous, and indistinguishable. Third, all agents maintain interactions
with others only through the mean field. These assumptions (especially the first two)
severely restrict the potential of using mean field methods in real-world environments. The
first assumption is impractical, while the second assumption implies that all agents share
the same state space, action space, reward function, and have the same objectives. Further,
given these assumptions, prior works use centralized learning methods, where all agents
learn and update a shared centralized policy. These two assumptions are only applicable to
cooperative environments with extremely similar agents. Theoretically, the agent indices are
omitted since all agents are interchangeable [136]. We will relax the first two assumptions.
In our case, the agents are not interchangeable and can each formulate their own policies
during learning that diﬀers from others. Also, we will not assume the availability of the
immediate global mean field. Instead, agents only have local information and use modelling
techniques (similar to opponent modelling common in MARL [98]) to eﬀectively model the
mean field during the training process. We retain the assumption that each agent’s impact
on the environment is infinitesimal [106], and hence agents calculate best responses only
to the mean field. Formulating best responses to each individual agent is intractable and
unnecessary [136].
The solution concepts proposed by previous mean field methods have been either the
centralized Nash equilibrium [303] or a closely related mean field equilibrium [136]. These
solution concepts are centralized as they require knowledge of the current policy of all other
agents or other global information, even in non-cooperative environments. Verifying their
existence is infeasible in many practical environments [174].
This chapter presents a new kind of mean field system, Decentralized Mean Field Games
(DMFGs), which uses a decentralized information structure. This new formulation of the
mean field system relaxes the assumption of agents’ indistinguishability and makes mean
field methods applicable to numerous real-world settings. Subsequently, we provide a
decentralized solution concept for learning in DMFGs, which will be more practical than the
centralized solution concepts considered previously. We also provide a fixed point guarantee
for a Q-learning based algorithm in this system.
A ‘chicken-and-egg’ problem exists in empirical mean field reinforcement learning
algorithms where the mean field requires agent policies, yet the policies cannot be learned
without the global mean field [304]. We show that our formulation can address this problem,
and we provide practical algorithms to learn in DMFGs. We test our algorithms in diﬀerent
types of many agent environments. We also provide an example of a ride-sharing application
that simulates demand and supply based on a real-world dataset.
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7.2

Background

In this section we describe two diﬀerent kinds of mean field systems (i.e., mean field games
and mean field reinforcement learning) that we will use in this chapter. Though we have
described the MFRL framework before, we choose to provide a brief description again
since we subtly change notations for the sake of clarity in the context of this chapter.
Also, we highlight some limitations in MFRL that pertains to this chapter (mainly the
‘chicken-and-egg’ problem).
Mean Field Game2 : MFG was introduced as a framework to solve the stochastic game
when the number of agents N is very large [108, 136]. In this setting, calculating the best
response to each individual opponentPis intractable, so each agent responds to the aggregated
N

1(sj =s)

state distribution µt (s) , limN !1 j=1 N t , known as the mean field. Here 1 denotes the
indicator function, i.e. 1(x) = 1, if x is true and 0 otherwise. Let µ , {µt }1
t=0 . MFG assumes
that all agents are identical (homogeneous), indistinguishable, and interchangeable [136].
Given this assumption, the environment changes to a single-agent stochastic control problem
where all agents share the same policy [211]. Hence, ⇡ 1 = · · · = ⇡ N = ⇡. The theoretical
formulation focuses on a representative player, and the solution of this player (optimal
policy) obtains the solution for the entire
The value function
of a representative
⇥ Psystem.
⇤
1
t
agent can be given as V (s, ⇡, µ) , E⇡
r(st , at , µt )|s0 = s , where s and a are the
t=0
state and action of the representative agent, respectively, and denotes the discount factor.
The transition dynamics is represented as P (st , at , µt ), where the dependence is on the
mean field distribution. All agents share the same reward function r(st , at , µt ). The action
comes from the policy ⇡t (at |st , µt ).
The solution concept for the MFG is the mean field equilibrium (MFE). A tuple
is a mean field equilibrium if, for any policy ⇡, an initial state s 2 S and
⇤
⇤
given mean field µ⇤M F G , V (s, ⇡M
V (s, ⇡, µ⇤M F G ). Additionally, µ⇤M F G is the
F G , µM F G )
⇤
mean field obtained when all agents play the same ⇡M
F G at each s 2 S.

⇤
⇤
(⇡M
F G , µM F G )

Mean Field Reinforcement Learning (MFRL): As introduced previously, MFRL
from Yang et al. [303] is another approach for learning in stochastic games with a large
2

As noted in this section, MFG is another mean field framework which is diﬀerent from the MFRL
approach used in prior chapters. This dissertation mostly focuses on the MFRL paradigm since it does not
contain the interchangeability assumption commonly seen in MFGs. Also, MFRL applies to settings with
large but finite numbers of agents, while MFGs require infinite (in the limit) numbers of interchangeable
agents, which is hard to satisfy in practical environments. However, in this chapter we touch upon MFG
as well, since our proposed framework, DMFG, can be seen as extending both MFG and MFRL to the
decentralized setting. Later in Section 7.12 we tabulate the diﬀerences between the diﬀerent mean field
settings.
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number of agents. Here, the empirical mean action is used as the mean field, which each
agent then uses to update its Q-function and Boltzmann policy. Each agent is assumed to
have access to the global state, and it takes local action from this state. In MFRL, the
Q-function of the agent j is updated as,
Qj (st , ajt , µat )
= (1 ↵)Qj (st , ajt , µat ) + ↵[rtj + v j (st+1 )]
where
v j (st+1 ) =

X
ajt+1

µat =
⇡

j

⇡ j (ajt+1 |st+1 , µat )Qj (st+1 , ajt+1 , µat )

1 X j j
a , a ⇠ ⇡ j (·|st , µat 1 )
N j t t

(ajt |st , µat 1 )

exp( ˆQj (st , ajt , µat 1 )
=P
0
0
exp( ˆQj (st , ajt , µat 1 ))
aj 2Aj

(7.1)

(7.2)
(7.3)
(7.4)

t

where st is the global old state, st+1 is the global resulting state, rtj is the reward of j at
time t, v j is the value function of j, N is the total number of agents, and ˆ represents
the Boltzmann parameter. Also, 2 [0, 1) denotes the discount factor. The action aj is
assumed to be discrete and represented using one-hot encoding. Like stochastic games,
MFRL uses the NE as the solution concept. The global mean field µat captures the action
distribution of all agents. To address this global limitation, Yang et al. [303] specify mean
field calculation over certain neighbourhoods for each agent. However, an update using
Eq. 7.3 requires each agent to have access to all other agent policies or the global mean field
to use the centralized concept (NE). Also, as highlighted in Chapter 6, the neighbourhoods
are not applicable in many practical environments. We omit an expectation in Eq. 7.2 since
Yang et al. [303] guaranteed that their updates will be greedy in the limit with infinite
exploration (GLIE).
From Eq. 7.3 and Eq. 7.4, it can be seen that the current action depends on the mean
field and the mean field depends on the current action. To resolve this ‘chicken-and-egg’
problem, Yang et al. [303] simply use the previous mean field action to decide the current
action, as in Eq. 7.4. This can lead to a loss of performance since the agents are formulating
best responses to the previous mean field action µat 1 , while they are expected to respond
to the current mean field action µat .
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7.3

Related Work

MFGs were first proposed in Huang et al. [107], while a comprehensive development of
the system and principled application methods were given later in Lasry and Lions [136].
Subsequently, learning algorithms were proposed for this framework. Subramanian and
Mahajan [243] introduce a restrictive form of MFG (known as stationary MFG) and provide
a model-free policy-gradient [130, 258] algorithm along with convergence guarantees to a
local Nash equilibrium. On similar lines, Guo et al. [88] provide a model-free Q-learning
algorithm [291] for solving MFGs, also in the stationary setting. The assumptions in
these works are diﬃcult to verify in real-world environments. Particularly, as discussed
previously, Guo et al. [88] assume the presence of a game engine (simulator) that accurately
provides mean field information to all agents at each time step, which is not practical in
many environments. Further, as discussed in the previous chapter, other works depend on
fictitious play updates for the mean field parameters [60, 91], which involves the strong
assumption that opponents play stationary strategies. All these papers use the centralized
setting for the theory and the experiments.
Prior works [2, 84, 211] have established the existence of a (centralized) mean field
equilibrium in the discrete-time MFG under a discounted cost criterion, in finite and
infinite-horizon settings. Authors have also studied the behaviour of iterative algorithms
and provided theoretical analysis for learning of the non-stationary (centralized) mean field
equilibrium in infinite-horizon settings [8, 293, 294]. We provide similar guarantees in the
decentralized setting with possibly heterogeneous agents.
Mean field games have also been used in the inverse reinforcement learning paradigm,
where the objective is to determine a suitable reward function given expert demonstrations [300], and not decision-making as seen in traditional RL [256]. Other methods such
as [40] perform a very computationally expensive computation using the full knowledge
of the environment, which does not scale to large real-world environments. The work
by [74] provides a mean field actor-critic algorithm along with theoretical analysis in the
linear function approximation setting, unlike other works which only analyze the tabular
setting [88, 303]. However, it is not clear if this algorithm is strong empirically since it
does not contain empirical experiments that illustrate its performance. Further, this work
considered the linear-quadratic setting that contains restrictions on the type of reward
function. Mguni et al. [163] explore the connection between MARL and mean field games
in the model-free setting.
The mean field setting under the cooperative case can be handled using a mean field
control model [41]. In the linear-quadratic setting, [41] prove that policy-gradient methods
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converge to local equilibrium. In further work, the same authors prove that Q-learning
algorithms also converge [42].
As discussed earlier, Yang et al. [303] introduces MFRL that uses a mean field approximation through the empirical mean action, and provides two practical algorithms
that show good performance in large MARL settings. The approach is model-free, and
the algorithms do not need strong assumptions regarding the nature of the environment.
However, they assume access to global information that needs a centralized setting for
both theory and experiments. While we extend MFRL to multiple types in Chapter 5 and
partially observable environments in Chapter 6, our prior work in Chapter 5 assumes that
agents can be divided into a finite set of types, where agents within a type are homogeneous
(mean field approximation holds within types and does not need to hold across types). We
do not need the agents to be grouped into a finite set of types in our work in this chapter.
Additionally, while our work in Chapter 6 relaxes the assumption of global information
in MFRL, it still uses the (centralized) Nash equilibrium as the solution concept. In this
chapter, we will provide a decentralized solution concept. Further, that work contains
some assumptions regarding the existence of conjugate priors, which is hard to verify in
real-world environments. All of these are relaxed in this chapter.
In the experiments, we consider a real-world application of our methods on the Ride-Pool
Matching Problem (RMP) as originally defined in Javier et al. [6]. This is the problem
considered by top ride-sharing platforms such as UberPool and Lyft-Line. The problem
studies the eﬃciency of accepting ride requests by individual vehicles in such a way that
the vehicles make more money (cater to more requests) per trip and the ride-sharing
platform improves its ability to serve more orders. Previous approaches to solving the RMP
problem have used standard optimization techniques [208]. However, these methods are not
scalable to large environments. One example from this class of methods is the zone path
construction approach (ZAC) [155]. The ZAC solves for an optimization objective where
the environment is abstracted into zones and each zone path represents a set of trips. The
available vehicles are assigned to suitable zone paths using the ZAC algorithm. Another
proposed solution was to make greedy assignments [6], which considers maximizing the
immediate returns and not the long term discounted gains traditionally studied in RL. Prior
work has also considered RL approaches for this problem [288, 299]. However, these works
consider very restrictive settings, which do not model multi-agent interactions between
the diﬀerent vehicles. The work by Li et al. [146] used a mean field approach for order
dispatching, however, it assumes vehicles serve only one order at a time. The recent work
by Shah et al. [217] introduced a very general formulation for the RMP where vehicles of
arbitrary capacity are designed to serve batches of requests, with the whole solution scalable
to thousands of vehicles and requests. They introduced a Deep Q-Network (DQN) [167]
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based RL approach (called neural approximate dynamic programming or NeurADP) that
learns eﬃcient assignment of ride requests. However, the proposed approach assumes a
set of identical vehicles and uses centralized training, where all vehicles learn the same
policy using centralized updates. This is not practical in real-world environments, where
the individual vehicles are typically heterogeneous (many diﬀerences in vehicular capacity
and preferences). We propose a mean field based decentralized solution to this problem,
which is more practical than the approach by Shah et al. [217].

7.4

Decentralized Mean Field Game

The DMFG model is specified by hS, A, p, R, µ0 i, where S = S 1 ⇥ · · · ⇥ S N represents the
state space and A = A1 ⇥ · · · ⇥ AN represents the joint action space. Here, S j represents
the state space of an agent j 2 {1, . . . , N } and Aj represents the action space of j. As in
MFGs, we are considering the infinite population limit of the game, where the set of agents
N , satisfy N ! 1. Similar to the MFG formulation in several prior works [108, 136, 211],
we will specify that both the state and action spaces are Polish spaces. Particularly, Aj
for all agents j, is a compact subset of a finite dimensional Euclidean space <d with the
Euclidean distance norm || · ||. Since all agents share the same environment, for simplicity,
we will also assume that the state spaces of all the agents are the same S 1 = · · · = S N = S
and are locally compact. Since the state space is a complete separable metric space (Polish
space), it is endowed with a metric dX . The transition function p : S ⇥ Aj ⇥ P(S) ! P(S)
determines the next state of any j given the current state and action of j, and the probability
distribution of the state in the system (represented by the mean field). The reward function
is represented as a set R = {R1 , . . . , RN }, where, Rj : S ⇥ Aj ⇥ P(S) ! [0, 1) is the
reward function of j.
Recall that a DMFG has two major diﬀerences as compared to MFG and MFRL. 1)
DMFG does not assume that the agents are indistinguishable and homogeneous (agent
indices are retained). 2) DMFG does not assume that each agent can access the global
mean field of the system. However, each agents’ impact on the environment is infinitesimal,
and therefore all agents formulate best responses only to the mean field of the system (no
per-agent modelling is required).
As specified, in DMFG, the transition and reward functions for each agent depends
on the mean field of the environment, represented by µ , (µt )t 0 , with the initial mean
field represented as µ0 . For DMFG
the mean field can either correspond to the state
P
distribution µt (s) , limN !1

N
j=1

1(sjt =s)
,
N

or the action distribution µat as in Eq. 7.3 (for
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discrete settings, or a mixture of Dirac measures for continuous spaces as used in Anahtarci
et al. [8]). Without a loss of generality, we use the mean field as the state distribution µt
(represented by P(S)), as done in prior works [61, 136]. However, our setting and theoretical
results will hold for the mean field as action distribution µat as well.
In the DMFG, each agent j will not have access to the true mean field of the system and
instead use appropriate techniques to actively model the mean field through exploration.
The agent j holds an estimate of the actual mean field represented by µjt . Let µj , (µjt )t 0 .
Let, M be used to denote the set of mean fields {µj 2 P(S)}. A Markov policy for an
agent j is a stochastic kernel on the action space Aj given the immediate local state (sjt )
and the agent’s current estimated mean field µjt , i.e. ⇡tj : S ⇥ P(S) ! P(Aj ), for each
t 0. Alternatively, a non-Markov policy will depend on the entire state-action history of
game play. We will use ⇧j to denote a set of all policies (both Markov and non-Markov) for
the agent j. Let sjt represent the state of an agent j at time t and ajt represent the action
of j at t. Then an agent j tries to maximize the objective function given by the following
equation (where rj denotes the immediate reward obtained by the agent j and 2 [0, 1)
denotes the discount factor),
j

Jµj (⇡ j ) , E⇡ [

P1

t=0

r (sjt , ajt , µt )].

t j

(7.5)

In line with prior works [248, 303], we assume that each agent’s sphere of influence is
restricted by its neighbourhood, where it conducts exploration. Using this assumption, we
assert that, after a finite t, the mean field estimate will accurately reflect the true mean
field for j, in its neighbourhood denoted as N j . This assumption specifies that agents
have full information in their neighbourhood, and they can use modelling techniques to
obtain accurate mean field information within the neighbourhood (also refer to flocking
from Perrin et al. [188]).
Assumption 10. There exists a finite time T and a neighbourhood N j , such that for all
t > T , the mean field estimate of an agent j 2 1, . . . , N satisfies (8sj 2 N j ) µj (sj ) = µ(sj ).
Also, 8sj 2 N j , we have, p(·|sjt , ajt , µjt ) = p(·|sjt , aj , µt ) and rj (·|sjt , ajt , µjt ) = rj (·|sjt , ajt , µt ).
Let us define a set : M ! 2⇧ as (µj ) = {⇡ j 2 ⇧j : ⇡ j is optimal for µj }. Conversely,
for j, we define a mapping : ⇧ ! M as, given a policy ⇡ j 2 ⇧j , the mean field state
estimate µj , (⇡ j ) can be constructed as,
µjt+1 (·)

=

R

p(·|sjt , ajt , µt )P ⇡ (ajt |sjt , µjt )µjt (sjt ).
j

S⇥Aj
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(7.6)

j

Here P ⇡ is a probability measure induced by ⇡ j . Later (in Theorem 16) we will prove that
j
restricting ourselves to Markov policies is suﬃcient in a DMFG, and hence P ⇡ = ⇡ j .
Now, we can define the decentralized mean field equilibrium (DMFE) which is the
solution concept for this game.
Definition 13. The decentralized mean field equilibrium of an agent j is represented as a
pair (⇡⇤j , µj⇤ ) 2 ⇧j ⇥ M if ⇡⇤j 2 (µj⇤ ) and µj⇤ = (⇡⇤j ). Here ⇡⇤j is the best response to µj⇤
and µj⇤ is the mean field estimate of j when it plays ⇡⇤j .
The important distinction between DMFE and centralized concepts, such as NE and
MFE, is that DMFE does not rely on the policy information of other agents. MFE requires
all agents to play the same policy, and NE requires all agents to have access to other agents’
policies. DMFE has no such constraints. Hence, this decentralized solution concept is more
practical than NE and MFE. In Section 7.12, we summarize the major diﬀerences between
the DMFG, MFG, and MFRL.

7.5

Theoretical Results

We provide a set of theorems that will first guarantee the existence of the DMFE in a
DMFG. Further, we will show that a simple Q-learning update will converge to a fixed point
representing the DMFE. We will borrow relevant results from prior works in centralized
MFGs in our theoretical guarantees. Particularly, we aim to adapt the results and proof
techniques in works by Saldi et al. [211], Lasry and Lions [136], and Anahtarci et al. [8]
to the decentralized setting. Further, we will state and prove each of our theorems in this
section. Our theorems will depend on some assumptions all of which we will formally state
as part of the proofs. The proof of theorems will depend on smaller lemmas whose proofs
are provided in Appendix E.1.
Similar to an existing result from centralized MFG [136], in the DMFG, restricting
policies to only Markov policies would not lead to any loss of optimality. We use ⇧jM to
denote the set of Markov policies for the agent j.
Theorem 16. For any mean field, µ 2 M, and an agent j 2 {1, . . . , N }, we have,
sup Jµj (⇡ j ) = sup Jµj (⇡ j ).

⇡ j 2⇧j

⇡ j 2⇧jM
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(7.7)

Proof. For the proof, we will follow the idea of using discounted occupancy measures, as
discussed in Putterman [196]. Let us consider an agent j 2 {1, . . . , N }. Let µ 2 M and
⇡ j 2 ⇧j be arbitrary. Then from the Ionescu-Tulcea theorem (see Theorem 3.3 in Lattimore
and Szepesvari [137]), a mean field distribution µ on S and a policy ⇡ j defines a unique
j
probability measure P ⇡ on S ⇥ Aj .

We will begin with a definition of a discounted occupancy measure for some mean
field µ. Consider an arbitrary policy ⇡ j 2 ⇧j . Then, the discounted occupancy measure
j
⌫µ⇡ 2 F(S ⇥ A) induced by this policy on the set S ⇥ Aj with mean field µ is given by the
equation
⇡j

j

j

⌫ (s , a |µ) =

1
X

j

P ⇡ (sjt = sj , ajt = aj |µt = µ).

t

t=0

(7.8)

The discounted occupancy measure assigns a measure to the given state-action pair,
which is the infinite discounted sum of the process that has a mean field of µ and follows
the policy ⇡ j , with the agent j hitting at various times the state sj and taking the action
aj at that state.
The discounted measure has a property that the value function can be represented as a
product of the immediate reward and the discounted occupancy measure. To prove this,
consider (from Eq. 7.5),
j

Jµj (⇡ j ) = E⇡ [
=
1

=
2

=
=
=

R
R
R
R
R

P1

(sj 2S,aj 2Aj )

(sj 2S,aj 2Aj )

(sj 2S,aj 2Aj )

(sj 2S,aj 2Aj )

t=0

P1

t=0

P1

t=0

r (sjt , ajt , µt )]

t j

j

t

E⇡ [rj (sjt , ajt , µt )I(sj = sjt , aj = ajt , µt = µ)]

t

E⇡ [rj (sj , aj , µ)I((sjt = sj , ajt = aj , µt = µ)]

j

rj (sj , aj , µ)
rj (sj , aj , µ)

P1

t=0

P1

t=0

j

t

E⇡ [I(sjt = sj , ajt = aj , µt = µ)]

t

P ⇡ (sjt = sj , ajt = aj |µt = µ)

j

(sj 2S,aj 2Aj )

j

rj (sj , aj , µ)⌫ ⇡ (sj , aj |µ)
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(7.9)

Here the notation I(x) is an indicator function, which equals 1 if the x is true and 0 if
x is false. The sum of all indicators for all the state-action pairs at a given t equals 1. The
step (1) uses this property of the indicator function, to drop the time indices of the reward
function. The step (2) is from Lebesgue’s dominated convergence theorem [18].
Now we state a lemma needed for our proof.
Lemma 36. For an agent j 2 {1, . . . , N } and policy ⇡ j , given mean field µ, there exists a
Markov policy ⇡
ˆ j 2 ⇧jM such that
j

j

(7.10)

⌫ ⇡ˆ (sj , aj |µ) = ⌫ ⇡ (sj , aj |µ)

Now, we aim to show that sup⇡j 2⇧j Jµj (⇡ j ) = sup⇡j 2⇧j Jµj (⇡ j ). Since ⇧jM ⇢ ⇧j , we
M
know that sup⇡j 2⇧j Jµj (⇡ j )  sup⇡j 2⇧j Jµj (⇡ j ). To show the equality we aim to prove
M
sup⇡j 2⇧j Jµj (⇡ j ) sup⇡j 2⇧j Jµj (⇡ j ) as well.
M

To show this result we use Lemma 36. Consider a policy ⇡ j and a Markov policy ⇡
ˆj ,
⇡
ˆj
⇡j
such that ⌫µ = ⌫µ . Now using the Eq. 7.9, we have
Jµj (⇡ j )
1

=

R

=

R

j

(sj 2S,aj 2Aj )

j

(sj 2S,aj 2Aj )

 sup⇡ˆ j 2⇧j

M

rj (sj , aj , µ)⌫ ⇡ (sj , aj |µ)

R

rj (sj , aj , µ)⌫ ⇡ˆ (sj , aj |µ)

(7.11)

rj (sjt , ajt , µt )⌫ ⇡ˆ (sj , aj |µ)
j

(sj 2S,aj 2Aj )

= sup⇡ˆ j 2⇧j Jµj (ˆ
⇡j )
M

Here (1) is from Lemma 36. Now, from Eq. 7.11, and taking supermum on both sides,
we get that sup⇡j 2⇧j Jµj (⇡ j )  sup⇡j 2⇧j Jµj (⇡ j ), which concludes our proof.
M

Next, we show the existence of a DMFE under a set of assumptions similar to those
previously used in the centralized MFG [136, 211]. The assumptions pertain to bounding
the reward function and imposing restrictions on the nature of the mean field (formal
provided in the proof of Theorem 17). We do not need stronger assumptions than those
previously considered for the MFGs.
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Theorem 17. An agent j 2 {1, . . . , N } in the DMFG admits a decentralized mean field
equilibrium (⇡⇤j , µj⇤ ) 2 ⇧j ⇥ M.
Proof. The proof of this theorem follows the Theorem 1 in Saldi et al. [211]. We aim to
extend it to the decentralized setting as mentioned in Section 7.5.
Before starting the proof, we will state some assumptions,
Assumption 11. The reward function for all agents j 2 {1, . . . , N } is bounded and
continuous.
Let us define a function w : S ! [1, 1), such that there exists an increasing sequence
of compact subsets {Kn }n 1 of S where
lim

inf w(s) = 1.

n!1 s2S\Kn

(7.12)

That is, the value of w(s) gets close to infinity in this limit. Here, the w can be regarded
as a continuous moment function [211].
Assumption 12. There exists a positive ↵ such that the following holds (for all agents
j 2 {1, . . . , N }),
sup
(aj ,µj )2Aj ⇥P (S)

Z

w(sjt+1 )p(sjt+1 |sjt , ajt , µt )  ↵w(sjt )

(7.13)

S

Also, consider two diﬀerent moment functions w and v, then ↵ satisfies,
sup(aj ,µj )2Aj ⇥P (S)


↵|w(sjt )

v(sjt )|

R

S

w(sjt+1 )p(sjt+1 |sjt , ajt , µt )

R

S

v(sjt+1 )p(sjt+1 |sjt , ajt , µt ))

Assumption 13. The initial mean field µ0 satisfies
Z
w(sj )µ0 (sj ) , M < 1

Assumption 14. There exist a
define Mt , t R, then

S

1 and a positive scalar R such that for all t

sup
(aj ,µ)2Aj ⇥P (S)

rj (sjt , ajt , µt )  Mt w(sjt )
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(7.14)

(7.15)
0, we
(7.16)

Now, we will state a few definitions required for our proof. For any function g : S ! <,
we define the w-norm as:
|g(s)|
||g||w , sup
(7.17)
s2S w(s)
Let Bw (S) be the Banach space of all real valued measurable functions on S with a
finite w-norm.
Also, for any signed measure µ in the space of S, the w-norm can be defined as
||µ||w ,

Z

g(s)µ(s)

(7.18)

Tw (S) , {µ 2 P(S) : ||µ||w < 1}

(7.19)

sup
g2Bw (S):||g||w 1

S

Further, we define another set

Also, for t

0, we define
Twt (S)

n

, µ 2 Tw (S) :

Z

t

S

w(s)µ(s)  ↵ M

o

(7.20)

where the constant M is obtained from Assumption 13. Like our notation P(S), we are
using the notation P(S ⇥ Aj ) to denote the probability of a state-action pair. Let us
consider an element ⌫ 2 P(S ⇥ Aj ), and use the notation ⌫1 , ⌫(· ⇥ Aj ) to denote the
state marginal of ⌫. Now we define a new set,
Twt (S
For each t

n

⇥ A ) , ⌫ 2 P(S ⇥ A ) : ⌫1 2
j

j

Twt (S)

o

.

(7.21)

0, we will define
Lt ,

1
X

( ↵)k t Mk

(7.22)

k=t

Here the constants ↵ and Mk are obtained from Assumption 12 and Assumption 14
respectively.
It follows that the following equation holds,
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(7.23)

Lt = Mt + ( ↵)Lt+1

Let Cw (S) denote the Banach space of all real valued bounded measurable functions on
S with a finite w-norm.
Let us define a set

Cwt (S) , {u 2 Cw (S) : ||u||w  Lt }

(7.24)

For an agent j 2 {1, . . . , N }, let us consider an operator
Ttµ uj (st )

= maxaj 2Aj
t

h

r(sjt , ajt , µt )

R

+

where uj : S ! <

S

uj (sjt+1 )p(sjt+1 |sjt , ajt , µt )

i

(7.25)

We will first provide the following lemma.

Lemma 37. For all t 0 and a given mean field µ, the operator Ttµ maps Cwt+1 (S) into
Cwt (S). Also, this operator will satisfy
||Ttµ u

Ttµ x||w  ↵ ||u

x||w

(7.26)

for any u, x 2 Cw (S).
Let us define a new set C from Cwt (S) as follows:
t
C , ⇧1
t=0 Cw (S)

(7.27)

Also, let us assign the following metric to C:
⇢(u, v) ,

1
X

t

t=0

where

||ut

vt ||w

(7.28)

> 0 and the following assumption holds.

Assumption 15. The variables , ↵, and

satisfy ↵

< 1.

This assumption guarantees that the metric C is complete w.r.t ⇢, and ⇢(u, v) < 1 for
all u, v 2 C.
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t

Using the operators {Ttµ }t 0 , let us define a new operator T µ : C ! C as follows (for all
0).
(T µ u)t = Ttµ ut+1
(7.29)

From Lemma 37 we know that T µ is a well-defined operator that maps C to itself. Also,
from Eq. 7.26, T µ is a contraction operator on C with constant of contraction ↵
<1
µ
(from Assumption 15). Now, T will have a unique fixed point by the Banach fixed point
theorem in C.
Now, we move to proving another lemma. Consider a mean field µ, the optimal value
function for an agent j can be given by
j,µ j
J⇤,t
(s )

= sup E
⇡ j 2⇧j

⇡j

1
hX
t=0

i
r (sjt , ajt , µt )|sj0 = sj .

t j

(7.30)

j,µ
Let J⇤j,µ , (J⇤,t
)t 0 denote the optimal value function for an agent j 2 {1, . . . , N }.
This function is guaranteed to be continuous by Assumption 11.

Next, we provide another lemma which is a result on µ.
Lemma 38. For any µ, the optimal point J⇤j,µ , for an agent j 2 {1, . . . , N }, belongs to
the Banach space C.
Let us define another set D as
t
j
D , ⇧1
t=0 Tw (S ⇥ A )

(7.31)

Before proving further results, we restate a result proved previously in non-homogeneous
stochastic processes [101]. We will adapt the result to pertain to an agent j 2 {1, . . . , N }.
For any E-valued random element x, we use the notation L(x) to denote the distribution
of x (i.e. L(x) 2 P (E)).

Consider a variable ⌫ 2 D. From the operator T µ , we will define another operator T ⌫ ,
where the relation is such that µt = ⌫t,1 . Recall that the subscript here refers to the state
marginal of ⌫ (refer Eq. 7.21). From the result of T µ , we know that the operator T ⌫ is
well-defined and has a unique fixed point. Now, we can state the following result.
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Lemma 39. For an agent j 2 {1, . . . , N }, for any ⌫ 2 D, the collection of value functions
J⇤j,⌫ is the unique fixed point of the operator T ⌫ . Furthermore, ⇡ j 2 M is optimal if and
only if
⌫t ({(sjt , ajt )
⇡j

:

rj (sjt , ajt , ⌫t,1 )

R

+

where ⌫t⇡ = L(sjt , ajt ).
j

S

j,⌫
j,⌫
J⇤,t+1
(sjt+1 )p(sjt+1 |sjt , ajt , ⌫t,1 ) = Tt⌫ J⇤,t+1
(sjt )}) = 1
(7.32)

1

Now, let us define a set-valued mapping ⌧ : D ! 2|P(S⇥A) | , for an agent j as follows:
(7.33)

⌧ (⌫) = C(⌫) \ B(⌫)
where
0
C(⌫) , {⌫ 0 2 P(S ⇥ Aj ) : ⌫0,1
= µ0 and
0
⌫t+1,1
(·)

=

and

R

j

S⇥Aj

n
B(⌫) , ⌫ 0 2 P(S ⇥ Aj ) : 8t
⌫t0 (

(sjt , ajt )

:

rj (sjt , ajt , ⌫t,1 )

+

j

j

(7.34)

j

p(·|s , a , ⌫t,1 )⌫t (s , a )}

0,

R

S

j,⌫
J⇤,t+1
(sjt+1 )p(sjt+1 |sjt , ajt , ⌫t,1 )

=1

o

(7.35)

Now in the next result we show that, the image of D under ⌧ is contained in 2D .

Proposition 1. For any ⌫ 2 D, we have ⌧ (⌫) ⇢ D

Proof. Fix a ⌫ 2 D. To prove the result, it is suﬃcient to prove that C(⌫) ⇢ D. Let
0
⌫ 0 2 C(⌫). We aim to prove by induction that ⌫t,1
2 Pvt (S) for all t 0. The claim trivially
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0
holds for t = 0 as ⌫0,1
= µ0 . Assume that the claim holds for t and consider t + 1. We have

R
=



S

0
w(sjt )⌫t+1,1
(sjt+1 )

R

S⇥A

R

S

R

S

w(sjt+1 )p(sjt+1 |sjt , ajt , ⌫t,1 )⌫t (sjt , ajt )

(7.36)

↵w(sjt )⌫t,1 (sjt )

 ↵t+1 M
The third step is from Assumption 12 and the last step is from the fact that ⌫t,1 2 Pvt (S).
0
Hence, we can conclude that ⌫t+1,1
2 Pvt+1 (S).
Now we can say that ⌫ 2 D is a fixed point of ⌧ if ⌫ 2 ⌧ (⌫). The following lemma
connects the mean field equilibrium and the fixed points of ⌧ .
Lemma 40. Suppose the set valued mapping ⌧ has a fixed point ⌫ j = (⌫tj )t 0 for an agent
j 2 {1, . . . , N }. Consider a Markov policy for the agent j as ⇡ j = (⇡tj )t 0 , which is obtained
j
j
by factoring as ⌫tj (sjt , ajt ) = ⌫t,1
(sjt )⇡tj (ajt |sjt ), and let ⌫1j = (⌫t,1
)t 0 . Then the pair (⇡ j , ⌫1j )
is a decentralized mean field equilibrium.
From the Lemma 40, it can be seen that the set valued mapping (operator) ⌧ having a
fixed point is suﬃcient to guarantee the existence of the decentralized mean field equilibrium.
Like several results in centralized multi-agent systems [172] and centralized mean field
games [108, 136, 211], we will use the Kakutani’s fixed point theorem [121], to guarantee
the existence of a fixed point for the operator ⌧ . This theorem requires the set on which
the set valued mapping ⌧ operates to be a non-empty, compact and convex subset of some
Euclidean space. Further, the operator ⌧ (⌫ j ) is required to be non-empty and convex for
all ⌫ j . Finally, the operator ⌧ should have a closed graph. Given these three conditions, we
can conclude that ⌧ has a fixed point using the Kakutani’s fixed point theorem.
For the first condition, we need to show that the set on which ⌫ j resides is non-empty,
compact and convex, i.e. we need to show that D is non-empty, compact and convex. First,
note that the function w can be expressed as a continuous moment function and hence
the corresponding set Tvt (S) is guaranteed to be compact [99]. As a consequence, the set
Tvt (S ⇥ Aj ) is tight, since the action space Aj is compact. Also, since the set Tvt (S ⇥ Aj )
is closed, it is compact. Therefore, the set D is also compact. From Assumption 12 and
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Assumption 14 we can show that a line segment between any two points in D lies in D and
hence the set D is convex. These assumptions also guarantee that the set D is non-empty.
For the third condition, we need to show that ⌧ (⌫ j ) is non-empty and convex for any
⌫ j 2 D. Now, from Lemma 39 we know that B(⌫ j ) is non-empty and hence ⌧ (⌫ j ) is
non-empty. Also, we can show that each of the sets C(⌫ j ) and B(⌫ j ) is convex (see Saldi
et al. [211]) and hence, their intersection is convex. This makes the set ⌧ (⌫ j ) convex.
Next, we state another result before providing our final result.
Lemma 41. Using Assumptions 11—15, the graph of ⌧ , i.e. the set
Gr(⌧ ) , {(⌫, E) 2 D ⇥ D : E 2 ⌧ (⌫)}

(7.37)

is closed.
Now, we are ready to give the final result.
Lemma 42. Using Assumptions 11—15, for an agent j 2 {1, . . . , N }, there exists a fixed
point ⌫ j of the set valued mapping ⌧ : D ! 2D . Then, the pair (⇡ j , ⌫1j ) is a decentralized
mean field equilibrium, where ⇡ j is the policy of agent j and ⌫1j is its mean field estimate
constructed according to Lemma 40.
The Theorem 17 follows from Lemma 42.

We use C to denote a set containing bounded functions in S. Now, we define a
decentralized mean field operator (H),
H : C ⇥ P(S) 3 (Qj , µj ) ! (H1 (Qj , µj ), H2 (Qj , µj )) 2 C ⇥ P(S)
where
H1 (Qj , µj )(sjt , ajt )

,

rj (sjt , ajt , µt )

H2 (Q , µ )(·) ,
j

j

R

+

S⇥A

R

S

Qjmaxaj (sjt+1 , aj , µjt+1 )p(sjt+1 |sjt , ajt , µt )

⇣
⌘
j
j
j
j
j j
p
·
|s
,
⇡
(s
,
Q
,
µ
),
µ
t µt (s)
t
t
t
t
j

for an agent j. Here, ⇡ j is a maximiser of the operator H1 .
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(7.38)

(7.39)
(7.40)

For the rest of the theoretical results, we consider a set of assumptions diﬀerent from
those needed for Theorem 17. Here we assume that the reward and transition functions
are Lipschitz continuous with a suitable Lipschitz constant. The Lipschitz continuity
assumption is quite common in the mean field literature [136, 248, 303]. We also consider
some further assumptions regarding the nature of gradients of the value function. The
formal statements for all the assumptions are provided as part of the proof of Theorem 18.
All assumptions are similar to those considered before for the analysis in the centralized
MFGs [8, 106, 136]. First, we provide a theorem regarding the nature of operator H. Then,
we provide another theorem showing that H is a contraction.
Theorem 18. The decentralized mean field operator H is well-defined, i.e., this operator
maps C ⇥ P(S) to itself.
Proof. In this and the subsequent theorems, we follow the theoretical results and proofs in
the work by Anahtarci et al. [8], and extend them to the decentralized setting.
First, we will start with some definition for the norms, similar to our previous proofs.
Consider an agent j 2 {1, . . . , N }. Let w : S ⇥ Aj ! < be a continuous weight function.
For any measurable function v : S ⇥ Aj ! <, the w-norm of v is defined as,
|v(sj , aj )|
||v||w , sup
.
j
j
sj ,aj w(s , a )

(7.41)

Also, for any measurable function u : S ! <, the wmax -norm is defined as
||v||wmax , sup
sj

u(sj )
.
wmax (sj )

(7.42)

Now we will state a set of assumptions needed for our results.
Assumption 16. For all agents j 2 {1, . . . , N }, the reward function is continuous, and it
satisfies the following Lipschitz bounds (for some Lipschitz constants L1 and L2 ):
||rj (·, ·, µt )

rj (·, ·, µ̂t )||w  L1 W1 (µt , µ̂t ),

(7.43)

8µt , µ̂t

where W1 is the Wasserstein distance of order 1. Also,
sup(aj ,µt )2Aj ⇥P (S) |rj (sjt , ajt , µt )
t

r(ŝjt , ajt , µt )|  L2 dX (sjt , ŝjt ),
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8sjt , ŝjt

(7.44)

Assumption 17. For an agent j 2 {1, . . . , N }, the transition function p(·|sj , aj , µ) is weakly
continuous in (sj , aj , µ) and satisfies the following Lipschitz bounds (for some Lipschitz
constants K1 and K2 ):
supsj 2S W1 (p(·|sjt , ajt , µt ), p(·|sjt , âjt , µ̂t ))  K1 (||ajt

âjt || + W1 (µt , µ̂t )),

8µt , µ̂t , 8ajt , âjt .
(7.45)

Also, we have,
supµ2P (S) W1 (p(·|sjt , ajt , µt ), p(·|ŝjt , âjt , µt ))  K2 (dX (sjt , ŝjt ) + ||ajt

âjt ||),

8sjt , ŝjt , 8ajt , âjt .
(7.46)

Assumption 18. The action space Aj is convex for all agents j 2 {1, . . . , N }.

Assumption 19. For all agents j and all time t, there exist non-negative real numbers M
and ↵ such that for each (sjt , ajt , µ) 2 S ⇥ Aj ⇥ P(S), we have
rj (sjt , ajt , µ)  M
Z

S

wmax (sjt+1 )p(sjt+1 |sjt , ajt , µ)  ↵w(sjt , ajt )

(7.47)
(7.48)

Assumption 20. The product of constants ↵ < 1.
Let C(S) denote the set of real-valued continuous functions on S. Let Lip(S) denote
the set of all Lipshitz continuous function on S, i.e.,
Lip(S) , {g 2 C(S) : ||g||Lip < 1}

(7.49)

where ||g||Lip is defined as
||g||Lip ,

sup
(x,y)2S⇥S

|g(x) g(y)|
dX (x, y)

(7.50)

Here g 2 C(S). The finiteness of ||g||Lip guarantees that g is Lipschitz continuous with
constant ||g||Lip .

Also, let us define B(S, K) to be the set of all real valued measurable functions in S
with wmax -norm less than K. We use Lip(S, K) to denote the set of all Lipschitz continuous
functions with ||g||Lip < 1.
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Finally, we define an operator F : S ⇥ Lip(S) ⇥ P(S) ⇥ Aj ! < as
F : S ⇥ Lip(S) ⇥ P(S) ⇥ Aj 3 (sjt , vtj , µt , ajt )
!r

j

(sjt , ajt , µt )

+

R

S

vtj (sjt+1 )p(sjt+1 |sjt , ajt , µt )

(7.51)
2<

Assumption 21. Let F be the set of non-negative functions in
⇣
⇣
L2 ⌘
M ⌘
Lip S,
\ B S,
1
K2
1
↵

(7.52)

For an agent j 2 {1, . . . , N }, for any v 2 F, µ 2 P(S), and sj 2 S, F (sj , v j , µ, ·) is
⇢-strongly convex; that is F (sj , v j , µ, ·) is diﬀerentiable and its gradient rF satisfies
F (sjt , vtj , µt , ajt )

F (sjt , vtj , µt , âjt ) + rF (sjt , vtj , µt , âjt )T · (ajt

âjt ) + ⇢2 ||ajt

âjt ||2

(7.53)

for some ⇢ > 0 and for all ajt , âjt 2 Aj .

Assumption 22. For an agent j 2 {1, . . . , N }, the gradient rF (sjt , vtj , µt , ajt ) : S ⇥ F ⇥
P(S) ⇥ Aj ! < satisfies the following Lipshitz bound (for some Lipschitz constant KF ):
supaj 2Aj ||rF (sjt , vtj , µt , ajt )
t

 KF (dX (sjt , ŝjt ) + ||vtj

rF (ŝjt , v̂tj , µ̂t , ajt )||

(7.54)

v̂tj ||wmax + W1 (µjt , µ̂jt ))

for every sjt , ŝjt 2 S; v j , v̂tj 2 F, µt , µ̂t 2 P(S).
Assumption 21 and Assumption 22 present a constraint on the change in the value
function during each of the updates. These assumptions are generally considered in literature
establishing the existence of Lyapunov functions that guarantee the presence of local and
global optimal points (maxima or minima) as the case may be [266].
We also need to assume the following for all the constants,
Assumption 23. The following relation holds
⇣
⌘
KF
KF
L2
k , max{ ↵ + ⇢ K1 , 1 K2 + ⇢ + 1 K1 + K2 +
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KF
⇢

}<1

(7.55)

For the rest of the proof we will also apply Assumption 10. Consider a mean field µ, the
optimal value function for an agent j is given by the Eq. 7.30. Using the same procedure
as the result in Lemma 39, this optimal value function can be shown to be a unique fixed
point of a Bellman operator Tµ that is a contraction on the wmax -norm with a constant of
contraction ↵ (from Assumption 20). Now we can write the following equation,
J⇤j,µ (sjt )
,

h

= maxaj 2Aj r

Tµ J⇤j,µ (sjt )

j

(sjt , ajt , µt )

R

+

S

J⇤j,µ (sjt+1 )p(sjt+1 |sjt , ajt , µt )

i

(7.56)

Let us assume that this maximization is caused by a policy ⇡ j (aj |sj , µj ), which will be
the optimal policy. In other words,
h

maxaj 2Aj r

j

(sjt , ajt , µt )

+

= rj (sjt , ⇡ j (ajt |sjt , µjt ), µt ) +

R

S

J⇤j,µ (sjt+1 )p(sjt+1 |sjt , ajt , µt )

R

S

i

(7.57)

J⇤j,µ (sjt+1 )p(sjt+1 |sjt , ajt , µt )

The objective is to obtain this optimal policy. Towards the same we use the Q-functions,
where the optimal Q-function can be defined as
j
j
Qj,⇤
µ (st , at )

=r

j

(sjt , ajt , µt )

+

R

S

J⇤j,µ p(sjt+1 |sjt , ajt , µt )

(7.58)

The optimal value function given by J⇤j,µ is the maximum of the Q-function given by
Qj,⇤
µ,max . Hence, we can rewrite Eq. 7.58 as follows
j
j
Qj,⇤
µ (st , at )

=r

j

j
j
, HQj,⇤
µ (st , at )

(sjt , ajt , µt )

+

R

S

j
j
j
j
j
Qj,⇤
µ,maxaj (st+1 , a )p(st+1 |st , at , µt )

(7.59)

Here, the operator H is the optimality operator for the Q-functions. Our objective is to
prove that this operator is a contraction and has a unique fixed point given by Q⇤ .
First, let us define a set of all bounded Q-functions for an agent j 2 {1, . . . , N }:
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n
C , Qj : S ⇥ Aj ! [0, 1); ||Qjmax ||w 

M
1

↵

and

||Qjmax ||Lip 

L2
1 K2

(7.60)

o

From Assumption 10, Assumption 21 and Assumption 22, we know that there exists a
unique maximiser ⇡ j (sjt , Qjt , µjt ) for the function F represented as,
r

j

(sjt , ajt , µt )

+

R

S

Qjµ,maxaj (sjt+1 , aj )p(sjt+1 |sjt , ajt , µt )

(7.61)

= F (sjt , Qjµ,max , µt , ajt ).
.

This maximser makes the gradient of F , 0.
rF (sjt , Qjµ,max , µt , ⇡ j (sjt , Qjt , µjt )) = 0

(7.62)

This shows that the maximiser for the operator H2 in Eq. 7.38 is unique, under the
considered assumptions. Now, we are ready to prove the required theorem.
Now we are ready to prove our result. We first apply Assumption 10. Now, consider
the decentralized mean field operator as defined in Eq. 7.38. To prove the given theorem,
we know that H2 (Qj , µ) 2 P(S). We need to prove that H1 (Qj , µ) 2 C. Let us consider an
element (Qj , µ) 2 C ⇥ P(S). Then we have,
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supsj ,aj
t

H1 (Qj ,µ)(sjt ,ajt )
w(sjt ,ajt )

t

= supsj ,aj
t

M+

r j (sjt ,ajt ,µ)+

t

 supsj ,aj
t

R

t

r j (sjt ,ajt ,µ)
w(sjt ,ajt )

Qjmax (sjt+1 ,aj ,µjt+1 )p(sjt+1 |sjt ,ajt ,µt )
w(sjt ,ajt )

R

+ supsj ,aj

||Qjmax ||wmax

 M + ↵||Qjmax ||w

S

t

supsj ,aj
t

t

t

R

S

S

Qjmax (sjt+1 ,ajt ,µt+1 )p(sjt+1 |sjt ,ajt ,µt )
w(sjt ,ajt )

wmax (sjt+1 )p(sjt+1 |sjt ,ajt ,µt )
w(sjt ,ajt )

 M + ↵1 M↵
=

M
1

↵

We used the Assumption 19 and the fact that ||Qj ||wmax  ||Qj ||w .
Also, we have,
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(7.63)

|H1 (Qj , µ)max (sjt )
= maxaj 2Aj [r

j

H1 (Qj , µ)max (ŝjt )|

(sjt , ajt , µt )

maxaj 2Aj [r

j

(ŝjt , ajt , µt )

 supaj 2Aj rj (sjt , ajt , µt )
supaj 2Aj

R

S

+

R

S

+

Qjmax (sjt+1 , aj , µjt+1 )p(sjt+1 |sjt , ajt , µt )]

R

S

Qjmax (sjt+1 , aj , µjt+1 )p(sjt+1 |ŝjt , ajt , µt )]

rj (ŝjt , ajt , µt ) +

Qjmax (sjt+1 , aj , µjt+1 )p(sjt+1 |sjt , ajt , µt )

 L2 dX (s, ŝ) + K2 ||Qjmax ||Lip dX (s, ŝ)


1

R

S

Qjmax (sjt+1 , aj , µjt+1 )p(sjt+1 |ŝjt , ajt , µt )

L2
d (s, ŝ)
K2 X

(7.64)

Here we are using the Assumption 16 and Assumption 17. This proves that H1 (Qj , µ) 2 C
and concludes our proof.
Theorem 19. Let B represent the space of bounded functions in S. Then the mapping
H : C ⇥ P(S) ! C ⇥ P(S) is a contraction in the norm of B(S).
Proof. In this proof, we will continue to use the set of assumptions and definitions we
introduced in the proof of Theorem 18.
Fix any (Qj , µ) and (Q̂j , µ̂) in C ⇥ P(S), let us consider,
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||H1 (Qj , µ)
= supsj ,aj
t

t

H1 (Q̂j , µ̂)||w

R

r j (sjt ,ajt ,µ̂t )



R

h rj (sjt ,ajt ,µt )+

S

S

Qjmax (sjt+1 ,aj ,µjt+1 )p(sjt+1 |sjt ,ajt ,µt )
w(sjt ,ajt )

Q̂jmax (sjt+1 ,aj ,µjt+1 )p(sjt+1 |sjt ,ajt ,µ̂t ) i
w(sjt ,ajt )

|r j (sjt ,ajt ,µt ) rj (sjt ,ajt ,µ̂t )|
supsj ,aj
w(sjt ,ajt )
t t

R

S

w(sjt ,ajt )

R

t

S

S

+ supsj ,aj
t

t

Q̂jmax (sjt+1 ,aj ,µjt+1 )p(sjt+1 |sjt ,ajt ,µ̂t )

 L1 W1 (µ, µ̂) + supsj ,aj

R

R

t

R

S

S

Qjmax (sjt+1 ,aj ,µjt+1 )p(sjt+1 |sjt ,ajt ,µt )
w(sjt ,ajt )

Qjmax (sjt+1 ,aj ,µjt+1 )p(sjt+1 |sjt ,ajt ,µt )
w(sjt ,ajt )

Q̂jmax (sjt+1 ,aj ,µjt+1 )p(sjt+1 |sjt ,ajt ,µt )
w(sjt ,ajt )

+ supsj ,aj
t

Q̂jmax (sjt+1 ,aj ,µjt+1 )p(sjt+1 |sjt ,ajt ,µ̂t )

 L1 W1 (µ, µ̂) +

w(sjt ,ajt )

||Qjmax

+ ||Q̂jmax ||Lip supsj ,aj
t

t

Q̂jmax ||wmax

supsj ,aj
t

W1 (p(·|sjt ,ajt ,µt ),p(·|sjt ,ajt ,µ̂t ))
w(sjt ,ajt )

 L1 W1 (µ, µ̂) + ↵||Qj

Q̂j ||w +

1

t

R

S

t

R

S

Q̂jmax (sjt+1 ,aj ,µjt+1 )p(sjt+1 |sjt ,ajt ,µt )
w(sjt ,ajt )

wmax (sjt+1 )p(sjt+1 |sjt ,ajt ,µt )

L2
K W (µ, µ̂)
K2 1 1

w(sjt ,ajt )

(7.65)

First we apply Assumption 16. In the last step we apply Assumption 17 and Assumption 19.
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Now consider the distance between H2 (Qj , µ) and H2 (Q̂j , µ̂). First, we will consider
the diﬀerence between the unique maximiser ⇡ j (sj , Qj , µj ) of H1 (Qj , µ)(sj , aj ) and the
unique maximiser ⇡ j (sj , Q̂j , µ̂j ) of H1 (Q̂j , µ̂)(sj , aj ) with respect to the action (using the
Assumption 10). Let us consider the function,
F : S ⇥ C ⇥ P(S) ⇥ Aj 3 (sjt , vtj , µt , ajt )
!r

j

(sjt , ajt , µt )

+

R

S

v(sjt+1 )p(sjt+1 |sjt , ajt , µt )

(7.66)
2<

This is ⇢-strongly convex by Assumption 21, hence it satisfies the following equation [92],
[rF (sjt , vtj , µt , ajt + bjt )

rF (sjt , vtj , µt , ajt )]T · rtj

⇢||bjt ||2

(7.67)

For any ajt , bjt 2 Aj and for any sjt 2 S, we can use the notation ajt = ⇡ j (sjt , Qjt , µjt ) and
bj = ⇡ j (sjt+1 , Q̂jt , µ̂jt ) ⇡ j (sjt , Qjt , µjt ).
Now, ajt = ⇡ j (sjt , Qjt , µjt ) is the unique maximiser of the strongly convex function
F (sjt , Qjmax,t , µt , ·), we have
rF (sjt , Qjmax,t , µt , ⇡ j (sjt , Qjt , µjt )) = 0

(7.68)

Also, the term ajt + bjt = ⇡ j (sjt+1 , Q̂jt , µ̂jt ) is the unique maximiser of F (sjt+1 , Q̂jmax,t , µ̂t , ·).
Now, using Assumption 21 and Eq. 7.67 we have,
rF (sjt+1 , Q̂jmax,t , µ̂t , ajt )T · bjt
=

rF (sjt+1 , Q̂jmax,t , µ̂t , ajt )T · bjt + rF (sjt+1 , Q̂jmax,t , µ̂t , ajt + bjt )T · bjt

⇢||bjt ||2
(7.69)

Similarly, using the Assumption 22 we also have,
rF (sjt+1 , Q̂jmax,t , µ̂t , ajt )T · bjt
=

rF (sjt+1 , Q̂jmax,t , µ̂t , ajt )T · bjt + rF (sjt , Qjmax,t , µt , ajt )T · bjt

 ||bjt ||||rF (sjt , Qjmax,t , µt , ajt )

rF (sjt+1 , Q̂jmax,t , µ̂t , ajt )||

 KF ||bjt ||(dX (sjt , sjt+1 ) + ||Qjmax,t
 KF ||bjt ||(dX (sjt , sjt+1 ) + ||Qjt

Q̂jmax,t ||wmax + W1 (µt , µ̂t ))

Q̂jt ||w + W1 (µt , µ̂t ))
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(7.70)

Therefore, from the above two equations,
⇡ j (sjt+1 , Q̂jt , µ̂jt )

(dX (sjt+1 , sjt )

KF
⇢



⇡ j (sjt , Qjt , µjt )
+

||Qjt

Q̂jt ||w

(7.71)
+ W1 (µt , µ̂t ))

Now, consider the W1 distance between H2 (Qj , µ) and H2 (Q̂j , µ̂).
W1 (H2 (Qj , µ), H2 (Q̂j , µ̂))
= sup||g||Lip 1

R

S⇥Aj

R

S

R

S⇥Aj

S

(1)





(2)



S⇥Aj

R

R

S⇥Aj

S⇥Aj

R

S⇥A

KF
⇢

R

S

R

S⇥Aj

R

S⇥Aj

g(sjt+1 )p

sup||g||Lip 1

R

S

S

p sjt+1 |sjt , ⇡ j (sjt , Qjt , µjt ), µt µt (sjt )

R

S

g(sjt+1 )p sjt+1 |sjt , ⇡ j (sjt , Qjt , µjt ), µt µt (sjt )

g(sjt+1 )p sjt+1 |sjt , ⇡ j (sjt , Q̂jt , µ̂jt ), µ̂t µt (sjt )

+ sup||g||Lip 1

R

S⇥Aj

R

g(sjt+1 )p sjt+1 |sjt , ⇡ j (sjt , Q̂jt , µ̂jt ), µ̂t µ̂t (sjt )

 sup||g||Lip 1

R

R

R

S

g(sjt+1 )p sjt+1 |sjt , ⇡ j (sjt , Q̂jt , µ̂jt ), µ̂t µt (sjt )

sjt+1 |sjt , ⇡ j (sjt , Q̂jt , µ̂jt ), µ̂t

R

S

(7.72)

µ̂t (sjt )

g(sjt+1 )p sjt+1 |sjt , ⇡ j (sjt , Qjt , µjt ), µt µt (sjt )

g(sjt+1 )p sjt+1 |sjt , ⇡ j (sjt , Q̂jt , µ̂jt ), µ̂t µt (sjt ) + (K2 +

KF
⇢

)W1 (µt , µ̂t )
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+ K2 +
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K1 ||Qjt

KF
⇢

⌘

W1 (µt , µ̂t )

Q̂jt ||w

⌘

⇣

+ W1 (µt , µ̂t ) + K1 W1 (µt , µ̂t ) + K2 +
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KF
⇢

⌘

W1 (µt , µ̂t )

In the above derivation, (1) and (2) are obtained from Assumption 17 and Eq. 7.71 (also
refer Anahtarci et al. [8]). Combining Eq. 7.65 and Eq. 7.72, and applying Assumption 23,
the required result is proved. The constant of contraction is k defined in Assumption 23.

Since H is a contraction, by the Banach fixed point theorem [224], we can obtain that
fixed point using the Q iteration algorithm given by Alg. 13. We provide this result in the
next theorem.
Algorithm 13 Q-learning for DMFG
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:

For each agent j 2 {1, . . . , N }, start with initial Q-function Qj0 and the initial mean
field state estimate µj0
while (Qjn , µjn ) 6= (Qjn 1 , µjn 1 ) do
(Qjn+1 , µjn+1 ) = H(Qjn , µjn )
end while
Return the fixed point (Qj⇤ , µj⇤ ) of H

Theorem 20. Let the Q-updates in Algorithm 13 converge to (Qj⇤ , µj⇤ ) for an agent j 2
{1, . . . , N }. Then, we can construct a policy ⇡⇤j from Qj⇤ using the relation,
⇡⇤j (sj ) = arg max
Qj⇤ (sj , aj , µj⇤ ).
j
j
a 2A

(7.73)

Then the pair (⇡⇤j , µj⇤ ) is a DMFE.
Proof. From the Theorem 19 we know that (Qj⇤ , µj⇤ ) is a fixed point of H. Using the
Assumption 10, we consider a µ⇤ , where µ⇤ (sj ) = µj⇤ (sj ), for all states sj 2 N j . Hence, we
can construct the following equations.
Qj⇤ (sjt , ajt , µj⇤ )

=r

j

(sjt , ajt , µ⇤,t )

µj⇤,t+1 (·)

=

Z

+

S⇥Aj

R

S

Qj⇤,max (sjt+1 , aj , µj⇤,t+1 )p(sjt+1 |sjt , ajt , µ⇤,t )

p(·|sjt , ajt , µ⇤,t )⇡⇤j (ajt |sjt , µj⇤,t )µ⇤,t (sjt )

(7.74)
(7.75)

From Eq. 7.75 and Assumption 10, we can construct the mean field estimate of agentj,
Now, the above equations imply that ⇡⇤j 2 (µj⇤ ) and µj⇤ = (⇡⇤j ). Hence, (⇡⇤j , µj⇤ ) is a
decentralized mean field equilibrium.
µj⇤ .
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Hence, from the above results, we have proved that a DMFG admits a DMFE, and an
iterative algorithm using Q-updates can arrive at this equilibrium. This provides a fixed
point for Algorithm 13, to which the Q-values converge.

7.6

Algorithms

We will apply the idea of decentralized updates to the model-free MFRL framework. We
modify the update equations in MFRL (Section 7.2) and make them decentralized, where
agents only observe their local state and do not have access to the immediate global mean
field. Our new updates are:
Qj (sjt , ajt , µj,a
t ) = (1
where
v j (sjt+1 ) =

X
ajt+1

j
j j
↵)Qj (sjt , ajt , µj,a
t ) + ↵[rt + v (st+1 )]

j
j,a
j j
⇡ j (ajt+1 |sjt+1 , µj,a
t+1 )Q (st+1 , at+1 , µt+1 )

j,a
j j
µj,a
t = f (st , µ̂t 1 )

and ⇡ j (ajt |sjt , µj,a
t ) =

(7.76)

(7.77)
(7.78)

exp( ˆQj (sjt , ajt , µj,a
t ))
P
0
j
j
ˆ
0
exp( Q (st , ajt , µj,a
t ))
aj 2Aj

(7.79)

t

Here, sjt is the local state and µj,a
t is the mean field action estimate for the agent j at time
j,a
t and µ̂t 1 is the observed local mean field action of j at t 1. Other variables have the
same meaning as Eq. 7.1 – Eq. 7.4. In Eq. 7.78, the mean field estimate for j is updated
using a function of the current state and the previous local mean field. Opponent modelling
techniques commonly used in MARL [98] can be used here. We use the technique of He
and Graber [95], that used a neural network to model the opponent agent(s). In our case,
we use a fully connected neural network (2 Relu layers of 50 nodes and an output softmax
layer) to model the mean field action. The network takes the current state and previous
mean field action as inputs and outputs the estimated current mean field. This network is
trained using a mean square error between the estimated mean field action from the network
(Eq. 7.78) and the observed local mean field (local observation of actions of other agents
µ̂j,a
t ) after action execution. The policy in Eq. 7.79 does not suﬀer from the ‘chicken-and-egg’
problem of Eq. 7.4 since it depends on the current mean field estimate, unlike MFRL which
used the previous global mean field in Eq. 7.4.
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We provide a neural network-based Q-learning implementation for our update equations, namely Decentralized Mean Field Game Q-learning (DMFG-QL), and an actor-critic
implementation, Decentralized Mean Field Game Actor-Critic (DMFG-AC). In the next
section we provide detailed description of the algorithms. We also provide a complexity
analysis in Section 7.8. The hyperparameter details are in Appendix E.3 and wall clock
times for our main experiments with these algorithms are in Appendix E.4.

7.7

Algorithm Pseudo-Code

Algorithm 14 provides the pseudo-code of the DMFG-QL algorithm. Here, the neural
networks are used as the function approximator for the Q-function. In addition, we include
the use of a second target network and a replay buﬀer for training, as done in the popular
Deep Q-learning (DQN) algorithm [167]. Also, similar to Yang et al. [303], we specify that
the policies satisfy the GLIE assumption and hence we use the max operator over the
Q-value of the next state (i.e. choose the action that maximizes the Q value) to calculate
the temporal diﬀerence (T.D.) error instead of maintaining a distinct value function as in
Eq. 7.77.
Algorithm 15 provides the pseudo-code of the DMFG-AC algorithm. This algorithm uses
the policy as the actor, and the value function as the critic, as is common in practice [130].
We choose to use a stochastic actor that does not depend on the mean field. This is done to
provide an algorithm that can work independent of the mean field during execution. Since
the critic (not used during execution) can be dependent on the mean field, we additionally
parameterize the value function with the mean field. The modified updates can be seen in
Algorithm 15. For both Algorithm 14 and Algorithm 15 we initialize the estimated mean
field distribution to a uniform distribution (arbitrarily).

7.8

Complexity Analysis

A tabular version of our DMFG-QL algorithm is guaranteed to be linear in the total
number of states, polynomial in the total number of actions, and constant in the number
of agents. These guarantees are the same for both space complexity and time complexity.
Comparatively, a tabular version of mean field Q-learning (MFQ) algorithm from Yang et
al. [303] has a space complexity that is linear in the number of states, polynomial in the
number of actions and exponential in the number of agents. This is due to Eq. 7.3 requiring
each agent to maintain Q-tables of all other agents. The time complexity is also the same
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Algorithm 14 Q-learning for Decentralized Mean Field Games (DMFG-QL)
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:

12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:

Initialize the Q-functions (parameterized by weights) Q j , Q j_ , for all agents j 2
{1, . . . , N }
Initialize the mean field estimate (parameterized by weights) µj,a
⌘ for each agent j 2
{1, . . . , N }
Initialize the estimated mean field µj,a
0,⌘ for each j to a uniform distribution
Initialize the total steps (T) and total episodes (E)
Obtain the current state sjt
while Episode < E do
while Step < T do
For each agent j, obtain action ajt from the policy induced by Q j with the
ˆ according to Eq. 7.79
current estimated mean action µj,a
t,⌘ and the exploration rate
1
N
Execute the joint action at = [at , . . . , at ]. Observe the rewards rt = [rt1 , . . . , rtN ]
and the next state st+1 = [s1t+1 , . . . , sN
t+1 ]
For each agent j, obtain the current observed local mean action (µ̂j,a
t )
Update the parameter ⌘ of the mean field network using a mean square error
j,a
between the observed mean action µ̂j,a
t and the current estimated mean action µt,⌘ for
all j
j
For each j, obtain the mean field estimates µj,a
t+1,⌘ for the next state st+1 using
the mean field network according to Eq. 7.78
j,a
For each j, store hsjt , ajt , rtj , sjt+1 , µj,a
t,⌘ , µt+1,⌘ i in replay buﬀer B
j,a
Set the next mean field estimate as the current mean field estimate µj,a
t,⌘ = µt+1,⌘
and the next state as the current state sjt = sjt+1 for all agents j 2 {1, . . . , N }
end while
while j = 1 to N do
j,a
Sample a minibatch of K experiences hsjt , ajt , rtj , sjt+1 , µj,a
t,⌘ , µt+1,⌘ i from B
Set y j = rtj + maxaj Q j_ (sjt+1 , ajt+1 , µj,a
t+1,⌘ ) according to Eq. 7.76
t+1
P
2
Update the Q network by minimizing the loss L( j ) = K1 (y j Q j (sjt , ajt , µj,a
t,⌘ ))
end while
Update the parameters of the target network for each agent j with learning rate ⌧ ;
j
_

22:

⌧

j

+ (1

end while
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⌧)

j
_

Algorithm 15 Actor-Critic for Decentralized Mean Field Game (DMFG-AC)
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:

Initialize the V -function or critic (parameterized by weights) V j and the policy or actor
(parameterized by weights) ⇡✓j for all agents j 2 1, . . . , N
Initialize the mean field estimate (parameterized by weights) µj,a
⌘ for each agent j 2
{1, . . . , N }
Initialize the estimated mean field µj,a
0,⌘ for each j to a uniform distribution
Initialize the total episodes (E)
Obtain the current state sjt
while Episode < E do
For each agent j, obtain action ajt from the policy ⇡✓j at the current state sjt
1
N
Execute the joint action at = [a1t , . . . , aN
t ]. Observe the rewards rt = [rt , . . . , rt ]
and the next state st+1 = [s1t+1 , . . . , sN
t+1 ]
For each agent j, obtain the current observed local mean field action (µ̂j,a
t )
Update the parameter ⌘ of the mean field network using a mean square error between
j,a
the observed mean action µ̂j,a
t and the current estimated mean action µt,⌘ for all j
j
For each j, obtain the mean field estimates µj,a
t+1,⌘ for the next state st+1 using the
mean field network according to Eq. 7.78
Set y j = rtj + V j (sjt+1 , µj,a
t+1,⌘ ) as the T.D. target according to Eq. 7.76
2
For each j, update the critic by minimizing the loss L( j ) = (y j V j (sjt , µj,a
t,⌘ ))
j
j
For each j, update the actor using the log loss J (✓j ) = log ⇡✓j (at |st )L( j )
j,a
Set the next mean field estimate as the current mean field estimate µj,a
t,⌘ = µt+1,⌘
and the next state as the current state sjt = sjt+1 for all agents j 2 {1, . . . , N }
end while

as the space complexity in this case, since each entry in the table may need to be accessed
in the worst case.

7.9

Experiments And Results

In this section we study the performance of our algorithms. The code for experiments has
been open-sourced [246]. We provide the important elements of our domains here, while the
complete details are in Appendix E.2. Though we use similar platforms as in prior chapters
(MAgent, SISL) in our experiments here, our current settings have some diﬀerences as
compared to those considered in previous chapters. These are captured in Appendix E.2.
The first five domains belong to the MAgent environment [317], we have used in
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Chapters 5 and 6. We run the experiments in two phases, training and execution. Analogous
to experiments conducted in previous mean field studies [248, 303], all agents train against
other agents playing the same algorithm for 2000 games. This is similar to multi-agent
training using self-play [222]. The trained agents then enter into an execution phase,
where the trained policies are simply executed. The execution is run for 100 games, where
algorithms may compete against each other. We consider three baselines, independent
Q-learning (IL) [264], mean field Q-learning (MFQ) [303], and mean field actor-critic
(MFAC) [303]. Importantly, each agent in our implementations learns in a decentralized
fashion, where it maintains its own networks and learns from local experiences. This is
unlike centralized training in prior works [88, 303]. We repeat experiments 30 times, and
report the mean and standard deviation. Wall clock times are given in Appendix E.4.
First, we consider the mixed cooperative-competitive Battle game [317]. This domain
consists of two teams of 25 agents each. Each agent is expected to cooperate with agents
within the team and compete against agents of the other team to win the battle. For
the training phase, we plot the cumulative rewards per episode obtained by the agents of
the first team for each algorithm in Fig. 7.1(a). The performance of the second team is
also similar (our environment is not zero-sum). From the results, we see that DMFG-QL
performs best while the others fall into a local optimum and do not get the high rewards.
The DMFG-AC algorithm comes second. It has been noted previously [303] that Q-learning
algorithms often perform better compared to their actor-critic counterparts in mean field
environments. MFQ and MFAC (using the previous mean field information) performs poorly
compared to DMFG-QL and DMFG-AC (using the current estimates). Finally, IL loses out
to others due to its independent nature. In execution, one team trained using one algorithm
competes against another team from a diﬀerent algorithm. We plot the percentage of games
won by each algorithm in a competition against DMFG-QL and DMFG-AC. A game is won
by the team that kills more of its opponents. The performances are in Fig. 7.1(b) and (c),
where DMFG-QL performs best. In Section 7.11, we show that DFMG-QL can accurately
model the true mean field in the Battle game.
The second domain is the heterogeneous Combined Arms environment. This domain
is a mixed setting similar to Battle except that each team consists of two diﬀerent types
of agents, ranged and melee, with distinct action spaces. Each team has 15 ranged and
10 melee agents. This environment is diﬀerent from those considered in Chapter 5, which
formulated each team as a distinct type, where agents within a team are homogeneous. The
ranged agents are faster and attack further, but can be killed quickly. The melee agents
are slower but are harder to kill. We leave out MFQ and MFAC for this experiment, since
both these algorithms require the presence of fully homogeneous agents. The experimental
procedure is the same as in Battle. From the results we see that DMFG-QL performs best
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(a) Training

(b) Execution vs. DMFG-QL

(c) Execution vs. DMFG-AC

Figure 7.1: Battle results. In (a) solid lines show average and shaded regions represent
standard deviation. In (b) and (c) bars are average and black lines represent standard
deviation.
in both phases (see Fig. 7.2).
Next is the fully competitive Gather environment. This contains 30 agents trying to
capture limited food. All the agents compete against each other for capturing food and
could resort to killing others when the food becomes scarce. We plot the average rewards
obtained by each of the five algorithms in the training phase (Fig. 7.3(a)). DMFG-QL once
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(a) Training

(b) Execution

Figure 7.2: Combined Arms results.

(a) Training

(b) Execution

Figure 7.3: Gather results.
again obtains the maximum performance. In competitive environments, actively formulating
the best responses to the current strategies of opponents is crucial for good performances.
Predictably, the MFQ and MFAC algorithms (relying on previous information) lose out.
For execution, we sample (at random) six agents from each of the five algorithms to make
a total of 30. We plot the percentage of games won by each algorithm in a total of 100
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games. A game is determined to have been won by the agent obtaining the most rewards.
Again, DMFG-QL shows the best performance during execution (Fig. 7.3(b)).

(a) Training

(b) Execution

Figure 7.4: Tiger-Deer results.
The next domain is a fully cooperative Tiger-Deer environment. In this environment,
a team of tigers aims to kill deer. The deer are assumed to be part of the environment
moving randomly, while the tigers are agents that learn to coordinate with each other to
kill the deer. At least two tigers need to attack a deer in unison to gain large rewards.
Our environment has 20 tigers and 101 deer. In the training phase, we plot the average
reward obtained by the tigers (Fig. 7.4(a)). The performance of MFQ almost matches
that of DMFG-QL and the performance of DMFG-AC matches MFAC. In a cooperative
environment, best responses to actively changing strategies of other agents are not as critical
as in competitive environments. Here all agents aid each other and using the previous
time information (as done in MFQ and MFAC) does not hurt performance as much. For
execution, a set of 20 tigers from each algorithm execute their policy for 100 games. We
plot the average number of deer killed by the tigers for each algorithm. DMFG-QL gives
the best performance (Fig. 7.4(b)).
The next domain is the continuous action Waterworld domain, first introduced by Gupta
et al. [89]. This is also a fully cooperative domain similar to Tiger-Deer, where a group of
25 pursuer agents aim to capture a set of food in the environment while actively avoiding
poison. The action space corresponds to a continuous thrust variable. We implement
DMFG-AC in this domain, where the mean field is a mixture of Dirac deltas of actions
taken by all agents. The experimental procedure is the same as Tiger-Deer. For this
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(a) Training

(b) Execution

Figure 7.5: Waterworld results.
continuous action space environment, we use proximal policy optimization (PPO) [216] and
deep deterministic policy gradient (DDPG) [147], as baselines. We see that DMFG-AC
obtains the best performance in both phases (refer to Fig. 7.5(a) and (b)).
Our final environment is a real-world Ride-pool Matching Problem (RMP) introduced
by Javier et al. [6]. This problem pertains to improving the eﬃciency of vehicles satisfying
ride requests as part of ride-sharing platforms such as UberPool. In our environment,
ride requests come from the open source New York Yellow Taxi dataset [181]. The road
network (represented as a grid with a finite set of nodes or road intersections) contains
a simulated set of vehicles (agents) that aim to serve the user requests. Further details
about this domain are in Appendix E.2.6. We consider two baselines in this environment.
The first is the method from Javier et al. [6], which used a constrained optimization (CO)
approach to match ride requests to vehicles. This approach is hard to scale and is myopic in
assigning requests (it does not consider future rewards). The second baseline is the Neural
Approximate Dynamic Programming (NeurADP) method from Shah et al. [217], which used
a (centralized) DQN algorithm to learn a value function for eﬀective mapping of requests.
This approach assumes all agents are homogenous (i.e., having the same capacity and
preferences), which is impractical. To keep comparisons fair, we consider a decentralized
version of NeurADP as our baseline. Finally, we implement DMFG-QL for this problem
where the mean field corresponds to the distribution of ride requests at every node in the
environment.
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(a) # of Vehicles

(b) Maximum Pickup Delay

(c) Capacity

(d) Single Day Test

Figure 7.6: Results for the ride-sharing experiment. For (a), (b) and (c), we start with
a prototypical configuration of c=10, ⌧ = 580, and N = 100, and then vary the diﬀerent
parameters. Figures (a), (b) and (c) share the same legend given in (a).
Similar to prior approaches [155, 217], we use the service rate (total percentage of
requests served) as the comparison metric. We train NeurADP and DMFG-QL using a
set of eight consecutive days of training data and test all the performances in a previously
unseen test set of six days. The test results are reported as an average (per day) of
performances in the test set pertaining to three diﬀerent hyperparameters. The first is
the capacity of the vehicle (c) varied from 8 to 12, the second is the maximum allowed
waiting time (⌧ ) varied from 520 seconds to 640 seconds, and the last is the number of
vehicles (N ), varied from 80 to 120. The results in Figs. 7.6(a-c) show that DMFG-QL
outperforms the baselines in all our test cases. The mean field estimates in DMFG-QL help
predict the distribution of ride requests in the environment, based on which agents can
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choose ride requests strategically. If agents choose orders that lead to destinations with a
high percentage of requests, they will be able to serve more requests in the future. Thus,
DMFG-QL outperforms the NeurADP method (which does not maintain a mean field).
We note that the service rate for all algorithms is low in this study (10% – 30%), since
we are considering fewer vehicles compared to prior works [217] due to the computational
requirements of being decentralized. In practice our training is completely parallelizable and
this is not a limitation of our approach. Also, from Fig. 7.6(c), an increase in the number
of vehicles, increases the service rate. In Fig. 7.6(d) we plot the performance of the three
algorithms for a single test day (24 hours — midnight to midnight). During certain times of
the day (e.g., 5 am), the ride demand is low, and all approaches satisfy a large proportion
of requests. However, during the other times of the day, when the demand is high, the
DMFG-QL satisfies more requests than the baselines, showing its relative superiority.

7.10

Statistical Significance Tests

We run a statistical significance test for all the main results in Section 7.9. In the MAgent
environments, for the training results we conduct an unpaired two-sided t test at the last
episode (2000) of training. For the execution results, we conduct a Fischer’s exact test for
the average performances. The tests are between the best performing algorithm (DMFG-QL
or DMFG-AC) and the best performing baseline (IL, MFQ, MFAC). In the ride-sharing
experiments we conduct an unpaired two-sided t test for the average and standard deviation
of performances in Figure 7.6. The test is conducted between DMFG-QL and NeurADP
(second best performing algorithm). We report the p-values for all the tests. As convention,
we treat all p-values less than 0.05 as statistically significant outcomes.
From the results in Table 7.1, we see that the better performance given by our algorithms
(DMFG-QL or DMFG-AC) is statistically significant in all domains except the Tiger-Deer
domain. As noted in Section 7.9, the MFQ and MFAC algorithms perform as well as the
DMFG-QL and DMFG-AC algorithms in this cooperative domain. Though we observe that
DMFG-QL gives the best overall average performance in both training and execution in
the Tiger-Deer environment, the results are not statistically significant as noted from the
p-values in Table 7.1.
The statistical significance results for the ride-sharing experiment in Table 7.2 shows
that our observations regarding the superior performance of DMFG-QL are statistically
significant.
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Experimental Do- Training
main
value)

(p- Testing
value)

(p- Statistically
Significant

Battle

p < 0.01

p < 0.01

Yes

Combined Arms

p < 0.01

p < 0.01

Yes

Gather

p < 0.01

p < 0.01

Yes

Tiger-Deer

p < 0.5

p < 0.7

No

Waterworld

p < 0.01

p < 0.01

Yes

Table 7.1: Statistical significance of our results in simulated experiments.

# of Vehi- MaxiCapa-city
cles (N )
mum
(c)
Pickup
Delay (⌧ )
(sec)

p-value

Statistically
Significant

80

580

10

p < 0.01

Yes

100

580

10

p < 0.01

Yes

120

580

10

p < 0.01

Yes

100

520

10

p < 0.01

Yes

100

640

10

p < 0.01

Yes

100

580

8

p < 0.01

Yes

100

580

12

p < 0.02

Yes

Table 7.2: Statistical significance of our results in the ride-sharing domain.
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7.11

Mean Field Modelling In DMFG-QL

In this section, we plot the mean square error between the estimated mean field action
(µj,a
t ) (from the neural network representing Eq. 7.78) and the true observed local mean
field action (µ̂j,a
t ) to show that the true local mean field action can be accurately modelled
by the DMFG-QL algorithm. We will use the Battle game for this illustration.

Figure 7.7: This figure shows the average (per agent) mean square error (MSE) between the
true local mean field action and the estimated mean field action from the neural network in
each episode (sum of MSE in the 500 steps) of the Battle game training experiment. The
results show that the MSE steadily reduces, and hence DMFG-QL is able to accurately
model the true mean field. The result shows the average of 10 runs (negligible standard
deviation).
Fig. 7.7 shows the mean square errors (MSE) between the true mean field action and
the estimated mean field action, averaged per agent, for each episode of the Battle game.
The MSE converges to a small value close to 0 during training. This shows that the
DMFG-QL algorithm can accurately model the mean field, which contributes to its superior
performance in many of our experimental domains. As stated in Section 7.6, DMFG-QL
algorithm formulates best responses to the current mean field action. This contrasts with
approaches such as MFQ that formulate best responses to the previous mean field, which
leads to a loss in performance. We start the plot in Fig 7.7 from episode 200 (instead of
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0), since the first few episodes have a very high MSE, that simply skews the axis of the
resulting graph.

7.12

Diﬀerences Between Mean Field Settings

Method

MFRL [303]

MFG [136]

DMFG (ours)

Game formulation

Stochastic Game

Mean Field Game

Decentralized Mean
Field Game

Reward function

Same for all agents

Same for all agents

Can be diﬀerent

Action space

Discrete only

Can be continuous

Can be continuous

Action space

Same for all agents

Same for all agents

Can be diﬀerent

Solution Concept

Nash
Equilibrium
(centralized)

Mean Field Equilib- Decentralized Mean
rium (centralized)
Field Equilibrium

Complexity of ob- Exponential in agents
taining the mean
field

Exponential in agents

Constant in agents

Theoretical Guaran- Needs very strong as- Needs weak assump- Needs weak assumptees
sumptions
tions
tions
Number of agents

Should be large but fi- Can be infinite in the
nite
limit

Mean Field Infor- Global
mation

Global

Can be infinite in the
limit
Local

Agents

Identical and homoge- Identical and homoge- Non-identical
neous
neous

Policy

Stationary

Can
be
stationary

State Observable

Global

Local

non- Can
be
stationary

non-

Local

Table 7.3: Table to capture the diﬀerences between Mean Field Reinforcement Learning
(MFRL), Mean Field Games (MFG), and Decentralized Mean Field Games (DMFG).
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Table 7.3 captures the diﬀerences between the three mean field frameworks, MFRL, MFG,
and DMFG. Particularly, we show that the DMFG is diﬀerent from other frameworks
introduced previously, and it is more practical than prior methods as it relaxes some strong
assumptions in them.
There are several disadvantages in using a centralized solution concept like Nash
equilibrium (or, by extension, the mean field equilibrium) in multi-agent systems. These are
listed as follows: 1) Centralized nature of the equilibrium, though practical systems have a
decentralized information structure. 2) The equilibrium computation is almost intractable
for more than two agents [174]. 3) Needs strong assumptions to give theoretical guarantees
of convergence of learning systems in general sum games [104], even in the stationary case.
4) The equilibrium requires agreement between agents even in the competitive case. 5) It is
hard to verify this point in practice. Our decentralized solution concept (DMFE) is more
practical than the Nash equilibrium and the mean field equilibrium, since it does not suﬀer
these limitations noted for the centralized methods.

7.13

Conclusion

In this chapter we relaxed two strong assumptions in prior work on using mean field methods
in RL. We introduced the DMFG framework, where agents are not assumed to have global
information and are not homogeneous. All agents learn in a decentralized fashion, which
contrasts with centralized procedures in prior work. Theoretically, we proved that the
DMFG will have a suitable solution concept, DMFE. Also, we proved that a Q-learning
based algorithm will find the DMFE. Further, we provided a principled method to address
the ‘chicken-and-egg’ problem in MFRL, and demonstrated performances in a variety of
environments (including RMP).
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Chapter 8
Mean Field Reinforcement Learning
Using Attention and Action Advising
In this chapter we address the last set of limitations of mean field methods highlighted in
Chapter 1. Specifically, we will focus on two limitations of mean field methods not addressed
so far. First, using the mean field requires an assumption that all agents in a many-agent
environment are extremely similar which results in each of them having the same level of
importance on all other agents. However, in practice, some agents always matter more than
the others for the learning of an individual agent. Second, similar to any reinforcement
learning algorithm, mean field reinforcement learning approaches learn from scratch which
is highly sample ineﬃcient. In this chapter, we address both these limitations. We present
a new framework, called mean field attention advising (MFAA), which is a mean field
reinforcement learning technique that includes two novelties. First, this approach uses the
recently introduced attention mechanism to dynamically attend to diﬀerent agents based on
their relative importance to the decision-making of a representative learning agent. Second,
we use the previously introduced notion of action advising from external knowledge sources
(aka ‘advisors’) to accelerate the training of mean field reinforcement learning approaches.
We present a Q-learning and an actor-critic algorithm based on this framework. Empirically,
we test these algorithms on several environments that support many agent learning and
show that our algorithms provide superior performances compared to previous approaches,
in addition to having other desirable properties like learning faster and being easier to scale
to environments with larger numbers of agents.
The core contributions of this chapter are summarized as follows:
• Practical mean field reinforcement learning approach that relaxes the assumption
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of equal (or similar) other agent importance in prior works that use mean field
based solutions. The approach uses a transformer architecture to determine relative
importance of other agents nearby (local responses), and continues to use the mean
field for global responses.
• Combining advantages of learning from advisors (Chapter 3) with mean field reinforcement learning to provide mean field based algorithms that can accelerate training using
other sources of knowledge (instead of learning from scratch, only with environmental
experiences).
• Extending the provided framework to heterogeneous agent environments using types
as introduced in Chapter 5.
• Empirical illustrations of superior performances (as compared to strong MARL
baselines) in a suite of many agent ‘MAgent’ testbeds and a massively multiplayer
online (MMO) game environment.

8.1

Introduction

As mentioned previously, Yang et al. [303] introduced the mean field reinforcement learning
(MFRL) framework that integrates the mean field approximation in stochastic games
by using the empirical action distribution of all agents in the environment as the mean
field. The MFRL framework allows tractable MARL solutions in environments with many
agents. However, the MFRL framework contains two significant limitations that prevent its
application in real-world environments.
First, MFRL requires all agents in the environment to have the same level of importance
in the learning of a representative agent, called central agent. This requirement is justified
using the fact that MFRL considers environments with very large numbers of homogeneous
agents (possibly infinite in the limit), such that each agent’s impact on the environment is
negligible. However, in practice, environments only contain finite agents and the central
agent is always impacted more by some agents than others. In this context, the mean field
(that captures global information about the environment) is useful for long term planning,
however, agents may be required to give higher importance to local information for short
term decision-making. For example, in autonomous driving, a driving agent can plan ahead
using the mean field, however, if faced with collision avoidance scenarios, it must provide
more importance to nearby vehicles (as compared to vehicles further away). This diﬀerence
in importance is not restricted to some notion of distance. An alternate example is that in
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business applications, product based companies plan longer term strategies based on global
market dynamics, however, in the short term they may need to give more importance to
the strategies of a particular set of close competitors (i.e., near in the sense of competition).
The prior mean field based methods are incapable of reasoning at the agent level (in-fact it
is assumed to be unnecessary) and hence are not applicable to many practical real-world
environments.
Second, MFRL algorithms learn from scratch which is highly sample ineﬃcient [225].
In general, RL (and MARL) algorithms have very poor sample eﬃciency [17, 267], and this
problem is likely to be exacerbated in large environments containing many agents in them.
Hence, it is essential to find alternate approaches that can accelerate the training of MFRL
algorithms especially in the earlier stages of training.
In this chapter, we address both of these critical limitations that prevent MFRL
applications in complex real-world problems. We introduce a novel MFRL framework, mean
field attention advising (MFAA) that uses an attention mechanism to dynamically attend
to diﬀerent agents within a fixed importance set (finite set of agents close to the central
agent), which addresses the first limitation. To address the second limitation, MFAA will
use an approach that integrates knowledge from existing (potentially sub-optimal) policies
which we broadly refer to as advisors as in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4. We will extend our
approach for action advising in Chapter 3 (using a single online advisor) to the mean field
setting. To recall, the advisor provides action advice that the agent can use for learning,
which is helpful particularly at the earlier stages of learning. Further, using the MFAA
framework, we provide two practical algorithms, one using a Q-learning [291] method and
the other using an actor-critic [130] method. Additionally, using our prior work that extends
MFRL methods to environments with heterogeneous agents using type classification (in
Chapter 5), we extend MFAA to a Multi-Type MFAA (MTMFAA) framework that applies
to environments with heterogeneous agents. Experimentally, we test our methods on several
environments with a large number of agents, and show that our methods provide better
performances than standard MARL baselines for many agent learning, in addition to having
other advantages such as showing faster training and being robust to scaling to environments
with larger numbers of agents. Particularly, using the Neural MMO simulator [242], we
show an application of our method in massively multi-player online games (MMOs) which
are currently a multi-billion dollar industry [238].
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8.2

Background

The work in this chapter we will depend upon the MFRL approach from Yang et al. [303] and
the MTMFRL approach from Chapter 5. We will restate the update equations again for easy
referencing. Importantly, in this chapter we do away with the idea of neighbourhoods, seen
in Yang et al. [303] and in Chapter 5. As discussed in Chapter 6 and Chapter 7, for many
practical environments, the neighbourhood should correspond to the entire environment in
the case of MFRL, hence, this term loses its significance.
Mean field reinforcement learning: Yang et al. introduce the mean field Q-learning
(MFQ) method that is recursively updated using Eqs. 8.1 – 8.4:
Qj (st , ajt , ajt ) = (1
where v j (st+1 ) =

↵)Qj (st , ajt , ajt ) + ↵[rtj + v j (st+1 )]
X
ajt+1

ajt =

⇡ j (ajt+1 |st+1 , ajt )Qj (st+1 , ajt+1 , ajt )

1 X k k
at , at ⇠ ⇡ k (·|st , akt 1 )
N k6=j

and ⇡

j

(ajt |st , ajt 1 )

exp( ˆQj (st , ajt , ajt 1 ))
=P
.
0
0
exp( ˆQj (st , ajt , ajt 1 ))
aj 2Aj

(8.1)
(8.2)
(8.3)
(8.4)

t

All notations have the same meaning as provided in Chapter 6. To recall, rtj represents
the reward for the agent j, st and st+1 represents the state at time steps t and t + 1
respectively, ↵ is the learning rate, v j represents the value function of the agent j, 2 [0, 1)
is the discount factor, and ˆ is the Boltzmann parameter. Notably, ajt denotes the (discrete)
action of the agent j represented as a one-hot encoding whose components are one of the
actions in the action space. The notation ajt represents the mean action of all other agents
apart from j (i.e., mean field) and ⇡ denotes the Boltzmann policy. Further, Yang et al.
provide two practical algorithms, mean field Q-learning (MFQ) and mean field actor-critic
(MFAC) that use function approximation for the Q-functions and a replay buﬀer for training
as introduced in the well known Deep Q-learning (DQN) algorithm [167].
Multi-Type Mean Field Reinforcement Learning: The homogeneity assumptions
in MFRL are strong and is not very applicable in real-world environments as these environments usually contain diverse sets of agents that are diﬀerent in objectives and abilities.
In this context, in Chapter 5 we extend the MFRL framework to environments that may
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contain heterogeneous agents. The approach groups agents into a finite set of types, where
these types are constructed in such a way that the mean field assumption of homogeneity
is valid within types but not applicable across types. Assuming the presence of M agent
types, the mean field update equations in Eqs. 8.1 – 8.4 are replaced with the multi-type
mean field (MTMF) updates, given as follows:
Qj (st , ajt , aj1,t , . . . , ajM,t ) = (1
where v j (st+1 ) =

X
ajt+1

aji,t =
and ⇡

↵)Qj (st , ajt , aj1,t , . . . , ajM,t ) + ↵[rtj + v j (st+1 )]

(8.5)

⇡ j (ajt+1 |st+1 , aj1,t , . . . , ajM,t )Qj (st+1 , ajt+1 , aj1,t , . . . , ajM,t )

(8.6)

1 X k k
ai,t , ai,t ⇠ ⇡ k (·|st , ak1,t 1 , . . . , akM,t 1 )
Ni k6=j
j

(ajt |st , aj1,t 1 , . . . , ajM,t 1 )

(8.7)

exp( ˆQj (st , ajt , aj1,t 1 , . . . , ajM,t 1 ))
=P
ˆQj (st , ajt 0 , aj , . . . , aj
j0
j exp(
at 2A

1,t 1

M,t 1 ))

.

(8.8)

Here, the notation aji,t denotes the mean field of the agent j belonging to the type i at
time t. The variable Ni denotes the number of agents belonging to type i. All the other
variables have the same meaning as in Eqs. 8.1 – 8.4. Further, we provided a practical
algorithm, multi-type mean field Q-learning (MTMFQ), that uses function approximation
(similar to the approach in MFQ), and show that this algorithm out-performs MFQ in
diﬀerent many agent heterogeneous environments.

8.3

Related Work

In this section, we provide a brief survey of literature in mean field learning, attention
mechanism, and action advising in RL (and MARL) that is most relevant to our work.
Regarding mean field methods and action advising, we will keep the discussion brief since
we have already provided exhaustive details in the previous chapters.
The mean field reinforcement learning (MFRL) paradigm introduced by Yang et al. [303]
applies MARL to environments with many agents by using the empirical action distribution
as the mean field. However, all MFRL based approaches in the literature are sample
ineﬃcient (since they train from scratch) and are not widely applicable due to an assumption
that requires all agents to have equal importance in the learning of the central agent. We
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address both these limitations in this chapter. Notably, Yang et al. [303] requires fully
homogeneous agents (having same state space, action space, and reward functions). In
Chapter 5, we extended [303] to multiple types which is applicable to environments with
heterogeneous agents.
The attention mechanism [282] mimics the diﬀerentiable key-value memory model
typically used in database retrieval [85, 182]. Attention models help in selecting relevant
information for decision-making and have been successful in a variety of applications
including vision [12] and natural language processing [13]. They have also been used in
single-agent RL to enable a training agent to attend to diﬀerent views in the observation
space [16] and for explainability (interpretation) of the learned policies [168]. In MARL,
the attention mechanism has been explored in the context of fully centralized training,
for learning to attend to diﬀerent agents [47] and learning communication in cooperative
settings [117]. Attention models have been used with policy gradient approaches in MARL,
where Shariq and Fei [110] propose a centralized training and decentralized execution
(CTDE) method [156], called multi-actor-attention-critic (MAAC), where the central critic
uses an attention mechanism to select relevant information about other agents at each
time step. While powerful, this approach still has a linear dependence on the number of
agents, which contrasts with mean field approaches that provide a constant dependence
on the number of agents (hence, are easier to scale to large environments with millions of
agents). Also, since the MAAC attention module includes inputs from all other agents in
the environment for decision-making, it is computationally too demanding in many-agent
environments. To the best of our knowledge, attention mechanism has not been used in the
context of mean field learning previously. We provide a method that extends the use of
attention mechanism in the mean field setting.
It is well acknowledged that MARL algorithms have poor sample eﬃciency and hence
it is critical to accelerate the training of MARL approaches using external sources of
knowledge to make MARL applicable in complex real-world problems [225]. In this context,
the most popular approach is that of reinforcement learning from expert demonstration
(RLED) [191], where RL training is accelerated using demonstrations from experts [100]
(including humans [268]). RLED has also been explored in MARL, however most prior works
require near-optimal experts [202, 292] or are only applicable to restrictive settings [226, 227].
Our approach in Chapter 3 proposes the advising multiple intelligent reinforcement agents
- decision making (ADMIRAL-DM) algorithm for learning from sub-optimal advisors in
non-restrictive general sum stochastic games. We will adapt this approach to the mean
field setting in this chapter.
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8.4

Mean Field Attention Advising

In this section we introduce the mean field attention advising algorithm. As described
in Section 8.1, MFAA brings two novelties to mean field learning, 1) incorporating the
attention mechanism for determining diﬀerent levels of importance for other agents and 2)
accelerating training using advisors. As in Chapter 3, we assume that each agent can have
access to at-most one advisor in our setting. First, we focus on the attention module and
then explain the action advising part of the algorithm.
Before training, the MFAA requires a specification of a fixed number, K, which denotes
the size of the importance set, where an importance set consists of “near-by” agents that
influence the decision-making of the central agent. We will use the variable N to denote
the total number of agents (where N is large since this is a mean field setting). Every
agent considers a set of K other agents nearby as part of its importance set (indexed as
i 2 [1, . . . , K]), where K < N . K is a hyper-parameter which could be picked using domain
knowledge.
The objective is to enable the central agent to attend to diﬀerent agents in the importance
set based on their relative importance. Towards this objective, we incorporate an attention
layer [282] as part of the neural network that serves as the function approximator for the
Q-function in Eq. 8.1. The architecture of this neural network is provided in Figure 8.1.
The architecture follows a similar scheme as used in Shariq and Fei [110]. Let the central
agent be indexed by j. The inputs to the network are the state of the stochastic game
(which includes the local observation of the agent j and the current available observations
and actions of other agents nearby) and the mean field action for the agent j, i.e., aj . The
function approximation of the mean field Q function of the agent j considers the agents’
own observation, action and mean field, in addition to having another component that
reflects the contributions of other agents in the importance set. This is expressed as,
Qj (s, aj ) = f j (g j (oj ), hj (aj ), xj )

(8.9)

where Qj (s, aj ) is a vector that contains the Q-values of all the actions in the action
space of the agent j. From this, the value of Qj (s, aj , aj ) can be obtained using the action
aj . Also, as in Shariq and Fei [110], f j is two-layer multi-layer perceptron (MLP), g j and
hj are one-layer MLP embeddings. The xj captures the contribution from other agents in
the importance set, expressed as:
xj =

X
i

↵i v i =

X
i
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↵i n(V li (oi , ai ))

(8.10)

Figure 8.1: Network architecture for calculating (function approximation based value)
Qj (s, aj , aj ) for each agent j (in the figure ajmean = aj ). Each agent uses its observation
of other agents’ observation and the other agents’ action in addition to the mean field to
calculate the Q-value for each action in its action space.
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where li is an embedding function for the observation and action of the agent i, which
is further linearly transformed by the value matrix V . Also, n is a non-linear activation
function. Hence, v i represents an embedding of the agent i. ↵i is the attention weight
that compares two embeddings, one associated with the agent j’s own observation, i.e.
bj = g j (oj ), and the other associated with an agent i in the importance set, i.e. ei = li (oi , ai ),
to calculate a similarity value. This similarity value is then passed into a softmax as done in
Vaswani et al. [282]. Let Wq and Wk represent embeddings that transform bj into a “query”
and ei into a “key” respectively. Then the attention weights can be expressed as (where the
T represents transpose),
↵i / exp(ei,T WkT Wq bj ).

(8.11)

As in Shariq and Fei [110] we use a multi-head attention in our implementations, where
the network has a total of H heads. The objective is for each head to focus on a diﬀerent
weighted mixture of other agents in the importance set. Each head uses a separate set of
parameters (Wk , Wq , V ), and the final output from each head is concatenated as a single
vector.
Finally, by combining all the components discussed so far, we obtain the function
approximation described in Eq. 8.9.
Now, we explain the action advising component of our algorithm. MFAA follows the
same scheme as in our work in Chapter 3, where the probabilistic policy reuse (PPR) [66]
technique is used to incorporate a finite amount of action advice from an online advisor
during training. As specified earlier, in our setting, we assume that every agent has access
to at-most one advisor. The PPR technique uses a hyper-parameter (✏0 ) to control the
probability of receiving an action advice from an advisor. This hyper-parameter is decayed
(linearly) in such a way that the agent receives maximum advisor inputs at the beginning of
training and subsequently, the frequency of advisor inputs is gradually reduced. Whenever
the action advice from the advisor is available, the agent performs this action as opposed
to relying on its own policy. After a fixed number of training episodes, the agent will not
receive any further inputs from the advisor and must rely on its own policy for action
selection.
Using the update equations provided in Eqs. 8.1 – 8.4, along with the attention mechanism and action advising components, we provide a practical Q-learning algorithm called
Mean Field Attention Advising Q-Learning (MFAA-QL). The complete pseudo code for
MFAA-QL is provided in Algorithm 16. Here, we use a separate target network for training
along with a replay buﬀer, as introduced by Mnih et al. [167] for DQN. Further, we extend
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MFAA-QL to an actor-critic method called Mean Field Attention Advising Actor-Critic
(MFAA-AC). Here the Q-function is used as the critic and the policy derived from the
Q-value serves as the actor. The complete pseudo-code for MFAA-AC is provided in
Algorithm 17.
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Algorithm 16 Mean Field Attention Advising Q-Learning (MFAA-QL)
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:

Initialize the Q functions (parameterized by weights) Q j , Q j_ , for all agents j
Initialize the mean action aj for each agent j 2 1, . . . , N
Initialize a value for the hyper-parameter ✏0 (i.e. value for ✏00 )
Initialize the total number of steps (T) and total number of episodes (E)
while Episode < E do
while Step < T do
For each j, let u be a uniform random number between 0 and 1
if u < ✏0t then
Obtain action aj from the advisor (using current state s and mean action aj )
else
Choose action aj from Q j according to Eq. 8.4 using the mean action aj
and the exploration rate ˆ
end if
For each agent j, compute the new mean action aj according to Eq. 8.3
Execute the joint action a = [a1 , . . . , aN ]. Observe the rewards r = [r1 , . . . , rN ]
and the next state s0
Store hs, a, r, s0 , ai in replay buﬀer D, where a = [a1 , . . . , aN ] is the joint mean
action. The a captures all the N agents
end while
while j = 1 to N do
Sample a minibatch of K experiences hs, a, r, s0 , ai from D
Set y j = rj + v Mj_F (s0 ) according to Eq. 8.1
P
Update the Q network by minimizing the loss L( j ) = K1 (y j Q j (sj , aj , aj ))2
end while
Update the parameters of the target network for each agent j with learning rate ⌧ ;
j
_

23:
24:

⌧

j

+ (1

At the end of each episode linearly decay ✏0t
end while
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⌧)

j
_

Algorithm 17 Mean Field Attention Advising Actor-Critic (MFAA-AC)
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:

Initialize the Q functions (parameterized by weights) Q j , Q j_ , and the policies ⇡✓j ,
⇡✓_j , for all agents j
Initialize the mean action aj for each agent j 2 1, . . . , N
Initialize a value for the hyper-parameter ✏0 (i.e. value for ✏00 )
Initialize the total number of steps (T) and total number of episodes (E)
while Episode < E do
while Step < T do
For each j, let u be a uniform random number between 0 and 1
if u < ✏0t then
Obtain action aj from the advisor (using current state s and mean action aj )
else
Choose action aj from ⇡✓j (sj ) according to Eq. 8.4 using the exploration
rate ˆ
end if
For each agent j, compute the new mean action aj according to Eq. 8.3
Execute the joint action a = [a1 , . . . , aN ]. Observe the rewards r = [r1 , . . . , rN ]
and the next state s0
Store hs, a, r, s0 , ai in replay buﬀer D, where a = [a1 , . . . , aN ] is the joint mean
action. The a captures all the N agents
end while
while j = 1 to N do
Sample a minibatch of K experiences hs, a, r, s0 , ai from D
Set y j = rj + v Mj_F (s0 ) according to Eq. 8.1
P
Update the Q network (critic) by minimizing the loss L( j ) = K1 (y j
Q j (sj , aj , aj ))2
Update the actor using the sample policy gradient:
r✓j J(✓j ) ⇡

22:
23:

1 X
r✓j log ⇡✓j (s0j )Q j_ (s0 , aj_ , aj )|aj_ =⇡✓j (s0j )
_
K

end while
Update the parameters of the target network for each agent j with learning rate ⌧
and ⌧✓ ;
j
⌧ j + (1 ⌧ ) j_
_
j
✓_
= ⌧✓ ✓j + (1

24:
25:

At the end of each episode linearly decay ✏0t
end while
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j
⌧✓ )✓_

8.5

Multi-Type Mean Field Attention Advising

Figure 8.2: Multi-type network architecture for calculating (function approximation based
value) Qj (s, aj , aj1,t , . . . , ajM,t ) for each agent j. As compared to Figure 8.1, this version of
our algorithm considers diﬀerent types, so the mean field of each type is explicitly handled
(as opposed to just a single mean field in Figure 8.1).
In this section, we extend the MFAA framework to include multiple types using the
approach we introduced in Chapter 5. Assuming a total of M types in the environment
(indexed by m, i.e. m 2 [1, . . . , M ]), we use the update equations provided in Eqs. 8.5 – 8.8.
Recall, in Chapter 5, we analyze two diﬀerent kinds of type based mean field environments,
i.e. known types and unknown types. In this chapter, we restrict our work to the case of
known types where the type classification of an agent in the environment is known prior to
the commencement of the game (public knowledge).
The only change we need to make in our MFAA algorithm is to include the mean field
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action of each type separately in the neural network architecture provided in Figure 8.1.
The updated architecture is provided in Figure 8.2, where the mean fields of the diﬀerent
types are maintained separately.
Now, we provide a practical Q-learning algorithm for the multiple type based updates
called Multi-Type Mean Field Attention Advising Q-Learning (MTMFAA-QL). The complete pseudo code for MTMFAA-QL is provided in Algorithm 18. We also extend this
method to an actor-critic technique in Algorithm 19. This algorithm is called Multi-Type
Mean Field Attention Advising Actor-Critic (MTMFAA-AC).
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Algorithm 18 Multi-Type Mean Field Attention Advising Q-Learning (MTMFAA-QL)
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:

Initialize the Q functions (parameterized by weights) Q j , Q j_ , for all agents j
Let the environment have M types. Initialize the mean action for each type aj1 , . . . , ajM
for each agent j 2 1, . . . , N
Initialize a value for the hyper-parameter ✏0 (i.e. value for ✏00 )
Initialize the total number of steps (T) and total number of episodes (E)
while Episode < E do
while Step < T do
For each j, let u be a uniform random number between 0 and 1
if u < ✏0t then
Obtain action aj from the advisor (using current state s and mean action for
each type aj1 , . . . , ajM )
else
Choose action aj from Q j according to Eq. 8.8 using the mean action for
each type aj1 , . . . , ajM and the exploration rate ˆ
end if
For each agent j, compute the new mean action for each type aj1 , . . . , ajM according
to Eq. 8.7
Execute the joint action a = [a1 , . . . , aN ]. Observe the rewards r = [r1 , . . . , rN ]
and the next state s0
Store hs, a, r, s0 , a1 , . . . , aM i in replay buﬀer D, where ai = [a1i , . . . , aN
i ] is the
joint mean action for type i. The a captures all the N agents
end while
while j = 1 to N do
Sample a minibatch of K experiences hs, a, r, s0 , a1 , . . . , aM i from D
Set y j = rj + v Mj_T M F (s0 ) according to Eq. 8.5
P
Update the Q network by minimizing the loss L( j ) = K1 (y j
Q j (sj , aj , aj1 , . . . , ajM ))2
end while
Update the parameters of the target network for each agent j with learning rate ⌧ ;
j
_

23:
24:

⌧

j

+ (1

At the end of each episode linearly decay ✏0t
end while
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⌧)

j
_

Algorithm 19 Multi-Type Mean Field Attention Advising Actor-Critic (MTMFAA-AC)
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:

22:
23:

Initialize the Q functions (parameterized by weights) Q j , Q j_ , and the policies ⇡✓j ,
⇡✓_j , for all agents j
Let the environment have M types. Initialize the mean action for each type aj1 , . . . , ajM
for each agent j 2 1, . . . , N
Initialize a value for the hyper-parameter ✏0 (i.e. value for ✏00 )
Initialize the total number of steps (T) and total number of episodes (E)
while Episode < E do
while Step < T do
For each j, let u be a uniform random number between 0 and 1
if u < ✏0t then
Obtain action aj from the advisor (using current state s and mean action for
each type aj1 , . . . , ajM )
else
Choose action aj from ⇡✓j (sj ) according to Eq. 8.8 using the exploration
rate ˆ
end if
For each agent j, compute the new mean action for each type aj1 , . . . , ajM according
to Eq. 8.7
Execute the joint action a = [a1 , . . . , aN ]. Observe the rewards r = [r1 , . . . , rN ]
and the next state s0
Store hs, a, r, s0 , a1 , . . . , aM i in replay buﬀer D, where ai = [a1i , . . . , aN
i ] is the
joint mean action for type i. The a captures all the N agents
end while
while j = 1 to N do
Sample a minibatch of K experiences hs, a, r, s0 , a1 , . . . , aM i from D
Set y j = rj + v Mj_T M F (s0 ) according to Eq. 8.5
P
Update the Q network (critic) by minimizing the loss L( j ) = K1 (y j
Q j (sj , aj , aj1 , . . . , ajM ))2
Update the actor using the sample policy gradient:
1 X
r✓j J(✓j ) ⇡
r✓j log ⇡✓j (s0j )Q j_ (s0 , aj_ , aj1 , . . . , ajM )|aj_ =⇡✓j (s0j )
_
K
end while
Update the parameters of the target network for each agent j with learning rate ⌧
and ⌧✓ ;
j
⌧ j + (1 ⌧ ) j_
_
j
✓_
= ⌧✓ ✓j + (1

24:
25:

At the end of each episode linearly decay ✏0t
end while
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8.6

Experiments and Results

In this section, we run a series of experiments that illustrates the performance of our
algorithms. The important elements of our experimental domains are provided here, while
the complete details (including specifications of the reward function) are available in
Appendix F.1. We conduct our experiments across two test beds. The first is the MAgent
environment introduced by Zheng et al. [317] (which we have used in prior chapters), which
supports the learning of a large number of pixel based agents interacting in diﬀerent kinds
of multi-agent scenarios. The second is the Neural MMO simulator introduced by Suarez et
al. [242] which simulates the learning of large number of agents in virtual worlds mimicking
the classic massively multiplayer online role playing games [53]. The per-agent complexity
in Neural MMO is much larger than that of MAgents [242]. All environments contain a
discrete action space to be applicable to the MFRL setting.
As in many prior works in mean field learning [88, 248, 303], and as done in previous
chapters, we run experiments in two phases — training and execution. Each of our
environments contains agents belonging to specific teams. In the training phase, every
agent of the same team trains using the same network and the same algorithm, as done in
prior works [248, 303]. In environments containing multiple teams, our training procedure
is similar to the self-play training scheme [222], where the diﬀerent teams train separate
networks using the same algorithm. The training is conducted for 2000 episodes. After
training, agents enter into an execution phase where the trained policies are executed with
no further training. The execution competitions are run for 1000 games, where agents
trained using one algorithm may compete against agents trained using a diﬀerent algorithm
in a face-oﬀ style competition. We consider seven algorithms in our experiments. These are
independent Q-learning (IL) [264], mean field Q-learning (MFQ) [303], mean field actorcritic (MFAC) [303], multi-actor-attention-critic (MAAC) [110], MFAA-QL and MFAA-AC.
We also consider an ablated version of our algorithm, MFA-QL (Mean Field Attention
Q-Learning), which is an implementation of MFAA-QL but without the action advising
component (cannot learn from advisors). For the algorithms that use advisors (MFAA-QL
and MFAA-AC), the hyper-parameter ✏0 starts at 1 at the beginning of training and decays
to 0 within 500 episodes of training. There is no influence of advisors for the remaining
training episodes. Also, there is no influence from advisors during the execution phase. The
hyper-parameter K in MFAA-QL and MFAA-AC is set to 10 throughout, i.e., we consider
10 closest (based on distance to the learning agent) agents as part of the importance set
for each agent. Since our domains support a variable number of agents (includes killing),
if the number of agents in the environment goes less than K, we use a placeholder value
(all zeroes) for the observation and actions of the remaining agents. This is also done
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for our implementation of MAAC, since MAAC does not naturally support learning in
environments with a variable number of agents.
We repeat all experiments 30 times and report the average and standard deviation of
performances. The hyper-parameters used in our experiments are reported in Appendix F.2
and wall clock times are provided in Appendix F.3. For all the results in this section, we
run statistical significance tests. For the training experiments we conduct an unpaired
two-sided t test, typically at the last episode of training. For the execution experiments we
conduct a Fischer’s exact test for the final average performances. We report the p-values
for each of these tests and consider results with p < 0.05 to be statistically significant
diﬀerences, as is standard in practice [285].
Now we consider a few domains from the MAgents environment [317]. The first domain
we consider is the mixed cooperative-competitive Battle game, that we used in previous
chapters. Recall, this domain contains two teams of homogeneous agents. The game starts
with the same number of agents in each team. Each agent is expected to cooperate with
other agents of the same team and compete against the agents of the other team to win the
battle. The agents will need to kill other agents belonging to the opposite team to win.
The action space contains a total of 21 actions, with 12 action pertaining to moving, 8
actions pertaining to attacking and one action pertaining to doing nothing. Our current
setting contains some subtle changes from the Battle setting in previous chapters (details
in Appendix F.1).

(a) Training

(b) Execution

Figure 8.3: Battle game with 64 agents in each team.
We consider three diﬀerent settings with the Battle game, with each team containing
64, 100 and 144 agents respectively. For the training phase we plot the cumulative rewards
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obtained by all agents belonging to one team (the performance of the other team is also
similar, our domains are not zero-sum). For the execution phase, we plot the percentage of
games won by each algorithm in a face-oﬀ competition with MFAA-QL. In the execution
phase, a game is determined to be won by the team that kills more of its opponents. If both
teams kill the same number of opponents, the team obtaining higher cumulative rewards is
determined to be the winner. The MFAA-QL and MFAA-AC methods use a pre-trained
policy of IL trained for 10000 episodes as the advisor. Figure 8.3(a) plots the training
performance in the Battle game setting with 64 agents in each team. We make several
observations. First, we note that the independent method (IL) that does not use either
the mean field or the attention mechanism, loses out to all other algorithms. The mean
field based methods that do not use attention (MFQ, MFAC), lose out to an algorithm
that does not use mean field but uses the attention mechanism (MAAC) (p < 0.05). In
this game, though the mean field can help in a relatively longer term strategic planning,
an agent will need to escape enemies and kill oﬀ competition in its immediate vicinity to
survive and hence the attention mechanism is more useful to obtain larger rewards (i.e., per
agent modelling is more useful than global information). However, MAAC attends to every
other agent in the environment which includes a lot of noise (agents further away may not
pose any immediate threat, and are unnecessary information in the attention mechanism).
Recall that the attention mechanism learns a similarity score between the central agent
and each of the other agents in the importance set (query-key-value based system). If there
are many agents in the importance set, it may take the attention mechanism a relatively
long training period to determine the relative importance amongst all the agents. Hence,
MAAC loses out to MFA-QL (p < 0.06) which uses an attention mechanism to attend
to nearby agents (small number of agents in the importance set) and uses the mean field
to reason about agents further away. MFA-QL is outperformed by MFAA-AC (p < 0.04)
and MFAA-QL (p < 0.01), since both these algorithms are capable of training acceleration
using action advising. We also notice that MFAA-QL obtains a better performance than
MFAA-AC (p < 0.02) and outperforms all the other algorithms comfortable (p < 0.01).
Prior works [303] note that Q-learning based approaches induce a positive bias through
the max action and often out-perform actor-critic based approaches, which explains the
better performance of MFAA-QL relative to MFAA-AC. Since MFAA-QL uses an attention
mechanism, learns from an advisor, and also considers the mean field, it provides better
performances than other baselines (p < 0.01). The execution results in Figure 8.3(b) also
show that MFAA-QL wins more games than all other algorithms (including MFAA-AC,
p < 0.01), demonstrating its superiority.
Figure 8.4(a) shows the training performances in the same Battle game setting with 100
agents in each team. Again we note that MFAA-QL provides the best performance compared
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(a) Training

(b) Execution

Figure 8.4: Battle game with 100 agents in each team.

(a) % of agents killed by each algorithm during
training.

(b) % of attack actions performed by each algorithm during training.

Figure 8.5: Battle game training with 100 agents in each team, killing and attacking
statistics.
to all other algorithms (p < 0.01). We draw similar inferences for the performances of all
other algorithms as in Figure 8.3. However, one notable observation is that the performance
of MAAC sees a relative drop in this setting as compared to the setting with 64 agents.
In fact, a purely mean field approach (MFQ) overtakes the performance of MAAC in this
setting (p < 0.08). This demonstrates two facts, 1) mean field based methods are most
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well-suited to scaling MARL to environments with larger agents and 2) purely attention
based methods that consider all other agents in the attention mechanism do not scale
well, since more information noise is being included (agents further away are not likely
to have any considerable impact in large environments). The approaches that combine
mean field with the attention mechanism (MFAA-QL, MFAA-AC, MFA-QL) outperform
MFQ (p < 0.03). Learning from action advising (MFAA-QL, MFAA-AC) provides an edge
over methods that do not learn from action advising (MFA-QL) (p < 0.01). Our execution
results in Figure 8.4(b) also reinforces the superior performance of MFAA-QL as compared
to all baselines and MFAA-AC (p < 0.01). To further analyze the performance of MAAC,
we plot the percentage of attack actions executed by each method and the percentage of
opponents killed by each method during training in Figure 8.5. Figure 8.5(a) shows that
MAAC kills almost the same number of opponents on average as MFAA-QL (which is
more than MFQ), however, it executes a very large percentage of attack actions as seen in
Figure 8.5(b) (much larger than any of the other methods). In the Battle game, agents are
penalized for making wrong attack moves, like attacking empty grids or attacking within
the same team (details in Appendix F.1). This leads to MAAC performance being poor
compared to other methods as seen in Figure 8.4(a). We infer that MAAC learns a very
aggressive and a relatively naive strategy of attacking the nearest agent (and not seeking
opponents to attack), while purely mean field based methods (MFQ, MFAC) are more
conservative (very few attack actions). The methods that combine both attention and
mean field (MFAA-AC, MFAA-QL, MFA-QL) seem to balance the aggressive and defensive
strategies which is the best approach to win the Battle game. This is reflected in their
superior performances in Figure 8.4.

(a) Training

(b) Execution

Figure 8.6: Battle game with 144 agents in each team.
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In the third Battle setting, with 144 agents in each team (see Figure 8.6), we note that
MAAC performance suﬀers further and overall even achieves a lower performance than
the independent method (IL). However, purely mean field methods (MFQ, MFAC) show a
better performance than IL. This observation is consistent with our explanations in the
previous setting with 100 agents in each team. In this setting too, MFAA-QL provides the
best performance as compared to other baselines in both training and execution (p < 0.01).
Next we perform an ablation study using this Battle domain. In this study we vary the
number of agents in the importance set K for the MFAA-QL algorithm. We consider the
Battle game setting with 64 agents in each team. The performances are plotted in Figure 8.7
where we note that, for a very low value of K = 4, the performances are quite poor. This is
because a suﬃcient number of other agents that can impact the performance of the central
agent are not being considered in the importance set. When K is increased to 10, we see a
large improvement in performance. Increasing K further (20 and 30) shows only a small
improvement in performance. In fact, when the value of K = 40 the performance drops.
This is due to inclusion of information noise while considering more than the suﬃcient
number of agents. This study shows the importance of choosing the right value of K for
the performance of MFAA-QL. If the value of K is too small, the performances are poor,
and if the value of K is too large, there may not be too much gain in performance relative
to increase in computational demands or there may even be a drop in performance.

Figure 8.7: Ablation on MAgent Battle game varying the value of K (64 agents in each
team).
Now, we move to our second MAgent environment, which is the fully cooperative Tiger
game. This setting is the same as that considered in Chapter 7, though there are some
subtle changes in the conditions (details in Appendix F.1). This environment contains a
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team of tigers that need to work together to kill the deer in the environment. The deer
are part of the environment (moving randomly) while tigers are the learning agents. The
tigers are rewarded for attacking and killing deer, while being penalized for making wrong
attacks (attacking other tigers or an empty grid). At-least two tigers need to attack a deer
together to obtain rewards. The action space is the same as the Battle game. More details
are provided in Appendix F.1. We consider two settings with this domain, the first has
54 tigers and 273 deer and the second has 100 tigers and 500 deer. In the training phase,
we plot the cumulative rewards obtained by the team of tigers using each of the seven
algorithms. In the execution phase, we plot the average number of deer killed (per episode)
by the trained policies pertaining to each of the algorithms (no further training). Similar
to the Battle game, the MFAA-QL and MFAA-AC algorithms use IL trained for 10000
episodes as the advisor.

(a) Training

(b) Execution

Figure 8.8: Tiger domain with 54 tigers.
First, we consider the setting with 54 tigers. The training results in are Figure 8.8(a)
which show that the purely mean field methods (MFQ, MFAC) and independent method
(IL) lose out completely in this game. This shows that the mean field is not suﬃcient
for learning in this game (since learning to cooperate with nearby agents is required to
gain any rewards, per agent modelling is critical and local information is more important
than global information). The algorithms that use the attention mechanism (MFAA-QL,
MFAA-AC, MFA-QL, MAAC) show good learning behavior in this domain. Since the
advisor used in this setting (IL) does not perform well, the MFA-QL algorithm without
action advising shows marginally better performance than MFAA-QL and MFAA-AC
(p < 0.21). Though MFAA-QL and MFAA-AC initially lose out due to bad advising, they
ultimately overcome this and are able to perform almost as well as MFA-QL. The MFA-QL
algorithm outperforms MAAC (p < 0.01). The reason is in line with our discussion in the
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Battle game (MAAC has more information noise, using mean field for reasoning about far
away agents is suﬃcient and even superior as compared to considering each individual agent
in the attention network). The performances in the execution phase (Figure 8.8(b)) are also
consistent with our findings in the training phase, where MFA-QL obtains the maximum
performance outperforming MFQ, MFAC, IL, and MAAC (with p < 0.4) and MFAA-QL
and MFAA-AC (with p < 0.8). Despite observing such performances, the diﬀerences are
not statistically significant as reflected in the p-values.

(a) Training

(b) Execution

Figure 8.9: Tiger domain with 100 tigers.
Scaling the same setting to 100 tiger agents we plot the training and execution performance in Figure 8.9. Most of our observations are the same as the setting with 54 tiger
agents (purely mean field methods fail and attention based methods perform better). In
addition, we note that the performance of MAAC undergoes a significant drop as compared
to the previous setting. Again, we note that MAAC does not scale well to hundreds of
agents.
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(a) Battle

(b) Tiger

Figure 8.10: Ablation that shows the influence of advisors on the MAgent Battle and Tiger
games. The Battle game in this study uses 64 agents in each team while the Tiger domain
uses 54 tiger agents.
Now, using the Battle and Tiger domains we perform an ablation study, that considers
diﬀerent types of advisors to analyze the eﬀect of these diﬀerent advisors. First, we consider
the Battle domain with 64 agents in each team (total of 128 agents). In this domain, we
plot the performances of MFAA-QL using 4 diﬀerent advisors: 1) IL pretrained for 5000
episodes, 2) IL pretrained for 10000 episodes, 3) MFA-QL pretrained for 5000 episodes and
4) MFA-QL pretrained for 10000 episodes. As noted in our experimental performances in
Figure 8.3(a) MFA-QL performance is far better than IL. Also, within the same algorithm
training for more episodes leads to (at-least) a better performance. Hence, the ranking of
these advisors are MFA-QL (10000) > MFA-QL (5000) > IL (10000) > IL (5000), where the
number in the brackets denotes the number of pre-training episodes (based on performances,
MFA-QL trained for 5000 episodes is better than IL trained for 10000 episodes). The
performances of MFAA-QL in Figure 8.10(a) show that MFA-QL (10000) provides the best
performance and IL(5000) provides the least performance. This shows that comparatively
better advisors lead to better performances and vice-versa. Next, we conduct the same
study (with the same set of advisors) in the Tiger domain with 54 agents. As noted in
Figure 8.8(a), the IL algorithm hardly learns anything in this domain and the MFA-QL
method reaches a relatively very stable equilibrium point after 2000 episodes of training.
Hence, the order of advisors here are MFA-QL (10000) ⇡ MFA-QL (5000) > IL (10000)
⇡ IL (5000). The performances of MFAA-QL in Figure 8.10(b) show a relatively better
performance with better advisors (and vice-versa) as noted in the Battle game.
For the final MAgent domain we consider the Combined Arms heterogeneous environment.
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(a) Combined Arms - Training

(b) Combined Arms - Execution

Figure 8.11: Combined Arms heterogeneous agents experiment. Each team contains 100
agents of which 60 are ranged and 40 are melee.
The domain is similar to the Battle game, where we have two teams of agents trying to
win a Battle by killing members of the opponent team. However, unlike the Battle game,
this environment consists of teams of heterogeneous agents. In each team, there are two
types of agents, ranged and melee with diﬀerent action spaces. Ranged and melee agents
have diﬀerent abilities and objectives. The ranged agents are faster and can attack further,
but lack stamina (can be killed quickly). The melee agents are slower but have higher
stamina (harder to kill). This environment is the same as that considered in Chapter 7.
More details are provided in Appendix F.1. In this experiment, we model the ranged and
melee as distinct types and use the multi-type version of our algorithms (MTMFAA-QL
and MTMFAA-AC). Like the previous experiments, we will consider a ablated version of
MTMFAA-QL without action advising. This algorithm is called MTMFA-QL (Multi-Type
Mean Field Attention Q-Learning). We will omit MFQ and MFAC for this experiment since
they require fully homogeneous agents. Instead, we consider the MTMFQ algorithm from
Chapter 5 as a baseline. Similar to the previous experiments, the advisor for MTMFAA-QL
and MTMFAA-AC is a pre-trained IL agent (trained for 10000 episodes). In this experiment,
each team has a total of 100 agents (50 ranged and 50 melee). The importance set for
MTMFAA-QL, MTMFAA-AC, MTMFA-QL contains the nearest 10 agents (5 ranged and
5 melee) based on distances to the central agent. All other conditions of training and
execution are the same as the Battle game.
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The training results in Figure 8.11(a) show that MTMFAA-QL obtains the best performance across all baselines (p < 0.01). The execution results in Figure 8.11(b) also
provides the same observation (p < 0.01). This experiment shows that our algorithms can
be extended to environments with multiple types and still provide the best performance as
compared to previous approaches.

(a) Training

(b) Execution

Figure 8.12: Neural MMO Battle game with each team containing 40 agents.
Our last experiment uses the Neural MMO simulator [242]. We design a Battle game
similar to the setting with MAgent, with 40 agents in each team. The important diﬀerence
is that the per-agent complexity is more in this setting as compared to the MAgent setting.
We are performing this experiment to test the generalizability of our conclusions in MAgent,
i.e., we want to show that our methods work well on diﬀerent (possibly harder) platforms
as well. In this domain, each agent needs to explore a larger environmental space while
seeking opponents and killing them (which may require learning cooperative strategies
within the team). Unlike the MAgent Battle setting, an agent in this setting will need to
search and gather food and water resources in the environment, before its existing resources
are depleted, in order to survive. Refer to Appendix F.1 and Suarez et al. [242] for more
details. For this experiment we will omit MAAC (since it performed poorly in previously
experiments and is highly computationally intensive) and MFA-QL (we are not studying
the eﬀect of action advising). Our experiment follows the same procedure as in the MAgent
Battle game, where MFAA-QL and MFAA-AC use IL pre-trained for 10000 episodes as the
advisor. We plot the training and execution performances of the algorithms in Figure 8.12.
For training, we plot the average performance (averaged per agent) of a team of agents
(as opposed to the cumulative performances considered in the other experiments) for each
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algorithm. The training performances in Figure 8.12(a) show that MFAA-QL obtains
the best performance across all the other algorithms (p < 0.01). The execution phase
considers the face-oﬀ performance of each algorithm against MFAA-QL, where MFAA-QL
outperforms all baselines including MFAA-AC (p < 0.01) (see Figure 8.12(b)).
From all the experiments, we note that the mean field has the advantage of scaling
to environments with more agents, but cannot reason at the agent level and hence loses
out when reasoning about individual agents nearby is critical. Alternatively, the attention
mechanism has the advantage of explicitly reasoning about other agents to provide best
responses, but cannot scale easily. Our algorithms combine the best of both worlds and are
able to reason at the agent level and at the same time scale to environments with more
agents. This shows the advantage of our method. The p-values show that the majority of
our observations are statistically significant.

8.7

Conclusion

In this chapter we introduced a new mean field reinforcement learning paradigm, MFAA,
and provided two practical algorithms, one based on Q-learning (MFAA-QL) and the other
based on actor-critic (MFAA-AC). This method has two important novelties over prior
approaches for mean field learning, 1) using an attention module to attend to diﬀerent
(nearby) agents diﬀerently based on their relative level of importance and 2) using action
advises from an advisor to accelerate training. Further, we extended MFAA to the MTMFAA framework (relying on our our prior work in Chapter 5) which can be used in
heterogeneous agent environments. Experimentally, we showed that these algorithms
outperform prior approaches in many agent environments, and that scaling the number of
agents in the environment does not aﬀect its performance.
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Chapter 9
Conclusion and Future Work
In this chapter we provide a summary of our major contributions and discuss avenues for
future work.

9.1

Summary of Contributions

There has been significant progress in multi-agent reinforcement learning (MARL) in the
past decade, but there still remain critical challenges which limit its use in many large-scale
real world environments. In this dissertation we address two of these challenges, namely
sample complexity and scaling to many agents, and present our work in these areas.
First, we argue that knowledge provided by advisors can be leveraged in a principled
manner, and can reduce the sample complexity in MARL. To this end, we propose a general
framework for learning from external advisors in MARL and provide practical MARL
algorithms. Our first set of algorithms restricted each agent to obtain guidance from a single
advisor. Subsequently, we relaxed this restriction and provided algorithms that apply to
settings that contain agents having access to multiple diﬀerent advisors. Further, we show
that these algorithms have desirable theoretical properties such as convergence to a unique
solution concept. We also provide a finite time analysis (sample complexity guarantees),
proving superior guarantees as compared to prior work. Empirically, we show that our
proposed algorithms compare favourably to other baselines on a set of well-known MARL
testbeds, which demonstrates the eﬀectiveness of our approach.
Second, we explore the use of mean-field theory in the context of scaling MARL. In
particular, we extend previous work by making mean-field reinforcement learning (MFRL)
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algorithms applicable to a set of heterogeneous agents, partially observable environments,
and decentralized learning paradigms. We provide novel MFRL algorithms that outperform
previous methods on a set of large games with many agents. Theoretically, we prove that
each of our algorithms are principled since they contain appropriate fixed point guarantees
while learning in large environments. We also provide bounds on the information loss
experienced as a result of agents responding to the mean field as opposed to each of the
other agents in the environment.
Finally, we combine the merits of our approaches to improving MARL sample complexity
and scaling MARL algorithms using the mean field. We present the mean field attention
advising (MFAA) algorithm that uses a multi-head attention [282] layer to attend diﬀerently
to other agents nearby. By performing a small amount of per-agent modelling, this mean field
approach provides a large improvement in performance. Experimentally, we demonstrate
superior performances in several large-scale games including the massively multi-player
online (MMO) games.

9.2

Future Work

There are several possibilities for future directions of research. We first discuss some avenues
from the empirical perspective, and then provide possibilities of extending our theoretical
contributions.
Regarding our contributions to action advising in MARL, in Chapter 3 we provided
a relatively simple technique of making use of the evaluation of advisors in a learning
algorithm by setting the value of ✏00 . More sophisticated ways of analyzing the performance
of ADMIRAL-AE and using the results for learning faster and more eﬀective decisionmaking policies is left to future work. An observation about ADMIRAL-AE is that, in
MARL, the advisors can be used as a way to predict the behaviour of other agents as
well, which is not relevant in single-agent settings. In MARL, each agent needs to have
the ability to perform accurate opponent modelling, based on its observations, to obtain
strong performances [98]. This is because the reward function and the transition dynamics
depends on the joint action at each state. Previous methods have used several techniques,
such as using a separate neural network for learning opponent behaviour [95], learning
policy features from raw observations [103], and using the agent’s own policy to predict
opponent actions [197]. However, many of these methods are computationally expensive
and scale poorly with the number of states, actions, and agents. Another possibility for
opponent modelling is leveraging an external advisor that can possibly predict opponent
behaviour, as done in ADMIRAL-AE, which could be relatively computationally friendly
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given the availability of an appropriate advisor. This could open up a very interesting
research direction in learning from advisors in MARL. A natural extension of our work in
Chapter 3 and Chapter 4 is to explore these algorithms in the context of human advisors
and apply them to real world settings like autonomous driving and wildfire fighting.
Regarding our work on mean field learning, our work on diﬀerent types in Chapter 5
can be extended to completely heterogeneous environments with agents having diﬀerent
capacities and objectives. StarCraft [206] is one example of such a domain. Our work
would be well suited for this scenario as clustering would be even easier. Another approach
would be to consider sub types, further dividing types. As future work for our work on
partial observations in Chapter 6, we would like to relax some assumptions about the
Bayesian approach using conjugate priors and make our analysis more generally applicable.
Additionally, diﬀerent observation distributions could allow the direction of view to determine
the “viewable” agents, such as when agents in front of another agent are more likely to be
seen than agents behind it. Our work on decentralized mean field learning in Chapter 7
can be readily applied to other real world environments such as autonomous driving and
problems on demand and supply optimization. Hierarchical learning [260] approaches can
be also be investigated in the context of both of our approaches in Chapter 5 and Chapter 6.
Our final chapter on combining action advising and mean field learning (Chapter 8)
has the potential to spark an entire field of research exploring sample eﬃcient MFRL
algorithms. This is a very exciting avenue of research since there are countless application
possibilities in large scale real world systems. Previous researchers have identified a list
of critical real world applications where machine learning/RL could be useful [207]. This
dissertation can contribute to almost all of these applications. As the world continues to
become more globalized, mean field modelling would need to employed to study the wide
ranging economic, political, and social eﬀects of decisions that aﬀect large populations.
Particularly, from our side, as future work, we would like to extend the MFAA framework
to allow agents to have access to more than one advisor. The multi-type version of our
method (MT-MFAA) was restricted to known types. Extending to unknown types is left to
future work.
From the theoretical perspective, some of the theoretical assumptions we considered in
this dissertation may seem restrictive. However, we argue that this dissertation is the first
to provide a theoretical foundation for MARL under action advising and mean field learning,
and that these assumptions are useful in understanding the theoretical underpinnings of our
approaches. Furthermore, we note that the assumptions we make are also made by other
works, such as Hu and Wellman [104] and Yang et al. [303] (in fact, for some algorithms
we relaxed assumptions from prior work as seen in Chapter 3). In future work, we wish
to explore the ramifications of fully relaxing some of these assumptions. The theoretical
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understanding of MARL, in general, is still in its infancy and much more research into MARL
theory is required to enhance our understanding of this area [313]. In this dissertation, we
restrict the theoretical analysis to tabular settings, which is in line with the state-of-the-art
in theoretical analysis of learning in general-sum stochastic games [313]. The objective is
to provide a theoretical guarantee in the most basic (baseline) setting possible. Using a
similar approach to single-agent RL methods that extend the tabular results to the function
approximation setting [43], it would be possible to extend our theoretical results in this
dissertation to the function approximation setting as well. An elaborate theoretical study
of this is left to future work. Additionally, we restricted theoretical analysis to Q-learning
based approaches in this dissertation. While we empirically studied policy gradient based
approaches, it would be useful to perform an elaborate theoretical study of these methods.
We leave this to future work.
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Appendix A
Appendix For Chapter 3
This appendix includes the proofs, additional experiments, and comprehensive details
regarding the domains used in Chapter 3.

A.1

Proof For The Lemmas In Chapter 3

In this section, we will restate all the lemmas in Chapter 3 with detailed proofs. No new
lemmas are given in this section.
Lemma 1. Let us fix an arbitrary positive constant C, an arbitrary w0 , and a sequence ✏.
Then provided that
(i) yt (w0 , ✏) converges to some point (independent of t) D
(ii) The sequence ✏ converges to 0 in the limit (t ! 1)

The homogeneous process xt (w0 , ✏) converges to a point
0 < ˆ  1, is the scaling factor applied.
Proof. We state that
yt (w, ✏) = xt (dt w, ct ✏t )

1
ˆD

w. p. 1, where ˆ, satisfying

(A.1)

for some sequences {ct } and {dt }, where ct = (ct0 , ct1 , . . . , cti , . . .), {ct } and {dt } satisfy
0, dt , cti  1, and cti = 1 if i t. Here, the product of the sequences ct and ✏t is component
wise: (ct ✏t )i = cti ✏i . Note that yt (w, ✏t ) and xt (w, ✏t ) depend only on ✏0 , · · · , ✏t 1 . Thus, it
is possible to prove Eq. A.1 by constructing the appropriate sequence ct and dt .
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Set c0i = di = 1 for all i = 0, 1, 2, . . .. Then Eq. A.1 holds for t = 0. Let us assume that
(ci , di ) is defined in a way that Eq. A.1 holds for t. Let Bt be the “scaling coeﬃcient” of yt
at step t + 1 (Bt = 1 if there is no scaling, otherwise 0 < Bt < 1 with Bt = C/||Gt (yt , ✏t ||).
Now we have:
yt (w, ✏t ) = Bt Gt (yt (w, ✏t ), ✏t )
= Gt (Bt yt (w, ✏t ), Bt ✏t )
= Gt (Bt xt (dt w, ct ✏t ), Bt ✏t ).

(A.2)

Bxt (w, ✏t ) = xt (Bw, B✏t )

(A.3)

We claim that

holds for all w, ✏t and B > 0. For t = 0, this obviously holds. Assume that it holds for
some time t. Then, from Eq. 3.9,
Bxt+1 (w, ✏t ) = BGt (xt (w, ✏t ), ✏t )
= Gt (Bxt (w, ✏t ), B✏t ) = xt+1 (Bw, B✏t )

(A.4)

yt+1 (w, ✏t ) = Gt (xt (Bt dt w, Bt ct ✏t ), Bt ✏t ),

(A.5)

Thus,

and we see that Eq. A.1 holds if we define ct+1,i as ct+1,i = Bt cti if 0  i  t, ct+1,i = 1 if
i > t and dt+1 = Bt dt .
Thus, we get that with the sequences
ct,i = ⇧tj=i1 Bj , if i < t;
ct,i = 1, otherwise;

(A.6)

dt+1 = ⇧ti=0 Bi ,

(A.7)

d0 = 1 and

Eq. A.1 is satisfied for all t

0.

We know that yt (w, ✏t ) ! D w. p. 1. Since the process yt has been constructed by
bounding the process with ||yt ||  C, it follows that D  C. Then, there exists a finite
index M such that if t > M then
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P r(||yt (w, ✏t )|| < C) > 1

(A.8)

without applying any more rescaling. Now, let us restrict our attention to those events !
for which ||yt (w, ✏t (!))|| < C for all t > M without rescaling. Thus, we have no rescaling
for all t, such that t > M . Thus, ct,i = cM +1,i for all t M + 1 and i, and specifically
cti = 1 if i, t
M + 1. Similarly, if t > M then dt+1 (!) = ⇧M
i=0 Bi (!) = dM +1 (!). Let
A! = {! : ||yt (w, ✏)(!)|| < C} without rescaling. By Eq. A.1, we have that if t > M then,
yt (w, ✏t (!)) = xt (dM +1 (!)w, cM +1 (!)✏t (!)).

(A.9)

Thus, it follows from our assumption concerning yt that xt (dM +1 (!)w, cM +1 ✏t (!)) converges to D almost everywhere (a. e.) on A! and, consequently, by Eq. A.3, we get that the
expression xt (w, cM +1 ✏t (!)/dM +1 (!)) converges to D0 = dM1+1 D a. e. on A! . Since cM +1 = 1
in the limit and we are analyzing in the space of A! , xt (w, ✏t (!)/dM +1 (!)) converges to
D0 too. Now, since ✏ converges to 0 in the limit, and we are analyzing values in the space
of A! , we can write xt (w, ✏t (!)) ⇡ xt (w, ✏t (!)/dM +1 (!))) which also converges to D0 . All
these hold with probability at least 1
, since, by Eq. A.8 P r(A! > 1
). Since was
arbitrary, the lemma follows.
Lemma 2. Let X and Y be normed vector spaces, Ut : X ⇥ Y ! X(t = 0, 1, 2, . . .) be
a sequence of mappings, and ✓t 2 Y be an arbitrary sequence. Let ✓1 2 Y and x1 2 X.
Consider the sequences xt+1 = Ut (xt , ✓1 ), and yt+1 = Ut (y t, ✓t ) and suppose that xt and
✓t converge to x1 and ✓1 respectively, in the norm of the appropriate spaces.
Let L✓k be the uniform Lipschitz index of Uk (x, ✓) with respect to ✓ at ✓1 and, similarly,
✓
✓
1
X
let LX
LX
t and Lt satisfy the relations Lt  C(1
t ), and ⇧m=t Lm = 0 where C > 0 is
some constant and t = 0, 1, 2, . . . , then limt!1 ||yt x1 || = 0.
Proof. See Theorem 15 in Szepesvari and Littman [262] for detailed proof.
Lemma 3. Let Z be an arbitrary set and consider the process
xt+1 (z) = Gt (z)xt (z) + Ft (z)(C + kt (z)C)
where x1 , Ft , Gt 0 are random processes, ||x1 || < C < 1 w. p. 1 for some C > 0, and z
is an element in Z. Assume that for all k, limn!1 ⇧nt=k Gt (z) = 0 uniformly in z w. p. 1
and Ft (z) = (1 Gt (z)), for some 0  < 1, and 8z 2 Z, w. p. 1. Also, kt (z) converges
to K(z) in the limit. Then, xt (z) converges to a point D(z) = (C + K(z)C) w. p. 1.
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Proof. Consider the process that is obtained from substituting the value of Ft (z) in terms
of Gt (z) in Eq. 3.12,
xt+1 (z) = Gt (z)xt (z) + (1

Gt (z))(C + kt (z)C).

(A.10)

Now, subtracting (C + kt (z)C) on both sides of the equation we get
xt+1 (z)

(C + kt (z)C) = Gt (z)(xt (z)

(C + kt (z)C)).

(A.11)

The above equation converges to 0 in the limit as limn!1 ⇧nt=k Gt (z) = 0. Thus, we
have that xt+1 (z)
(C + kt (z)C) converges to 0 in the limit. Hence, xt converges to
(C + K(z)C), since kt (z) converges to K(z) in the limit.
Lemma 4. Consider an equation of the form
xt+1 (z) = Gt (z)xt (z) + Ft (z)(||xt || + ✏t + kt (z)||xt ||)
where the sequence ✏t converges to zero w. p. 1. Assume that for all k, limn!1 ⇧nt=k Gt (z) =
0 uniformly in z w. p. 1 and Ft (z) = (1 Gt (z)), for some 0  < 1, and 8z 2 Z, w.
p. 1. Assume further that kt (z) is finite, and it converges to K(z) in the limit (t ! 1).
Then xt (z) converges to a point represented by S 0 (z) = 1ˆ ( C1 + K(z)C1 ), where C1 is a
small positive constant, w. p. 1 uniformly over Z. Here ˆ is a scaling factor satisfying
0 < ˆ  1.
Proof. Let us consider a process yt that is obtained from keeping the original process ||xt ||
bounded by a constant C1 . This is an arbitrary bound, with C1 specified to be a small
positive constant. Since, ||xt || is guaranteed to be positive, we can find such a positive C1 .
Now we get,
yt+1 (z) = Gt (z)yt (z) + (1

Gt (z))(C1 + ✏t + kt (z)C1 ).

(A.12)

By Lemma 2, yt converges to C1 + K(z)C1 as the following bindings show X, Y :=
R, ✓t := ✏t , Ut (x, ✓) := Gt (z)x + (1 Gt (z))(C1 + kt (z)C1 + ✓), where z 2 Z is arbitrary.
✓
Then, LX
Gt (z)) satisfying the conditions of Theorem 2. We know
t = Gt (z) and Lt = (1
that x in the expression Ut (x, ✓) converges to C1 + K(z)C1 as proved in Lemma 3.
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In Lemma 1, we proved that the original process will converge to a point 1ˆ D, if the
bounded process converges to D. Here ˆ is the scaling factor applied, satisfying the relation
0 < ˆ  1. Using this result, now we get that the process represented by the Eq. 3.13
converges to a point S 0 (z) = 1ˆ ( C1 + K(z)C1 ) which is a constant for a given z. This gives
an expression for the point S in Theorem 1.
Lemma 5. Let Ft be an increasing sequence of -fields, let 0  ↵t and wt be random
variables such that ↵t and wt 1 are Ft measurable.
Assume that
following hold w. p. 1:
P1
Pthe
1
2
E[wt |Ft , ↵t 6= 0] = A, E[wt |Ft ] < B < 1, t=1 ↵t = 1 and t=1 ↵t2 < C < 1 for some
B, C > 0. Then the process
Qt+1 = (1

↵t )Qt + ↵t wt

converges to A w. p. 1.
Proof. Refer to Lemma 4 in Szepesvari and Littman [262] for detailed proof.
Lemma 6. Assume that ↵t satisfies Assumption 2 and the mapping Pt : Q ! Q satisfies
the condition that, there exists a scalar satisfying 0  < 1, a sequence t 0 converging
to zero w. p. 1, and a finite sequence kt (s) such that ||Pt Q Pt Q⇤ || = ||Q Q⇤ || + t +
kt (s)||Q Q⇤ || for all Q, and all s 2 S. Assume further that, kt (s) converges to a finite
point K(s) in the limit. Additionally, Q⇤ (s, a) = E[Pt Q⇤ (s, a)], then the iteration defined
by
Qt+1 (s, a) = (1 ↵t )Qt (s, a) + ↵t [Pt Qt (s, a)]
converges to (Q⇤

S) w. p. 1, where S is as given in Theorem 1.

Proof. This lemma directly follows from Corollary 1 and Lemma 5.
Lemma 7. For a n-player stochastic game, E[Pt Q⇤ ] = Q⇤ where Q⇤ = (Q1⇤ , . . . , Qn⇤ ).
Proof. Refer to Lemma 11 in Hu and Wellman [104] for proof.
Lemma 8. A random iterative process
t+1 (x)

= (1

↵t (x))
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t (x)

+ ↵t (x)Ft (x)

where x 2 X, t = 0, 1, . . . , 1, converges to zero with probability one (w. p. 1) if the
following properties hold:
1. The set of possible states X is finite.
P
P
2. 0  ↵t (x)  1, t ↵t (x) = 1, t ↵t2 (x) < 1 w. p. 1, where the probability is over
the learning rates ↵t .
1.

3. || E{Ft (x)|Pt }||W  K ||

4. var{Ft (x)|Pt }  K(1 + ||

t ||W

+ ct , where K 2 [0, 1) and ct converges to zero w. p.

t ||W )

2

, where K is some constant.

Here Pt is an increasing sequence of -fields that includes the past of the process. In
particular, we assume that ↵t , t , Ft 1 2 Pt . The notation || · ||W refers to some (fixed)
weighted maximum norm.
Proof. Refer to Theorem 1 in Jaakkola et al. [111] for proof.
Lemma 9. Under Assumption 5, the Nash operator as defined in Eq. 3.26 forms a
contraction mapping with the fixed point being the Nash Q-value of the game.
Proof. The detailed proof is given in Theorem 17 of Hu and Wellman [104].

A.2

Additional Definitions For Theorem 1

We restate some definitions from [262], needed for us in Theorem 1, to stay self-contained.
Let us consider an arbitrary operator, T : B ! B, where B is a normed vector space with
norm ||.||. Let T = (T0 , T1 , · · · , Tt , · · · ) be a sequence of random operators, Tt mapping
B ⇥ B to B.

Definition 14. Let F ✓ B be a subset of B and let F0 : F ! 2B be a mapping that
associates subsets of B with the elements of F . If, for all f 2 F and all m0 2 F0 (f ), the
sequence generated by the recursion mt+1 = Tt (mt , f ) converges to T f in the norm of B
with probability 1, then we say that T approximates T for initial values from F0 (f ) and
on the set F ✓ B. Further, we say that T approximates T on the singleton set f and the
initial value mapping F0 : F ! B defined by F0 (f ) = F0 .
Definition 15. The subset F ✓ B is invariant under T : B ⇥ B ! B if, for all f, g 2
F, T (f, g) 2 F . If T is an operator sequence as above, then F is said to be invariant under
T if for all i 0, F is invariant under Ti .
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A.3

ADMIRAL-AE Using An Adaptive Advisor

In this sub-section, we aim to provide an illustration of the behaviour of ADMIRAL-AE
in the presence of an adaptive advisor. This advisor would actively change and adapt
its strategies according to the changing opponent. The objective is to show that the
ADMIRAL-AE algorithm will be able to capture the strength of the adaptive advisor, and
hence there is merit in using a principled approach to evaluate an advisor. Also, we would
like to discuss the advantages of keeping this evaluation method separate from another
approach that aims to learn from the advisor. In this section, we clarify that we are only
considering the ‘pre-learning’ phase introduced in Chapter 3, since our objective is to
analyze the performance of ADMIRAL-AE with two diﬀerent advisors. Results in this
section use the average and standard deviation of 30 runs.

Figure A.1: Two instances of ADMIRAL-AE along with an adaptive advisor and a nonadaptive advisor on Pommerman Domain OneVsOne. The plot shows the performance of
ADMIRAL-AE using the Advisor Non-Adaptive against the common opponent of DQN
(orange line) and the performance of ADMIRAL-AE using the Advisor Adaptive against
the common opponent of DQN (blue line). This plot shows that the ADMIRAL-AE
using an adaptive advisor starts oﬀ week, but eventually surpasses the performance of
the non-adaptive advisor. Thus, a principled method like ADMIRAL-AE can evaluate an
adaptive advisor appropriately, while other non-principled approaches may have a high
percentage of failure.
We will continue to use the two-agent version (Domain OneVsOne) of Pommerman for
this experiment. We consider two diﬀerent advisors, namely, Advisor Non-Adaptive and
Advisor Adaptive. The Advisor Non-Adaptive does not actively track opponent strategies
or adapt to them. This advisor plays a balanced strategy — choosing to be risk-seeking
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(actively laying bombs to kill the opponent) while the opponent is in proximity and choosing
to be risk-averse (escaping from the enemy) otherwise. This advisor is reactive and only
responds to the present position of the opponent, and does not attempt to model the
opponent’s nature actively. It has been observed that this is a relatively good strategy
in Pommerman, particularly in the early stages of training [161]. At this stage, an agent
playing a relatively conservative strategy could wait for the opponent to make a mistake
and kill itself. However, this strategy is not very strong and could lose out once the
opponent is well-trained. A well-trained opponent is less likely to make the mistake of
killing itself, and there is the added possibility of the non-adaptive strategy becoming
predictable, which could be figured out by the opponent. Hence, the Advisor Non-Adaptive
will find it hard to win games in the middle and later stages of training. On the other hand,
the Advisor Adaptive uses an adaptive strategy that plays a risk-averse strategy when
the enemy is risk-seeking, and a risk-seeking strategy when the enemy is risk-averse. This
is a very strong strategy for winning in Pommerman [318] but requires active modelling
of the opponent. The Advisor Adaptive tracks the percentage of bombs played by the
opponent to determine the nature of the opponent. In the initial few episodes (about 5000)
the Advisor Adaptive’s behaviour is close to random since it still does not have enough
information to learn the nature of the opponent.
We implement a separate instance of the ADMIRAL-AE algorithm with both the
advisors and plot the performance against a common baseline agent using DQN for learning.
We run all the training for 100,000 episodes and plot the performances of both algorithms.
The results are captured in Figure A.1. The results show that ADMIRAL-AE using the
Advisor Adaptive loses out in the beginning while it is still figuring out the nature of
the opponent. However, it soon shows a much stronger performance that surpasses the
performance of the ADMIRAL-AE using the Advisor Non-Adaptive. ADMIRAL-AE using
the Advisor Non-Adaptive, while showing good overall performance, does not quite reach
the levels of the performance of ADMIRAL-AE using the Advisor Adaptive, due to the nonadaptive strategy possibly becoming predictable and prone to exploitation by the opponent,
after the opponent has trained for a suﬃcient number of episodes. This performance shows
that an agent during learning should listen more to the Advisor Adaptive as compared
to the Advisor Non-Adaptive for the best outcome. If the advisors were directly used
for learning without being evaluated separately, then a learning agent would be prone
to discarding Advisor Adaptive quickly due to its initial weak performance, while the
agent would listen more to the Advisor Non-Adaptive. Yet we have seen that the opposite
behaviour would actually be better using an implementation of ADMIRAL-AE with each
of these advisors. This demonstrates that the evaluation would be prone to inaccuracy and
inconsistency if it is combined with learning a policy. The analysis in this sub-section shows
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the advantage of using a principled evaluation algorithm (ADMIRAL-AE) for evaluating
an advisor, especially when they have adaptive characteristics.

A.4

Experimental Details

In this section, we provide the experimental details for all the experiments. We have
given detailed information about the advisors and reward functions for all the experiments.
Hyperparameters for all algorithms are also provided.

A.4.1

Grid Maze Domain

The reward function is defined in such a way that the agents get a +1 if any one of two
agents reaches the goal, and they get a -1 if any one of the two gets to the pitfall. Both the
agents get a +2 if both reach the goal at the same instant, and both the agents get a -2 if
they reach a pitfall at the same instant. If one of the two gets to the goal and the other gets
to the pitfall, they both still get a +1. In this environment, each agent obtains a local state
(observation) which corresponds to the coordinates of the grid cell the agent is currently
located. We use the joint observations of the two agents as the state in the environment for
determining the Q-values in the experiments showing convergence in Section 3.4.1. This
state is available to both agents. The other experiments simply use the observation of the
concerned agent in the Q-updates, in case of both ADMIRAL-DM and ADMIRAL-AE, to
make the challenge harder.
The actions that the agents can take in this game are one of moving up, down, left or
right. If the wall obstructs an action, then the agent will remain at the same spot.
All four advisors used are rule-based agents, where Advisor 1 follows high-quality rules
at each grid cell, which enables the agent to move to the goal state and avoid the pitfalls.
Advisor 2 on the other hand can only suggest the correct actions for the agents to reach the
goal and escape the pitfall if the agent is right next to the goal or pitfall (within one step).
It is not capable of giving the right action in the other parts of the grid. Thus, Advisor 2
cannot teach perfect coordination to obtain the large positive reward (+2). Advisor 3 can
only suggest actions that make the agents move closer to the goal state, but cannot give
accurate actions that avoid pitfalls. Advisor 4 is a random advisor which only suggests
random actions.
The ADMIRAL-AE implementation for this experiment chooses to do the advisor actions
with a probability of 50% (⌘ 0 = 0.5). The action that maximizes the Q-value (greedy action)
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is chosen with probability 45% and a random action with probability 5% (⌘ = 0.05) to
satisfy Assumption 1. We use the previous actions of the other agents while determining
actions at the current time step t as done in the other algorithms. The ADMIRAL-DM
algorithm simply follows the scheme in Algorithm 1 where the advisor suggestions are
performed with decreasing probabilities and the algorithm becomes completely greedy
(dependent only on the agent’s own policy) after a finite number of episodes.

A.4.2

Pommerman Domain

All the advisors are based on the rule-based agent (called the simple agent) already provided
in the Pommerman framework. It is well documented that the simple agent is hard to
beat even for complex RL algorithms in the Pommerman environment [203]. We use four
advisors for the ADMIRAL-AE experiments in Section 3.4.2 and 3.4.4, of which the first
advisor alone is used in the experiments that study the performance of ADMIRAL-DM
and ADMIRAL-DM(AC) in Section 3.4.3. The first advisor (Advisor 1) is the best of all
the four advisors and has rules for all the diﬀerent aspects of the game (escaping from
enemies, collecting bombs, laying bombs, etc.). The second advisor (Advisor 2) has rules for
moving away from danger and collecting powerups like life and bombs. This is a relatively
conservative advisor which relies on staying safe and hoping for the opponent to make a
mistake. Actually, this is a very eﬀective strategy in the Pommerman game and therefore
Advisor 2 is also a useful one. Advisor 3 only has rules for collecting powerups, but cannot
teach any of the other strategies needed to win the Pommerman game. When there is no
possibility of teaching any useful strategy based on the situation of the game (no nearly
enemies, powerups, etc.), the first three advisors provide pseudo-random strategies that
encourage exploration of states which are relatively less visited. The fourth advisor (Advisor
4) is the weakest advisor of the four. It suggests random actions to the agent and does not
contribute to the learning of the agent (rather, it harms learning).
Each new Pommerman game gives a randomized game map and there is a maximum of
800 steps for each game.

A.4.3

Pursuit Domain

The Pursuit domain was initially defined in SISL [89]. We use the canonical domain
implemented in the petting zoo environment [269]. All the environmental parameters
including the rewards are left as the same as the defaults in [89]. For the training phase, the
game has 30 evader agents and 8 pursuer agents, where the evader agents move randomly,
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and the pursuer agents are controlled by learning algorithms. The game is cooperative, with
the pursuers receiving a reward of 5 for fully surrounding an evader (the evader is removed
from the environment). The pursuers receive a reward of 0.01 for each time they touch an
evader. The actions space is discrete with 5 actions, each action corresponding to moving
to a neighbouring grid (including stay). Each episode is a full game with a maximum
of 500 steps. Each agent in this environment is able to observe a grid of 7 ⇥ 7 centered
around itself (the whole grid is 16 ⇥ 16). Since this environment is fully cooperative with
homogeneous learning agents, all training (for each algorithm) is completely centralized (all
agents train the same network).

A.4.4

Waterworld Domain

Waterworld is also a SISL environment with a set of 5 pursuers tasked with collecting
food and avoiding poison. We use the corresponding petting zoo environment [269]. The
environmental parameters are the same as that in [89]. This is also a cooperative environment
where multiple pursuers need to work together to capture food. The environment is a twodimensional continuous space, where the action space is a continuous two-dimensional value
representing the horizontal and vertical thrust that makes the agents move in particular
directions with the desired speed. The local state (observation) of each agent consists of
multiple sensor features and two other elements that indicate the collision of the agent with
a food or poison respectively. In this environment, at least two agents need to attack a food
together to capture it. There are a total of 5 food particles (not destroyed upon capture)
and 10 poison particles in the environment. The agents get a reward of 10.0 for capturing
food and a 0.01 for encountering food. Further, the agents have a thrust penalty of -0.5,
and a penalty of -1.0 for encountering poison. The poison particles and food particles move
in the environment with a speed of 0.01. Since this environment is also fully cooperative
with homogenous learning agents, all training is completely centralized for this domain too.

A.4.5

Hyperparameters And Implementation Details

The hyperparameters for the baselines were chosen to be the same as those recommended
by the respective papers. Some minor modifications were made due to performance and
computational eﬃciency considerations.
Regarding the hyperparameters of DQfD, we set 1 ⇥ 106 as the demo buﬀer size and
perform 50,000 mini-batch updates for pretraining. The replay buﬀer size is twice the size
of the demo buﬀer. The N-step return weight is 1.0, the supervised loss weight is 1.0 and
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the L2 regularization weight is 10 5 . The epsilon greedy exploration is 0.9. The discount
factor is 0.99 and the learning rate is 0.002. The pretraining for DQfD comes from a data
buﬀer related to a series of games where two rule-based agents (advisors) compete against
each other. All other values are similar to that used in [100].
The CHAT [289] implementation uses a neural network for confidence measurement
(termed NNHAT in [289]). The learning rate is 0.01, we use a discount factor of 0.9 and a
fixed exploration constant (✏-greedy) of 0.9. We use the extra action variant of HAT [268]
in the CHAT implementation, as this gave the best performance in most of our comparative
experiments. A neural network is used as the function approximator, as described in [167].
The target net is replaced every 10 learning iterations. The confidence threshold is set
as 0.6 and the default action as “action-0”. The mini-batch size is 32 and learning rate
is ↵ = 0.01. The CHAT algorithm can directly use advisors in an online fashion similar
to ADMIRAL-DM. We omit the rule summarization step of CHAT, and directly use the
advisor, to make the performance as good as possible. The replay buﬀer size is 2 ⇥ 106 .
The DQN and ADMIRAL-DM hyperparameters are the same as those mentioned for
CHAT (as relevant). These algorithms also perform ✏-greedy exploration with a constant
value of 0.9 for ✏. The advisor influence parameter (✏0t in Algorithm 1) for ADMIRAL-DM
and ADMIRAL-DM(AC) starts at a high value of 0.8 at the beginning of the training
and linearly decays to 0.01 during training. The face-oﬀ and execution phases have this
parameter to be 0 (no advisor influence). All other hyperparameters for DQN, ADMIRALDM and CHAT are similar to that used in Mnih et al. [167]. The ADMIRAL-DM(AC) has
the critic learning rate set at 10 3 and the actor learning rate to be 10 5 . The discount
factor for ADMIRAL-DM(AC) is 0.9.

The ADMIRAL-AE algorithm in Section 3.4.2 chooses to do the advisor action with a
probability of 50%. The action that maximizes the Q-value (the greedy action) is chosen
with probability 45% and a random action with probability 5% to satisfy Assumption 1.
This is the same as that in the tabular domain (Section 3.4.1). The hyperparameters of
ADMIRAL-AE are the same as ADMIRAL-DM.
For the function approximation experiments, both ADMIRAL-DM and ADMIRALDM(AC) simply use the observed current actions of other agents for action selection
instead of maintaining copies of policies of the other agents as specified in Algorithm 3 and
Algorithm 5, since the opponents could possibly be using diﬀerent algorithms (all agents are
not always using the same algorithmic steps). This is also computationally more eﬃcient.
The current actions of all other agents are either directly observed or provided by the game
engine to each agent in all our experiments, to perform a joint action update.
The DDPG uses the learning rate of the actor as 0.001 and the critic as 0.002. The
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discount factor is 0.9. We use the soft replacement strategy with a learning rate of 0.01.
The batch size is 32. The PPO implementation also uses the same batch size and actor
and critic learning rates. All other values are similar to those used in Schulman et al. [216]
(PPO) and Lillicrap et al. [147] (DDPG). For PPO, we used a single-thread implementation,
which we found to be as good as the multi-threaded implementation for our experiments,
and more computationally eﬃcient. This could be because the data correlations are already
being broken by the multi-agent (non-stationary) nature of the domains.
For the Deep Sarsa implementation used in Chapter 3, we follow almost the same steps
as done in Algorithm 4, except that we do not have any advisors and hence the algorithm
does not have the term ✏0t in the implementation. As a consequence, the greedy action is
selected with probability (1 ✏t ). Also, we are using an independent implementation, where
the actions of the other agents are not considered during action selection by the algorithms
playing Deep Sarsa. The action is chosen only based on the current state. Deep Sarsa uses
the same hyperparameters as ADMIRAL-DM. The values are either the same or closely
match those considered in previous research [167].
We use a set of 30 random seeds (1–30) for all training experiments and a new set of 30
random seeds (31–60) for all execution experiments.

A.4.6

Wall Clock Times

The experiments on the Grid Maze domain can just be run on the CPU and takes less than
20 minutes to complete.
The training for all the experiments on the Pommerman domain in Section 3.4.2 and
Section 3.4.3 was run on a 2 GPU virtual machine with 16 GB GPU memory per GPU.
The experiments take an average of 18 hours wall clock time to complete. We use Nvidia
Volta-100 (V100) GPUs for all these experiments. The CPUs use Skylake as the processor
microarchitecture.
The experiments on Pursuit and Waterworld domains in Section 3.4.3 were run on a
virtual machine having the same configuration containing 2 GPUs. These experiments take
an average of 12 hours wall clock time to complete. The experiments on Pommeran in
Section 3.4.4 took an average of 15 hours wall clock time to complete.
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Appendix B
Appendix For Chapter 4
B.1

Proof Of Lemmas In Chapter 4

Lemma 10. A random iterative process
t+1 (x)

= (1

↵t (x))

t (x)

+ ↵t (x)Ft (x)

(B.1)

where x 2 X, t = 0, 1, . . . , 1, converges to zero with probability one (w. p. 1) if the
following properties hold:
1. The set of possible states X is finite.
P
P
2. 0  ↵t (x)  1, t ↵t (x) = 1, t ↵t2 (x) < 1 w. p. 1, where the probability is over
the learning rates ↵t .
1.

3. || E{Ft (x)|Pt }||W  K ||

4. var{Ft (x)|Pt }  K(1 + ||

t ||W

+ ct , where K 2 [0, 1) and ct converges to zero w. p.

t ||W )

2

, where K is some constant.

Here Pt is an increasing sequence of -fields that includes the past of the process. In
particular, we assume that ↵t , t , Ft 1 2 Pt . The notation || · ||W refers to some (fixed)
weighted maximum norm and the notation var refers to the variance.
Proof. Refer to Theorem 1 in Jaakola et al. [111] for proof.
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Lemma 11. Under Assumption 5, the Nash operator as defined in Eq. 4.5 forms a
contraction mapping with the fixed point being the Nash Q-value of the game.
Proof. See Theorem 17 of Hu and Wellman [104].
Lemma 12. For every k, there exists a time ⌧k such that, for any t
||Xtj ||  Dkj .

⌧k we have

Proof. See Theorem 8 in Even-Dar and Mansour [64].
Lemma 13. For m

1

j
ln(Qjmax /✏) we have Dm
 ✏.

Proof. Since we have that D1j = Qjmax and Dij = (1
)Dij 1 , we will need a m that satisfies
j
j
m
Dm = Qmax (1
)  ✏. By taking a logarithm on both sides, we get
⇣
⌘
j
m
ln (Qmax )(1
)
 ln(✏)
ln(Qjmax ) + m ln(1
=) ln(Qjmax )

)  ln(✏)

ln(✏) 

=) ln(Qjmax /✏)  m

m ln(1

P1

k=0

k

)

(B.2)

/k

=) 1/ ln(Qjmax /✏)  m.
In the last step we omit the higher powers since
result.

is a small fraction. This proves the

Lemma 14. For every state s and joint action a and time ⌧k , we have
j
j
Yt;⌧
(s, a) + Wt;⌧
(s, a)
k
k

 Qj⇤ (s, a)

Qjt (s, a)

j
j
 Yt;⌧
(s, a) + Wt;⌧
(s, a)
k
k

Proof. See Lemma 4.4 in Bertsekas and Tsitsiklis [22].
j
Lemma 15. The sequence Yt;⌧
is a monotonically decreasing sequence.
k
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(B.3)

Proof. From Eq. 4.18 we can write (subtract Dkj from both sides),
j
(Yt+1;⌧
(s, a)
k

Dkj )

= (1

j
↵t! (i))Yt;⌧
(s, a) + (1
k

= (1

j
↵t! (i))(Yt;⌧
(s, a) + Dkj ).
k

(B.4)

↵t! (s, a)) Dkj

j
Now, the convergence of ||Yt+1;⌧
(s, a) Dkj || follows since limn!1 ⇧nt=k (1 ↵t! (s, a)) =
k
j
0. This shows that the sequence (Yt+1;⌧
(s, a)
Dkj ) monotonically decreases to 0 and
k
j
hence the sequence Yt;⌧
monotonically decreases to Dk . This proves our result.
k

Lemma 16. Consider the low-Q update given in Eq. 4.10, with a polynomial learning rate
j
and assume that for any t ⌧k we have Yt;⌧
(s, a)  Dk . Then for any t ⌧k + L⌧k! = ⌧k+1
k
j
we have Yt;⌧k (s, a)  Dj ( + 2e ).
Proof. For each state-joint action pair s, a we are assured that n(s, a, ⌧k , ⌧k+1 ) ⌧k! , since
the covering time is L and the underlying policy has made L⌧k! steps (since we have the
relation ⌧k+1 = ⌧k + L⌧k! ).
Let Y⌧jk ,⌧k (s, a) =
expression,

Dkj + ⇢j⌧k , where ⇢⌧k = (1

j
Yt+1,⌧
(s, a) = (1
k

)Dkj . Now we have the following

j
↵t! )Yt;⌧
(s, a) + ↵t! Dkj = Dkj + (1
k

↵t! )⇢jt

where ⇢jt+1 = ⇢jt (1 ↵t! ). We aim to show that after time ⌧k+1 = ⌧k + ⌧k! , for any t
any t ⌧k+1 we have ⇢jt  2e Dkj . By definition, we can rewrite ⇢jt as
⇢jt = (1

)Dkj ⇧tl=1⌧k (1
!
↵l+⌧
)
k

= 2 Dkj ⇧tl=1⌧k (1

1
)
|n(s,a,⌧k+1 ,l)|!
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⌧k! for

!
↵l+⌧
)
k

= 2 Dkj ⇧tl=1⌧k (1

the last identity follows from the definition of ↵t! .

(B.5)

(B.6)

Since the ⌧k! ’s are monotonically decreasing,
⇢jt  2 Dkj (1
For t

1 t
)
⌧k!

⌧k

(B.7)

.

⌧k + ⌧k! we have,
⇣
⇢jt  2 Dkj 1

1 ⌘⌧k!
2

Dkj .
!
⌧k
e

The last step is obtained from the fact that limx!1 (1
Hence, Yt;⌧k (s, a)  ( +

2
e

(B.8)

(1/x))x = 1/e.

)Dk .

j,t
k,t,j
j
Lemma 17. Let w̃i+⌧
(s, a) = ⌘i+⌧
(s, a)wi+⌧
(s, a), then for any t 2 [⌧k+1 , ⌧k+2 ] the
k
k
k
j
random variable w̃i+⌧k (s, a) has zero mean and bounded by (L/⌧k )! Qjmax
k,t,j
k,t,j
!
Proof. Since ⌘i+⌧
((s, a)) = ↵i+⌧
(s, a)⇧tl=⌧k +i+1 (1 ↵l! (s, a)), we can divide ⌘i+⌧
into two
k
k
k
!
t
!
parts, the first ↵i+⌧k and the second µ = ⇧l=⌧k +i+1 (1 ↵l ). Since, µ is bounded from above
by 1, we have,
k,t,j
!
⌘i+⌧
(s, a)  ↵i+⌧
(s, a)
k
k

=

1
|#(s,a,i+⌧k )|

⇤



L !
( i+⌧
)
k



(B.9)
( ⌧Lk )! .

Here, the ⇤ is from the fact that in a time interval of ⌧ , each state-joint action pair is
performed at-least ⌧ /L times by the definition of covering time.
k,t,j
Hence, we get the relation that ⌘i+⌧
(s, a)  (L/⌧k )! .
k

Now, consider the expectation of w̃i+⌧k (s, a). By definition, w⌧jk +i (s, a) has zero mean
and is bounded by Qjmax for any history and state-joint action pair, hence,
E[w̃i+⌧k (s, a)]
k,t,j
= E[⌘i+⌧
(s, a)wi+⌧k (s, a)]
k
k,t,j
= ⌘i+⌧
(s, a) E[wi+⌧k (s, a)] = 0.
k
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(B.10)

Next we can prove that it is bounded as well,
|w̃i+⌧k (s, a)| = |⌘ik,t,j (s, a)wi+⌧k (s, a)|
(B.11)

 |⌘ik,t,j (s, a)Qjmax |
 (L/⌧k )! Qjmax

P
l,j
t
Now, let us define Wt;⌧
(s, a) = li=1 w̃i+⌧
(s, a). The objective is to prove that this is
k
k
a martingale diﬀerence sequence having bounded diﬀerences.

l,j
Lemma 18. For any t 2 [⌧k+1 , ⌧k+2 ] and 1  l  t we have that Wt;⌧
(s, a) is a martingale
k
sequence that satisfies
l,j
|Wt;⌧
(s, a)
k

l 1,j
Wt;⌧
(s, a)|  (L/⌧k )! Qjmax
k

(B.12)

Proof. We first note that the term W l,j (s, a) is a martingale sequence, since
l,j
E[Wt;⌧
(s, a)
k

l 1,j
j,t
Wt;⌧
(s, a)|F⌧k +l 1 ] = E[w̃l+⌧
(s, a)|F⌧k +l 1 ] = 0
k
k

where the variable F⌧k +l

1

(B.13)

denotes all previous values of W l .

j
Also, by Lemma 17 we can show that w̃l+⌧
(s, a) is bounded by (L/⌧k )! Qjmax , thus
k
l,j
|Wt;⌧
(s, a)
k

l 1,j
j
Wt;⌧
(s, a)| = w̃l+⌧
(s, a)  (L/⌧k )! Qjmax
k
k

(B.14)

Lemma 19. Consider the low-Q update given in Eq. 4.10, with a polynomial learning rate.
j
With probability at least 1 m we have that, for every state-joint action pair |Wt;⌧
(s, a)| 
k
(1 2e Dk ) for any t 2 [⌧k+1 , ⌧k+2 ], i.e.
h
P r 8s, a8t 2 [⌧k+1 , ⌧k+2 ] : |Wt;⌧k (s, a)|  (1

given that

⌧k = ⇥

⇣

1+3! Q2,j ln(Qj
max
max |S|⇧i |A|i m/(
(L
2 D2
k
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2
)
e

Dk

i

Dk )) 1/!

)

1
⌘

m

(B.15)

(B.16)

l,j
j
Proof. For each state-joint action pair comparing Wt;⌧
(s, a) and Wt;⌧
(s, a) we note that
k
k
j
t ⌧k +1,j
Wt;⌧k (s, a) = Wt;⌧k
(s, a).

Let l = n(s, a, ⌧k , t), then for any t 2 [⌧k+1 , ⌧k+2 ] we have that
l  ⌧k+2

!
⌧k = ⌧k+1 + L⌧k+1

= ⌧k + L⌧k! + L(⌧k + L⌧k! )

⌧k
(B.17)

⌧k

= L⌧k! + L⌧k + L2 ⌧k!  ⇥(L1+! ⌧k! ).
t ⌧k +1,j
By Lemma 18 we can apply Azuma’s inequality to Wt;⌧
(s, a) with ci = (L/⌧k )! Qjmax .
k
Therefore, we can derive that

h
P r |Wt;⌧k (s, a)|
 2e
 2e
 2e

2

✏
˜2
Pt
c2
i=⌧k +1 i

✏˜|t 2 [⌧k+1 , ⌧k+2 ]

 2e

i

✏
˜2
2lc2
i

(B.18)

2!
✏
˜2 ⌧k
c
2,j
lL2! Qmax

c

!
✏
˜2 ⌧k
2,j
1+3!
L
Qmax

!✏
c⌧k
˜2

2,j
for some constant c > 0. We can set ˜k = 2e L1+3! Qmax , which holds for ⌧k! = ⇥(ln(1/ ˜k )L1+3! Q2,j
✏2 ).
max /˜

Using the union bound we get,
j
P r[8s, 8a, 8t 2 [⌧k+1 , ⌧k+2 ] : Wt,⌧
(s, a)  ✏˜]
k

1
1
1
1

P⌧k+2

t=⌧k+1

P⌧k+2

t=⌧k+1

P⌧k+2

t=⌧k+1

(⌧k+2

j
P r[8s, 8a, Wt;⌧
(s, a)
k
j
P r[8s, 8a, |Wt;⌧
(s, a)|
k

˜k |S|⇧i |A|i
⌧k+1 ) ˜k |S|⇧i |A|i
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✏˜]
✏˜]

(B.19)

We would like to set a level of probability of 1
From the above equation we get,
1

m(⌧k+2 ⌧k+1 )|S||A|

=⇥

=⇥
Setting ✏˜ = (1

⇣

⇣

/m

⌧k+1 ) ˜k |S|⇧i |A|i = /m.

=) ˜k = /(⌧k+2

⌧k!

, for each state-joint action pair.

⌧k+1 ) ˜k |S|⇧i |A|i = 1

(⌧k+2

=) (⌧k+2

Thus taking ˜k =
result we have,

m

(B.20)

⌧k+1 )m|S|⇧i |A|i .

assures 1

m

for each state-joint action pair. As a

!
L1+3! Q2,j
max ln(|S|⇧i |A|i m⌧k / )
2
✏˜

⌘

j
L1+3! Q2,j
˜))
max ln(|S|⇧i |A|i mQmax /( ✏
2
✏˜

(B.21)

⌘

2/e) Dk gives the desired bound.

Lemma 20. Consider the low-Q update given in Eq. 4.10, with a polynomial learning
rate. With probability 1
, for every iteration k 2 [1, m] and time t 2 [⌧k+1 , ⌧k+2 ] we have
j
j
2
|Wt;⌧
(s,
a)|

(1
)
D
,
k i.e.,
k
e
h
i
j
j
2
P r 8k 2 [1, m], 8t 2 [⌧k+1 , ⌧k+2 ], 8s, a : |Wt;⌧k (s, a)|  (1 e ) Dk
1
(B.22)
given that
⇣ L1+3! Q2,j ln(Qj |S|⇧ |A| m/(
i
i
max
max
⌧0 = ⇥
2 ✏2

✏))

1/!

⌘

(B.23)

Proof. From Lemma 19 we have that
h

P r 8t 2 [⌧k+1 , ⌧k+2 ] :

j
|Wt;⌧
|
k

Using the union bound we have that
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(1

2
)
e

Dkj

i



m

(B.24)

j
P r[8k  m, 8t 2 [⌧k+1 , ⌧k+2 ]|Wt;⌧
|
k


where ✏˜ = (1

2
)
e

Pm

k=1

P r[8t 2

✏˜]
(B.25)

j
[⌧k+1 , ⌧k+2 ]|Wt;⌧
|
k

✏˜] 

Dk .

Lemma 21. Let
ak+1 = ak + La!k = a0 +

k
X

(B.26)

La!i

i=0

Then for any constant ! 2 (0, 1), ak =

⌦(a10 ! /L

+ L1

1

((k + 1)/2) 1

!

1
!

).

Proof. Let us define the following series
bk+1 =
with an initial condition b0 = L 1

1
!

.

Pk

i=0

Now we lower bound bk by (L(k + 1)/2) 1
For k = 0,
b0 = L 1

1
!

. We use induction to prove this hypothesis.
L 1
( )1 !
2

1
!

Assume that the induction hypothesis holds for k
bk = bk

1

+ Lb!k

= (Lk/2) 1
= L1
L1

1

1
!

(B.28)
1 and prove for k,

1

+ L(Lk/2) 1
1

!

((k/2) 1

!

((k + 1)/2) 1

1

(B.27)

Lb!i + b0

!

1

!
!

+ (k/2) 1
1
!

(B.29)

!
!

)

.

For a0 L 1 ! we can view the series as starting at bk = a0 . Since the first time step
is 1, we can see that the start point has moved ⇥(a10 ! /L). Therefore, we have a total
1
1
complexity of ⌦(a10 ! /L + L 1 ! ((k + 1)/2) 1 ! ).
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Lemma 22. Consider the low-Q update given in Eq. 4.10, with a linear learning rate.
j
Assume that for t ⌧k we have that Yt;⌧
(s, a)  Dkj . Then for any t ⌧k +(1+ )L⌧k = ⌧k+1
k
j
we have that Yt;⌧
(s, a)  ( + 2+2 )Dkj
k
Proof. For each state-joint action pair, we are assured that n(s, a, ⌧k , ⌧k+1 ) (1 + )⌧k ,
since in an interval of (1 + )L⌧k steps, each state-joint action pair is visited at least
(1 + )⌧k times by the definition of covering time.
Let Y⌧jk ,⌧k (s, a) = Dkj + ⇢j⌧k , where ⇢j⌧k = (1
⇢jt = (1

)Dkj . We now have,

)⇧tl=1⌧k (1

↵l+⌧k )

= 2 Dkj ⇧tl=1⌧k (1

↵l+⌧k )

= 2 Dkj ⇧tl=1⌧k (1

1
),
|n(s,a,⌧k+1 ,l)|

(B.30)

1
where the last identity follows from the fact that ↵t = n(s,a,0,t)
. Since the ⌧k ’s are monotonically decreasing, using t = ⌧k + (1 + )L⌧k , we get (using < 0.712),

⇢t  2Dkj (1
 2Dkj (1

1
)1+ L⌧k
(1+ )⌧k

 2Dkj (1

1
)1+ ⌧k
(1+ )⌧k



j
Hence, Yt;⌧
(s, a)  ( +
k

Lemma 23. For any t
which satisfies,

2
2+

1
) t ⌧k
(1+ )⌧k

(B.31)

2Dkj
e
2Dkj
2+

)Dkj .

l,j
⌧k and 1  l  t we have that Wt;⌧
(s, a) is a martingale sequence,
k

l,j
|Wt;⌧
(s, a)
k

l 1,j
Wt;⌧
(s, a)| 
k
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Qjmax
n(s, a, 0, t)

(B.32)

l,j
Proof. Wt;⌧
(s, a) is a martingale diﬀerence sequence since,
k
l,j
E[Wt;⌧
(s, a)
k

l 1,j
Wt;⌧
(s, a)|F⌧k +l 1 ]
k

= E[⌘⌧k,t,j
(s, a)w⌧jk +l (s, a)|F⌧k +l 1 ]
k +l

(B.33)

= ⌘⌧k,t,j
(s, a) E[w⌧jk +l (s, a)|F⌧k +l 1 ] = 0
k +l
For linear learning rate we have that ⌘⌧k,t,j
(s, a)  ↵l+⌧k = 1/n(s, a, 0, t), thus
k +l
l,j
|Wt;⌧
(s, a)
k

l 1,j
Wt;⌧
(s, a)|
k

= ⌘⌧k,t,j
(s, a)|w⌧jk +l (s, a)|
k +l


(B.34)

Qjmax
.
n(s,a,0,t)

Lemma 24. Consider the low-Q update given in Eq. 4.10, with a linear learning rate. With
j
probability at least 1 m we have that for every state-joint action pair |Wt;⌧
(s, a)|  2+ Dkj ,
k
for any t > ⌧k+1 and any positive constant  0.712, i.e.,
h

P r 8t 2 [⌧k+1 , ⌧k+2 ] :
given that ⌧k

2,j

j

i |A|i m)/(
⇥( Qmax ln(Qmax |S|⇧
2 2 D2

j
Wt;⌧
(s, a)
k

Dk )

k



Dkj

2+

i

1

m

(B.35)

).

t ⌧k +1,j
t ⌧k +1,j
Proof. By Lemma ⇣
23 we can⌘ apply Azuma’s inequality on Wt;⌧
(note that Wt;⌧
=
k
k

Wt;⌧k ) with ci = ⇥

Qjmax
n(s,a,0,t)

for any t

j
P r[|Wt;⌧
k

⌧k+1 . Therefore, we derive that

✏˜|]  2e

2e˜
✏2
Pt
c2
i=⌧k i

for some positive constant c.
Let us define,
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 2e

c

✏
˜2 n(s,a,⌧k ,t)
2,j
Qmax

(B.36)

⇣t (s, a) = 1, if ↵t (s, a) 6= 0
⇣t (s, a) = 0, otherwise .

(B.37)

Using the union bound and the property that, in an interval of length (1 + )L⌧k , each
state-joint action pair is visited at least (1 + )⌧k times, we get
h
j
P r 8t 2 [⌧k+1 , ⌧k+2 ] : |Wt;⌧
(s, a)|
k
 P r[8t



P1

t=((1+

h
j
P
r
|Wt;⌧
(s, a)|
)L+1)⌧k
k

t=((1+ )L+1)⌧k
✏
˜2 ((1+ )⌧k )
c
2,j
Qmax

c

=

j
((1 + )L + 1)⌧k : |Wt;⌧
(s, a)|
k

P1

 2e
2e
1

i
✏˜

✏
˜2 ((1+ )⌧k )
2,j
Qmax
✏
˜2
2,j
e Qmax

⇣t (s, a)2e

P1

t=0

e

c

✏˜]

i
✏˜

✏
˜2 n(s,a,0,t)
2,j
Qmax

(B.38)

t˜
✏2
2,j
Qmax

c 0 ⌧k ✏
˜2
2,j

=

2,j
Qmax
⇥( Qmax e✏˜2

)

for some positive constant c0 . Setting
Q2,j
max

ln(Qjmax |S|⇧i |A|i m/(
✏˜2

m|S|⇧i |A|i

=⇥

⇣e

c 0 ⌧k ✏
˜2 2,j
2,j Qmax
Qmax
✏˜2

⌘

, which holds for ⌧k =

✏˜))
⇥(
), and ✏˜ = 2+ Dkj assures us that for every t ⌧k+1 (and as a
result for any t 2 [⌧k+1 , ⌧k+2 ]) with probability at least 1 m the statement holds at every
state-joint action pair.

Lemma 25. Consider the low-Q update given in Eq. 4.10, with a linear learning rate.
With probability 1
, for every iteration k 2 [1, m], time t 2 [⌧k+1 , ⌧k+2 ], and any positive
constant

j
 0.712, we have |Wt;⌧
|
k

h

Dkj
,
2+

i.e.,

P r 8k 2 [1, m], 8t 2 [⌧k+1 , ⌧k+2 ] :
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j
|Wt;⌧
|
k



Dkj
2+

i

1

(B.39)

given that ⌧0 = ⇥

⇣

j
Q2,j
max ln(Qmax |S||A|m/(
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Using the union bound, we have that,
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B.2

Experimental Details

This section provides the complete details of all of our experimental domains, including
details about the reward function and the advisors used. For the Pommerman and Pursuit
environments, we assume that all the actions of other agents are either directly observable
(fully observable), shared amongst agents, or provided by the game engine to perform
centralized updates. For the MPE environment, the actions of other agents are observable
only during training and not during execution (CTDE).

B.2.1

Pommerman

In Pommerman, the complete set of skills needed to be learned in order to win games
include 1) escaping from the enemy, 2) obtaining power ups (bombs/life), 3) killing the
enemy, 4) blasting walls to open routes, and 5) coordinating with a teammate (in the team
version) [203].
In our experiments, we consider two Pommerman domains. The first four experiments
use the two-agent version of Pommerman and the fifth experiment uses the four-agent
team version of Pommerman. Each episode in our training and execution experiments
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corresponds to a full Pommerman game with a randomized board and a maximum of 800
steps before completion. The game ends either when all the steps are completed or when
one of the two Pommerman agents dies (two-agent version). In the team version, the game
ends either when all the steps are complete (800 steps maximum) or when one of the two
teams completely dies.
The first experiment (Experiment 1) uses four suﬃcient advisors of varying quality. The
first advisor (Advisor 1) can teach all the strategies (i.e., various Pommerman skills as
mentioned in Section 4.7) needed to win the Pommerman game. Advisor 2 can teach moves
associated with killing the opponent if the opponent is very close to the agent and defensive
strategies that help avoid the enemy. The third advisor (Advisor 3) can only teach defensive
strategies that help in escaping the enemy, and cannot teach aggressive strategies needed to
kill the enemy. Finally, the last advisor (Advisor 4) only provides random actions. Hence,
all the agents should follow the first advisor as far as possible, and the fourth advisor must
be avoided entirely.
In the second experiment (Experiment 2), we use a new set of four advisors. Here, the
first advisor teaches only defensive skills (escaping the enemy), the second advisor can only
teach aggressive skills (killing the enemy), the third advisor can only teach strategies that
enable obtaining the power ups, and the fourth advisor teaches ways to seek and blast open
wooden walls which opens up various paths in the game. It can be seen here that no one
advisor is can teach all the strategies needed to win in Pommerman. However, together, all
four advisors can teach the requisite strategies, and they need to be leveraged appropriately.
In Experiment 3, we use a set of four advisors of decreasing quality as in the first
experiment; however, none of the advisors are can teach strategies that seek enemies and
kill them (insuﬃcient set). Also, none of the advisors are capable of teaching the skills
needed to seek wooden walls to blast open. Hence, this set of advisors is insuﬃcient for
winning the Pommerman game. The first advisor (Advisor 1) can teach strategies to escape
from an enemy, kill the enemy if the enemy is right next to the agent, and obtaining the
power-ups. The second advisor (Advisor 2) can only teach strategies that help in escaping
the enemy or killing an enemy close to the agent. Advisor 3 can only teach strategies that
pertain to escaping the enemy, and Advisor 4 only provides random suggestions.
In Experiment 4, we have a set of advisors similar to the second experiment; however,
the advisors are incapable of teaching suﬃcient skills needed to win in Pommerman. The
first advisor (Advisor 1) teaches only defensive skills to escape an enemy. The second advisor
(Advisor 2) helps in learning a strategy that can kill an enemy right next to the agent. The
third advisor (Advisor 3) can teach strategies that lead to obtaining the power-ups, and
the fourth advisor (Advisor 4) can teach skills needed to blast open wooden walls, if the
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agent is very close to the wall.
The fifth experiment (Experiment 5) with the team domain uses the same set of advisors
as Experiment 1.
The Pommerman environment was released by Resnick et al. [203] under the Apache2
license.

B.2.2

Pursuit domain

The pursuit domain was first introduced by [89], and we use the implementation provided
by the Petting Zoo environment [269] (released under MIT license). The game has a set of 8
pursuer agents cooperating with each other to capture a set of 30 evaders in the environment.
We use the same reward function and environmental parameters as in [269] with some
minor modifications. In our setting, the agents get a reward of +1 for hitting (tagging) the
evaders and a reward of +30 for catching an evader. An evader is decided to be caught if it
is surrounded by a group of at least two pursuer agents. The captured evaders are removed
from the environment. All agents get an urgency penalty of -0.1 at each time step of the
game. Each episode has a maximum of 500 steps. The episode terminates either when
all the evaders are captured or when all the steps are completed. Each pursuer observes
a 7 ⇥ 7 grid around itself (the entire grid is 16 ⇥ 16), which means that the pursuer can
get full information about other pursuers and evaders within this observable grid and no
information outside this grid.

B.2.3

Multi Particle Environment (Predator-Prey)

The Multi Particle Environment (MPE) was originally released by [156] as a set of testbeds
for the purpose of testing algorithms that pertain to cooperative and mixed cooperativecompetitive settings with characteristics of communication and obstacle interactions. From
this suite of testbeds we use the Simple Tag environment that pertains to a Predator-Prey
setting where a set of three predators try to capture a single prey. We use the environment
defined as a part of the Petting Zoo library [269] (released under MIT license). Here all
agents have a discrete action space with a set of 5 actions (four cardinal directions and
one action that signifies no movement). Both the predators and prey have a continuous
observation space that corresponds to the velocity and position of all agents including the
agent itself. The predators get a reward of +10 for hitting (colliding/tagging) prey and
the prey get a punishment of -10 for being hit by any predator (the prey is not removed
from the environment). The prey also receives a small additional penalty for exiting the
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field of play (see [269] for more details). All the predators receive the same reward at all
time steps (global reward structure). Our environment contains eight predators and eight
prey, in addition to five obstacles that block the path of the predators and prey. Each game
contains 500 steps of training or execution. We model this domain as a CTDE setting,
where the actions taken, and the rewards obtained by all agents are available to each agent
during training, but not available during execution.

B.3

Hyperparameters And Implementation Details

All the hyperparameters in our implementation of baselines are either the same or closely
match the values recommended by the respective papers that introduced these algorithms.
Our algorithms also use similar hyperparameters as the baseline algorithms, with a few
exceptions (for performance and computational eﬃciency reasons).
The DQN [167], CHAT [289], TLQL [145], ADMIRAL-DM [254], and MA-TLQL
implementations use almost the same hyperparameters. These algorithms use a learning
rate of 0.01, a discount factor of 0.9, a replay memory size of 2 ⇥ 106 , and a fixed exploration
rate of 0.9. The target network is replaced every 10 learning iterations using the hard
replacement strategy. The evaluation and target networks use 3 fully connected layers (2
ReLU layers of 50 neurons and an output layer). We use a batch size of 32.
For the CHAT implementation, we use the neural network based confidence variant
(NNHAT) from Wang and Taylor [289]. We set a confidence threshold of 0.6 and use 3
fully connected layers (2 layers using ReLU as the activation function with 50 neurons and
an additional output layer). The advisors are directly used in CHAT instead of preparing
decision based rules from classifier models as done in [289] due to performance reasons
and also because the advisors used in our experiments are either rule-based agents or
pretrained networks and not human advisors as designed in CHAT. Since these advisors are
considered to be extracted rules in CHAT (not actual demonstrators/advisors), we allow
CHAT dependence on advisors in the execution phase as well.
We use the PPR technique in TLQL for our experiments, though this is not used in Li et
al. [145]. This is done due to two reasons. First, unlike in single-agent settings, independent
Q-learning methods do not have a policy improvement guarantee in multi-agent settings (as
discussed in Section 4.4) [264], hence, the vanilla TLQL is not guaranteed to stop depending
on advisors as motivated by Li et al. [145]. Second, without PPR, the experimental TLQL
training performance is very good (since it has unlimited dependence on advisors), while the
execution performances are very poor (since advisors are not available during execution).
The best execution performances for TLQL is obtained while using PPR.
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Regarding the implementation of the PPR technique, the TLQL, ADMIRAL-DM, MATLAC, and MA-TLQL implementations start with a value of ✏0 = 1, which is linearly
decayed to 0 at the end of training. There is no influence of advisors during execution, and
hence, ✏0 = 0 during execution.
To stay consistent with the description in [145], the TLQL implementation uses a total
of 3 networks (evaluation and target networks for low-Q in addition to high-Q). The high-Q
and low-Q networks use fully connected layers with the same architecture as described for
the DQN. The MA-TLQL implementation uses four networks (two evaluation and target
networks for the low-Q and high-Q respectively), also having the same configuration as
described for the DQN. Further, the MA-TLQL uses a second replay buﬀer for the high-Q
in addition to the replay buﬀer of the low-Q. Both buﬀers use the same memory size of
2 ⇥ 106 .

Regarding DQfD [100], we set 1 ⇥ 106 as the demo buﬀer size and perform 50,000
mini-batch updates for pretraining. The replay buﬀer size is twice the size of the demo
buﬀer. The N-step return weight is 1.0, the supervised loss weight is 1.0 and the L2
regularization weight is 10 5 . The epsilon greedy exploration is 0.9. The discount factor is
0.99 and the learning rate is 0.002. The network architecture uses 3 fully connected layers
(2 ReLU layers of 24 neurons and an output layer). The pretraining for DQfD comes from
a data buﬀer related to a series of games where the advisors compete against each other.

The MA-TLAC uses two actor networks and two critic networks. The network architecture is the same as described for MA-TLQL. The actor networks use a learning rate of
10 6 , and the critic networks use a learning rate of 10 3 .
For all training experiments, we use a set of 30 random seeds (1 – 30). We use a new
set of 30 random seeds (31 – 60) for the execution experiments.

B.4

Wall Clock Times

All the training for the experiments were conducted on a virtual machine having 2 Nvidia
A100 GPUs with a GPU memory of 40 GB. The CPUs use the AMD EPYC processors
with a memory of 125 GB. The Pommerman experiments took an average of 12 hours wall
clock time to complete, and the Pursuit experiments took an average of 15 hours wall clock
time to complete.
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B.5

Illustrative Example

In this section we would like to show a toy example where the TLQL updates as provided
by Li et al. [145] takes a longer time to figure out the best advisor from a set of advisors,
as compared to the MA-TLQL updates, we introduced in Chapter 4. We will just use a
single agent based grid-world environment as given in Figure B.1, instead of multi-agent
environments. The TLQL updates will use the Bellman update for the low-Q updates and
a subsequent synchronization step to update its high-Q values as proposed in Li et al. [145].
In MA-TLQL, the low-Q values will use the control update as given in Eq. 4.3 albeit in
a single-agent fashion (joint actions need not be considered), since this environment only
contains one agent. The high-Q will use the evaluation update as given in Eq. 4.1 in a
single-agent fashion. Also, for simplicity, we do not use the ensemble selection strategy in
Eq. 4.2 for the MA-TLQL action selection in this example. Rather we only use the high-Q
and low-Q updates for advisor and action evaluation at the given state. Here we have a set
of 6 states {S1, S2, S3, S4, S5, G} with the agent starting at state S1 and trying to reach
the goal state G. The states S3, S4 and G are the terminal states where the agent receives
a reward of -1 in states S3 and S4, and a reward of +1 in state G. The state S5 only exists
for symmetry (cannot be reached in practice). The agent can take one of the two actions
{R, D} (to denote right and down respectively) at each state. In this environment, it can
be seen that the agent needs to take action R in states S1 and S2 to obtain the maximum
rewards. The agent has access to two advisors A1 and A2, where A1 is an optimal advisor
providing the correct action (right) at every state and A2 is a sub-optimal advisor which
provides action R with probability 0.5 and the action D with probability 0.5. All transitions
in this domain are deterministic. Also, we specify that the learning rate (↵) is 0.1 and the
discount factor ( ) is 0.9.

Figure B.1: Toy environment to compare updates of TLQL and MA-TLQL.
Now we consider the Q-updates (high-level and low-level) pertaining to both MA-TLQL
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(ST./AC.) Right
S1
S2

0
0

Down

(ST./AC.) Adv. 1

0
0

S1
S2

(a) Low-Q values at time t = 1

0
0

Adv. 2
0
0

(b) TLQL high-Q at time t = 1

(ST./AC.) Adv. 1
S1
S2

0
0

Adv. 2
0
0

(c) MA-TLQL high-Q at time t = 1

Table B.1: TLQL and MA-TLQL updates at time t = 1. The columns refer to the actions
and the rows refer to the states.
and TLQL. At the beginning, we initialize all the Q-values to 0 arbitrarily.
At the initial time step (t = 0) let us assume that the agent starts at the initial state
S1. Let both the advisors suggest action R. Then the agent takes this action and first
updates its low-Q using the equation,
⇣

lowQ1 (S1, R) = lowQ0 (S1, R) + ↵ r + maxa lowQ0 (S2, a)
⇣

lowQ1 (S1, R) = 0 + 0.1 0 + 0.9 ⇥ 0

0

⌘

lowQ0 (S1, R)

⌘

(B.42)

lowQ1 (S1, R) = 0.
Now, TLQL will set the value of the high-Q of both advisors to be 0 (synchronization).
The MA-TLQL updates will also yield a value of 0 for both the advisors. In Table B.1 we
tabulate the Q-values for the non-terminal states (S1 and S2).
At the next time step t = 2, the agent is at state S2. Again let both advisors suggest
the right action. Now the low-Q is updated as,
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(ST./AC.) Right
S1
S2

0
0.1

Down

(ST./AC.) Adv. 1

0
0

S1
S2

(a) Low-Q values at time t = 2

0
0.1

Adv. 2
0
0.1

(b) TLQL high-Q at time t = 2

(ST./AC.) Adv. 1
S1
S2

0
0.1

Adv. 2
0
0.1

(c) MA-TLQL high-Q at time t = 2

Table B.2: TLQL and MA-TLQL updates at time t = 2.
⇣
lowQ2 (S2, R) = lowQ1 (S2, R) + ↵ r + maxa lowQ1 (G, a)
⇣
lowQ2 (S2, R) = 0 + 0.1 1 + 0.9 ⇥ 0

0

⌘

lowQ1 (S2, R)

⌘

(B.43)

lowQ2 (S2, R) = 0.1
We specify that when the next state is terminal, the temporal diﬀerence (T.D.) target
is the reward itself. Both the algorithms, TLQL and MA-TLQL, will have the same high-Q
values in this case as well. The Q-values for time t = 2 are tabulated in Table B.2.
Now, we move to time t = 3. Since the goal has been reached at the previous time step,
the agent resets back to the initial state S1. Now, let us assume that both advisors specify
the right action again at state S1. The low-Q values are updated as,
⇣

lowQ3 (S1, R) = lowQ2 (S1, R) + ↵ r + maxa lowQ2 (S2, a)
⇣

lowQ3 (S1, R) = 0 + 0.1 0 + 0.9 ⇥ 0.1

0

⌘

lowQ2 (S2, R)

⌘

(B.44)

lowQ3 (S1, R) = 0.009
Again, high-Q values for MA-TLQL and TLQL will be the same as the low-Q values
and are tabulated in Table B.3.
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(ST./AC.) Right
S1
S2

0.009
0.1

Down

(ST./AC.) Adv. 1

0
0

S1
S2

(a) Low-Q values at time t = 3

0.009
0.1

(b) TLQL high-Q at time t = 3

(ST./AC.) Adv. 1
S1
S2

0.009
0.1

Adv. 2

0.009
0.1

Adv. 2
0.009
0.1

(c) MA-TLQL high-Q at time t = 3

Table B.3: TLQL and MA-TLQL updates at time t = 3.
Next, the agent moves to state S2. We are at time t = 4. Let the advisor A2 specify
action D at this state (Advisor A1 always specifies R). Also let us assume that the agent
chooses to listen to A2 at this state (Q-values of both advisors are the same, so the agent
is indiﬀerent between the two advisors) and hence it performs action D (down) from A2.
Now the Q-value for the low-Q can be updated as,
⇣
lowQ4 (S2, D) = lowQ4 (S2, D) + ↵ r + maxa lowQ4 (S4, a)
lowQ4 (S2, D) =

lowQ4 (S2, D)

⌘

(B.45)

0.1

The high-Q values for the MA-TLQL update is given by,
⇣
highQ4 (S2, A2) = highQ3 (S2, A2) + ↵ r + highQ3 (S4, A2)
highQ4 (S2, A2) = 0.1 + 0.1( 1
highQ4 (S2, A2) =

highQ3 (S2, A2)

⌘

0.1)

0.01
(B.46)

All Q-values for time t = 4 are tabulated in Table B.4.
Since the state S4 was a terminal state, the agent is back to state S1. We are at time
t = 5. At this state, let us assume that both the advisors specify action R. Now the agent
chooses to perform this action and updates its low-Q using,
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(ST./AC.) Right
S1
S2

0.009
0.1

Down

(ST./AC.) Adv. 1

0
-0.1

S1
S2

(a) Low-Q values at time t = 4

0.009
-0.1

(b) TLQL high-Q at time t = 4

(ST./AC.) Adv. 1
S1
S2

0.009
0.1

Adv. 2

Adv. 2

0.009
0.1

0.009
-0.01

(c) MA-TLQL high-Q at time t = 4

Table B.4: TLQL and MA-TLQL updates at time t = 4.
⇣
lowQ5 (S1, R) = lowQ4 (S1, R) + ↵ r + maxa lowQ4 (S2, a)
⇣
lowQ5 (S1, R) = 0.009 + 0.1 0 + 0.9 ⇥ 0.1

0.009

⌘

lowQ4 (S2, R)

⌘

(B.47)

lowQ5 (S1, R) = 0.0171.
Since both the advisors specified action R, both advisors are assigned the same Q-values
in the high-Q in the TLQL update. Now, the high-Q value of advisor A1 will be the same
as the low-Q value in the MA-TLQL update as well. However, the high-Q value of the
advisor A2 of the MA-TLQL update will be as follows,
⇣
highQ5 (S1, A2) = highQ4 (S1, A2) + ↵ r + highQ4 (S2, A2)
⇣
highQ5 (S1, A2) = 0.009 + 0.1 0 + 0.9 ⇥
highQ5 (S1, A2) = 0.009

0.01

0.009

⌘

highQ4 (S1, A2)

⌘

0.0018 = 0.0072
(B.48)

At this stage (time t = 5) all the Q-values are tabulated in Table B.5. Comparing the
high-Q value of TLQL and MA-TLQL, we see that in the TLQL updates (Table B.5b), the
agent is indiﬀerent between following advisor A1 or advisor A2 in state S1 (same Q-values),
while it would decide to choose advisor A1 at the state S2. Even after 5 update steps
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(ST./AC.)

Right

Down

S1
S2

0.0171
0.1

0
-0.1

(ST./AC.) Adv. 1
S1
S2

(a) Low-Q values at time t = 5

0.0171
-0.1

(b) TLQL high-Q at time t = 5

(ST./AC.) Adv. 1
S1
S2

0.0171
0.1

Adv. 2

0.0171
0.1

Adv. 2
0.0072
-0.01

(c) MA-TLQL high-Q at time t = 5

Table B.5: TLQL and MA-TLQL updates at time t = 5.
TLQL has not been able to determine the right advisor (as advisor A1 is better than A2)
for both states. In contrast, the MA-TLQL updates found in Table B.5c clearly show a
higher Q-value for the advisor A1 than the advisor A2 for both the states. This example
presents a situation where the MA-TLQL distinguishes between a good and a bad advisor
faster than the vanilla TLQL update as introduced by Li et al. [145].
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Appendix C
Appendix For Chapter 5
C.1

Illustrative Example

This section provides an example of a simulated scenario where the Multi Type Mean Field
algorithm is more useful than the simple mean field algorithm.
Consider a game in which the central agent has to decide the direction of spin. The
domain is stateless. The spin direction is influenced by the direction of spin of its A,B,C
and D neighbours (four neighbours in total). Here we denote A as the neighbour to the left
of the agent, B as the neighbour to the top of the agent, C as the neighbour to the right of
the agent, and D as the neighbour to the bottom of the agent. The neighbour agents spin
in one direction at random. If the agent spins in the same direction as both of its C and D
neighbours, the agent gets a reward of -2 regardless of what the A and B are doing. If the
spin is in the same direction as both of its A and B neighbours, the agent gets a +2 reward
unless the direction is not the same as the one used by both of its C and D neighbours. All
other scenarios result in a reward of 0. So the agent in Grid A in Figure C.1 will get a -2
for the spin down (since the C and D neighbours are spinning down) and a +2 for a spin
up (since the A and B neighbours are spinning up). In Grid B of Figure C.1 the agent will
get a -2 for spin up and a +2 for spin down. It is clear that the best action in Grid A is to
spin up and the best action in Grid B is to spin down.
Here we have a notion of multi stage game with many individual stages. In each stage
of a multi stage game, one or more players take one action each, simultaneously and obtain
rewards.
Consider a sequence of stage games in which the agent gets Grid A for every 2 consecutive
stages and then the Grid B for the third stage. The goal of the agent is to take the best
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possible action at all stages. Let us assume that the agent continues to learn at all stages,
and it starts with Q values of 0. We apply MFQ (Equation 5.2) and MTMFQ (Equation 5.20)
and show why MFQ fails, but MTMFQ succeeds in this situation. We are going to calculate
the Q values for the 3 stages using both the MFQ (from [303]) and the MTMFQ update
rules. We approximate the average action using the number of times the neighbourhood
agents spin up. In the MTMFQ we use the A, B neighbours as the type 1 and the C, D
neighbours as the type 2.
Applying MFQ:
In the first stage,
Qj1 (", aj = 2) = 0 + 0.1(2
Qj1 (#, aj = 2) = 0 + 0.1( 2

0) = 0.2
0) =

0.2

Thus, the agent will choose to spin up in the first stage (correct action).
For the second stage,

Qj2 (", aj = 2) = 0.38
Qj2 (#, aj = 2) =

0.38

Again the agent will choose to spin up in the second stage (correct action).
For the third stage,
Qj3 (", aj = 2) = 0.38 + 0.1( 2
Qj3 (#, aj = 2) =

0.38) = 0.142

0.38 + 0.1(2 + 0.38) =

0.142

Here again the agent will choose to make the spin up (wrong action).
Now coming to MTMFQ updates, for the first stage,
Qj1 (", aj1 = 2, aj2 = 0) = 0 + 0.1(2
Qj1 (#, aj1 = 2, aj2 = 0) = 0 + 0.1( 2
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0) = 0.2
0) =

0.2

(a) Grid A

(b) Grid B

Figure C.1: A counter example to show the failure of MFQ and success of MTMFQ.
Here the agent will spin up (correct action).
For the second stage,
Qj2 (", aj1 = 2, aj2 = 0) = 0.38
Qj2 (#, aj1 = 2, aj2 = 0) =

0.38

Again the agent will spin up (correct action).
For the third stage,
Qj3 (", aj1 = 0, aj2 = 2) =

0.2

Qj3 (#, aj1 = 0, aj2 = 2) = 0.2
Now it can be seen that the agent will spin down in this case (correct action).
Thus, the MFQ agent will make one wrong move out of 3 moves whereas the MTMFQ
agent will make the right move all the time. In situations like these, where the relationship
of the agent with diﬀerent neighbour agents is diﬀerent, the MFQ algorithm would fail.
The diﬀerences would be captured by MTMFQ which would take more eﬃcient actions.
This shows an example where MTMFQ outperforms MFQ.
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C.2

Experimental Details

This section gives more details about the experimental conditions, especially the reward
function.
For the Multi Team Battle domain, the agents in all of these groups get a reward of
-0.01 for each move action, and a reward of -1 for dying. Attacking an empty grid has a
reward of -0.1. Each of these members has a power of 10 and a damage of 2. When an agent
loses all its powers, it dies. The power is like health that the agents maintain which gets
depleted on being attacked. The agents can also recover (regain health points) from the
attack using a step recovery rate. This is set to be 0.1. The positive rewards for attacking
another agent is cyclic in nature with each group preferring to attack and kill a particular
opponent group more than others. Group A has a positive reward of 0.2, 0.3, and 0.4 for
attacking an agent of group B, C and D respectively, and it gets a reward of 80, 90, and
100 for killing a member of group B, C, and D respectively. Here we will call Group D as
the favourable opponent of Group A as A gets more returns for fighting or killing D. The
group B has a positive reward of 0.2, 0.3, and 0.4 for attacking a member of group C, D,
and A respectively and a positive reward of 80, 90, and 100 for killing a member of Group
C, D, and A respectively. Thus, Group A is the favourable opponent of Group B. Group C
has a reward of 0.2, 0.3, and 0.4 for attacking Groups D, A, and B respectively. It gets
a kill reward of 80, 90, and 100 for killing agents of Group D, A and B respectively. For
Group D the order is Group A, B and C with a attack reward of 0.2, 0.3, and 0.4 and kill
reward of 80, 90, and 100.
For the Battle-Gathering game, the reward function is similar with an addition of each
agent getting a +80 for collecting a food resource. The food resources are stationary objects,
but each food resource has a power similar to agents. This power has to be reduced by
damage before the food can be captured. Capturing a food will constitute making repeated
eﬀorts to gain the food resource by attacking the grid containing food. The agents would
get a +0.5 for making such an attack.
For the Predator Prey domain, the predators have a power of 10 and a speed of 2 with
an attack range of 2 (they can attack within a distance of 2 units) and they get a dead
penalty of -0.1 and an attack penalty of -0.2. The step recovery rate is 0.1. The prey have a
faster speed of 2.5 and an attack range of 0. All agents get a reward of +5 for killing agents
belonging to other groups. Additionally, Group A gets a reward of +0.5 for attacking a
member of Group B (since Group B is also a predator, Group A does not prefer to attack
that), +1 for attacking a member of Group C, +3 for attacking a member of Group D
(though both Groups C and D are prey, A prefers D to C). Group B gets 0.5 for attacking
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A, but gets +1 for attacking D and +3 for attacking C. Group B prefers Group C to Group
D. Every attack action entails a punishment for the (attack) receiver which is equal in value
to the reward for the attacker.

C.3

Proofs For Lemmas In Chapter 5

Lemma 26. Under Assumption 5, the Nash operator H N ash forms a contraction mapping
under the complete metric space from Q to Q with the fixed point being the Nash Q value
of the entire game (Q⇤ ), i.e., H N ash Q⇤ = Q⇤ .
Proof. Refer to Theorem 17 in [104] for a detailed proof.
Lemma 27. If we have a stochastic process of the form
yn+1

pyn = d

(C.1)

where n goes from 0 to 1, then the general solution of this process can be given by
if p = 1 :
yn = dn + a;
(C.2)

if p 6= 1 :
yn =

d
1 p

+ (a

d
)pn
1 p

where y0 = a.
Proof. Consider the expression,
yn+1

pyn = d.

(C.3)

Z transforms will be applied to solve this expression. Z transform is a generalized version
of Discrete Time Fourier Transform that transforms the variables into a new subspace
where solving the equation is easier. Once we obtain a solution, we can apply inverse Z
transforms to get the solution in terms of the original variables.
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zY (z)
(z

zy0

pY (z) =

p)Y (z) =

Y (z) =

dz
z 1

dz
(z 1)(z p)

dz
z 1

(C.4)

+ za

+

az
.
z p

Considering p 6= 1 we can rewrite the Equation C.4 as
Y (z) = dz[ (1

1
p)(z 1)

Y (z) =

d
1
1 p1 z

1

Y (z) =

d
1
1 p1 z

1

1
]
(1 p)(z p)
d
1
1 p 1 pz

+ (a

1

+

+

az
z p

a
1 pz

d
)( 1
1 p 1 pz

1

1

(C.5)

).

Now taking the inverse Z transform
yn = [ 1 d p + (a

d
)pn ].
(1 p)

(C.6)

The above result is for the case where p 6= 1. If p = 1, see that the Equation 5.30 forms
an arithmetic progression whose general term is a + nd.
Lemma 28. A random process
wn+1 (x) = (1

↵n (x))wn (x) +
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n (x)rn (x)

(C.7)

converges to zero w.p.1, if the following conditions are satisfied:
P
P 2
1)
n ↵n (x) = 1,
n ↵n (x) < 1,
P

n

n (x)

= 1 and

uniformly over x w.p.1
2)

E{rn (x)|Pn ,

n}

P

n

2
n (x)

<1

=0

and E{rn2 (x)|Pn ,

n}

(C.8)
C

w.p.1, where
Pn = {wn , wn 1 , . . . , rn 1 , rn 1 , . . . ,
↵n 1 , ↵n 2 , . . . , n 1 , n 2 , . . .}
All the random variables are allowed to depend on the past Pn . ↵n (x) and
assumed to be non-negative and mutually independent given Pn .

n (x)

are

Proof. This is the same as Lemma 1 in [111]. The proof is based on that fact that we can
divide the process wn+1 (both sides of Equation 5.32) by a large value W (x) such that
rn (x) ⌧ W (x). Now the Equation 5.32 is eﬀectively reduced to
wn+1 (x) = (1

(C.9)

↵n (x))wn (x).

This is because of the conditions 1 and 2 which guarantees that
the variance of the process rn is finite.

n

is a fraction and that

Now if you consider Equation C.9, the update is in such a way that the process is equal
to a fraction of its previous value. Thus, this process converges to 0 w.p.1.
Lemma 29. Consider the stochastic iteration
Xn+1 (x) = Gn (Xn , Yn , x)

(C.10)

where Gn is a sequence of functions and Yn is a random process. Let (⌦, F , P) be a
probability space. If the following are satisfied:
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1) The process is scale invariant. That is w.p.1 for all ! 2 ⌦
(C.11)

G( Xn , Yn (!), x) = G(Xn , Yn (!), x).

2) If we can keep ||Xn || bounded by scaling the process then Xn would converge to a
constant D w.p.1 under condition 1.
The original process will converge to a constant D1 =
that was applied to ||Xn ||.

D
0

where

0

is the scaling factor

Proof. The intuition of the proof is that we have a process that starts at a value and its
first diﬀerence reduces with time till the value stabilizes at a point. Now, if this process is
invariant to scaling, we can start the process with a small value (after scaling by a small
fraction 0 ) and then we can select a constant over which the ||Xn || should not increase (we
can scale the whole process if it goes above that constant). Now according to the second
condition the bounded process should converge to a constant D. Here the relation is D  C.
To show that the net eﬀect of the corrections must stay finite w.p.1, note that if ||Xn ||
converges then for any ✏ > 0 there exists M✏ such that ||Xn ||  D  C for all n > M✏ with
probability at least 1 ✏. This implies that the norm of the original process does not go
above C after M✏ . Thus, convergence of ||Xn || to constant D would then imply that the
scaled version of the original process converges to the same constant D w.p.1 under the
bound. Now if we remove the scaling factor the convergence point of the original process is
D
.
0
Lemma 30. A stochastic process Xn which is bounded by the relation
|Xn+1 (x)| = (1

↵)|Xn (x)| +

C1 + K

(C.12)

converges to a constant D w.p.1 provided
1) x 2 S, where S is a finite set.
P
P
P
P
2) n ↵ = 1, n ↵2 < 1, n = 1, n 2 < 1, E{ |Pn }  E{↵|Pn }, uniformly
over x w.p.1,
where
Pn = {wn , wn 1 , . . . , rn 1 , rn 1 , . . . , ↵, }
and ↵,

and

are assumed to be non negative.

3) K is finite.
4)

2 (0, 1)
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5) The original process Xn is scale invariant.
The convergence point of the original process will then be D =
scaling factor applied to the original process.

K+
↵

C1
0

, where

0

is the

Proof. This is simply an application of Lemma 29.
According to condition 5, we have a process that is scale invariant. Let us assume that
we applied a scaling factor of 0 to that process to get the bound as in Equation 5.36. Now,
let us consider the iterative process
|Xn+1 (x)| = (1

↵)|Xn (x)| +

C1 + K.

(C.13)

Equation C.13 is linear in |Xn (x)| and will converge to a point by Lemma 27 w.p.1, to
some X ⇤ (x), where ||X ⇤ ||  E1 , where E1 is a finite arbitrary constant. From Lemma 27 we
can see that Equation C.13 converges to a constant and hence, Lemma 29 can be applied.
The convergence point will be K+↵ C1 from Lemma 27 for Equation C.13. If we change
the value of the bound C1 then the convergence point will change accordingly. To get the
convergence point of the original process, we reapply the scaling factor. Thus, we get that
point to be K+↵ 0 C1 .
Lemma 31. A random iterative process
n+1 (x)

= (1

↵)

n (x)

+ Fn (x)

converges to a constant D w.p.1 under the following conditions:
1) x 2 S , where S is a finite set.
P
P
P
2) n ↵ = 1, n ↵2 < 1, and n
uniformly over x w.p.1.
3) || E{Fn (x)|Pn , }||w  ||

n ||w

4) var{Fn (x)|Pn , }  C(1 + ||

= 1,

P

+ K, where

n ||W )

2

n

2

< 1, and E{ |Pn }  E{↵|Pn },

2 (0, 1) and K is finite.

, where C is some constant. Here

Pn = {Xn , Xn 1 , . . . , Fn 1 , . . . , ↵, }

stands for the past at step n. Fn (x) is allowed to depend on the past. ↵ and are assumed
to be non negative. The notation ||.|| refers to some weighted maximum norm.
The value of this constant D =
which the iterative process is bounded.
process.

C1 + |K|
↵ 0
0

where 2 (0, 1) and C1 is the constant with
is the scaling factor that was applied to the original
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Proof. Be defining rn (x) = Fn (x) E{Fn (x)|Pn , } we can decompose the iterative process
into two parallel processes given by
n+1 (x)

↵) n (x) + E{Fn (x)|Pn , }

= (1

wn+1 (x) = (1

(C.14)

↵)wn (x) + rn (x)

where n (x) = n (x) + wn (x). Dividing both the sides of Equation C.14 by 0 for each x
and denoting n0 (x) = n (x)/ 0 , wn0 (x) = wn (x)/ 0 and rn0 (x) = rn (x)/ 0 we can bound the
0
n process by condition 3.
Now we can rewrite the equation pair from condition 3 as
|

0
n+1 |

↵)| n0 (x)| +

 (1

0
wn+1
(x)

↵)wn0 (x)

= (1

|| | 0 | + wn0 || + |K|

+

rn0 (x).

(C.15)

Let us assume that the n process stays bounded. Then the variance of rn0 (x) is bounded
by some constant C and thereby wn0 converges to zero w.p.1 according to Lemma 28. Hence,
there exists M such that for all n > m, ||wn0 || < ✏ with probability at least 1 ✏. This
implies that the n0 process can be further bounded by
0
n+1 |

|
with probability > 1

↵)| n0 (x)| +

 (1

||

0
n

✏|| + |K|

(C.16)

✏. If we choose C such that (C + 1)/C  1 then for || n0 || > C✏
||

0
n

+ ✏||  (C + 1)/C|| n0 ||.

(C.17)

Note that in the above relation we do not need the term C+1
to be less than 1. We only
C
need the product of this term with to be less that one. Let us represent F = (C + 1)/C.
Now rewriting Equation C.16 we get the following bound,
|

0
n+1 |

 (1

↵)| n0 (x)| +

F || n0 || + |K|.

(C.18)

Let us bound the norm by C1 . Then we get the bound as
|

0
n+1 |

 (1

↵)| n0 (x)| +
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F C1 + |K|.

(C.19)

Let us assume that n is scale invariant (we prove that below). Now we can apply
Lemma 30 as this satisfies all the conditions of Lemma 30. The original process converges
to a constant D w.p.1. Again according to Lemma 30 this constant value is D = F C↵1 +0 |K|
where 0 is the factor with which the original process was scaled. Let us denote a new
fraction = F . Thus, the value of D = C1↵+ 0 |K| . Now, this guarantees w.p.1 convergence
of the original process under the boundedness assumption if that process is scale invariant.
Let the constant D1 = F C1↵+ |K| be the point Equation C.19 converges to according to
Theorem 27. Since, the value of D1 is very small for a small K (we will show that K is
small in the application) and a small C1 (since C1 is arbitrary, we can choose a small C1 ),
we can get | n | ⇡ n .
Now we prove the scale invariance condition same as Jaakola et al. [111]. By Condition
4, rn0 (x) can be written as (1 + || n + wn ||)sn (x), where E{s2n (x)|Pn }  C. Let us now
decompose wn as un + vn with
0
n

un+1 (x) = (1

↵)un (x) +

||

+ un + vn ||sn (x)

vn+1 (x) = (1

↵)vn (x) +

sn (x)

(C.20)

and vn converges to zero w.p.1 by Lemma 28. Again by choosing C such that (C +1)/C < 1
we can bound the n0 and un processes for || n0 + un || > C✏. The pair ( n0 , un ) is then a scale
invariant process whose bounded version was proven earlier to converge to D w.p.1. This
proves the w.p.1 convergence of the triple n0 , un , vn bounding the original process.
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Appendix D
Appendix For Chapter 6
D.1

Proof Of Lemmas In Chapter 6

Lemma 32. For every k

and

0, we have
F (Ak )  Ak+1  Ak + D,

(D.1)

F (Lk )

(D.2)

Lk+1

Lk

D

Proof. The proof is by induction on k.
Consider,
F (A0 ) = F (x⇤ + p)
 F (x⇤ ) + p
 x⇤ + p + D

(D.3)

 A0 + D
The second step is from Assumption 9(d) and the third step is from Assumption 9(c).
Now,
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A1 =


A0 +F (A0 )+D
2

A0 +A0 +D+D
2

= A0 + D
In the above equation, we have applied the inequality for F (A0 ) obtained in Eq. D.3.
Let us assume that

Ak+1  Ak + D

This will imply, due to the monotonicity assumption, that
F (Ak+1 )  F (Ak + D)  F (Ak ) + D
Now consider,
Ak+2 =

Ak+1 + F (Ak+1 ) + D
2

Ak+1 =

Ak +F (Ak )+D
2

and

Ak+1 + D =

Ak +D+F (Ak )+D+D
2

Ak+1 + D

Ak+1 +F (Ak+1 )+D
2

Ak+1 + D

Ak+2

This proves that Ak+1  Ak + D.

From the definition of Ak+1 , we find that
Ak+1 =
2Ak+1
Ak+1

Ak +F (Ak )+D
2

Ak+1 + F (Ak )
F (Ak )
343

(D.4)

Hence, we find that F (Ak )  Ak+1 , proving Eq. 6.28.

Using an entirely symmetrical argument, we can also prove that Eq. 6.29 is true.
Lemma 33. The sequence Ak will converge to a point upper bounded by x⇤ + 2D and the
sequence Lk will converge to a point lower bounded by x⇤ 2D.
Proof. We will first show that the sequence Ak remains bounded from below by x⇤ D. That
is, we will show that Ak x⇤ D for all k. This is true for A0 , by definition. Suppose that
Ak x⇤ D. Then, by monotonicity and Assumption 9(c), F (Ak ) F (x⇤ D) x⇤ D,
from which the inequality Ak+1 F (Ak ) x⇤ D follows (from Lemma 32).
Let us consider a B such that, B
D and B > p. Now, since D is the bound of the
F mapping, but p is arbitrary, we can find such a B for a small D (we will show that D
is small in our application in Theorem 15). Our objective is to prove that the sequence
Ak is upper bounded by x⇤ + B. This is true for A0 by definition. Let us assume that
Ak  x⇤ + B. Then the inequality Ak + D  x⇤ + B + D ⇡ x⇤ + B follows. This implies
that Ak+1  Ak + B from Lemma 32. Hence the sequence Ak also has an upper bound.
Now we have from Lemma 32,

Ak+1  Ak + D
Ak+2  Ak+1 + D
Subtracting we get,
Ak+2

Ak+1  Ak+1

Ak

This shows that Ak sequence has its first diﬀerence reducing. So either this sequence
should converge to a point or it should diverge to infinity (it cannot oscillate). Now, since
we proved that Ak is upper bounded and lower bounded by some value, it has to converge
to a point. Let that point be A⇤ .
We have from Eq. 6.27:
A⇤ =

A⇤ +F (A⇤ )+D
2

2A⇤  A⇤ + x⇤ + D + D
A⇤  x⇤ + 2D
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In the above equation, we used the fact that F is upper bounded by x⇤ + D.
Thus, the fixed point for the sequence Ak is upper bounded by x⇤ + 2D.
Using a completely symmetrical argument, we can prove that the fixed point of Lk is
lower bounded by x⇤ 2D.

Lemma 34.

xi (t)  Xi (t) + Wi (t; t0k ), 8t

t0k

Proof. Refer to Lemma 6 in Tsitsiklis [276] for proof.
Lemma 35. We have xi (t)  Ak+1
, for all i and t
i

00

tk

Proof. Eq. 6.32 and the relation Xi (t0k ) = Aki makes the process Xi a convex combination
of Aki and Fi (Ak ). The coeﬃcient of Aki is equal to ⇧t⌧ =t1 0 (1 ↵(⌧ )), whose maximum value
k
is 14 . It follows that
Xi (t)  14 Aki + 34 Fi (Ak ) = 12 Aki + 12 Fi (Ak ) +
Xi (t)  12 Aki + 12 Fi (Ak ) +
Xi (t)  Ak+1
i
Xi (t)  Ak+1
i

D
2

1
(Aki
4

D
2

1
(Aki
4

Fi (Ak ) + 2D)

k

Wi (t; t0k )

Now, using the result in Lemma 34,
xi (t)  Xi (t) + Wi (t; t0k )
xi (t)  Ak+1
i

Wi (t; t0k ) + Wi (t; t0k )

xi (t)  Ak+1
i
This implies that xi (t)  Ak+1
for all t
i

00

tk .
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Fi (Ak ))

D
2

D.2

Experimental Details

In this section, we provide more details regarding the game domains and hyperparameters
of our algorithms.

D.2.1

MAgent Games

The state space in our MAgent games do not have layers containing spatial information,
as in the default state space in MAgents. We modify the state space to contain complete
information (position, health, group information) about the viewable agents along with
the individual agent features (already available in MAgent). All the agents at a distance
of the view range from the central agent are visible in the FOR setting and for the PDO
domains the viewable agents are sampled from the Bernoulli distribution, in all the games.
Additionally, for the Battle-Gathering game, the position of all the food in the environment
is available to all agents in their observation of the state. For all the games, we assume that
at any given time step any agent cannot process more than 20 other agents and hence at
most the 20 closest agents are considered. The action space for all the games includes move
and attack actions. There are a total of 21 actions, with 13 move actions (move to one of
the 13 cells in a unit circle, refer to [317] for more details) and 8 attack actions (attack one
of the 8 nearest cells in a unit circle).
Note that training is decentralized at the group level. Agents are independent in terms
of the information that they act on: if an agent were to try to account for the group’s
full observation space, they would quickly become overwhelmed in this setting. Agents do
not use separate neural networks for each agent as the complexity would be linear in the
number of agents. Instead, agents in a group train on, and use, a single neural network.
This is consistent with Yang et al.’s battle games [303] and the MAgent baselines [317].
In the faceoﬀ experiments for the Multibattle and the Battle-Gathering games, for
every 1000 game set, group A from the first algorithm and group B trained using the
second algorithm fight against each other for the first 500 games and group B from the first
algorithm and group A from the second algorithm fights for the second 500 games. The
team that has the highest number of agents alive at the end of a game (500 steps) wins the
battle. If both teams have the same number of agents alive, then the team that gets the
highest reward at the end is the winner. For the Predator-Prey game, the faceoﬀ contest is
conducted similar to the Multibattle game, but with a small change in how the winners are
determined. The winner is the group with the most agents alive at the end of the game. If
two groups have the same agents alive, then the game is considered to be a draw. Since we
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start with more prey (40) than predators (20), we have a fair contest in the faceoﬀ as the
predators have to kill many more prey to win the game and the prey have to attempt to
escape the predators.
The reward function for the Multibattle domain gives every agent a -0.005 reward for
each step and a -0.1 for attacking an empty grid (a needless attack). The agents get a +200
for killing opponents and a +0.2 for successfully attacking. Each agent has a health of 10
which must be exhausted by damage before the agent dies. All the agents are of size 1 unit
width and 1 unit height and have a speed of 2 units per turn. In the Battle-Gathering
domain, agents get a +80 for capturing food and a +5 for killing opponents with all
other rewards being similar to the Multibattle domain. For both the Multibattle and
Battle-Gathering domains, the view range is 6 units. In the Predator-Prey domain, the
predators and prey have diﬀerent reward functions. The predators have sizes of width 2
units and height 2 units with a maximum health point of 10 units. They have a speed of 2
units. The prey have sizes of width 1 unit and height 1 unit and a maximum health point
of 2 units. The speed of prey is 2.5 units. The speed determines the size of the circle where
the cells containing a valid move direction lies (refer to [317] for more details). The view
range of predators are 7 units and the view range of prey are 6 units. The predators get a
+1 for attacking prey and the prey get a -1 for being attacked. The predators receive a
reward of +100 for killing prey. The predators get a -0.3 for making a needless attack. The
prey get a -0.5 for dying (dead penalty). The reward function for all the three domains are
same for the FOR and PDO settings. The rewards in all the MAgent games is per agent.
That is, each agent gets an individual reward based on its actions in the environment.
However, we sum all the rewards obtained by the agents in a team for our training plots in
the Chapter 6.
Across our three domains there is more useful information available in the local observation, which makes it easier for algorithms that do not model partial information. Unlike
Multibattle, Battle-Gathering has food available in the local observation that agents can
capture. Predator-Prey has more agents (60) with distinct roles (predators must only
attack and prey must escape) that makes modelling partial information less important.
Consequently, as seen in the experimental results, the performance gain in using POMFQ
instead of MFQ is maximized in Multibattle, and decreases for Battle-Gathering and
Predator-Prey. Yet, POMFQ beats MFQ in all games. This can be observed across the
two settings (FOR and PDO) and in both the train and test experiments. IL loses out in
Battle-Gathering compared to POMFQ as the independent strategy finds it diﬃcult to
balance the twin goals (capturing food and killing opponents).
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D.2.2

Hyperparameters

The hyperparameters of IL, RIL, MFQ, RMFQ and POMFQ are almost the same. The
learning rate is ↵ = 10 4 and the exploration rate decays from 1 to 0 linearly during the
2000 (or 3000 as the case may be) rounds of training. The discount factor is 0.95, the
size of replay buﬀer is 210 , and the mini batch size is 64. POMFQ always takes 100 samples
for all sampling steps in both the algorithms. The recurrent baselines (RIL and RMFQ)
contains a GRU (gated recurrent unit) layer in addition to the fully connected layers. We
take 100 samples in all sampling steps (i.e. from Dirichlet and Gamma distributions).
MFAC has the same learning rate and batch size as the other three algorithms, the
temperature of soft-max layer of actor is ⌧ = 0.1, the coeﬃcient of entropy in the total loss
is 0.08, and the coeﬃcient of value in the total loss is 0.1.
Most hyperparameters are same as those maintained by Yang et al. [303] in their battle
game experiments.
Each training of 2000 rounds takes a wall clock time of 18 – 24 hours to complete
on a virtual machine with 2 GPUs and 50 GB of memory. The test experiments take
approximately 12 hours to complete 1000 rounds on a similar virtual machine.
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Appendix E
Appendix For Chapter 7
E.1

Proof Of Lemmas In Chapter 7

Lemma 36. For an agent j 2 {1, . . . , N } and policy ⇡ j , given mean field µ, there exists a
Markov policy ⇡
ˆ j 2 ⇧jM such that
j

j

(E.1)

⌫ ⇡ˆ (sj , aj |µ) = ⌫ ⇡ (sj , aj |µ)

Proof. For a mean field µ, we define an occupancy measure over the state space ⌫˜⇡ (sj |µ) ,

R

j

j

aj

⌫ ⇡ (sj , aj |µ).

Now consider a Markov policy ⇡
ˆ j as follows,
⇡
ˆ j (aj |sj , µ) =

j

⌫ ⇡ (sj ,aj |µ)
,
j
⌫˜⇡ (sj |µ)

j

if ⌫˜⇡ (sj , µ) 6= 0
(E.2)

and
⇡
ˆ j (aj |sj , µ) = ⇡0j (aj ),
Here, ⇡0j (aj ) 2 ⇧jM is an arbitrary policy.
Consider,
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j

if ⌫˜⇡ (sj , µ) = 0

⇡
ˆj

j

⌫˜ (s |µ) =
=
1

=

R

aj

P1

t=0

P1

t=0

t

j

= ⌫0 (s ) +
j

= ⌫0 (s ) +
= ⌫0 (sj )
+
2

s0j 2S
j

j

aj

t

⌫ ⇡ˆ (sj , aj |µ)

P ⇡ˆ (sjt = sj , ajt = aj |µt = µ)
j

P ⇡ˆ (sjt = sj |µt = µ)

= ⌫0 (sj ) +

R

R
j

P1

P1

t=1

P1

t=1

P1

= ⌫0 (s ) +

t

t=1

t=1

R

P ⇡ˆ (sjt = sj |µt = µ)
j

t 1

t 1

t 1

P

R

⇡
ˆj

⇡
ˆj

s0j 2S

R

s0j 2S

R

⇡
ˆj

s0j 2S

[sjt 1
0j

0

P [st

= s0j |µt

⌫˜ (s |µ )

R

P ⇡ˆ [sjt
j

a0j 2Aj

a0j 2Aj

1

1

1

= s0j , ajt

0

= s |µt

= µ0 ]

R

1

0

=µ]

a0j 2Aj

1

R

= a0j |µt

a0j 2Aj

1

= µ0 ]p(sj |s0j , a0j , µ0 )

⇡
ˆ j (a0j |s0j , µ0 )p(sj |s0j , a0j , µ0 )

⇡
ˆ j (a0j |s0j , µ0 )p(sj |s0j , a0j , µt

⇡
ˆ j (a0j |s0j , µ0 )p(sj |s0j , a0j , µ0 )

1
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Here ⌫0 (sj ) is the initial distribution of the state of the agent j. To obtain expression
(2), see that this follows from expression (1).
Now consider,
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The (1) is from Eq. 7.8 and (2) is from Eq. E.2. From both Eq. E.4 and Eq. E.3, we
find that both the discounted state occupation frequency can be recursively expressed as
a term depending on the state occupation frequency at the previous time step and a few
other terms that are the same for both the Eq. E.3 and Eq. E.4. Since the initial state
j
j
distribution is the same for both policies, we can conclude that ⌫˜⇡ˆ (sj |µ) = ⌫˜⇡ (sj |µ).
Now, consider
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(E.5)

Also, from Eq. E.2, we have
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From Eq. E.5 and Eq. E.6 we find that ⌫ ⇡ˆ (sj , aj |µ) = ⌫ ⇡ (sj , aj |µ), due to the property
of the Markov policy ⇡
ˆj .
Lemma 37. For all t 0 and a given mean field µ, the operator Ttµ maps Cwt+1 (S) into
Cwt (S). Also, this operator will satisfy
||Ttµ u

Ttµ x||w  ↵ ||u

x||w

(E.7)

for any u, x 2 Cw (S).
Proof. Let u 2 Cwt+1 (S). We have the following relation,
||Ttµ u||w  sup(sj ,aj )2S⇥Aj
t

 sup(sj ,aj )2S⇥Aj
t

t

r j (sjt ,ajt ,µt )+

t

Mt w(sjt )+ ↵Lt+1 w(sjt )
w(sjt )

R

u(sjt+1 )p(sjt+1 |sjt ,ajt ,µt )
S
w(sjt )

(E.8)

= Mt + ↵Lt+1
= Lt
The second last step is from Assumption 14 and Assumption 12. Also, we use the
bound on the w-norm from Eq. 7.24. The last step is from Eq. 7.23. This proves the first
statement.
To prove the second statement, without loss of generality, let us assume that u0
Now consider,
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We apply Assumption 12 and the last step is from Eq. 7.17. This proves the second
part of the lemma as well.
Lemma 38. For any µ, the optimal point J⇤j,µ , for an agent j 2 {1, . . . , N }, belongs to
the Banach space C.
Proof. Let ⇡ be a Markov policy. At any time t

0, we have

j,µ
J⇤,t
(s)

=



P1

k=t

P1

k=t

P1

k=t

k t

E⇡ (rj (sjk , ajk , µk )|sjt = sj )

k t

Mk E⇡ (v(sk )|sjt = sj )

k t

Mk ↵k t v(sj )

(E.10)

= Lt v(sj )
The second step is from Assumption 14. The third step is from Assumption 12. Hence,
j,µ
the function J⇤,t
belongs to the set Cwt (S) from the Eq. 7.24.
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Lemma 39. For an agent j 2 {1, . . . , N }, for any ⌫ 2 D, the collection of value functions
J⇤j,⌫ is the unique fixed point of the operator T ⌫ . Furthermore, ⇡ j 2 M is optimal if and
only if
j
⌫t⇡ ({(sjt , ajt )

:r

j

(sjt , ajt , ⌫t,1 )

where ⌫t⇡ = L(sjt , ajt ).
j

+

R

S

j,⌫
j,⌫
J⇤,t+1
(sjt+1 )p(sjt+1 |sjt , ajt , ⌫t,1 ) = Tt⌫ J⇤,t+1
(sjt )}) = 1
(E.11)

Proof. See Hinderer [101].
Lemma 40. Suppose the set valued mapping ⌧ has a fixed point ⌫ j = (⌫tj )t 0 for an agent
j 2 {1, . . . , N }. Consider a Markov policy for the agent j as ⇡ j = (⇡tj )t 0 , which is obtained
j
j
by factoring as ⌫tj (sjt , ajt ) = ⌫t,1
(sjt )⇡tj (ajt |sjt ), and let ⌫1j = (⌫t,1
)t 0 . Then the pair (⇡ j , ⌫1j )
is a decentralized mean field equilibrium.
Proof. If ⌫ j 2 ⌧ (⌫ j ), then the corresponding Markov policy ⇡ j satisfies the Eq. 7.32 for ⌫ j .
Thus, by Lemma 39, ⇡ j 2 (⌫1j ). Further, since ⌫ j 2 C(⌫ j ), we have (⇡ j ) = ⌫1j , which
completes the proof.
Lemma 41. Using Assumptions 11—15, the graph of ⌧ , i.e. the set
Gr(⌧ ) , {(⌫, E) 2 D ⇥ D : E 2 ⌧ (⌫)}

(E.12)

is closed.
Proof. See Proposition 3.9 in Saldi et al. [211] for complete proof.
Lemma 42. Using Assumptions 11—15, for an agent j 2 {1, . . . , N }, there exists a fixed
point ⌫ j of the set valued mapping ⌧ : D ! 2D . Then, the pair (⇡ j , ⌫1j ) is a decentralized
mean field equilibrium, where ⇡ j is the policy of agent j and ⌫1j is its mean field estimate
constructed according to Lemma 40.
Proof. Using the Lemma 41 and our previous results, we have proved that D is non-empty,
compact and convex. Further, the set valued mapping ⌧ has a closed graph, is non-empty
and convex. Hence, by Kakutani’s fixed point theorem [121], ⌧ has a fixed point. Thus,
from Lemma 40 this fixed point is the decentralized mean field equilibrium.
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E.2

Experimental Details

In this section, we describe each of our game domains in detail, including the reward
functions. We also provide the implementation details of our algorithms, especially the
hyperparameters. We also discuss the wall-clock times of our algorithmic implementations.
Each episode for the Petting Zoo environments has a maximum of 500 steps. In our
implementation of MFQ and MFAC, the agents learn in a decentralized fashion with
independent networks and use the previous mean field of the local neighbourhood instead
of the global mean field.
The first 5 domains are obtained from the Petting Zoo environment [269], and the game
parameters are mostly left unchanged from those given in Terry et al. [269]. In these games,
as agents can die during game play, we use the agent networks saved in the last available
episode during training for the execution experiments. Complete details of these domains
are given in each of the sub-sections below.

E.2.1

Battle Domain

This is the first domain from the Petting Zoo environment [269] that is mixed cooperativecompetitive. This domain was originally defined in the MAgents simulator [317]. We have
two teams of 25 agents, each learning to cooperate against the members of the same team
and compete against the members of its opponent team. The agent gets rewarded for
attacking and killing agents of the opposing team. At the same time, the agent is penalized
for being attacked. In our implementation, each agent learns using its local observation
and cannot get global information. Each agent has a view range of a circular radius of 6
units around it. Most rewards are left as defaults, as given in Terry et al. [269]. The agents
get a penalty of -0.005 for each step (step reward) and a penalty of -0.1 for being killed.
The agents get a reward of 5 for attacking an opponent and a reward of 10 for killing an
opponent. There is an attack penalty of -0.1 (penalty for attacking anything). Agents start
with a specific number of hitpoints (HP) that are damaged upon being attacked. Agents
lose 2 HP when attacked and recover an HP of 0.1 for every step that they are not attacked.
They start with 10 HP, and when this HP is completely lost, the agent dies. Each agent can
view a circular range of 6 units around it (view range) and can attack in a circular range of
1.5 units around it (attack range). The action space of each agent is a discrete set of 21
values, which corresponds to taking moving and attacking actions in the environment. In
this game, we assume that agents can get perfect information about actions of other agents
at a distance of 6 units from themselves and no information beyond this point. In the
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execution phase, a game is considered to be won by a team that kills more opponent agents.
If both teams kill the same number of agents, the team having the higher cumulative reward
is determined as the winner.

E.2.2

Gather Domain

In this environment, all agents try to capture limited food available in the environment and
gain rewards. Each food needs to be attacked before it can be captured (takes 5 attacks to
capture food). This is a fully competitive game, where all agents try to outcompete others
in the environment and gain more food for themselves. Agents can also kill other agents in
the environment by attacking them (just a single attack). Each agent gets a step penalty
of -0.01, an attack penalty (penalty for attack) of -2 and a death penalty (punishment for
dying) of -20. Also, each agent gets a reward of 20 for attacking food and a reward of 60
for capturing the food. There are a total of 30 agents learning in our environment. The
action space of each agent is a set of 33 values. The agents have a view range of 7 and an
attack range of 1. All other conditions and rewards are the same as the Battle game.

E.2.3

Combined Arms Domain

The Combined Arms environment is a heterogeneous large-scale team game with two types
of agents in each team. The first type is a ranged agent, which can move fast and attack
agents situated further away but has fewer HP. The second type is the melee agent that
can only attack close-by agents and move slowly; however, they have more HP. The reward
function for the agents is the same as that given in the battle game. The action space of
the melee agents is a discrete set of 9 values, while the action space of the ranged agents
is a discrete set of 25 values. The actions correspond to moving in the environment and
attacking neighbouring agents. The ranged agents have a maximum HP of 3, and the melee
agents have a maximum HP of 10. The maximum HP is the limit after which the HP of
any agent cannot increase in this environment. Like the battle domain, agents lose 2 HP
for each time they are attacked and gain 0.1 HP for each step without being attacked. In
our experiments, each team consists of 25 agents, with 15 ranged and 10 melee agents at
the start. The view range is 6 and the attack range is 1 for melee agents. The view range
is 6 and attack range is 2 for ranged agents. All other conditions and rewards are the same
as the Battle game. To create the mean field we choose to use the action space of the type
which has the larger number of actions (i.e. we use the action space of the ranged agents).
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E.2.4

Tiger-Deer Domain

In the tiger-deer environment, tigers are the learning agents, cooperating with each other
to kill deer in the environment. At least two tigers need to attack a deer together to get
high rewards. The tigers start with an HP of 10 and gain an HP of 8 whenever they kill
deer. The tigers lose an HP of 0.021 at each step they do not eat a deer and die when
they lose all the HP. In this game, the deer move randomly in the environment, and start
with an HP of 5 and lose 1 HP upon attack. The tiger gets a reward of +1 for attacking a
deer alongside another tiger. In this game, each tiger is assumed to get perfect information
about the actions of other tigers at a distance of 4 units from itself and no information
beyond this point. The view range of the tiger is 4 and the attack range is 1. The tigers
also get a shaping reward of 0.2 for attacking a deer alone. All other rewards and conditions
are the same as the Battle game.

E.2.5

Waterworld Domain

The Waterworld domain was first introduced as a part of the Stanford Intelligent Systems
Laboratory (SISL) environments by Gupta et al. [89]. We use the same domain adapted by
the Petting Zoo environment [269]. This is a continuous action space environment, where
a group of pursuer agents aim to capture food and avoid poison. These pursuers are the
learning agents, while both food and poison move randomly in the environment. This is a
cooperative environment where pursuer agents need to work together to capture food. At
least two agents need to attack a food particle together to be able to capture it. The action
is a two-element vector, where the first element corresponds to horizontal thrust and the
second element corresponds to vertical thrust. The agents choose to use a thrust to make
themselves move in a particular direction with a desired speed. The action values are in
the range [-1, +1]. Our domain contains 25 pursuer agents, 25 food particles and 10 poison
particles. The food is not destroyed but respawned upon capture. The agents get a reward
of +10 upon capturing food and a penalty of -1 for encountering poison. If a single agent
encounters food alone, it gets a shaping reward of +1. Each time an agent applies thrust,
the agent obtains a penalty of thrust penalty ⇥ ||action||, where the value of thrust penalty
is -0.5. Since this is a cooperative environment, each agent is allowed access to the global
mean field action which is composed of actions of all agents in the environment, at each
time step. This is done to simplify this complex domain.
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E.2.6

Ride-Sharing Domain

In this domain, our problem formulation and environment are the same as that described
in Shah et al. [217]. The demand distribution is obtained from the publicly available New
York Yellow Taxi Dataset [181]. The overall approach follows six steps. First, the user
requests are obtained from the dataset. Second, sets of feasible trips are generated (by an
oracle) using the approach in Javier et al. [6]. These feasible trips keep the action space
from exploding. Third, the feasible actions are scored by the individual agents using their
respective value functions. Fourth, a mapping of requests takes place by checking diﬀerent
constraints. Fifth, the final mapping is used to update the rewards for the individual agents.
Sixth, the motion of vehicles is simulated until the next decision epoch.
We consider a maximum of 120 vehicles in our experiments. Since we are learning in
a decentralized fashion, each vehicle maintains its own network and is computationally
intensive. However, in practical applications, the training can be parallelized across agents
and the computational demands will not be a limitation of our proposed setting.
Our goal in this experiment is to implement the mean field algorithm on a real-world
problem and compare the performance to other state-of-the-art approaches. The experimental setup is along the lines of [6, 217], where we restrict ourselves to the street networks
of Manhattan, where the vast majority of requests are contained. The New York Yellow
Taxi dataset contains information about ride requests at diﬀerent times of the day during a
given week. Similar to Shah et al. [217], we use the pickup and drop-oﬀ locations, pickup
times and travel times from the dataset. The dataset has about 330,000 requests per
day. In our experiments, the taxis are assigned a random location at the start and react
to incoming ride requests. We train the networks using data pertaining to 8 weekdays
and validate it on a single day as done in Shah et al. [217]. We assume all vehicles have
similar capacities for simplicity, although our decentralized set-up is completely applicable
to environments with very diﬀerent types of vehicles as against prior work that relied on
centralized training [155, 217].
In the experiments, a single day of training corresponds to one episode. Each episode
has 1440 steps, where each step (decision unit) is considered to span one minute. The
initial location of vehicles at the beginning of an episode (single day of training) is random.
The state, action space and reward function in our system is the same as that in Shah et
al. [217]. The state of the system can be described as a tuple (ct , ut ), where ct is the location
of each vehicle j denoted by cjt = (pj , t, Lj ) representing its trajectory. This captures the
current location and a list of future locations that each vehicle visits. The user request i at
the time t is represented as uit = (oi , ei ) which corresponds to the origin and destination
of the requests. The action for each agent is to provide a score for all the requests with
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the objective of assigning the user requests to itself. The user request should satisfy the
constraints at the vehicle level (maximum allowed wait time and capacity limits) and the
constraints at the system level (each request is only assigned to a single agent). Since
these constraints are environmental, we continue to use a central agent that performs the
constraints check before assigning requests to individual agents. Each agent gets a reward
based on the proportion of requests in its feasible action set that it is able to satisfy, as
done in Shah et al. [217].

E.3

Hyperparameters and Implementation Details

The implementation of DMFG-QL, IL and MFQ almost use the same hyperparameters,
with the learning rate set as ↵ = 10 2 . The temperature for the Boltzmann policy is set as
0.1. Additionally, we also conduct epsilon greedy exploration which is decayed from 20% to
1% during the training process. The discount factor is equal to 0.9. The replay buﬀer
size is 2 ⇥ 105 , and the agents use a mini-batch size of 64. The target network is updated
at the end of every episode.
Our implementations of DMFG-AC and MFAC almost use the same hyperparameters,
where the learning rate of the critic is 10 2 and the learning rate of the actor is 10 4 . The
mean field network of the DMFG-AC uses a learning rate of 10 2 . The discount factor
is the same as the other three algorithms. In our implementation of MFAC, we do not
use replay buﬀers unlike the implementation of Yang et al. [303]. We found this version of
the actor-critic algorithm using the current updates (instead of delayed updates through
the replay buﬀer) is more stable and performs better than the implementation of Yang
et al. [303] in our experiments. Additionally, our implementations of both MFAC and
DMFG-AC use complete decentralization during execution where the actors only need to
use their local states (mean field does not need to be maintained anymore). Also since a
separate network is being maintained for the stochastic policy (actor) we do not use the
Boltzmann policy for the actor-critic based methods (MFAC and DMFG-AC).
For the continuous action space Waterworld environment, every component of the
obtained estimated mean field is normalized to be in the range [ 1, 1] (the range of the
action values) and we do not use a softmax for the output layer (since this a mixture of
Dirac deltas as discussed in Section 7.9).
Most hyperparameters are the same or closely match those used by prior works [303,
248, 88, 252] in many agent environments.
For the ride-sharing experiments, DMFG-QL uses the same network architecture as
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given in [217] for the NeurADP algorithm. The implementation of CO and NeurADP
uses the implementation provided by [217] except that all agents are fully decentralized as
mentioned before. Unlike the approach in [217], each of our agents train their independent
neural network using their local experiences. This network learns a suitable value function
that can assign an appropriate score to each of the ride requests. This is done for both
our implementations of NeurADP and DMFG-QL. For our baseline of CO [6], we used the
implementation from Shah et al. [217], which used the immediate rewards as the score for
the given requests along with a small bonus term pertaining to the time taken to process a
request (faster processing of requests is encouraged). The mean field for the DMFG-QL
implementation is obtained by processing a distribution of the ride requests across every
node in the environment at each step. This mean field is made available to all agents during
both training and testing. Also, we use a slightly diﬀerent architecture for estimating the
mean field in this domain (3 Relu layers of 50 nodes and an output softmax layer).
The DDPG hyperparameters are based on Lillicrap et al. [147] and the PPO hyperparameters are based on Schulman et al. [216]. DDPG uses the learning rate of the actor as
0.001 and that of the critic as 0.002 and a discount factor of 0.9. We use the soft replacement
strategy with learning rate 0.01. The batch size is 32. The PPO implementation uses the
same batch size and discount factor. The actor learning rate is 0.0001 and critic learning
rate is 0.0002. Independent PPO uses a single thread implementation, since the data
correlations are already being broken by the non-stationary nature of the environment
induced by the multiple agents. This is also computationally eﬃcient.
We use a set of 30 random seeds (1 – 30) for all training experiments and a new set of
30 random seeds (31 – 60) for all execution experiments.

E.4

Wall Clock Times

The training for all the experiments on the simulated Petting Zoo domains was run on a 2
GPU virtual machine with 16 GB GPU memory per GPU. We use Nvidia Volta-100 (V100)
GPUs for all these experiments. The CPUs use Skylake as the processor microarchitecture.
We have a CPU memory of 178 GB. The Battle, Combined Arms and Gather experiments
take an average of 5 days wall clock time to complete for all the considered algorithms.
The Tiger-Deer experiments take an average of 4 days wall clock time to complete and the
Waterworld experiments take an average of 2 days wall clock time to complete.
The majority of our experiments on the RMP problem were run on a virtual machine
with 4 Ampere-100 GPUs with a GPU memory of 40 GB each. The CPUs use Skylake
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as the processor microarchitecture. Each training takes an average of 5 days to complete
execution.
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Appendix F
Appendix For Chapter 8
F.1

Experimental Details

In this work, we used two experimental testbeds — MAgents and Neural MMO. More
details about each of these domains are given in this section.

F.1.1

MAgents

We consider three domains in the MAgents testbed. These are the Battle, Tiger and the
Combined Arms environments.
The Battle domain is a mixed cooperative-competitive domain that contains two teams
of agents, where an agent is trying to kill the members of the opponent team by cooperating
with the members of the same team. In this game, each agent starts with a maximum horse
power (HP) of 10 units. The HP denotes the energy of the agent. This HP gets depleted
upon being attacked by opponents. The HP is gradually replenished over time, and the
agent dies when the HP becomes 0. Each agent loses 2 HP upon being attacked by an
opponent and is able to recover 0.1 HP at every step. Each agent gets a small penalty of
-0.005 at every step, a punishment of -0.1 for dying (dead penalty), and a punishment of
-0.01 for a wrong attack (attacking agents of the same team or an empty grid). An agent’s
attack on another agent in its own team is not registered. The agents gain a reward of +0.5
upon attacking opponents and a reward of +10 upon killing an opponent. Each episode in
this setting constitutes a full battle of a maximum of 1000 action steps (or cycles). The
game terminates if either all the steps are done or if one of the two teams completely dies.
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The observation space of each agent is a 13 ⇥ 13 map around the agent where the agent
gets full observation (and no observation outside this radius). The entire state space is a
grid of dimensions ranging from 40 ⇥ 40 (for environments with 64 agents in each team) to
60 ⇥ 60 (for environments with 144 agents in each team). Each agent can perform a total
of 21 discrete actions, of which one action pertains to doing nothing, 12 actions pertain to
moving and 8 actions pertaining to attacking another agent nearby. The conditions in this
game are almost the same as the defaults in the Petting Zoo library [269].
Another domain we consider is the Combined Arms heterogeneous mixed cooperativecompetitive environment [269]. The conditions of this game are similar to the Battle game,
except that each team consists of 2 heterogeneous groups of agents — ranged and melee.
The ranged agents can move faster and attack further, but have a lesser maximum HP of 3
units (can be killed easily as compared to melee agents). The melee agents can only attack
other agents very close to itself but have more energy (more maximum HP of 10 units as
compared to ranged agents). The melee agents have a total of 9 actions with consists of
doing nothing, 4 attack actions and 4 move actions. The ranged agents have a total of 21
actions involving doing nothing, 12 move actions and 12 attack actions. The entire state
space is a grid of dimensions 50 ⇥ 50. All other conditions of this game are the same as the
Battle game.
Another MAgent environment we consider is the fully cooperative Tiger game. In this
game, the tigers start with a maximum HP of 18 units where they lose 0.02 HP at every
step they do not eat a deer. If they do eat a deer, they gain an HP of 8. When the HP
becomes 0, the tiger dies. The deer have a maximum HP of 5 and lose 1 HP when attacked
and regain 0.1 HP at every step. So it is better to kill a deer quickly. The tigers have an
action space of 9, where there is one action to signify doing nothing, 4 attack actions and 4
move actions. The action space of the deer consists of 5 actions (includes doing nothing and
4 move actions, the deer cannot attack). The tigers receive a reward of +2 for attacking a
deer alongside other tiger(s). At least two tigers have to attack a deer together to obtain
a reward. The tigers get a penalty of -0.01 in case of a wrong attack (attacking empty
grids, other tigers, or deer alone). The state is a grid of dimensions ranging from 74 ⇥ 74
(environment containing 54 tigers) to 100 ⇥ 100 (environment containing 100 tigers), with a
tiger getting an observation of dimension 9 ⇥ 9 around itself. Same as the Battle domain,
each episode in this setting constitutes a full game of a maximum of 1000 action steps (or
cycles). An episode ends either if all the deer are killed or if all the steps are completed.
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F.1.2

Neural MMO

Neural MMO, originally released by Suarez et al. [242], is a simulation of the popular
massively multiplayer online (MMO) [238] games. This environment supports learning with
many concurrently learning agents as in the MAgent platform. However, the per-agent
complexity of agents in Neural MMO is much larger than that of MAgents. We consider a
mixed cooperative-competitive setting where we have two groups of agents with 40 agents
on each team in a 128 ⇥ 128 grid (medium configuration from Suarez et al. [242]). The
objective of an agent is the same as the MAgent Battle game, where each agent tries to kill
agents belonging to the opponent team by cooperating with agents in the same team. At
the start of the game, each agent spawns randomly at any one of the grids with a maximum
HP of 100. At each step, an agent loses 20 units of HP upon being attacked and gains 1 HP
every step at which it is not attacked. The agent also loses diﬀerent quantities of HP based
on its current stock of food and water resources (see Suarez et al. [242] for more details).
The agent dies when the HP drops to 0 or lower. The observation of each agent contains two
components, where the first component contains entity information (i.e., information about
the agent itself including previous action and HP) and the second component includes a
local view of 15 ⇥ 15 around an agent. The action space is a discrete set of 108 actions,
where 103 actions pertain to attack (including direction and style of attack) and 5 actions
pertain to moving (into one of the 4 cardinal directions and doing nothing), see Suarez et
al. [242] for more details. Agents get a reward of +150 upon killing an opponent and +5 for
attacking an opponent. The agents lose -5 for dying and -2 for a wrong attack. All other
conditions are the same as the defaults in Suarez et al. [242].

F.2

Hyper-parameter and Implementation Details

Most hyper-parameters are the same or closely match prior works in mean field learning [303].
We make small changes for performance and computational eﬃciency reasons.
For the MAgent environment experiments, the Q-learning based methods (IL, MFQ,
MFA-QL, MFAA-QL, MTMFA-QL MTMFAA-QL) almost use the same hyper-parameters,
where the learning rate is ↵ = 10 4 , with an ✏-greedy exploration rate that decays linearly,
starting from 20% to 1% at the end of training. The discount factor = 0.95, and we use
a mini-batch size of 64. The replay buﬀer memory size is 2 ⇥ 104 . IL and MFQ use an
evaluation and target network that has 3 fully connected layers (2 ReLU layers of 50 neurons
and an output layer). The target network is replaced after every 10 learning iterations
using the hard replacement strategy. The architecture of MFAA-QL and MTMFAA-QL are
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as specified in Section 8.4 and Section 8.5 respectively. The temperature for Boltzmann’s
policy is set to 0.1.
For the MAgent environment experiments, the actor-critic based algorithms (MFAC,
MAAC, MFAA-AC) almost use the same hyper-parameters. The learning rate is ↵ = 10 4
and the temperature for Boltzmann’s policy is 0.1. MFAC uses a critic and actor network
with an architecture of 3 fully connected layers (2 ReLU layers of 50 neurons and an output
layer). The actor networks of MFAA and MFAA-AC also use the same configuration. The
critic of MFAA uses the configuration given in Shariq and Fei [110]. The critic of MFAA-AC
uses the configuration given in Section 8.4. The target networks are replaced every 10
learning iterations using the hard replacement strategy.
For the Neural MMO experiments, all hyper-parameters and network architectures are
the same as mentioned for the MAgent experiments. The exceptions are: 1) the neural
network configurations used in all algorithms contain one additional fully-connected layer,
and 2) all network layers contain 200 neurons.
All algorithms that use the attention mechanism (MAAC, MFA-QL, MFAA-AC, MFAAQL, MTMFA-QL, MTMFAA-QL) use a total of four attention heads in all of our environments. Leaky ReLU is used as the activation function in all of these networks involving the
attention mechanism.

F.3

Wall Clock Times

The majority of training for all the experiments on the MAgent domains was run on a
4 GPU virtual machine with 40 GB GPU memory per GPU. We use Nvidia Ampere100 (A100) GPUs for all these experiments. The CPUs use AMD Milan 7413 as the
microprocessor architecture. We have a CPU memory of 200 GB. The Battle and Combined
Arms experiments took an average of 5 days wall clock time to complete for all the considered
algorithms. The Tiger experiments took an average of 3 days wall clock time to complete.
The majority of training for the Neural MMO domain was done on a virtual machine of
a similar configuration, except that we use a CPU memory of 300 GB. The algorithms took
an average of 7 days wall clock time to complete.
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